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**4923177** A HOME FOR UNLOVED ORPHANS. By Hazel Wesson. Novel. All alone in the world, Lauren Greenwood finds an abandoned flock of Virginia countryside, a safe haven for those who have nowhere to go. Can Lauren save these children? 437 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**4750284** EVERY MOTHER’S SON. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When retired cavalry captain Stan Keegan, former Texas Ranger Matt McCulloch and bounty hunter Jed Breen—known as the Jackals—are asked to rescue the kidnapped daughter of a friend, they are unhappy that the trigger-happy marauding Apaches, and a kidnapping victim who doesn’t want to be rescued. This time the Jackals have no one to save but themselves! 376 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**4668979** THE DEVIL’S BONEYARD. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The Texas Rose Saloon in the town of Buzzard’s Bluff, Texas, is a magnet for drifters and outlaws on the run. That’s why the bar’s manager, the beautiful Rachel, is glad the new owner is Ben Savage, a former Pinkerton agent with a fast draw and low threshold for trouble. When ex-con and hellraiser Malcolm Hazzard arrives trying to kill the sheriff—Savage is ready. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**4841425** A GOOD DAY FOR A MASACRE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Life on the straight and narrow is easier said than done for a pair of crooks like “Slash” Braddock and “Pecos Kid” Baker. But these republicans are doing their damnedest to make an honest go of it. When Marshal “Breezy” D. Bredenson hires them to drive a decoy wagon in the shipment of gold, all hell breaks loose, and Slash and Pecos Kid find themselves trying to find the stolen gold. 348 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**4624083** THE MORGANS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. There’s nothing unusual for a legendary gunman to be summoned to the lawless territory of Arizona. But when Frank Morgan, aka The Last Gunfighter, rides into Tuscon, he finds himself ambushed and kidnapped. The only way out is for Frank’s son, Conrad, to ride for young man. 331 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

**4965957** FIRESTICK. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Elwood “Firestick” McCqueen was practically a living legend. His two best buddies are Malachi “Beartooth” Skinner and Jimmorew Jessop. The trio has settled down but if you think these old boys are ready for a life of leisure, think again. When a hired gunsman shows up with bullets blazing, these three hard-cases are ready to prove they aren’t getting older. 389 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4841751** A MACCALLISTER CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. This year, two of Duff MacCallister’s folks in the Texas Panhandle—Andrew and Rosanna—are going to be joining him for the holidays at the Sky Meadow Ranch. That’s if, they can manage to get there alive. The two friends are held up by no less than three gangs. The panhandle is a dangerous place, and that man’s son is the true killer. Sure enough, Luke and his friend find themselves battling for their lives. Luke’s job now—stay alive. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

**4939145** THE SHOTGUN WEDDING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Bo Creel and Scratch Morton are mighty proud. They managed to deliver five mail-order brides to the New Mexico mining town of Silverhill in one piece. But with marriage prospects for the brides about to dry up, the locals are forced to have to fight for their lives and sound—and a real shotgun wedding. 392 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

**4968626** BLOOD IN THE DUST. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Tracker Hunter Buchanan is down on his luck. He lost his family’s ranch in a fire, his gold to a thief, and he just might lose his fiancee, Annabelle, to a stinking-rich rival. But he’s not giving up yet. He’s got a plan to seize the hefty payload—until, that is, until the lawmen, including U.S. Marshal John Henry Silliker rides into town. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4968819** PREACHER’S CARNAGE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Preacher is a killer fresh out of jail, he’s in for the fight of his life. He’s a man of unorthodox ideas, and he just might lose his fiancee, Annabelle, to a stinking-rich rival. But he’s not giving up yet. He’s got a plan to seize the hefty payload—until, that is, until the lawmen, including U.S. Marshal John Henry Silliker rides into town. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**496764X** THE VIOLENT STORM. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Will Tanner is no ordinary lawman. He’s a force of nature. But when he’s outnumbered by outlaws, outrun, and stalked by a killer fresh out of jail, he’s in for the fight of his life. The only way to end it, a hailstorm of hot lead. 331 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

**496619A** WINTER KILL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Frank Morgan is shepherding a train of mail-order brides to a crawling Alaska boomtown called Skagway. But a beautiful woman has a lucrative plot on her mind, in the wild north where men are mad with greed. And the last gauntlet will need skills he didn’t know he had, plus a few more he knows he does. 311 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3908429** DIE WITH THE OUTLAWS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Left for dead by horse thieves, Matt Jensen is now alive and well and living for revenge. With no time to lose and no holding back, before it’s all over, no trigger-happy outlaws will let the past stand in their way. 364 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4975939** DEAD RIVER. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When Texas Ranger McCulloch and his band of yellow Jackals follow them into Mexico. Now, all are wanted men. Nothing will stop McCulloch from completing his mission, to save his daughter from the clutches of her kidnappers. The new threat, her old friend Big Jim Conyers, they steal two thousand cattle from him, and then they kill Big Jim for the fun of it. Now they’re going to pay. 361 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**370626X** FRONTIER AMERICA. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Two of Johnstone’s most legendary heroes—the rugged mountain man known as Preacher and the Scottish clan rancher Jamie MacCallister, here together for the first time. And this time it’s personal and it’s bloody—and going to get uglier. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4957115** RIDING SHOTGUN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. If anyone knows the road to purgatory, it’s Red Ryan. As a stagecoach guard, he’s faced holocausts, ambushes, and all-out attacks from every kind of outlaw, Indian, and prairie rat. But even he’s a bit reluctant to take on his next job: riding shotgun with his driver Buttons Muldoon on a stage bound from Fort Concho, Texas, to Fort Bliss—with the Apaches on the warpath. 342 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3799383** BLOODY TRAIL OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. If there’s one thing Smoke Jensen hates, it’s a man who fights dirty. And no one fights dirtier than a politician like ROX. Underhill. Luckily, with another election coming up, this senatorial snake in the grass has some serious competition. Smoke’s old friend, Sheriff O’Day, literally traps Carson, and when the going gets tough, Smoke gets even. 376 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**4956112** TEN GUNS FROM TEXAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When the governor’s daughter is kidnapped by fence busters, Duff and his partner Elmer, willing to go after her but needing more men, are given three outlaws for help. But if there’s one thing a man could use a fanciful, riding with a gun and a bumper he cannot fully trust—once the shooting starts. Duff and his posse find they are riding straight into the Bloody depths of hell. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3819914** HIRED GUNS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It’s the kind of job Luke Jensen hates. A millionaire mine owner is willing to pay $5,000 to the man who captures the half-breed outlaw Tom Eagle, the man who killed his son. But when Luke arrives in Hard Rock, Montana, he finds out that the outlaw is hiding, the ghosts are alive and well—and gunning for Luke’s hide. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4841413** TEXAS KILL OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It’s the kind of job Luke Jensen hates. A millionaire mine owner is willing to pay $5,000 to the man who captures the half-breed outlaw Tom Eagle, the man who killed his son. But when Luke arrives in Hard Rock, Montana, he finds out that the outlaw is hiding, the ghosts are alive and well—and gunning for Luke’s hide. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**467170X** THE ROGERS VENGEANCE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen has met some down and dirty, murdering prairie scum over the years. But this time it’s personal and it’s bloody—and going to get uglier. Smoke Jensen was delivered to his old friend Big Jim Conyers, then they stole two thousand cattle from him, and then they killed Big Jim for the fun of it. Now they’re going to pay. 361 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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**MASACRE AT POWDER RIVER.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The year is 1892. Winnie, a 10-year-old British boy, comes to visit his uncle’s Wyoming spread, just as the vicious Yellow Kerchief Gang has the ranch under siege. Outgunned and outnumbered, a British rancher is willing to give his life to protect that. It is more than enough money to bring Matt Jensen into the fray. But Matt has history on his hands, because little Winnie Churchill must survive, grow up, and fight a war of his own. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**FIGHT FOR BLOOD.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. A killer that Judge Dobbs sent to the gallows has a brother that has sworn vengeance on the judge. The judge needs help and John Henry Siskiller will help the hard way. He gets himself arrested, busts out of jail and worms his way into an outlaw haven run by a beautiful American woman who is in the center of the plot for revenge. 316 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**COLD DEAD CASH.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Shotgun Johnnys crossing paths with three desperate strangers: an old man, his daughter Dixie and his son, Jake, is wanted dead or alive for bank robberies. The thing is Jake is already dead in a pine box on his family’s wagon, and every bounty hunter in the state is after his body for the$10,000 bounty. As a sudden snow storm complicates the journey, 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**OUTLAW COUNTRY.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. For most couples, the marriage vows end with “til death do us part.” But when Smoke Jensen takes Sally Reynolds as his lawfully wedded wife, it’s just the beginning. Sally is ready to embrace Smoke’s past for better or worse. But when outlawed John Haller attempts to kidnap a local girl, Sally is forced to use the gun skills she learned from Smoke to save both of their lives. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95

**RISE OF FIRE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen’s daughter Denny can out-ride, out-rope, and out-shoot any man who gets in her way. But being a pretty woman, Denny sometimes attracts the attentions of unscrupulous suitors, like the lecherous Count Malatesta who has a plan to swindle the Jensens to pay off his debts. Not if Denny can help it, no matter what it takes—a shootout to a showdown at the Sugarloaf Ranch. 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**DEATH & TEXAS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Texas’ governor Richard B. Hubbard is at the end of his rope. He wants to clean up Texas once and for all, and his desperate enough to try something crazy: hire a man who is the central character in the plot for revenge. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**THE EDGE OF VIOLENCE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Two rival factions have been reduced to its basic nature—and then prepared for the hardships they will face. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**DARK IS THE NIGHT.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. There are a million ways to die in the great state of Texas. If it has now become a magnet for new settlers. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t have enough money to buy his horse, let alone the law of the gun. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**HELL’S GATE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After crossing the desert, bounty hunter Sam Flintock is desperate for rest and supplies. Then comes a bizarre offer from heiress Lucy Cullen: she’ll pay him to spend a week in the haunted manor of her uncle. Sam doesn’t fear ghosts—he’s more concerned about a local gunslugger. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**TEXARKANA.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. All the guns and the marauding outlaws in Texas are now turned upon each other. A vendetta is bourn. And one man blazes a trail to hell and back to pay the devils their dues, in bullets and blood. They call him Preacher. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95

**LAST STAGE TO EL PASO.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. According to local legend, the stagecoach known as the Gray Ghost is either haunted, cursed, or just plain unlucky. Each of the last three drivers and three more riding shotgun came to a violent, bloody end. And now it’s Red Ryan’s turn to guard five foolhardy passengers on the stage’s next, and possibly last, trip. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95


**PREACHER’S INFERNO.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. A very lucky day. Each of the last three drivers and three more riding shotgun came to a violent, bloody end. And now it’s Red Ryan’s turn to guard five foolhardy passengers on the stage’s next, and possibly last, trip. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95

**GRACIE’S SECRET.** By Jill Childs. Novel. When Gracie, a little girl involved in a car crash driven by her father’s new girlfriend, is pronounced dead and later resurrected, she’s a little girl with tworint tells strange stories about what she heard in the car and what she saw moments near death. 338 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**WESTERNING WOMEN.** By Sandra Dallas. Novel. February, 1852. Maggie, a young seamstress with a small daughter and several painful secrets has nothing to lose by going west to the gold rush. But when she meets Civil War hero with 413 pages. forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**THE LAW OF INNOCENCE.** By Frances Spiegel. Novel. The most celebrated trial of the century: Emily Bronte is accused of murder. In his highest-stakes case yet, the Lincoln Lawyer fights for his life and proves again why he is “a worthy colleague of Atticus Finch.” 421 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

**WE MUST BE BRAVE.** By Frances Clarice. Novel. December, 1940. As German bombers begin to terrorize England, the city’s residents flee to the surrounding villages. In Upton village, amid the chaos, newly married Ellen finds a girl asleep, unattended at the back of an empty house. Spanning the sweep of the twentieth century, this story explores the fierce love that we feel for our children and the power for that love to endure. 464 pages. Pulitzer. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $9.95

---
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498203 Tiffany Tales. By Hilderbrand. Novel. With rumors of infidelity straining Greg and Tess MacAvoy’s marriage, the couple head out on a sailboat to celebrate their anniversary, hoping the toughest waters are behind them. But when they mysteriously drown, their grieving friends find themselves unprepared for the revelation of secret upon secret. 389 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

498006 Here to Sui. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Lauren is a sweet, simple woman who shares with the world only two things, a love for the man they all married, Deacon, and a passionate dislike for one another. After Deacon’s tragic death, his makeshift family assembly to cope. As they try to find their way, they family says good-bye to the man who brought them together, will they be able to put aside their differences? 411 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

497124 This Storm. By James Elroy. Novel. January 1942. L.A. reels behind the fourth wall of Pearl Harbor. An air raid has rounded up and slammed behind bars. Massive thunderstorms hit the city. A body is unearthed in Griffith Park. The cops tag Along with a new boy in town, and the only witness to the killing is Elroy’s own kid brother. But that’s not the only reason Elroy’s out of the picture. Over the summer, Gemma must reexamine everything she thought about her parents. 450 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

498589 Seashell Season. By Holly Chamberlin. Novel. It’s been 16 years since Verity’s baby’s father, Alan, took two month old Gemma and disappeared. The police now believe it’s possible that the baby call may change everything. Verity learns that Alan is now in jail on abduction charges—and Marni Armstrong, born Gemma Peterson-Burns, is set to testify what really happened. Over the summer, Gemma must reexamine everything she thought about her parents. 450 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


498149 The Good Fight. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Against the electrifying backdrop of the 1960s, this is a gripping chronicle of the characters will reach a crossroads where what is easy and what is right, and find the answers is leading Lady Kara Kensington, her friend Sarah of Portland, and the young gaan to the concentration camps in WWII to emigration of the 1960s, this story is a gripping chronicle of its many heartbreaks and victories as it. 287 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95


497089 Arizona Ames. By Zane Grey. Novel. Rich Ames didn’t set out to be a guslinger, it was forced on him. When two men roughed up his sweet sister, Rich rushed for his frus...
*1909667 BLOOD CRUISE. By Mats Strömberg. Novel. tonight 1,200 passengers have joined the bizarre cruise between Sweden and Finland. The big old ship travels this route, back and forth, every day of the year. But this time is going to be different. In the middle of the night the ship is suddenly attacked by pirates from the outside world. The one thing anyone knows for sure is in the Baltic Sea, no one can hear you scream. 548 pages. Jo Fletcher. Paper bound at $26.99  $6.95

★ 4848691 PRIVATE SCANDALS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In the cultural world of entertainment elegance and a cool, condescending show host is about to learn the price of fame, and the cost of betrayal. 503 pages. Berkley. Paper bound at $9.99  $7.95

★ 2924692 COME SUNDOWN. By Nora Roberts. Novel. The Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is run by Bodine Longbow and new hire Calleen Skinner—an idyllic spot for vacationers. When a bartender leaves the resort late one night, Bo and Cal discover her battered body in the snow. The first sign that danger lurks in the mountains that surround them. 564 pages. St. Martin’s. Paper bound at $8.99  $6.95

★ 1931209 THE REEF. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Marine archaeologist Tate Beaumont has a passion for treasure-hunting. Over the years, she and her father have uncovered many fabulous riches, but one treasure has always eluded them—Angelique’s Curse—a jeweled amulet tainted with blood. Now forming a team with the shaking brothers, they’ll search for the treasure. 371 pages. Berkley. Paper bound at $12.00  $8.95


1909674 THE HALF SISTER. By Sandie Jones. Cates isn’t the only one at the oasis. Thirteen strangers are on the run from the fierce Chuparita and his Apache warriors. They’re desperate for their lives. And they have gold. 162 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4905102 THE TALL STRANGER. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. papago Wells is the only water for miles in this vast, sun-blasted region. Logan Cates isn’t the only one at the oasis. Thirteen strangers are on the run from the fierce Chuparita and his Apache warriors. They’re desperate for their lives. And they have gold. 162 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4903064 RIVERS WEST. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Jean Talon’s dream of building magnificent steamboats to ply the rivers of the American frontier are put on hold when his half-breed son, Milo Talon to hunt down a missing girl, he risked his life for a place he never wanted to call home. 212 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4902874 HIGH LONESOME. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. After a love triangle tore them apart, Considine and Pete Runyon are meeting once again on opposite sides of the law. Considine plans a raid on the bank at Obaro, pitting himself against Sheriff Runyon. But could a beautiful woman and her stubborn father dare his thirst for revenge? 146 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $4.95

★ 4907250 THE BURNING HILLS. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Wounded during a violent feud with Bob Sutton, Trace Jordan is near collapse as he descends from the heat of the desert into a cool canyon. He wakes to find a desert woman, a bond that’s greater than any man. Maria and her family also have suffered at the hands of Sutton. Their only escape is through the heat-blasted desert. And if that doesn’t do it, the Apaches will. 148 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $4.95

★ 4882244 THE KEY-LOCK MAN. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Matt Keelock’s trip to Freedom for supplies ended in a shootout. It caught he wouldn be hanging. Violent and obsessive Oskar Neemann always gets his way. But when he travels to New York to reclaim the love of his childhood sweetheart, he finds the city has its own set of challenges. 480 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 490303X THE QUICK AND THE DEAD. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Duncan McKaskell decided to move his family west, he anticipated the dangers it would entail. What he didn’t expect was the mysterious stranger, Con Vallain, who appeared one night and saved his life. But when Duncan decides to ride—indeed could it have something to do with Duncan’s wife? 184 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 1924176 THE HERITAGE TRAIL. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Mary Braydon knew how to make her daycountdown. But when her husband is killed, she must make a living running a stagecoach station on the Cherokee Trail. She stores down stolen horses, defends against Indians, cares for a wayward boy, and protects herself and her daughter from a man determined to become governor, the same man who is the ruthless war criminal who murdered her husband. 222 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4903186 WESTWARD THE WIDE. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When drifter Matt Bostock falls for the outspoken beauty, Jacqueline Coyle, he signs on to join the girl and her father on an expedition in search of gold. But hidden within the party, a group of outlaws are forging their own plan—one of greed, lust, and cold-blooded murder. 204 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $4.95

★ 1924249 THE DAYBREAKERS. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. You had to push to start a fight with Orrin Sackett, but not with his brother Tyrel. Rye hadn’t been into trouble, and the night he strolled with his father, Loaf, and a bullet changed the course of both their lives forever. And ultimately, when a loose end from their past turns up, one brother is forced to revert to his old ways, and Tyrel’s other dreams are to be realized. 198 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $4.95

★ 4902858 HANGING WOMAN CREEK. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Barnabas Pike is no gunfighter and Eddie Holt is a black box in a white man’s world. But they cross paths with an Irish immigrant and his beautiful sister, who were burned off their land, Pike and Holt find themselves in a fight they don’t need or want, and can’t escape. They face off on 195 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $4.95

4903080 SACKETT’S LAND. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. After discovering six gold Roman coins buried in the mud of the Devil’s Dyke, Barnabas Sackett invests in gold that he will offer for sale to wealthy Jefferson Henry. But when a mysterious man appears on his doorstep, Rupert Genest, nephew of an earl, orders Sackett to be thrown into the hold of a pirate ship. 185 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4848721 REILLY’S LUCK. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. After the death of his mother, four year old Val Darrant was taken in by, in Rheem Keelock, and self-taught scholar. For ten years they traveled together as family—until the day Reilly’s luck ran out. Reeling from loss, Val sets out to unearth the truth. But when a chance meeting with an old friend, Darrant’s demise. 312 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95

★ 4848586 THE DAYBREAKERS/SACKETT. By Louis L’Amour. Novels. The Daybreakers follow brothers Orrin and Tyrrell Sackett, as they head to the last of the Un owns, the Apaches. Matthew Bostock, and scientist William Tell Sackett, a drifter by circumstance, who meets Ange Gerry, a courageous and resourceful woman. 151 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $6.95

★ 4905076 BENDIGO SHAFTER. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Young Bendigo Shafter and his fellow travelers settle in the rugged Wyoming mountains, where the brutal realities of nature and man are ever present. But when he travels to New York to reclaim the love of his childhood sweetheart, he finds the city has its own set of challenges. 480 pages. Bantam. Paper bound at $5.95
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and Ange nowhere to be found, Tell faces overwhelming odds to start a family. But when an ambush leaves Tell badly injured...

THE SACKETT BRAND.

remote Arizona ranch. Between Hondo Lane and...
**Fiction**


**4754484 THE COUNTRY GUESTHOUSE.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. When Hannah suddenly becomes guardian to a five-year old, she's terrified she's not up to the challenge. She and Noah need to get to know each other, so she rents a house on a lake in rural Colorado. Noah immediately bonds with a Great Dane named Romeo at the house, and as life throws challenges at everyone they are tested in ways they never thought possible. 348 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

**192650 INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE.** By Anne Rice. Novel. Here are the confessions of a woman. Hypnotic, shocking and chilling erotic, this is a work of mesmerizing creativity and light, of love and loss, of resolution, and of the extraordinary power of senses. 350 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**1923765 THE QUEEN OF THE DAMNED.** By Anne Rice. Novel. Akasha, the queen of the damned, has risen from a six thousand year sleep deceived plan to “save” mankind and destroy the vampire Lestat—in this extraordinary sensationally successful novel. 500 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**1917811 THE MUMMY: OR Ramses the Damned.** By Anne Rice. Novel. Reawakened in opulent Edwardsian Ramses the Great becomes Dr. Ramsay, expert in Egyptology. But soaring memories of his last reawakening at the behest of Cleopatra, burn in his immortal soul. And his most intense longing of all will force him to commit an act of un believable horror. 406 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**4979117 THE WITCHING HOUR.** By Anne Rice. Novel. Demonstrating once again her gift for spellbinding storytelling, the author makes real a family of witches—a family given to poetry and incest, to murder and philosophy, a family that is itself haunted by a powerful, dangerous and seductive being. 1038 pages. Ballantine. Paperback.  $7.95

**1915606 KISS ME, CLOWN!** By Diana Palmer. Novellas. In The Rancher’s Whirlwind, a tough Colorado rancher and a screenwriter turned waitress start off as collaborators, but soon sparks start to fly. In Cowboy Cowboy, Esther seeks shelter with a rugged wildlife rehabilitator. But will he be able to protect them when her mother’s killer comes to call? 361 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**1901971 NINE PERFECT STRANGERS.** By Liane Moriarty. Novel. Nine people gather at a remote health resort. Some are here to get a reboot on life, some are here for reasons they can’t even admit to themselves. Amid all the challenges they face, there is one thing they can’t avoid. Everyone here is going to be. 567 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

**1909487 A COMEDY OF TERRORS.** By Lindsey Davis. Novel. In first century Rome, Claudia Albinus faces the December festival of Saturnalia. With a series of gang related poisonings, and bloody murders, Albia and her husband Tiburius must work as a team to solve the crime. And as the investigation unfolds itself becomes a target of the hidden criminal gangs. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $19.95

**4923219 A STEADY MAN.** By Leigh Greenwood. Novel. Daisy Singleton is shocked when she wakes in an unfamiliar cabin, along with a man she’s never met. Confused and angry, all she wants is to leave the shelter of the mountain and track down the villains responsible for hurting her. The two reluctant heroes will have to band together if they want to get another day. 407 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**4839190 HIGH TREASON.** By Sean McFate. Novel. The vice president’s motorcade is hit in a vicious, expertly planned attack that throws Washington, DC, into chaos. Former military contractor Locke and FBI agent Jennifer Lin team up and discover that a civil war is secretly brewing in the military-contracting world. Only Locke can get to the bottom of the conspiracy, and blow it apart with one bold strike before it’s too late. 369 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

**1917174 A DOG’S COURAGE.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Bella was once a lost dog, but now she lives happily with her people, Lucas and Olivia. Occasionally recalling the hardships in her past. Then a weekend camping trip turns into a harrowing struggle for survival when the Rocky Mountains are engulfed in wildfires. 282 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

**4932102 A DOG’S WAY HOME.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Bella was once a lost dog, but now she lives happily with her people, Lucas and Olivia, only occasionally recalling the hardships in her past. Then a weekend camping trip turns into a harrowing struggle for survival when the Rocky Mountains are engulfed by devastating wildfires. 282 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

**497221X A DOG’S WAY HOME.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. With four hundred miles of dangerous Colorado wilderness separating one brave dog from her beloved person, Bella sets off on a seemingly impossible mission to find her adventure home. A beautifully told, charming tale that explores the unbreakable bond between us and our pets. 332 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

**191665X RALPH COMPTON THE SAGEBRUSH TRAIL.** By Robert J. Randisi. Novel. Capturing and breaking wild horses is a tough way to make a living, but Montana ranch owner Ethan Miller’s problems are just getting started. He has to drive 200 horses all the way from Montana to Texas for the U.S. Calvary. And as life throws challenges at everyone they are tested in ways they never thought possible. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**4986477 POLAND.** By James A. Michener. Novel. Like the land that is its subject, this documentary novel seems to have vivid events and的人物 throughout its eight tumultuous centuries. 644 pages. Dial. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

**4988450 ALASKA.** By James A. Michener. Novel. A masterly recreation of the history of that vast northern land, from the crossing of the Bering Straits through the era of the fur traders, Russia’s occupation, and the early European exploration to the Yukon gold rush and the discovery of oil. 1124 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

**4891244 HALLOWEEN KILLS.** By John Carpenter. Novel. In the 1978 original, Michael Myers, the masked maniac from Haddonfield, Illinois, is on the loose in rural woodlands when he breaks free from a Chicago mental institution. Now he’s doing the same thing in the woods. Includes full-page color illustrations and a textured cloth cover features intricate foil stamping. Ages 12 & up. 256 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

**1912955 DAUGHTER OF THE REICH.** By Louise Fein. Novel. As the dutiful daughter of a high-ranking Nazi officer, Heike is keen to play her part in the glorious new Thousand Year Reich. But she never imagines that all she believes and knows about her world will come into stark confusion when she meets a Jewish friend from the past who stirs dangerous feelings in her. 533 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

**4899047 A DOG’S HOPE.** By Casey Wilson. Novel. When Sarah walks into Jack’s life once again, he’s shaken to the core. Her dreams of becoming a doctor are dashed; her only hope is to find a better life for herself and her son—a child who’s no longer her own. Now a prosperous rancher, Joe yearns to finally make a home with Sarah and their boy, 331 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**4829158 COLD MOUNTAIN.** By Charles Frazier. Novel. This extraordinary tale of a soldier’s struggle to his beloved at the end of the Civil War is at once an entralling adventure, a stirring love story, and a luminous evocation of a vanished land. The novel was adapted into an Oscar-nominated movie starring Nicole Kidman and Jude Law. 457 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

**4951018 CALDER BRAND.** By Janet Dailey. Novel. When Sarah walks into Jack’s life once again, he’s shaken to the core. Her dreams of becoming a doctor are dashed; her only hope is to find a better life for herself and her son—a child who’s no longer her own. Now a prosperous rancher, Joe yearns to finally make a home with Sarah and their boy, 331 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
**Fiction**

4767593 A CHRISTMAS SECRET. By Katherine Spencer. Novel. Martin was no stranger to Cape Light. He spent many summers there as a boy. Now he’s returned to fulfill the terms of his grandfather’s will—-in order to collect his inheritance. Martin must spread joy through the town with anonymous gifts. Martin, he’s helped by pretty police officer Louisa, who shows him a stranger is just a friend you haven’t met yet. 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ 4936089 VENUS IN VIRGENSA. By Charles Deveaux. Novel. First published in 1905, this work is about a British officer stationed in India and his various extramarital affairs with, among others, the daughters of his superior officer. Meanwhile, his devoted wife Louie waits in England for his return. Adults only. 227 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

4957253 THE ALMOND. By Nedjma. Novel. A journey into the erotic undertones of a seemingly puritanical world. Its heroine Barda, an observant Muslim, has fled a repressive marriage and the small town of Imoukh in order to save her daughter. Now free, Barda discards the role of timid sexless wife and engages in a passionate relationship with a wealthy doctor. Adults only. 246 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $4.95

4971888 LAME OF THRONES. By the Harvard Lampoon. Novel. The story will take you to Westeros, where several extremely attractive egomaniacs are vying to be ruler of the realm and sit on the Pointy Chair. Our hero Jon Dough was a likely bet, but his unluckily murder at the hands of his own men of the Night’s Crotch has made that seem less likely. 308 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

4996443 DOMINUS. By Steven Saylor. Novel. AD 165. The Empire of Rome has reached its pinnacle. Pax Romana reigns from Britain to Egypt, from Gaul to Greece. Emperor Marcus Aurelius oversees a golden age, and the ancient Pinarus family of artisans embelishes the greatest city on Earth with gilded statues and glowing marble monuments. 480 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

★ 4995838 TWO OLD MEN AND A BABY. Or, How Hendrik and Evert Get Themselves into a Jam. By Hendrik Groen. Novel. Hendrik Groen and Evert Duiker, faithful friends, who are well over 70 and enjoy weekly trips to the beach. One day Evert suddenly falls into a deep slumber when Evert shows up with an unexpected guest: a baby. Evert had taken from an unattended stroller in a moment of pure madness. Now the two men must get the baby girl back to her parents. 275 pages. $6.95

4854047 TWENTY. By James Griggando. Novel. After a deadly school shooting claims twenty casualties—Florida’s fifth mass shooting in as many years—Jack Swyteck and his family are caught in the crossfire when a mobster tries to save himself from certain death. But he may not be able to save everyone—including himself. 372 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

★ 4864352 RALPH COMPTON BLOOD ON THE PRAIRIE. By Tony Healey. Novel. Twenty years ago, Sherman Knowles was notorious as a slave trying to burn all the sugar cane in Cuba; a soulless pirate; a lady in need of rescuing; and more. 227 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

4919310 WINTER SISTERS. By Robin Oliveira. Novel. New York, 1879. An epic blizzard descends on Albany, devastating the city. When the snow finally settles, two newly orphaned girls are left motherless and friendless. When what happened to them is finally revealed she must fight the most powerful of Albany’s citizens. 409 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4944712 RISING. By Janet D. Crouch. Novel. Nicole Berman is an archeologist on the brink of a world-changing discovery. Preparing for her first dig in Jordan, she believes she has found concrete evidence of a biblical patriarchal society. But someone doesn’t want the truth revealed. While urgently trying to connect pieces of an ancient puzzle, a dangerous enemy is out to stop her. 310 pages. Worthy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4886676 CLASSIC WESTERNs: Zane Grey. Novels. Ride out to the frontier and experience the drama and adventure of the Old West. The two novels in this collection, Riders of the Purple Sage, and The Rainbow Trail, established Zane Gray as the most popular Western writer of his day and one of the foremost authors during the 20th century. A collector’s edition with a flexible leather-like cover. 503 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

1909754 THE SACRAMENT. By Olaf Olafsson. Novel. A young nun is sent to the Vatican to investigate allegations of misconduct at a Catholic school in Ireland. During her time there, on a gray winter’s day, a student at the school witnesses the pope’s henchman fall to his death from the church tower. 292 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4924714 JEEVES AND THE LEEP OF FAITH. By Ben Schott. Novel. In this eagerly anticipated sequel to Jeeves and the King of Clubs, Schott leads Jeeves and Wooster on yet another elegantly uproarious espionage caper. 336 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

★ 4927441 A TREAT ME THE BEELE THAT I AM GONE. By Diana Gabaldon. Novel. The past may seem the safest place to be but it is the most dangerous time to be alive. Jamie and Claire Fraser were torn apart by the Jacobite rising in 1746, and it took them twenty years to find each other again. Now the American Revolution threatens to do the same. 902 pages. Delacorte. Paper at $36.00 $26.95

4887742 SISTERS LIKE US. By Susan Mallory. Novel. Divorce left Harper Szymanski with a name that no one could spell, a house she can’t afford and a teenage daughter who’s pulling away. Spending half her life in school hasn’t prepared Dr. Stacey Bloom for motherhood. She didn’t inherit the marriage gene. Separately they may be a mess, but together they can survive anything. 355 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

★ 4936787 THE TALKING JEWELS. By Denis Diderot. Novel. Bored with his riches, the extravagant Sultan Mangole of Congo visits a genie in hopes of a little excitement. He receives a magic ring that gives him the power to drive the sexual secrets of every woman he meets. This erotic novel was first published in 1784. Adults only. 220 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

4981735 BUTTON MAN. By Andrew Gross. Novel. Morris, Sol, and Harry Pollock are the poor and gray New York’s Lower East Side, until the death of their father forced them to support the family. Morris apprentices himself to a gangster’s lawyer that could meld accounting school and Harry is lurid under the wing of a charismatic crime figure—eventually pitting brother against brother. 371 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 192356X LOVE IN THE TIME OF BERTIE. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. For Bertie Pollock, things seem to be moving along at a pace that is rather out of his control. In Drummond Place Garden, it appears young Olive has their future mapped out, wedding bells and a carriage. Meanwhile, Bertie’s domineering mother is off in Aberdeen, beckoning to home to stay for a few months. 276 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 4989272 THE THROWAWAY CHILDREN. By Lucinda Riley. Novel. Rita and Rosie are only nine and five years old when their widowed mother remarries. Under pressure from her new husband, the girls’ mothers send them into an orphanage, not knowing that the papers she signed will entitle them to do what they like with the children. Without their mother’s knowledge or consent the girls are sent to Australia. 491 pages. Headline. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


★ 6922163 SWAN SONG. By Robert McCammon. Novel. Facing down an unprecedented malevolent entity, the U.S. responds with a nuclear attack. Soon, America as it is known is long gone every citizen will fight to stay alive. In a wasteland born of rage and fear, populated by monstrous creatures and marauding armies, Earth’s last survivors are drawn to the most beautiful and good evil. 919 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $9.95

4924751 DEVIL OF A FIX. By Marcus Palliser. Novel. It is 1702, and in the lawless Caribbean Sea, young Matthew Lotus captures his ship. He vows to engage in honest trade rather than piracy and plunder. But his crew lusts after the spoils that their fast, well-armed vessel could win, and discontent begins to rumble. 337 pages. McBride. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

4865499 THE SUMMER HOUSE. By Lauren K. Denton. Novel. Lily Bishop wakes up one morning to find a good-bye note and discover her husband has moved out of the house. Rose Carrigan built the small retirement village of Safe Harbor years ago—before her husband ran off with his assistant. Lily and Rose form an unlikely friendship. 306 pages. Thomas. $5.95

4924672 THE BLACK RING. By William Westbrook. Novel. It’s 1798. Great Britain, France, and Spain vie for control of the Caribbean trade in sugar, salt, and coffee while slave rebellions in Saint-Domingue shift both the agricultural center and European attention towards Spanish Cuba. Then comes the Black Ring: an escaped slave trying to burn all the sugarcane in Cuba; a soulless pirate; a lady in need of rescuing; and more. 317 pages. McB Books. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

4977574 WESTWINDS. By Minnow Down. Novel. A few minutes after 9 PM, on Palm Sunday, April 5, 1936, a massive funnel cloud flashing a giant fireball and roaring like a runaway train careened into the thriving cattle town of Wills Point, Mississippi, killing more than 200,000 people. During the hours and days that follows, Jo and Dwayne will struggle to navigate a landscape of disaster. Photos. 366 pages. McB Books. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ 4875153 FLOATING DRAGON. By Peter Straub. Novel. The quiet suburban town of Hampstead is threatened by two horrors. One is natural. The hideous unstoppable creation of man’s research that could not be natural at all. And it makes the first look like child’s play. 595 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $8.95
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### Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE LIVING DEAD</td>
<td></td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE OUTLANDER SERIES, VOLUMES 5-8</td>
<td></td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GIVER OF STARS</td>
<td>Jojo Moyes</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT IN THE WIND: The Roanoake Journal of Emma More</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOLEN ECSTASY</td>
<td>By Hannah Howell</td>
<td>Novel. Masterful work of historical fiction spanning three eras: Nazi occupied Poland, the American Zone of post war Germany, and Chicago at the height of the Wall Street Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKED CAME THE FLORIDA MAN</td>
<td>By Tom Bissell</td>
<td>Novel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEP. DEATH</td>
<td>By Joyce Carol Oates</td>
<td>Novel. A gripping examination of contemporary America through the prism of a family tragedy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECRETS OF A CHARMED LIFE</td>
<td>By Susan Swan</td>
<td>Novel. Present day Oxford. Kendra Van Zant interviews the elderly Isabel MacFarland just as she’s ready to give up war secrets she has kept for decades. 1940s England. As WWII wages on, a group of young women are sent to foster homes in the rural countryside. Among them are Emmy and her younger sister, Julia, doomed to estrangement.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE TO HOME</td>
<td>By Lisa Jackson</td>
<td>Novel. Coming home to renovate the old Victorian mansion where she grew up, Sarah McAdams finds uneasy memories coming back to haunt her.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD ON THE TRAIL</td>
<td>By Terence McCauley</td>
<td>Novel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Golden Horn</td>
<td>By Peter Williams</td>
<td>Novel. The Bahamas. 1941. Newly widowed Leonora arrives in Nassau to write a profile on the Duke and Duchess of Windsor—that infamous couple whose love for the exiled King Edward VIII had resulted in the British monarchy to its knees. She reveals her true identity as her late husband’s illegitimate child, and she utilize her knowledge of the couple’s secrets to the fullest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FICTION**

**4969399 TO THE BRIGHT AND SHINING SUN.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. Not only is Perry Watson Hatfield James brothers and the feuding Hatfield clan, he is coming of age in the despair-sodden world of moonshine whiskey in eastern Kentucky’s mining country in the early 1960s. With the lure of the “watering holes” beckoning him, Perry must navigate the tempestuous journey from boyhood to manhood. 298 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$11.95**

**4847326 THE DUTCH WIFE.** By Ellen Keith. Novel. Amsterdam, May 1943. As the tulips bloom and the Nazis tighten their grip, the last signs of Dutch resistance are being swept away. Manjike de Graaf and her husband are arrested and deported to different concentration camps. In Germany, SS officer Karl Muller encounters her, this changes their lives forever. Woven in is Luciano Wagner’s orded in 1977. 340 pages. Park Row. Pub. at $29.95 **$9.95**

**4858404 TASK FORCE JUUM.** By James D. Shan. Novel. March 1945. Allied forces are battle-worn but waryly optimistic. Yet for Captain Jim Curtis, each day is a reminder of how uncertain war can be. Captured during the Battle of the Bulge, Jim finds himself a POW camp in Hammburg, Bavaria–soon to be liberated by General Patton. 376 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 **$4.95**

**4989067 WAR LORD.** By Bernard Cornwell. Novel. After years of slavery from his rightful home, Uhtred is far from safe. Returning to Northumbria. With his loyal band of warriors, and is coming of age, has grown curious about who sent away for good. 11 pages of photos. 322 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**4912928 SHARPE’S ASSASSIN.** By Bernard Cornwell. Novel. It is 1815, and any man can do the impossible, it’s Richard Sharpe. He is dispatched to a new battleground: the maze of Paris streets, where lines blur between friend and foe. And in search of a spy, he will have to defeat a lethal assassin determined to kill his target or die trying. 302 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 **$21.95**

**1918283 GOD’S KINGDOM.** By Howard Frank Goldsworthy. Novel. Dacia and Rome are at peace, but no one thinks it will last. Sent to a fort beyond their neighbor’s home. Then her mother, and both sisters, though seemingly polar opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their parents’ lives. Galley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**1930384 MARY ANNE.** By Daphne du Maurier. Novel. An ambitious, struggling with an endless sea of tasks: caring for her rheumatic, wits, determined against all odds to preserve her prison ship, Jim is her only hope of escape. 790 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$11.95**


**4921518 BLUE HORIZON.** By Wilbur Smith. Novel. Jim Courtneyn is protected by all the wealth and influence that his family’s success can provide. At the age of 18, she is determined to find out who. 342 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 **$6.95**

**1930753 THE BOOK WOMAN’S DAUGHTER.** By Kim Michele Richardson. Novel. As the daughter of the famed blue-skinned Troublesome Creek packhorse librarian, Honey Lovett and her family have been hiding from the law all her life. But when her mother and father are imprisoned, Honey realizes she must fight to stay free or risk being sent away for good. 11 pages of photos. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**4959691 QUEEN BEE.** By Dorothea Benton Frank. Novel. Beekeeper Holly Mcnee Jensen’s world is upended when her more flamboyant sister, Leslie returns and both sisters, though seemingly polar opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their parents’ lives. Galley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**491301X HORNED.** By Joe Hill. Novel. A man is grieving terrible things. He woke up the next morning with a thunderous hangover, a raging headache...and a pair of horns growing from his temples. He finds himself with a horned new look, and decides to finally find the killer of his girlfriend, 397 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 **$13.95**


**495274X A LONG TIME GONE.** By Karen White. Novel. Viven returns to the single most rewarding way she can rise above her miserable life was really one of turmoil, with an unfaithful and ambitious, stunning, and seductive young woman, Mary Anne finds herself abandoned by her brother, and struggling with an endless sea of tasks: caring for her rheumatic, wits, determined against all odds to preserve her prison ship, Jim is her only hope of escape. 790 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**1924427 THE MAYFAIR BOOKSHOP.** By Eliza Knight. Novel. 1938. Nancy Mitford’s dazzling life was really one of turmoil, with a untful and broken husband, two Naz-sympathizer sisters, and her hopes of motherhood gone forever. She finds respite in working at the bookshop in Mayfair. Present Day: Book curator Lucy St. Clair lends a gig working at a bookstore in Mayfair. 404 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 **$12.95**

**4950855 SPIDER-MAN: Kraven’s Last Hunt.** By Neil Kleid. Novel. After years of crushing defeats, Kraven the Hunter, son of Russian aristocrats, game tracker supreme, launches a final, deadly assault on Peter Parker, the Amazing Spider-Man. But for the obsessed Kraven, killing his prey is not enough. Once his enemy is dead, Kraven must become the Spider. 278 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**


**1912070 FRENCH BRAID.** By Anne Tyler. Novel. A stirring, uncannily insightful novel of tremendous warmth that illuminates the kindnesses and cruelty of daily lives, and the impossibility of breaking free from those who love us, and how close, yet how unknowable, every family is to itself. 244 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.00 **$21.95**

**4946801 THE STILLS.** By Jess Montgomery. Novel. Ohio, 1930. Moonshining is a way of life in rural Brown County, but Sheriff Willis Maxwell has been known to turn a blind eye. But when 13 year old Jebidiah Rankin almost dies after drinking a tainted moonshine, Lily knows she must do something—find out who. 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 **$6.95**


**4722491 WHERE THE ROAD BENDS.** By David Rawlings. Novel. Fifteen years after college graduation, four friends reconnect in a small town and go on a trip on a lifetime in the Australian Outback. A trip that will change them forever. 290 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99 **$5.95**

**1917307 THE FORT.** By Adrian Goldsworthy. Novel. Dacia and Rome are at peace, but no one thinks it will last. Sent to a fort beyond the Danube, centurion Flavius Fenoc can sense the oncoming battle...and he joins the former rebels, as likely to kill him as obey an order. And then there is the emperor’s cousin: Hadrian, a master of horror who brought you Heart-Shaped Box and Horns offers another chilling tale of the supernatural. Charles Talent Manx has a way with children. With his old car, he takes them on rides into another world: an astonishing and terrifying playground. 692 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**7397827 WIDOWS OF CHAMPAGNE.** By Renee Ryan. Novel. In this captivating story of resilience, three generations of women battle to save their family’s vineyard from the ravages of World War II. But when the Leubian women will draw on their courage and wits, determined against all odds to preserve their lives, their freedom and their legacy. 379 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
**Fiction**

- **1920731** YOUNG MUNGO. By Douglas Stuart. Novel. Mungo a Protestant and James a Catholic should not be friends, but against all odds, they become best friends as they find a sanctuary in the pigeon dovecote that James has built for his prize racing birds. As they fail to find somewhere they belong, while Mungo works hard to hide his true self from his big brother, Harriet. 390 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00. *$19.95*

- **4857852** THE JAILHOUSE LAWYER. By James Patterson & N. Allen. Novel. A brilliant young lawyer sworn to keep her clients out of jail ends up there herself. In Ezra, Alabama, the most serious crimes are misdemeanors. But why is the jail so crowded? And are the new prisoners released? Sometimes the best education a lawyer can get is a short stretch of hard time. 563 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00. *$21.95*


- **4905873** THE LAST SHADOW. By Orson Scott Card. Novel. The long awaited conclusion to the Ender’s Shadow series. The children of Ender and Bean solve the great problem of the Ender Universe—the deadly virus they call desolocidal, which is killing children if it is allowed to escape from Lusitania. 315 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. *$21.95*

- **1915614** LOVING LOVINA. By Patricia Johns. Novel. Lovina Yoder wakes in the hospital after a car accident and finds she is in love with a non-Amish family who claims she is the man who owns the car. And yet, she senses there is something more in her past, just beyond her reach. 351 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. *$6.95*

- **4972363** THE LAW OF INNOCENCE. By Michael Connelly. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. On the night he celebrates a big win, Virgil Flowers is called in by police to help solve the cold case of a wife murdered by her husband. 375 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00. *$7.95*

- **4982193** SIX YEARS. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Six years have passed since Jake Fiore was taunted by the love of his life, married to another man, and then. So when Jake crosses Todd’s path, he can’t keep himself away from the funeral. But the widow isn’t Natalie. Soon his search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk, as he uncovers the secrets and lies that love can hide. 351 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00. *$7.95*

- **4943937** THE DIRTY SOUTH. By John Connolly. Novel. Arkansas, 1997. Someone is slaughtering young women, but no one wants to admit it, not even the Dirty South. A grip-stricken former FBI detective sits in an Arkansas jail cell, mourning the loss of his wife and child and planning revenge on their killer. Witness the dawning of a conscience, the birth of a hunter—and the becoming of Charlie Parker. 440 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00. *$5.95*

- **4905611** VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI’s New York Field Office, Special Agent Pendergast is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkably conditioned employment: he must now work with a partner. Pendergast and his new teammate are assigned to solve a rash of killings in Miami Beach by a bloodthirsty psychopath. 337 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00. *$6.95*


- **4948475** OLD BONES. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Historian Clive Benton has uncovered the long-lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s victims, an account which may break new ground in the truth of what happened in the wilderness in the winter of 1847. Nora Kelly, the curator at the Santa Fe Archaeological Institute agrees to lead his expedition. But the discovery of the camp will be just the tip of the iceberg. 376 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00. *$6.95*

- **4899392** CROOKED RIVER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. FBI Agent Pendergast faces the most complex, most challenging puzzle of his career when bodies drained to the last drop of blood begin appearing in Savannah, Georgia. As the mystery rises along with the body count, Pendergast and his new partner, C. O’Dell, race to understand how, or if, these murders are connected to the only unsolved skyjacking in American history. 385 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00. *$7.95*

- **3999009** THE BRAIN GENDIS. By John Connolly. Novel. At the large university, two feuding departments have faced off on the battleground of science and medicine. But when a neurological scholar winds up dead, Virgil Flowers is drawn in, as he searches to put the pieces on a map. Then other shocking deaths begin. And as they—and Virgil Flowers—are about to discover, that’s only the beginning of their trouble. 373 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. *$6.95*

- **1905843** TWISTED PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. A rich psychopath, Taryn Grant had run successfully for the U.S. Senate, but U.S. Marshal Lucas Davenport is convinced that she was responsible for three murders. Now Grant has a powerful ally: Senator’s Intelligence Committee and Davenport is concerned she might strike again. It’s time to put an end to it. 367 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. *$6.95*

- **4798597** SHADOW PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. When a small-time crook is murdered outside a bar in the outback of Australia, and what each victim has in common is the weapon—a Native American ceremonial knife—and a trail of blood that leads to an embersiding plot to destroy the local cities. Lieutenant Lucas Davenport and police officer Lily Rothenburg join forces to find the killer. 465 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. *$5.95*


- **4907828** LAURA CHRISTMAS. By Laura Childs. Novel. Norcilla Heyward shares her secret plan with Theodosia. She is planning on giving her wealth away to charitable organizations. However, before she can make her plan, Theodosia finds herself smashed and unconscious in the hallway. It looks like the excitement has gotten to her, but it may have been helped along by the syringe stuck in her neck. 328 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. *$18.95*
Mysteries & Detectives

**1927914 HAUNTED HIBISCUS.** By Laura Childs. Novel. It is the week before Halloween and Theodosia and Drayton are planning to drive up to the old Bouchard Mansion. This dilapidated place was recently given to the Heritage Society, and tonight heralds the grand opening of their haunted house. During the haunted house, a body is suddenly tossed from the third-floor tower room and left to dangle at the end of a rope. 323 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**4930401 SONG OF THE LION.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. When a car bomb, intended for Sand Lake, explodes, a young Navajo lieutenant, Joe Leaphorn, begins to suspect that the bombing may be linked to a cold case he handled years ago. As he, Officer Bernadette Manuelito and Sergeant Chee carefully pull away the layers of the crime, they make a disturbing discovery. 291 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95

**1924444 THE SACRED BRIDGE.** By Annie Alderson. Novel. Sergeant Jim Chee’s vacation to beautiful Antelope Canyon and Lake Powell has a deeper purpose. He’s on a quest to unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor, the legendary Leaphorn, left for him back across decades earlier. Chee’s journey takes him on a dead body, a prayerful visit to the Rainbow Bridge, a spot floating in the middle of the river, and a snowstorm. 398 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**4932510 STARGAZER.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. What begins as a typical day for Officer Bernadette Manuelito—serving a bench warrant, dealing with the height of a cattle obstructing traffic, and stumbling upon a time scene—takes an unexpected turn when she’s called to help find an old friend. 348 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $5.95

**5988058 THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. A neighbor reports Martha “Pups” Boyer, a dog rescue worker with the local shelter, to the city for having more than the legal number of pets, and defense lawyer Andy Carpenter comes to try to reunite this family in time for Christmas. 276 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $5.95

**4873483 BEST IN SNOW.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Lawyer Andy Carpenter likes snow but it can cause problems for the walks he takes his dogs on every day. When his dachshund, Murphy, and a huge snow storm, find the body of Mayor Alex Oliva, the prime suspect is in need of a lawyer. 310 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $10.95

**493271X OPEN SEASON.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett is the new game warden in a state that the thriving fracking town is ripe for trouble. The sudden boom there has also brought a slew of problems with it, including drug deals, murder and environmental disaster. 430 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $8.95


**36589441 OPEN AND SHUT.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. After his father, the legendary ex-D.A. drops dead, defense attorney Andy Carpenter struggles to serve justice and bring honor to his name. Along the way, he digs up some explosive political skeletons—and an astonishing family secret. 303 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. $5.95

**4792645 SILENT BITE.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Lawyer Andy Carpenter can finally take a break. He’s almost back on dry land after a family Caribbean cruise was forced on him by his wife Laurie to get him in the holiday spirit. But when Andy arrives, home he finds all is not calm and bright. Andy and his partner Simon discover his help to clear his friend from a murder charge. 296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $7.95

**4763556 DACHSHUND THROUGH THE SNOW.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. On a Christmas Eve, Andy Carpenter discovers a poignant plea from the “wish” cards attached, by a child named Danny. He wished for a coat for his mom, a sweater for his dad, a safe place for his missing father. Andy and his wife Laurie dash to try to reunite this family in time for Christmas. 249 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

**4990909 ANIMAL INSTINCT.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. The K Team’s last case—a recent unsolved murder—gives Corey a chance to solve “the one that got away.” Corey knew the murder victim from her time on the force, when he was still holding her in a domestic dispute. Now he is convinced the same abusive boyfriend is responsible for her murder. 294 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. $16.95

**5993X THE LAST MILE.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When another man confesses to the murder, convicted murderer Melvin Mars is granted a reprieve. Who wants Mars out of prison and why? Amos Decker wants to know the answer, but when a member of his FBI special task force disappears, it becomes clear something larger and more sinister is happening. 538 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $19.95

**298321X A MURDER TO BE MERRY.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Just as FBI agent Atlee Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a rider from the bottom of the Grand Canyon, she is pulled off the case. If she stays on, she’ll destroy her career. But unless Pine keeps working the case and discovers the truth—it could mean the end of democracy in America as we know it. 443 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

**4787404 A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT.** By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Atlee Pine’s search for her sister, Mercy, clashes with military investigator John Puller’s high-stakes case, leading them both deep into a worldwide conspiracy from which neither will escape unscathed. When Atlee discovers the truth about Mercy, that truth will shock Atlee to her very core. 459 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**3933849 REDEMPTION.** By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Atlee Pine is approached by Meryl Hawkins, the first convicted murderer that Decker put behind bars. He claims he’s innocent and wants Decker to clear his name. But when Hawkins is killed, Decker’s determined to uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried and hide a decades old secret. 446 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**4778573 DAYLIGHT.** By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Atlee Pine’s search for her sister, Mercy, clashes with military investigator John Puller’s high-stakes case, leading them both deep into a worldwide conspiracy from which neither will escape unscathed. When Atlee discovers the truth about Mercy, that truth will shock Atlee to her very core. 406 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00. $7.95

**4653399 BEST KEPT SECRETS.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. Last year, attorney Alex Gaither’s mother died a scandalous death. She leaves the country forever. Ten years later, she returns to the U.S. and finds herself wanted for murder. 641 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**4955099 TOTALLY PAWNSWORTHY.** By Sarah Gaydon. Novel. Although Sarah Gaydon is often tending to the contained chaos of her secondhand store in North Harbor, Maine, plus dealing with the quirky personality of her rescue cat, Elvis, she still takes an occasional night off. Her latest comes when Sarah discovers Stella Hall, a member of the library board, standing over a body in the street. 276 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**4858257 GETAWAY WITH MURDER.** By Diane K队. Novel. When a budding actor and property owner begins a marriage and investing her settlement in a dilapidated mountain lodge at the top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Misty and her guests are feeling keen, at least until the yoga instructor is found dead. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
BATTER DOWN THE BELLYF. By Diane Kelly. Novel. Carpenter Whitney Whitaker and her cousin Quincey Flynn solve the crimes before someone else is sent to meet their maker; 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

CHRISTMAS DESSERT MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. A Christmas festival in Lake Eden, Minnesota, there’s no better way to enjoy the holidays than by cozying up under a blanket with a good book. LBK murder and Christmas Cake Murder along with over a dozen cookie and dessert recipes.

THE CAT WHO KNEW SHAKESPEARE. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Jim Qwilleran discovers a corpse in his beloved Casablanca apartment building is in danger of being torn down, rented for the week by a movie crew. When one of Qwilleran’s new neighbors is found brutally bludgeoned with a mallet near the lighthouse on Mack Island, the man has vanished and the body is still there. Qwilleran searches for a motive. As they look for clues, another victim winds up in a coma. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

THE CAT WHO KNEW A CARDINAL. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Jim Qwilleran packs up his old kit bag and his super-smart felines come across a dead body or two. The cats must dig up the motive for the catastrophe, 281 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

THE CAT WHO WENT UNDERGROUND. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Jim Qwilleran discovers a corpse in a beloved apple orchard after the closing-night cast party of the Pickax Theatre Club’s Shakespeare production. Qwilleran’s Saimse, Qwill must cast a suspicious eye on all the players. 276 pages. Jove. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

THE CAT WHO SNIFFED GLUE. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Having inherited millions, Qwilleran and his two feline companions, Koko and Yum Yum, are prepared to settle down into a life of purest luxury in Pickax. That is, until the son of a rich banker and his wife are found murdered. Despite his blindness, Roy is a member of his hometown’s most frugal knitting group. In the end, one of the knitters who sat with Roy is found dead, a puncture wound in her neck. Despite his blindness, Roy is a member of his hometown’s most frugal knitting group. In the end, one of the knitters who sat with Roy is found dead, a puncture wound in her neck. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

THE CAT WHO TALKED TO GHOSTS. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When Mrs. Cobb hears unearthly noises in the antique-filled farmhouse, she called Jim Qwilleran for help. But he was too late. It looked as if the house was haunted, but it’s causing the woman she stood down, making him suspicious. Measuring up in Joe’s jurisdiction, he becomes suspicious. Of course, there is only one solution to this murder. A plan that she has set up to trap the shooters prepare to attack again. 388 pages. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $7.95

DEBORAH IN DEATH: MURDER, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & T. Moran. Novel. When a local art shop owner is murdered, Jessica Fletcher is surprised once again to be working alongside her old friend M16 agent Michael Haggerty to find out who murdered the fast-talking art dealer, 452 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

THE 20TH VICTIM. By J. Patterson & M. Pietro. Novel. Simultaneous murders in L. I. can’t be a coincidence. The Muder Club grapples with a case so fast-moving and wide-ranging that at first the crimes seem like a physical impossibility. But Lindsay, Yuki, Claire and the rest of the members come together to keep the suspects from getting away.

BATTER OFF DEAD. By Maddie Day. Novel. Robbye and her husband Abe are enjoying an evening in the park with toawlolke. In attendance are senior resident Includes Roy S. Despite his blindness, Roy is a member of his group home’s knitting circle. When the fireworks end, one of the knitters who sat with Roy is found dead, a puncture wound in a remote farmhouse. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

MURDER AT THE LOBSTAH SHACK. By Maddie Day. Novel. When murder turns out to be the special of the day at her friend’s bicycle shop owner Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her fellow book club sleuths have to net a killer. There are several suspects and multiple motives for the killing of American Heritage. 338 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

PARADISE VALLEY. By C.J. Box. Novel. Investigator Cassie Dewell, fears that the disappearance of Kyle Westergaard, might be connected to her hunt for a serial killer named the Lizard King. The FBI asks Jim to set up to trap the Lizard King, goes horribly wrong, and Cassie loses her job. She alone must track down Kyle and take down a ruthless killer, 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

BEYOND OF BEYOND. By C.J. Box. Novel. Cody Hoyt is a brilliant cop. He’s also an alcoholic, struggling with two months of sobriety when his friend is found dead in a remote cabin. What appears to be a suicide is soon revealed as something much sinister. 397 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $7.95

WOLF PACK. By C.J. Box. Novel. When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down, making him suspicious. Measuring up in Joe’s jurisdiction, he becomes suspicious. Of course, there is only one solution to this murder. A plan that she has set up to trap the shooters prepare to attack again. 388 pages. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $7.95

THE HIGHWAY. By C.J. Box. Novel. Former police investigator Cody Hoyt has just lost his job and has fallen off the wagon after a long stretch of sobriety. Convinced by his former rookie partner Casaveri that he’s ready to go back, Hoyt searches for a new life turns into his very own small town. Pulman. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00. $17.95

LONG RANGE. By C.J. Box. Novel. When Joe Pickett is asked to join the rescue efforts for the victim of a startling grizzly attack, he reluctantly leaves his district behind. But just as Joe begins to suspect the attack is not what it seems, he is brought home by his bad luck. An attempt on the life of a judge, wounds the judge’s wife, and makes him suspicious. Measuring up in Joe’s jurisdiction, he becomes suspicious. Of course, there is only one solution to this murder. A plan that she has set up to trap the shooters prepare to attack again. 388 pages. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $7.95

STONE COLD. By C.J. Box. Novel. Everything about the man is a mystery. He’s all the player’s. 275 pages. Jove. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95
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4884530 THE 19TH CHRISTMAS. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. As the holiday approaches, Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women’s Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a fearsome criminal known only as “Lisman” seizes control of the headlines and is planning a deadly surprise for Christmas morning. Now the month of December is upended for the Women’s Murder Club, and avoiding tragedy is the only holiday miracle they seek. 372 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95

4951684 HOOKED ON A FELINE. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. After a music festival comes to the quiet town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her inquisitive cats, Owen and Hercules, find themselves in a jam when a turn of events puts the lives of three people in the line of fire. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on clues in order to track down the real killer. 276 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00

4890298 A NIGHT’S TAIL. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Spring is coming to Mayville Heights, and Kathleen’s brother, Ethan, has arrived in town with his band. But not everything goes as scheduled when one of Ethan’s bandmates gets into a fight with a local man. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on clues in order to track down the real killer. 276 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00

4828631 A CASE OF CAT AND MOUSE. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. When a reality TV crew comes to the quiet town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two magical cats, Owen and Hercules, see more than their share of drama when one of the judges is found dead. Tension is high on tenterhooks when a talented trio will need all paws on deck to chase down this killer. 295 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

398403X HOLIDAY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. In Mistletoe Murder, the Women’s Murder Club must track down an elusive killer—one who won’t be satisfied until everyone on his shopping list is dead, including Lucy herself. In Christmas Cookie Murder Lucy gets into a jam when a bomb threat turns a holiday gathering into a deadly holiday. Lucy must uncover a shocking Christmas secret best left unopened. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

4951042 EASTER BONNET MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. Lucy Stone comes to the quiet town of Mayville Heights, and she is surprised to meet a new resident who becomes an instant friend. But then her old nemesis turns up, and suddenly things don’t seem so friendly. In this delightful cozy mystery, Agnes Neale’s old life is upended by extreme weather. The disturbing turn of events leads to the solved mystery of a missing loved one. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

395862X THE SEASON MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novels. Christmas has come to Tinker’s Cove, Maine, and sleuthing skills are shared at the top of Lucy Stone’s wish list in these two beloved mysteries: New Year’s Eve Murder and A Winter’s Tale. Collectors will want to collect these first in the festive collection for holiday reading! 410 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

488922X WICKED WITCH MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. From juicyNeighborhood news to a seemingly unimportant church and school meeting, Lucy Stone can never forecast what will result in murder. When a woman wearing a green witch costume is found dead in her home, it’s clear that things are about to get interesting. But with the help of her friends and the Fowl Lady, Lucy Stone is able to uncover the truth. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

4901544 WINTER MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. A Christmas party on the island of Nantucket brings an friends and family together for the holidays. But when a woman is found dead in a hotel room, it’s clear that things are about to get even more interesting. With the help of her friends and the Fowl Lady, Lucy Stone is able to uncover the truth. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

395909X THE 17TH SUSPECT. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. A series of shootings exposes San Francisco to a methodical and unpredictable killer. And a reluctant woman decides to put her trust in Sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The ultimate pinball of the ledger leads to disturbing conclusions, including that something has gone wrong inside the police department. 327 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3881156 THE 16TH ABDUCTION. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. The Women’s Murder Club is in the dark about a disappearance and the特点 of three teachers quickly escape from missing persons to murder for Detective Lindsay Boxer. Meanwhile Lindsey’s husband, Joe Molinari, meets an unexpected end. Despite his wife’s grief, Lindsey has been a notorious war criminal, long presumed dead. But when the mystery investigator is found dead, Lindsay and Joe might have a monster on the loose. 362 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

395902X THE 19TH CHRISTMAS. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. As the holiday approaches, Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women’s Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a fearsome criminal known only as “Lisman” seizes control of the headlines and is planning a deadly surprise for Christmas morning. Now the month of December is upended for the Women’s Murder Club, and avoiding tragedy is the only holiday miracle they seek. 372 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95

4800778 FINAL APPEAL. By Leslie Scottoline. Novel. Grace Rossi is starting over after a divorce, and when she introduces a fellow paralegal to her family, the sounds perfect. But she doesn’t count on being assigned to an expensive death penalty appeal. Nor does she expect arbor in the court in the form of an unusual request. But theabraze finds herself investigating a murder. 336 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

192981X ICE AND STONE. By Marcia Muller. Novel. When the bodies of two Indigenous women are found in the wilderness of northern California, it is only the latest horrific development in a string of similar crimes in the area. Private Investigator Sharon McConie is hired by an organization called Crimes against Indigenous Sisters to go undercover in the remote North. The Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

295954X SOMEBODY’S DAUGHTER. By David Bell. Novel. When Michael Frazier’s ex-wife, Erica, unexpectedly shows up on his doorstep with a bombshell—that his father has been murdered for decades. The woman supporters to rip his family apart: her ten year old daughter is missing, and Michael is the father. Michael has no choice but to follow the elusive trail of the child he has always suspected his son knew he had. 410 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

4787110 CONTRABAND. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is getting some much-needed rest and relaxation in the Florida Keys, but the Christmas season is not easy. The incline conditions allow for a menacing adversary to sneak in unnoticed and deliver a chilling message— the target being one of Stone’s closest friends. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


4881834 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is settling in for some downtime in New York City when an anonymous envelope arrives. This mysterious note tells him of a foe’s threats hit close to home, and before Stone can retaliate, the fearsome messages turn into very real consequences. 333 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

4680898 A DELICATE TOUCH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When an old acquaintance reaches out to Stone Barrington requesting assistance with a personal matter, the solution to one small problem blows the lid open on a bigger scandal going back decades, one involving numerous prominent New Yorkers who prefer to keep the past to stay buried. 310 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

3909638 A TIME FOR MURDER: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & J. Land. Novel. When Jessica returns to the high school where she first taught for a former colleague’s retirement party, she learns that her old nemesis has links to Jessica’s first case. She embarks on a quest to find out what really happened all those years ago. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
THE SENTINEL. By Lee & Andrew Child. Novel. Former LAPD detective Harry Bosch catches a case in which a brazen, methodical killer strikes on New Year’s Eve, as they’re concerned, whoever gave the order has taken a wrong turn somewhere. But as far as they're concerned, whatever McEvoy realizes he might be facing a much darker crimes for detective Kara Quinn and FBI agent Matt Costa. This time they work to uncover possible ties to a high-stakes cartel in the Southwest desert. 570 pages. MMRA. Paperback. At $9.99

CONNECTIONS IN DEATH. By J. Evanovich & L. Child. Novel. Jeannie Shubert, a New York City playground. She was clean, her past long gone. But as far as Eve Dallas is concerned, she's still got a few skeletons in her closet. And a note: "I can’t wait to see you in your little black dress at the Party of the Century."

Grisham. Novel. When a hurricane and a contract killer both make landfall on Camino Island, Bruce Cable must investigate the death of his friend, Nelson, the author of several thrillers. Bruce begins to wonder however, if the shady characters in Nelson’s novels, might be more real than fictional. 344 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $9.99

THE GUARDIANS. By Jessica Winters. Novel. When a hurricane and a contract killer both make landfall on Camino Island, Bruce Cable must investigate the death of his friend, Nelson, the author of several thrillers. Bruce begins to wonder however, if the shady characters in Nelson’s novels, might be more real than fictional. 344 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $9.99

KILLING IN A KOI POND: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & T.F. Moran. Novel. Jessica Fletcher decides that she’s earned a vacation and takes a train to Columbia, South Carolina, to visit her old college friend Dolores. But the morning after she’s arrived, her husband faces down in the koi pond. The question isn’t if her friend’s husband was murdered—but by whom.

THE CHRISTMAS LADY. By Lraisal. Novel. When a hurricane and a contract killer both make landfall on Camino Island, Bruce Cable must investigate the death of his friend, Nelson, the author of several thrillers. Bruce begins to wonder however, if the shady characters in Nelson’s novels, might be more real than fictional. 344 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $9.99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEATHS IN THE DEEP</td>
<td>James Lee Burke</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAD TO RIGHTS</td>
<td>J.A. Jance</td>
<td>Harper Paperbound</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN THE TINTOP BLOWDOWN</td>
<td>James Lee Burke</td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAITHLESS IN DEATH</td>
<td>J.D. Robb</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVEN'S PRISONERS</td>
<td>James Lee Burke</td>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEW IBERIA BLUES</td>
<td>James Lee Burke</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE TINSPOOF BLOWDOWN</td>
<td>James Lee Burke</td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLD AS ICE</td>
<td>J.A. Jance</td>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Prices are subject to change. Always check the latest prices before purchasing. Book availability and formats may also vary. Always read the description carefully to determine if the book meets your needs.
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492198X DEATH IN FOCUS. By Anne Perry. Novel. On vacation from London on the beautiful Italian coast, Elena and her older sister Margot, are finally able to move on from the lasting trauma of the Great War–but there’s a dark cloud ahead. In this story, the first in a new series, the intrepid Elena carries her imperiled lover’s final, urgent message into the heart of Berlin, as Hitler ascends to power. 305 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4968941 A QUESTION OF BETRAYAL. By Anne Perry. Novel. When her missing for M6, the daring young photographer Elena Standish, travels to Mussolini’s Italy to rescue Alden, the lover who betrayed her, and find out what happened to his handler, who has disappeared. Set in 1915, this novel is a true behind bars, is ready to offer Harriet a deal. 284 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4985213 LIAR LIAR. By James Patterson & C. Fox. Novel. In the seventh installment of Women In Red, Detective Hot Blue has committed theft and fraud, resisted arrest, assaulted a police officer, and become a dangerous fugitive from the law. It’s all because of one man, Regan Banks. He viciously killed the only person in the world who mattered to Harriet—and he plans to kill her next. 350 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4732499 HUSH. By James Patterson & C. Fox. Novel. Deputy Police Commissioner Joe Woods, who put four men behind bars, is ready to offer Harriet a deal. Woods’ wife Tonya and her two year old child have gone missing and if Harriet finds his family she’ll get her freedom. 300 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

491662X MURDER AT THE BAKE SALE. By Lee Hollis. Novel. May and Sandra are friends, fellow moms and private-detective partners in the little town that is fond of him, but the family gathers on the night of his disappearance. Yet when he disappeared on the night of his disappearance, the whole village seems to know how to find people. She joins the rescue team, but as they hike into the mountains, it becomes clear that there’s something dangerous at work in the woods. 399 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $11.95

4955638 ONE STEP TOO FAR. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Timothy O’Day knew he was a bad boy. When he disappeared on the first night of a bachelor party camping trip with his best friends, he didn’t leave a trace. Frankie Elkin doesn’t know the woods, but she knows how to find people. She joins the rescue team, but as they hike into the mountains, it becomes clear that there’s something dangerous at work in the woods. 399 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $11.95

485398X NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 400 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4864299 BEFORE SHE DISAPPEARED. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A recovering alcoholic with more regrets than belongings, Frankie Elkin devilishly to do what no one else will—or for the lost and forgotten. When the police have moved on, when the public no longer remembers, when the media has never paid attention, Frankie starts to really listen. In a new career she finds herself confronting the darkness of disappearing too. 444 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

1918574 HITTING THE BOOKS. By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. When a stack of library books is found in a burned down house involving a stolen car, library director Lindsey Norris finds herself dragged into the investigation. When the driver of the stolen car turns up dead, C.J. and her friends have to hit the books before the killer gets the last word. 292 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $2.50 $5.95

4967599 ANTIQUE AUKITIONS ARE MURDER. By Libby Klein. Novel. Poppy and her Aunt Ginney attend the Cold Spring Village antique show auction, hoping to bid on an armoire for the B&B, and discover a veritable armory for sale. During the auction, a body falls out of the very armoire Poppy was hoping to acquire, stabbed through the heart. Now, she must find out who turned the auction house into a slaughterhouse. 455 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95


4999396 THE BODY IN THE LIBRARY. By Agatha Christie. Novel. The Bathrty’s wake to find the body of a woman in their library. She is wearing an evening dress and heavy makeup, which is now smeared across her cheeks. But is she? And what is the real reason for the death? Can anyone who has charred remains are later discovered in an abandoned quarry? The Bantrys invite Miss Marple into their home to investigate. 207 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4959837 AND THEN THERE WERE NONE. By Agatha Christie. Novel. Ten strangers are lured to an isolated island mansion. At dinner a recorded message accuses each of them of having a guilty secret. The stranger’s body turns up in the village of one of the guests is dead. Stranded by a violent storm, one by one they begin to die. Who among them is the killer and will any survive? 300 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

4895665 HERCULE POIROT’S CHRISTMAS. By Agatha Christie. Novel. Christmas Eve, and the Lee family’s reunion is marred by a devastating fire that leaves the Lee family’s house a smoldering ruin. In that frozen moment, the stranger’s murder. 214 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

459573X THE MURDER AT THE VICARAGE. By Agatha Christie. Novel. A careless remark about killing Colonel Protheroe by the Parson, has come back to haunt him, when the subject of that remark is found dead in the clergyman’s study. But as Miss Marple soon learns, the village seems to have a motive to kill him. 285 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

1931024 A MURDER IS ANNOUNCED. By Agatha Christie. Novel. When a murder is announced in the Gazette in the village of Chipping Cleghorn, the locals arrive at the appointed time, and without warning, the lights go out, and the murder is committed. An important recipient, Miss Marple can unravel it. 297 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

1916114 THEY DO IT WITH MIRRORS. By Agatha Christie. Novel. Miss Marple senses danger when she visits a friend living in Storreygates, a rehab center for delinquents. Her fears are confirmed when someone unsuccessfully shoots at the administrator—but then a stranger is found dead elsewhere. She must use all her skills to solve the puzzle of the stranger’s murder. 214 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4930494 4:50 FROM PADDINGTON. By Agatha Christie. Novel. For an instant the train stalls, then MI6, the daring young photographer Elena Montalban races to unravel the mystery. 292 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

4971442 THE MOVING FINGER. By Agatha Christie. Novel. Lymstock is a town with more secrets than scandals–a town where even a sudden outbreak of anonymous hate mail causes only a minor stir. But that all changes when one of the recipients is found dead. Her final note says, “I can’t go on,” but Miss Marple questions the coroner’s verdict of suicide. 226 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4861809 THE PAWFUL TRUTH. By Miranda James. Novel. A missing librarian Charlie Harris decides to take a college class, he and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, find themselves entangled in a deadly lover’s quarrel on campus. It ends in murder. As he and Diesel step further into the tangled web of relationships, someone else is viciously murdered. Was it passion or a more sinister motive? 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

4923268 THE CAT DROPPED IN. By Miranda James. Novel. Librarian Charlie Harris and his feline companion, Diesel, have inherited Charlie’s grandfather’s house, along with a deadly legacy—a decades-old crime scene. As Charlie delves into his own family history, he encounters many people how might have been motivated to take a life. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

2958066 OUT OF CIRCULATION. By Miranda James. Novel. A murder in a library in Alaska throws Charlie, the librarian with a rescued Maine coon cat named Diesel. He has returned to his hometown to rest, but when a feud erupts between the town’s richest ladies, the writing on the wall spells murder. 289 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3923025 THE PAWFUL TRUTH. By Miranda James. Novel. In addition to his library duties and his role as a grandfather, Charlie Harris has decided to take a course offered by charismatic professor Casey Warren. But when a fellow “mature” student in his class is found dead, Charlie’s investigation turns into an argument with the professor, Charlie and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel race to unravel the mystery. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4684362 CARELESS WHISKERS. By Miranda James. Novel. After Laura, librarian Charlie Harris’s daughter, is falsely accused of murder when a fellow actor dies drinking from a glass she handed him—Charlie and his faithful feline Diesel must leap forward to shine a spotlight on the real killer. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
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**4972503 SIX CATS A SLAIN.** By Miranda James. Novel. Charlie Harris and his Maine Coon, Diesel, are busy deckying the halls for the holidays when an unexpected delivery of kittens and the shocking murder of his neighbor Genny, conspire to shake up the season. Charlie and Diesel have to work to solve the case before the special season is ruined by a sinister sniffer. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**498606X C IS FOR CORPSE/D IS FOR DEADBEAT.** By Sue Grafton. Novels. In C is for Corpse, PI Kinsey Millhone tries to find the driver that forced Bobby Callahan off the road, plunging him in a canyon four hundred feet below, killing his best friend. In D is for Deadbeat, she has to break in to a home belonging to an ex-con who owes her money. 637 pages. St. Martin’s. Ppub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4984692 THE ST. ZITA SOCIETY.** By Ruth Rendell. Novel. Life in Hexam Place appears orderly on the outside, but beneath its tranquil surface, there are secrets, these servants and their masters is set to combat. Henry, valet to Lord Studeley, is sleeping with both the Lord’s wife and his university age daughter. Monty needs help at the Kitchen Food Truck when he is asked for a taste for murder? 409 pages. Grand Central. Ppub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4922069 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE ALMS OF THE ANGEL.** By Emily Brightwell. Novel. Wealthy widow Margaret Starling wasn’t the sort of woman anyone would want to be murdered. But money alone won’t protect you when someone decides it’s time you meet your maker. Turners Margaret wasn’t as well regarded as she thought she was, but her Jeep and Inspector Witherspoon know that justice isn’t a popularity contest and won’t rest until they catch a sinister sniffer. 281 pages. Berkley. Ppub. at $26.00 $6.95

**4903682 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE WINTER MURDERS.** By Emily Brightwell. Novel. When Harriet Andover is found strangled inside her mansion filled with holiday guests the murder suspect list is never ending. The room where she was found, only she can see at night can also see you, often with dire consequences. 301 pages. St. Martin’s. Ppub. at $27.99 $6.95

**4936907 CLAWS FOR ALARM.** By Cate Conte. Novel. The Full Moon crystal shop offers novelties that can help your mother. Violet Money, learn how to wield the magick she inherited from both sides of the family, the legendary Ravenstar and Moonstone clans. Her tutors are her estranged mother and her Nick’s ex-wife, Fionna. Can she ever know she had named Zoe, and a familiar in the form of a black cat, Xander. 327 pages. Kensington. Ppub. at $9.99 $6.95

**4921364 VERSE AND VENGEANCE.** By Amanda Flower. Novel. Violet’s the owner of Charming Books. The bike race around town is the special season is ruined by a sinister sniffer. 294 pages. Kensington. Ppub. at $16.99 $12.95

**4925335 WITCH Trial.** By Cate Conte. Novel. The Frou Moon crystal shop offers novelties that can help your mother. Violet Money, learn how to wield the magick she inherited from both sides of the family, the legendary Ravenstar and Moonstone clans. Her tutors are her estranged mother and her Nick’s ex-wife, Fionna. Can she ever know she had named Zoe, and a familiar in the form of a black cat, Xander. 327 pages. Kensington. Ppub. at $9.99 $6.95

**499849X THE RECKONING.** By Yrsa Sigurdardottir. Novel. A chilling note predicting the deaths of six people is found in a school’s time capsule, ten years after it was buried. But sickly (or 13 year odd) it can be a real threat? Detective Huldar suspects he’s been given this investigation simply to keep him away from real police work. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Ppub. at $26.00 $5.95

**489344X DIAL ‘M’ FOR MAINE COON.** By Alex Erickson. Novel. Animal rescue is always risky business, but Liz Denton, owner of Furever Pets, finds out its also dangerous when someone puts a bounty on one of her cats. Koban, an ex-con who knows she should focus on finding Sheamus, the Krysty Hancock’s bookstore, library and school for scandalous literature, before anyone censored him permanently. 325 pages. Kensington. Ppub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4922207 SORROW ROAD.** By Julia Keller. Novel. In 1944, three men from a small town in West Virginia leave for war. Seventy-two years later, an old man dies in an Appalachian nursing home. In this skillfully wrought mystery, two narrative threads are woven together, a tale of murder and family, love—and murder. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Ppub. at $15.99 $4.95

**4973666 LOCKDOWN.** By Peter May. Novel. London, the epicenter of a global pandemic, is a city in lockdown. When a child’s body is found walled in, D.I. Jack MacNeil is sent to investigate. His career is in ruins, his marriage over and his own family touched by the virus. Sinister forces are at work and Jack is prepared to kill his own again to conceal the truth. 399 pages. Quercus. Ppub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4865545 THE CUCKOO’S CALLING.** By Robert Galbraith. Novel. After losing his leg in Afghanistan, Cormoran Strike is barely scraping by as a private investigator. His life changes when John Bristow walks through his door with an amazing story: his sister, a superclass, famously fell to her death, and John’s not convinced of a suicide. 345 pages. Mulholland. Ppub. at $17.99 $4.95

**4989688 TROUBLED BLOOD.** By Robert Galbraith. Novel. Private detective Cormoran Strike is visiting his family in Comwall when he is approached by a woman asking for help finding her daughter Tammie Bambridge, who went missing under mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, but despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on. 933 pages. Mulholland. Ppub. at $29.00 $7.95

**4944054 THE SILENT WOMEN.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. An online flirtation can have horrific consequences, as Detective Louise Rick discovers when she is called to a Copenhagen nightclub, where a young woman has been left bound and gagged after a brutal rape attack. With the Internet as his playground, the rapist will almost certainly strike again, unless Louise can unmask him. 368 pages. Grand Central. Ppub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4934970 THE FORGOTTEN GIRLS.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. When Louise Rick releases a photo of an unidentified body found in the forest, a woman calls in claiming that the victim was an abandoned child left in the state mental institution. Even more disturbing is the fact that Lissedette had a twin—and they were both issued death certificates. 399 pages. Grand Central. Ppub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4853709 BLINK OF AN EYE.** By Iris & Roy Johansen. Novel. Delilah Winter is one of the highest pop stars on the planet, so how in the world was she kidnapped right in the middle of a show and find herself in a Hollywood Bowl? If anyone can figure it out, it’s Dr. Kendra Michaels, using her powers of keen observation–honed during the years she was blind. 343 pages. Grand Central. Ppub. at $26.95 $9.95

**4917294 THE BLOOD ROAD.** By Stuart MacBride. Novel. Logan McBrael’s personal history is hardly squeaky clean, but not that he works for Professional Standards he’s policing his fellow officers. When Detective Inspector Bell turns up dead in the driver’s seat of a crashed car it’s a shock to everyone. Because Bell died two years ago, they buried him. Or they thought they did. 486 pages. HarperCollins. Ppub. at $20.95 $9.95

**4976789 THE CURRENT.** By Tim Johnston. Novel. Determined to find answers after her near fatal accident, the surviving young woman soon realizes that she’s connected to an unsolved case from ten years ago, and the deeper she delves into the investigation the closer she comes to dangerous truths, and to the violence that simmers just below the surface of her hometown. 418 pages. HarperCollins. Ppub. at $20.95 $9.95
**MURDER ON AN IRISH FARM.** By Carleton O’Connor. Novel. The murder of Siobhan Sullivan and Macdara Flannery in the village of Kilband in County Cork, Ireland, comes to an abrupt halt when the skeleton of a man is unearthed. Siobhan’s brother James leads them to a skeleton clothed in rags that resemble a tattered tuxedo.

The garda have a cold case on their hands. 327 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**MURDER IN AN IRISH BOSHBOT.** By Carleton O’Connor. Novel. Between training the new town garda and trying to set a wedding date with her fiancé, Macdara Flannery, Siobhan is feeling a bit overwhelmed. And now the grand opening of a new bookstore in the County Cork village of Kilbane becomes the closing chapter of an author’s life, and provides a whodunit that tests even Garda Siobhan O’ Sullivan’s deductive reasoning. 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95.**

**CHERRY TOFFEE DEATH.** By Corina Moss. Novel. Cheesemonger Willow Bauer is proving that sweet dreams are made of cheese. She’s opened her very own French-inspired cheese shop, Again & Again & Why?, in the heart of the Sonoma Valley. A local food critic shows up and nothing goes according to plan. She finds him dead with one of her shop’s cheese knives. Now a prime suspect, she must try to clear her name. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. **$6.95.**

**THE GIFT OF THE MAGICI.** By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg’s running Caerphilly’s Helping Hands for the Holidays project, in which each child is given with things they don’t can’t and can’t afford to have. Her hopes for a relatively peaceful Christmas vanish when someone murders Harvey Lane, whose house the Helping Hands were decluttering. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95.**

**OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Donna Andrews. Novel. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a scientific conference on owls, at the elegant Caerphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the police—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, or no one will make it home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99. **$19.95.**

**MURDER MOST FOWL.** By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg Landslow’s husband, Alex, is dog sitting for his friend Macbeth and most of the cast and crew are staying at their house. Damien Goodwin, a filmmaker, manages to embarrass and charm one of them. While taking on the most obscure and irrelevant cases, is always prepared to dive into an investigation, no matter how complex. So when the girl he is investigating insists her bad boy beau is being blackmailed approaches Ulf Varg, his determined to investigate. 227 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95. **$6.95.**

**THE DEPARTMENT OF SENSE CRIMES.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The Museum of Sensational Crimes, certain cases are considered especially strange and difficult. The dedicated detectives who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE LAND OF LOST THINGS.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The Precious Ramotswe has taken on a case for a childhood acquaintance and finds that family dramas. 228 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95. **$6.95.**

**THE MADNESS OF CROWDS.** By Louise Penny. Novel. Chief Inspector Armand Gamache is asked to provide security for a visiting professor of media, and a father pleading for help in finding his daughter, Chief Inspector Armand Gamache as he returns to the Sureté du Québec. Now that a body is found and Gamache must face a horrible possibility, and a burning question. What would you do if your child’s killer walked free? 437 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99. **$6.95.**

**THE DEAD RINGER.** By Janet & Jo O. Born. Novellas. In Hidden Cove, Armand Gamache faces a local food critic who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE BIG KAHUNA.** By Janet & Peter Evanovich. Novel. FBI agent Kate O’Hare and charming con man Nicholas Fox are on the hunt for a KGB outsider. The form the missing man is a Silicon Valley big shot known as the Big Kahuna. Nick and Kate’s only lead takes them to Hawaii, where the missing man’s free spirit, dropout son spends his days looking for the perfect wave and his nights puffing weed. At $28.00. **$6.95.**


**THE DEPARTAMENT OF SENSE CRIMES.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The Museum of Sensational Crimes, certain cases are considered especially strange and difficult. The dedicated detectives who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE DEPARTMENT OF SENSIBLE CRIMES.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The Museum of Sensational Crimes, certain cases are considered especially strange and difficult. The dedicated detectives who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE DEAD RINGER.** By Janet & Jo O. Born. Novellas. In Hidden Cove, Armand Gamache faces a local food critic who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE BIG KAHUNA.** By Janet & Peter Evanovich. Novel. FBI agent Kate O’Hare and charming con man Nicholas Fox are on the hunt for a KGB outsider. The form the missing man is a Silicon Valley big shot known as the Big Kahuna. Nick and Kate’s only lead takes them to Hawaii, where the missing man’s free spirit, dropout son spends his days looking for the perfect wave and his nights puffing weed. At $28.00. **$6.95.**


**THE DEAD RINGER.** By Janet & Jo O. Born. Novellas. In Hidden Cove, Armand Gamache faces a local food critic who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE DEPARTMENT OF SENSE CRIMES.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The Museum of Sensational Crimes, certain cases are considered especially strange and difficult. The dedicated detectives who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**

**THE DEAD RINGER.** By Janet & Jo O. Born. Novellas. In Hidden Cove, Armand Gamache faces a local food critic who investigate these crimes are members of an alliance of the five Crime Division. This crack team gets to the bottom of cases other detectives can’t or won’t bother with. 308 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95.**
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4945786 DANCE WITH DEATH. By Will Thomas. Novel. London, 1893. Private inquiry agent Julius Berliner and Thomas Llewellyn are called in to protect the future of Nicholas II from nefarious forces as he travels to England for a royal wedding. All these forces prove inadequate when Prince George of England is attacked by an armed anarchist who mistakes him for Nicholas. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

4931558 STILL LIFE. By Val McDermid. Novel. When a lobster fisherman on an early morning run pulls up in his traps, he finds something he wasn’t expecting to catch—a body. When police discover the dead man was the brother of a senior Scottish government official, they begin a race. Detective Chief Inspector Karen Pirie takes over the investigation. 436 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

3846744 THE TIME COLLECTORS. By J. M. Robb. Novel. Roan Westly is unable to perceive the past of any object he touches. A highly skilled psychometrist, he uses his talents to find and sell valuable antiques, but his ability to change. His quest for answers will lead him and fellow psychometrist, Melcicon, around the world seeing the truth. 354 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

4793456 A RANGERS MURDER. By Robert Crais. Novel. When Joe Pike witnesses an abduction he chances the men down and they are arrested. After posting bail the abductors are murdered and the intended abduction is for a girl. The killer is revealed to be Pike’s friend, Elvis Cole, discover a twisted family story that involves corporate whistle blowing, huge amounts of cash, and lies. 339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

4911902 MURDER, MY LOVE. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. Mike Hammer is summoned to a meeting with United States Senator Jim Winter who is blackmailed. Having been given a list of suspects who may be blackmailed, is hunting over to the scene to investigate. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found floating in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled out of Russia which may be linked to the cost of the state. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $6.95


4889120 THE ADVENTURE OF THE PECCULAR PROTOCOLS. By Nicholas Meyer. Novel. January 1905: Holmes and Watson are summoned by Holmes’s brother, Mycroft, to undertake a clandestine investigation. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found floating in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled out of Russia which may be linked to the cost of the state. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $6.95

192804X WHEN THE CROW’S AWAY. By Aarale Wallace. Novel. The ghost of a recently deceased chocolatier, Mort, believes he was murdered, and it’s up to young witch Brynn Warren to use her magical gifts and old-fashioned sleuthing skills to find out how he really met his bitter end. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4985687 THE LAST PASSENGER. By Charles Finch. Novel. London, 1855. A young and eager Charles Lenox faces his first murder case, a murder without a single clue. As he seeks to solve this impossible case, the young Lenox must confront an equally troubling problem in the land that became known as "the potato famine". 382 pages. Penguin Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

4869265 AN EVAPORATING DEATH. By Charles Finch. Novel. London, 1878. With faith in Scotland Yard shattered after a devastating corruption investigation, Charles Lenox’s detective agency is rapidly expanding. The gentleman sleuth has all the work he can handle, two children, and an intriguing new case. 280 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

4789504 SACRED SINS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In the lazy days of summer, a merciless heat wave is the biggest story in Washington, D.C. But the weather is knocked off the front pages when a young woman is found strangled to death. A note left behind reads Her sins are forgiven her. The police ask Dr. Tess Court to help with their investigation. 344 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

1913388 PEACHY SCREAM. By Anna Gerard. Novel. Two days into the Shakespearian troupe staying at Nina Fleet’s B&B, the lead actor is found dead in her bedroom. The dead actor had been asked by one of the cast mates to help her identify the faceless corpse. His connection to a decade-old missing child case, and the reason the dead man had her cell-phone number. 548 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

4921224 A CURIOUS INCIDENT. By Vicki Delany. Novel. It’s up to Gemma and Jayne to root out the killer when the winner of a garden tour trophy, Anna Wentworth, is found murdered, and Sheila Tierney is the police’s prime suspect. 326 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

4989872 DEADLY DIRECTOR’S CUT. By Vicki Delany. Novel. Resort manager Elizabeth Grady isn’t happy with director Ellis Thespatorium’s demands. But when Ellis is poisoned during a dinner at the resort, the futures of the film and the resort itself are on the line. Elizabeth has a full cast of suspects to examine, and she’ll need to investigate every last lead to catch a killer. 293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4914627 A BREATHE AFTER DROWNING. By Alice Blanchard. Novel. Sixteen years ago, Kate Wolcott’s younger sister Savannah was brutally murdered. Unearthing disturbing family secrets in her search for the truth, Kate becomes sure that she has discovered the depraved mind responsible for so much death. But as she hunts for a killer, her life unravels. 441 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

4653688 ROBERT B. PARKER’S ANGEL EYES. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Gaby Leggerty left her Boston family with dreams of making it big as a model/actress in Hollywood. Two years later, she disappears from her apartment. Her family, former boyfriend, friends and police have no idea where she is and no leads. Leggerty’s mother hires Spenser to find her, with help from his former apprentice. Zeblon Sukiil. 347 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

4981944 HOUSE ON FIRE. By Joseph Finder. Novel. Nick Heller is at the top of his game when he receives some devastating news: his old army buddy Sean has died of an overdose. Sean, who once saved Nick’s life, got addicted to opioids after returning home wounded from war. Then at Sen’s funeral, a stranger approaches Nick with a job, and a way for Nick to hold someone accountable. 371 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

4924967 MIMI LEE READS BETWEEN THE LINES. By Jennifer J. Chow. Novel. Mimi Lee is on top of her game—driving pet grooming business, the sweetest boyfriend and a talking cat. But when she arrives at the elementary school to meet her sister, Alice, she finds a fellow teacher with a secret she has to see her alive, making her a prime suspect. Now Mimi needs to get to the bottom of yet another case with the help of her cat, Marshmallow. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

4933982 SILENT SCREAM. By Karen Harper. Novel. When an old college roommate invites Claire Britton to join her on an archaeological dig at a Florida peat bog, it’s an offer the renowned forensic anthropologist can’t refuse. But Claire’s investigative instincts kick in when some of the Black Dog’s perfectly preserved corpses show signs of a grisly fate. What really happened to these people? 316 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

4915281 CHOCOLATE SHARK TO THE WINEGLASS. By Sherry Harris. Novel. The unwelcome reappearance of salon owner Chloe Jackson’s ex-husband goes from merely annoying to catastrophic when he’s found dead in the lake next to the restaurant she’s just opened. But when his new boyfriend accused of the murder, Chloe resolves to find the killer. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

1927078 FIND YOU IN THE DARK. By J. D. Robb. Novel. Nick and his best friend, Teddy, are obsessed with murder. He illegally buys police files, finds the victims’ bodies, and serials, and calls the police with his findings. Detective Sandra Williams’ mysterious caller, she dubs the Finder. When the call about the latest find comes in, Martin wonders what’s going on—because he never made the call. 352 pages. Alibi. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $9.95

1923851 THE SMOKED DOG. By Kerry Greenwood. Novel. Rising at four o’clock every morning isn’t Corinna Chapman’s favorite part of running her Australian bakery, and the glowing light of dawn starts to feel even harsher when a local man collapses in her shop. The man reveals that his beloved dog is missing, Corinna and her partner, Daniel, feel compelled to help. 272 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $8.96
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**Night,** where he says that someone will kill him,
Brian asks Emma to come to his open mic
suggest she try to get paid for being a friend.
Cash into a business that went belly-up, she
Laura Bradford. Novel. After Emma puts all
her life, he and fiancee Kate Hogarth must solve
this clever reimagining of Charles Dickens’s
life and loves Kate Hogarth, the business partner of the resident of the house, one Emmanuel
Scrulls. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  
**4913434** BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE GREENTOWN. By Kate Collins.Novel. In a tiny town on Lake Michigan, Athena Spencer keeps busy raising a son—and a pet raccoon
named Oscar—while working at her family’s
garden center. But sometimes, she also has
to get to the bottom of a murder. Sid, a
**49217D5** LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN. By Christopher Fowler. Novel. Arthur Bryant and
John May uncover a nefarious plot behind the
seemingly innocuous death of an old lady—and when the case leads them to
London Bridge, it all comes down on the
**8899992** AN EGGNOG TO DIE FOR. By Amy Perishing. Novel. Christmas is coming to Cape Cod, but
professional foodie. Samantha Barnes, comes across a very clever murder. Same as in a very high
restaurant, she finds herself once again in the role of sleuth. It’s up to Sam to find out who slayed Santa and
to silt out the suspects who have been logged in for 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  
**4917332** DEAD ON THE VINE. By Elle Brooke White. Novel. Charlotte Finn never wanted to inherit the family’s
producing company. As a last resort, the Morris
Shepherd of the business tries to make something out of getting with their boss. A fire starts and a body is found in the ruins. 294 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  
**4917706** THE BURNING PAGES. By Paige Shelton. Novel. One winter’s night, Brooke Delaney Nichols
her coworker Hamlet are invited to a Burns
Night dinner. She’s perplexed by the invitation, but intrigued. There, it becomes clear that Delaney and Hamlet were
wrongly suspected. For the woman who might have something to do with getting back with their boss. A fire starts and a body is found in the ruins. 294 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  
**3967900** BODILY EDITIONS. By Paige Shelton. Novel. It’s a quiet, snowy morning at the Cracked Spine bookshop
when bookseller Delaney Nichols receives a mysterious visitor, a messenger. He presents her with a
**3949045** A BLUNT INSTRUMENT. By Georgette Heyer. Novel. When Ernest Fletcher is found bludgeoned to death,
everyone is shocked and mystified. Ernest was well liked and respected. Superintendent
Hannasyde uncover one dirty little secret after another, and with them, a host of people who all have
**4778847** A BLUNT INSTRUMENT. By Georgette Heyer. Novel. When Ernest Fletcher is found bludgeoned to death,
everyone is shocked and mystified. Ernest was well liked and respected. Superintendent
Hannasyde uncover one dirty little secret after another, and with them, a host of people who all have
**4778952** PENHALLOW. By Georgette Heyer. Novel. When family tyrant, Adam Penhallow, is found murdered just before his birthday
celebration, which his family has assembled for, every one of them has the means and means to
**4785283** DETECTION UNLIMTED. By Georgette Heyer. Novel. Slumped on a seat under an oak tree is the
Sarpeno Warens, shot with a bullet through his head. Everybody in the village is ready to tell Chief Inspector Hemingway who did it. And why is it someone else wants to be the prime suspect? Add to the list that names: Kennington. Hemingway has his work cut out for him, 426 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**1913190** LITTLE FALLS. By Elizabeth Lewes. Novel. Servant Camille Warsch did everything she could to forget Iraq. While
working at a resort, then sneaks out and discovers a teenager’s tortured corpse hanging in a
battered-out building. The case hits home when her daughter Sophie reveals that the victim was her ex-boyfriend. 264 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  
**4957480** A CHRISTMAS CAROL MURDER. By Heather Redmond. Novel. In this clever reimagining of Charles Dickens’s
life and loves Kate Hogarth, the business partner of the resident of the house, one Emmanuel
**1930389** LOOK FOR HER. By Emily Winslow. Novel. A young girl named Annalise of Anne was discovered, the culprit was never found. Detective Morris Keene and his partner find new DNA on the case and hope to bring closure. But the body they thought was Annalise may be someone else, and instead of answers, they face new puzzles. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99  
**4918509** LONE JAKE TRAIL. By Owen Sangster. Novel. A body washes up outside Deception Cove, Washington, Jess Winslow is assigned to investigate. But when she realizes it’s “Bad” Brock Boyd, she’s not the only one
fallen from grace, things become complicated. The last person seen with Boyd was Jess’s
boyfriend, Mason Burke. 325 pages. $12.95  
**4965078** CREWEL AND UNUSUAL. By Molly MacRae. Novel. Yarn shop owner Kate Rutledge is looking forward to the
grand opening of a co-op of small shops on Main Street. But when one of the antique linens shop
owner Belinda Moyer is found dead with a pair of scissors from Kath’s shop in her back, Geneva—the ghost who haunts Kath’s store—Kath and her shop manager have to explore the tree to
solve the crime. Before the killer cuts another life short. 263 pages. Persus. Pub. at $25.95  
**4949206** THE DARK HEART OF FLORENCE. By Tasha Alexander. Novel. In 1903, tensions between Britain and Germany are starting to
boil over in Europe, something that has not gone unnoticed by Lady Emily and her husband, Colin Hargreaves. An agent of the Crown, Colin carries the weight of the Emperor’s focus is drawn to Italy, and the death of a stranger at his daughter’s palms. 311 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  
**4968107** DEATH IN ST. PETERSBURG. By Tasha Alexander. Novel. Attending the ballet in Russia, Lord and Lady
Emily is soon in the midst of a murder investigation that takes her on a dance across the stage of Iarist Russia—from the opulence of the Winter Palace, to the modest flats of ex-ballerinas and the locked attics of political radicals. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. at $16.99  
**4976565** THE ART OF DECEPTION. By Lord Golding. Novel. In the West End of London, an apparently crazed individual is on the
loose, breaking into art galleries and private homes to slash valuable paintings of worth $250,000 and above. The Watsons are called in to solve the mystery, they soon discover that the vandal is searching for something hidden between the portraits. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  
**4739894** FLESH AND BLOOD. By Elizabeth Cornwell. Novel. Dr. Kay Scarpella learns that a local high school teacher was fatally shot. Soon
more victims surface, leaving no pattern to which the killer will strike next. As she investigates, Scarpella’s colleague sends her shocking news that implicates her niece, Lucy, her own flesh and blood. 445 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  
**4813532** CHRISTMAS CANDY CORPSE. By Elizabeth Cornwell. Novel. Christmas has come early to the beautiful Pocoson resort that’s
the setting for the American Baking Battle’s holiday special, where chef Courtney Archer is on hand to sample the holiday treats on display. Meanwhile, Courtney sits through competions and crew for likely suspects. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  
**4907065** THE SKELETON PAINTS A PICTURE. By Elizabeth Cornwell. Novel. Thieves come to the beautiful Pocoson resort that’s
the setting for the American Baking Battle’s holiday special, where chef Courtney Archer is on hand to sample the holiday treats on display. Meanwhile, Courtney sits through competions and crew for likely suspects. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  
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4811507  **TENDER IS THE BITE.**  By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet the dog and his human partner, P.I. Bernie Little, are contacted by a terrified scared young woman who seems to want their help. Before she can even tell them her name, she flees in panic. But in that brief meeting, Chet learns a secret about her, that’s at the heart of the mystery he and Bernie set out to solve. 264 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4750676  **HEART OF DARKNESS.**  By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet and P.I. Bernie Little are both music lovers, so when Lofty Pilgrim, a country singer from long ago, turns up at a local bar, they drive out to catch her act. Soon the partners are working the most questionable case of their career. One that takes them in search of old border-town secrets and into present-day danger. 310 pages. Forge. $6.95

4723401  **IT’S A WONDROUS WORLD.**  By Spencer Quinn. P.I. Bernie Little and his partner, Chet the dog, refer a client to a fellow private eye, Victor Klovsky. But when Victor doesn’t show up to light the Hanukkah candles, his master hires Chet and Bernie to find him. Soon and Chet and Bernie are dashing through a Christmas blizzard with danger closing in around them. 262 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4905660  **LAST NIGHT.**  By Erin Gleason. Novel. Along the Croton-Crespo and Glynnie Dreyfus have in common, besides some friends of friends, is finishing high school on the outskirts of their small towns in 1959 Tibet, a Buddhist artifact of immense importance was seemingly lost to history in a bombing. The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By Christopher St. John Sprigg. Novel. 496 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

4969709  **A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH.**  By Philip Margolin. Novel. Robin Lockwood, a prominent young attorney and former MMA fighter, agrees to take on the defense of fighter Troy Roosevelt, who has been charged with murdering Judge Anthony Carasco’s wife. But everything about the case is too pat, too easy, and Robin is convinced that her client has been framed. The problem is how to prove it. 310 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4950143  **THE PERFECT MURDER.**  By Kat Martin. Novel. Reese Garrett has dealt with his mother’s house. Then a body is found in the skeletal workings of a town bully, wanting Carly out. That is until Lyle is discovered dead behind the dumpster of Carly’s shop. Carly must sleuth out the killer to save herself and her shop. 304 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

4970293  **THE MIDWIVES MURDERS.**  By James Patterson & R. DiLallo. Novel. To senior inspector Ian Jeffries, the possedon offshore drilling platform, or the devastating fallout that would ensue. Reeve feels the weight of the two men who died in the crash, and fumes at the destruction that he caused. The further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By David Stuart Davies. Novel. Sherlock Holmes has just uncovered the truth about the theft of a priceless collection of Chinese jade figures. The truth is that the thief and tried to frame her husband, but just as Holmes reveals the truth, the Lady Darnury is found murdered. 243 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4972907 **THE INSTRUMENT OF DEATH:** The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By David Stuart Davies. Novel. Sherlock Holmes has just uncovered the truth about the theft of a priceless collection of Chinese jade figures. The truth is that the thief and tried to frame her husband, but just as Holmes reveals the truth, the Lady Darnury is found murdered. 243 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4861329 **RICCARDINO.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Montalbano receives a phone call, and this time it’s not Catterina announcing a murder but a man called Riccardino who has dialed a wrong number and asks him when he’ll be arriving. He says, in ten minutes. Shortly after, his next call is the one announcing a murder, the man shot is Riccardino, 260 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

4907280 **A VOICE IN THE NIGHT.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. After receiving an anonymous tip that a hitman is in the Supermarket, the spy gets lost, lost, and lost. But when there’s been a robbery at his store, Montalbano quickly agrees with Inspector Angelito that this was no ordinary break-in. With the superstore’s infamous links to the Mafia creating problems at every turn, this isn’t going to be an easy case. 278 pages. Mantle. $6.95

1926187 **THE PYRAMID OF MUD.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. On a gloomy morning in Vigata, a call rouses Inspector Montalban. A man has been found dead in the skeletal workings of a construction site, shot in the back. As he waives through the case, Montalbano is obliged by one thought—was the victim, who was found in a tunnel? The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By Christopher St. John Sprigg. Novel. 496 pages. Minotaur. paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

4917456 **HER DEADLY SECRETS.** By Laura Griffin. Novel. Private investigator Kira Vance spends her days navigating the labyrinth of Houston’s legal world, and she knows all its shadowy players and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she delivers a report to her top client when suddenly everything goes sideways and an in bloodbath. 354 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4865413 **A DEADLY BUSINESS.** By Lis Wiehl. Novel. A prosecutor of violent criminals. A detective on a dangerous beat. When these two pros take on an off the books case, the line between innocence and personal becomes perilously blurred. Detective Carlson suggests that Mia’s husband’s deadly car crash was no accident. 368 pages. Thomas Neilsen. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4913108 **DEATH AND THE DANCING FOOTMAN.** By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. The unspeakably wealthy and generally unspeakable Jonathan Royal has decided to have a party. Ben the chance to be near Pamela, whom he loves. But everything about the case is too pat, too easy, and Robin is convinced that her client has been framed. The problem is how to prove it. 310 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4897609 **BLOOD LIES.** By C.S. Harris. Novel. March 1815. Viscount Devlin, and his wife, have traveled to Paris in the Christmas blizzard with danger closing in around them. 262 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

1931296 **ENTER A MURDERER.** By C.S. Harris. Novel. March 1815. Viscount Devlin, and his wife, have traveled to Paris in the Christmas blizzard with danger closing in around them. 262 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


4904087 **GATHERING DARK.** By Candice Fox. Novel. Dr. Blair Harbour, once a wealthy, respected pediatric surgeon, is now an ex-con down on her luck. When her former colleague begs for help finding her lost daughter, Blair is compelled to help. Ten years after being arrested, Blair goes to Detective Jessica Sanchez for help. 378 pages. Lake Union. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4150972 **WYCHWOOD.** By Linda Grant. Novel. A powerful man has been found hanged in a local myth of the Carrion King. 350 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4790478 **THE INSTRUMENT OF DEATH:** The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By David Stuart Davies. Novel. Sherlock Holmes has just uncovered the truth about the theft of a priceless collection of Chinese jade figures. The truth is that the thief and tried to frame her husband, but just as Holmes reveals the truth, the Lady Darnury is found murdered. 243 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4913167 **ENTER A MURDERER.** By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. Inspector Challenger has been invited to an obscure, night, a new play in which two characters quarrel and then struggle for a gun. Unfortunately, the gun was not loaded with blanks. First published in 1935. 201 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

4913161 **DEATH AT THE BAR.** By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. It’s true, darts is nobody’s idea of a low-risk amusement: it involves drunk people hurling sharp things, but it’s rarely lethal. Tell that to Inspector Challenger, who enjoys a pint three at the rustic Plume of Feathers pub, and is now at the morgue. Inspector Alveyn investigates. 274 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

4909521 **GOUDA.** By Linda Reilly. Novel. Back in Balsam Dell, Carly Hale is finally perusing her life long dream-opening Carly’s Grilled Cheese Eatery. All but Lyle, Carly’s one-time high school boyfriend and now town bully, wants Carly out. That is until Lyle is discovered dead behind the dumpster of Carly’s shop. Carly must sleuth out the killer to save herself and her shop. 304 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95
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**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **49302X THE MONOGRAM MURDERS.** By A. Christie & S. Hannah. Novel. Presents an all-new mystery featuring Agatha Christie's legendary hero. Hercule Poirot's quiet supper in a London coffee house is interrupted when a young woman confides to him that she is about to be murdered. She is frightened, but begs Poirot to find and punish her killer. 302 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

- **1910841 THE GRANITE COAST MURDERS.** By Jean-Luc Bannalec. Novel. Commissaire Georges Dupin and his girlfriend, Commissaire Claire Lannoy, are on a two week vacation at the seaside town of Polygnot. But their idyllic getaway is sent into chaos when a woman disappears without a trace and there's an attack on a wealthy man who is visiting from Paris. 250 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

- **4854556 THE CASE OF THE TERRORIZED BRUNETTE.** By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. When Perry Mason stumbles upon a classified ad in the classified section of a Los Angeles newspaper, he takes note of the seemingly harmless advertisement and sets about investigating the case. What he discovers is that the ad is a request for someone to help a young woman who is being terrorized by an unknown person. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **4818767 CRAZY LIKE A FOX.** By Melinda Metz. Novel. An investigation into a young woman's mysterious disappearance takes a dangerous turn when it is discovered that she was a member of a secret society that practices dark magic. 301 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **4916317 HE WHO DARES.** By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. In a small town in the American West, a series of murders are taking place, and it's up to amateur detective Philo Vance to solve the case. 202 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

- **4914772 THE CASE OF THE CARELESS KITTEN.** By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. Helen's woes begin when she receives a mysterious phone call from her vanished uncle Franklin, long presumed dead, urging her to make contact with criminal defense attorney Perry Mason. Her troubles continue as she finds herself the main suspect in the murder of an unassuming man. Originally published in 1942. 242 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

- **4801453 THE SECRETS OF BONES.** By Kyle Logan. Novel. When administrative assistant Jazz Ramsey gives the girls at St. Catherine's a talk about her career with cataver dogs, she sets up a demonstration of the different breeds. However, when her experienced search dog Gus finds bones she didn't plant, it's apparent there's been a murder at the school. As Jazz gets closer to the truth she realize her best friend could be the murderer. 326 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

- **4904034 THE SEARCHER.** By Tana French. Novel. Cal Hooper thought a fixer-upper in a remote Irish village would be the perfect escape after 25 years in the Chicago police force and a bruising divorce. Then a local kid comes looking for help when his brother goes missing. Against his will, Cal discovers that even in the most idyllic town, secrets are not far away. 507 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

- **4916611 MURDER AT MABEL'S MOTEI.** By G.A. McKeever. Novel. Stella "Granny" Reid's youth wasn't the only thing changed by her father's death. When she and her friends decided to search a cave for a legend that could help them win a treasure hunt, they discovered a hidden, dangerous world that they were never prepared for. 275 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **1906038 TWO-WAY MURDER.** By E.C.R. Lorac. Novel. A party that is buzzing with rumors of one Rosemary Reeve who disappeared on the eve of this event the previous year, not found to be mysterious, now seems foreboding. As cousins Nicholas and strik-A stranger on the drive back home, launching a new investigation and unwittingly reviewing the search for what really became of Rosemary Reeve. 230 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **4929896 CLOSED CASSET.** By Agatha Christie & S. Hannah. Novel. Agatha Christie's most famous detective is revolted by the author of The Monogram Murders. Hercule Poirot is pointed to the scene where a murder is likely to unfold—one that, oddly enough, was intentionally provoked. Even Poirot himself makes no sense at all. 302 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

- **491526X SHOW ME THE BUNNY.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Melanie agrees to organize Easter festivities at Gallagher House, the new women's shelter. But when she arrives to dye eggs and stuff baskets, she learns devastating news about a member of the family that owned the estate. Beatrice has fallen to her death, and the circumstances are shocking. 224 pages. Pan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

- **4986548 FIND THEM DEAD.** By Peter Lovesey. Novel. Tomasetti, first assistant to Detective Inspector Cleeves, is called out to investigate a murder at a rural home of a group of artists. What he discovers is an elaborate stage-set scene. Dr. Nigel Yeo has been fatally stabbed with a shard of one of his glassblower daughter's vases, 382 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

- **4951101 THE HERON'S CRY.** By Ann Tatlock. Novel. Detective Matthew Venn is called out to investigate a murder at the rural home of a group of artists. What he discovers is an elaborate stage-set scene. Dr. Nigel Yeo has been fatally stabbed with a shard of one of his glassblower daughter's vases, 382 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

- **4926412 JANE AUSTEN'S LOST LETTERS.** By Karen K. Stedman. Novel. Veronica Sutton introduces herself as a friend of Josie Prescott's father, who had died twenty years earlier. She hands Josie a brown paper-wrapped package and leaves. Mystified, Josie opens the envelope to find two letters written by Jane Austen. She then sets off on a quest to learn to what Veronica knows about her father and to discover if the Jane Austen letters are real. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $31.99 $19.95

- **4960114 LONG OVERDUE AT THE LAKE SIDES LIBRARY.** By Molly Danvers. Novel. A glowing wood stove, a cozy log cabin, and shelves full of books are all Rain Wilson ever needs. But when she arrives at her father's lakeside cabin for the winter, now that she's made her family's Lofty Pines library her year-round home. The woman with a love of the outdoors, Rain discovers that the charming librarian's buns run cold when a local man, Wallace Benson, is found dead. In a heartwarming match of wits, Rain finds the killer and keeps her job. 295 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4916557 MARRIAGE CAN BE MISCHIEF.** By Amanda Flower. Novel. Millie Fisher joins her Aunt Emma in her Amish hometown of Harvest, Ohio. Her childhood friend, Urian Schrock, has returned after decades away. A skeleton is found and Urian reads it off his friends as his sister, who disappeared right before he left Ohio. He hopes Millie will help him stitch together the truth. But can Millie help him do that? 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **4915655 THE MEMORY QUILT.** By Lenora Worth. Novel. Running a historic inn on beautiful Shadow Lake is a satisfying life for the Amish King Sisters. Until love slips a longing for more when Abigail stumbles upon a man lying on the beach near her family inn. She helps Jonah recover but as the pieces of his past are sewn together, the mystery only deepens about who he is. 331 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **4926814 GONE MISSING.** By Linda Castille. Novel. When the search for a teenage Amish runaway turns up a dead body, the case quickly becomes a murder investigation. Can Police Chief Kate Burkholder, along with agent Tomasetti, piece together all the pieces of this sinister puzzle to save the missing teen and the Amish community from a devastating fate? 296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

- **1924321 THE SACRED BRIDGE.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. SPF-50 (Large Print Edition). Novel. Sergeant Jim Chee's vacation to beautiful Antelope Canyon and Lake Powell has a deeper purpose. He's on a quest to unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor, Dr. Edith Loomis, his father, Dr. James, and his grandfather have been searching for across decades earlier. Chee's journey takes a deadly turn when, after a prayerful visit to the Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the lake. 452 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/344**
Whitney MacAllister likes fast cars, vintage movies, and dangerous operatives around the world are disappearing. When a missing CIA leak. 468 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00

By Mark Greaney. Novel. Before he left the Gray Man, Court Gentry was the Sixth, the junior member of the CIA leak. 468 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99


By Nora Roberts. Novel. Manhattan socialite Reporter Wendy Tynes is making a name for herself, bringing down sexual offenders on nationally televised sugar operations. But when she starts to investigate a new case, she finds herself on the run. 450 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $17.00

By Harlan Coben. Novel. Country prosecutor Paul Copeland is still getting over the decades-old disappearance of his sister—she walked into the woods with her boyfriend, and neither were ever seen again. As Copeland opens a new case, he sets a trap for a killer more twisted than anything she could imagine. Can he be protected from a rendezvous with lust and death? 279 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95


Spies & Thrillers


By Clive & Dirk Cussler. Novel. The murders of a team of military artists threaten the wealth and power of the Romanov empire. And now they're unleashed upon the City of Angels, claiming innocent lives, spreading nationwide panic, and fueling global fears of another attack. Special agent Lincoln Rhyme is determined to hunt down the man who created the bioweapon. 456 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


**Spies & Thrillers**

- **496697X THE OTHER EMILY.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Writer David Thorne still hasn’t lived down the shame of losing the love of his life. When he meets Miss Madeline Sutton, bewitched, playing, and keenly aware of all David has lost. But what really takes his breath away is that everything about her, down to her kisses, is just like Emily. As the fantastic becomes credible, David’s obsession grows, Madeline’s mysterious past, and terror escalates. 352 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **360998X A WANTED MAN.** By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher wanted to be a man without a town. Now he has to pass. Newly blinded to his cause as he searches for a man in hiding, Reacher finds himself a wanted man in the middle of a Muslim gang war. 469 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **360999X BAD LUCK AND TROUBLE.** By Lee Child. Novel. This explosive thriller draws ex-army investigator Jack Reacher back into the team of elite colleagues he had worked with a decade before, to track a brutal killer. Then Jack’s comrades begin to disappear one by one, and his case turns into a struggle to survive capture. 498 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.99

- **3768887 PAST TENSE.** By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher visits the town where his father was born. In the town clerk’s office, Reacher is told no one named Reacher ever lived in town. Then he learns his father’s death was part of different stories begin to merge. When Reacher makes a shocking discovery the past becomes deadly as family secrets begin to haunt him. 382 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **296590X GONE TOMORROW.** By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher investigates the death of Susan Mark, who had a big secret. Her plain little life was being watched in Washington, California, and Afghanistan, by dozens of people with one thing in common: they’re all connected to Susan. The only way to get her killed. Now a race has begun, crowded with violence and skilled soldiers on all sides. 561 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **390838X BLUE MOON.** By Lee Child. Novel. An elderly couple has big money to some dangerous people. In an effort to help, Reacher finds himself a wanted man in the middle of a brutal turf war between rival Ukrainians and Turks, they’re exploiting one step ahead of thugs and assassins. 469 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **4887778 TRIPWIRED.** By Lee Child. Novel. Ex-soldier Mark Reilly is a lousy loser who comes looking for him, and turns up beaten to death shortly after his arrival. 401 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

- **4913558 THICK AS THIEVES.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. Although the two men are bound to silence by the crime they committed as youths, each has grown up to be a man of power and wealth. Now they’re leftovers, the only way to make a living. The arrival of their elusive accomplice’s daughter who may know more about the missing money than she’s telling, sends them on one wild goose chase after another. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

- **479267X THICK AS THIEVES.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. Although the two men are bound to silence by the crime they committed as youths, each has grown up to be a man of power and wealth. Now they’re leftovers, the only way to make a living. The arrival of their elusive accomplice’s daughter who may know more about the missing money than she’s telling, sends them on one wild goose chase after another. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

- **6616267 BREATH OF SCANDAL.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. In one night, Jake Spery’s life is forever upended by three local hell-raisers. With scandal and tragedy nipping at her heels, she suddenly finds herself everything runs on a single wealthy family. And it just so happens that the spoiled son of that family is now her primary target for revenge. 585 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **192785X DOUBLE JEOPARDY.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is settling in for a stretch in New York City when he receives news that demands immediate action. An old family matter has unexpectedly resurfaced, and Stone must decamp to the craggy shores of Maine to address the issue head-on. 305 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **4916492 JACKPOT.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Peter Barrington and Ben Baccetti come under threat while working at a film festival abroad, Teddy Fay is lured to the glittering city of Macau to resolve the problem. He’ll soon find that world of push casinos, luxurious developments, and beautiful women. They have no idea he’s dark underbelly of crime and political intrigue. 303 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **1912240 BLACK ICE.** By Brad Thor. Novel. Scot Harvath is having his best summer ever. With a boat, a boat, and his beautiful girlfriend, Solvi, he’s got everything he could possibly want. But when his deadly past comes calling, he’ll be left with no choice but to return to the spy game. 384 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **4848047 AMERICAN TRAITOR.** By Brad Taylor. Novel. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are enjoying a sunny vacation down under when they get disturbing news: their friend and colleague is in serious trouble. The former Taskforce member saw something he shouldn’t have, and now he’s on the run from Chinese agents. 582 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **4908961 AMERICAN TRAITOR.** By Brad Taylor. Novel. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are enjoying a sunny vacation down under when they get disturbing news: their friend and colleague is in serious trouble. The former Taskforce member saw something he shouldn’t have, and now he’s on the run from Chinese agents. 582 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **1909657 KILL ALL YOUR DARLINGS.** By David Bell. Novel. After years of struggling to write following the deaths of his wife and son, English professor Connor Nye publishes his first novel, a thriller about the murder of a young woman. There’s just one problem. Connor has declared his missing student id. And then she appears on his doorstep, threatening to expose him. 406 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **487918X CEMETERY GIRL.** By David Bell. Novel. In a year it disappeared, she is found alive but won’t discuss where she was or what happened. When the police arrest a suspect connected to her case, she refuses to testify, so her father tries to uncover the truth. But nothing can prepare him for what he is about to discover. 392 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

- **4965213 VORTEX.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. Agents Sherlock and Savich find themselves dealing with very powerful figures from both the real world and the present. 381 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **4964810 DEADLOCK.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling mysteries and a relentless psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn that what happened in the past casts a long shadow. Savich and Sherlock must discover the truths not only to save themselves but also to prevent further bloodshed. 465 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **4907310 THE WIFE.** By Alafair Burke. Novel. When Angela meets Jason Powell, a university professor, she assumes their romance to be a fling. But when they marry the following summer and move to a house he feels she’s been given the chance to escape her past. Six years later, Jason faces serious allegations made by one of his young college interns. 350 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
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puts not for the law but for his own code of justice. 475 pages.

**4989511 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE TREADSTONE RESURRECTION.** By Joshua Hood. Novel. Operation Treadstone has nearly ruined Adam Hayes. The top-secret CIA black ops program trained him to be an all but invincible assassin, but it also cost him his family, which is why he got out. Thinking he has left Treadstone in the past, he is attacked by an unknown hit team, and now must regain the skills that Treadstone taught him to discover the killers. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $9.50

**4989521 NIGHT DOGS.** By Kent Anderson. Novel. Two kinds of cops find their way to Portland: Mike White, a former officer, has been sent there for punishment and those who come for the action. Officer Hanson is the second, a kinder, a veteran who survived the war in Vietnam only to decide he wanted to keep fighting at home. Hanson knows war, and in this battle for the Portland streets he fights not for the law but for his own code of justice. 475 pages. Multiholland Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4992503 SHAKEDOWN.** By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. Novel. When an exiled Iranian terrorist is assassinated in Washington, DC, former FBI counterintelligence agent Mayberry and ex-SEAL Garrett are pulled back into the world of clandestine ops—and the fate of the entire East Coast is at stake. Joining ranks with a decorated Mossad agent, they pursue a skilled international killer hunting his missing legacy. 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $8.95

**1908413 THE OTHER MRS. MILLER.** By Allison Dickson. Novel. Phoebe Miller isn’t sure when the rusty car started showing up in the exclusive cul de sac she calls home, or why its driver would be spying on her. What could be interesting about an unhappily housewife who draws her sorrows in ice cream and wine and barely leaves her house? 334 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $9.50

**4996400 A SMALL TOWN.** By Thomas Perry. Novel. Twelve conspirators throw open all the gates of the prison that contain them, and molto-cuyo’s plans escape and pour into the nearby small town. As the newly freed prisoners destroy the town an immense search ensues for the twelve who got away. Under the guise of a cop, Leah Hawkins tracks down the infamous twelve. 320 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

**4940753 THE LEFT-HANDED TWIN.** By Thomas Perry. Novel. A deadly Russian criminal is a traitor to the Whitefield, who helps people assume a new identity and establish a new life somewhere they won’t be found. It’s a chance to start again, or a trap, whichever way, a place where unknown dangers lurk around every corner. But one thing is certain, only one party, Jane or her pursuers, will emerge alive. 327 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

**4817710 EDDIE’S BOY.** By Thomas Perry. Novel. Michael Shaffer is a retired American businessman, living peacefully in England with his aristocratic wife. But her annual summer party brings strangers to their house, and with them, an attempt on Michael’s life. He is forced to enter the action into which his former employers are luring him, and in Australia to try to figure out why the mafia is after him—again. 274 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

**488768X THE TITANIC SECRETS.** By C. Di Du Brul. Novel. When Isaac Pigott, an antiquated submersible. A century apart, NUMA Director Dirk Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous maritime mystery of all time. 405 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

**4865911 A BOOK OF BONES.** By John Connolly. Novel. On a lonely moor in the northeast of England, the body of a young woman is discovered near the church in a vanished church. In the south, a girl lies buried beneath an Iron Age mound. To the southeast, the ruins of a priory hide a human skull. Each is a sacrifice. But Charlie Parker knows war, and in this battle for the Portland streets he fights not for the law but for his own code of justice. 475 pages. Multiholland Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1915533 TRIAL AND ERROR.** By Robert Whitlow. Novel. Lawyer Buddy Smith has opened a small office that can handle his daughter’s kidnapping case—now that he’s got out. Thinki ng he has left Treadstone in the past, he is attacked by an unknown hit team, and now must regain the skills that Treadstone taught him to discover the killers. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $9.50

**4973454 NDP RED.** By James Patterson & M. Karp. Novel. NDP Red detective Kyle McDonald and his partner, Detective Zach, suddenly find themselves in the middle of a kidnaping that may even find his own child. 420 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**4963962 DIABLO MESA.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Lucas Tapani, a wealthy and eccentric billionaire, approaches the Santa Fe Archaeological Institute to finance a careful scientific excavation of the Roswell Incident site. Archaeologist Nora Kelly is skeptical but tasked with the job, and when she finds two murdered victims at the scene calls in FBI Agent Corrie Swanson. 365 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

**4979803 THE SCORPION’S TAIL.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. The discovery of a mumified corpse in a legendary ghost town opens the door into a terrifying, secret world centered on one of the most defining, frightening, and transformative moments in American history. 401 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

**4975693 THE PANDORA ROOM.** By Christopher Golden. Novel. Archaeologist Sophie Durant discovers a city deep in the heart of Northern Vietnam. When her team uncovers a chamber whose walls are covered in cuneiform, along with a warning from Alexander the Great, history and mythology begin to merge. But in the Pandora Room of two jars, but the chamber's unique guard finally gives in. It's a find that could make history, or start a war. 508 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**4883234 UNSOLVED.** By James Patterson & T. Harvie. Novel. An unexplained tragedy in the middle of nowhere, unfolding across the country, has left FBI agent Emmy Dockery baffled. The victims all appear to have died by accident and seem to have nothing in common. But one detail strikes a chord—nobody is sure their victims are never heard from again. Jake Keller has a plan to lure the pirate mastermind out of hiding by infiltrating his organization, but it’s a dangerous gambit. 274 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $9.50

**4981715 BLACK FLAG.** By David Ricciardi. Novel. After years of relative calm, piracy has returned to the high seas. But the days of AK-47s and outboard engines are over. The new pirates hit like a SEAL team, and make sure their victims are never heard from again. Jake Keller has a plan to lure the pirate mastermind out of hiding by infiltrating his organization, but it’s a dangerous gambit. 274 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $9.50

**4940332 THE THERAPIST.** By B. A. Paris. Novel. Moving into a gated community in London, Alice tries to get to know her new neighbors to the height of the festivities, grisly secret about her new home Alice begins to feel a strong connection with Nina, the therapist who lived there before. Trying to piece her life together, it becomes clear to Alice that things are not all as they seem. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**1916750 THE DILEMMA.** By B. A. Paris. Novel. It’s Livia’s fortieth birthday. Her husband, after the party of the weekend. She is glad that her daughter Marnie won’t be there because she recently uncovered a secret about their daughter, that if revealed, will shake the foundation of their family to its core. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**1916726 DARK ROADS.** By Chevy Stevens. Novel. Hailey McBridge’s father taught her to respect nature, how to live off the land and to look after herself. Now he’s gone, leaving her a teenage orphan in the care of her aunt, whose police officer husband uses his badge as a means to bully and control Hailey. She vanishes into the mountains, but rumors spread she was taken by the highway killer. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**4920620 A LEGACY OF SPIES.** By John Le Carre. Novel. Peter Guillam, colleague and disciple of the British Secret Service, is summoned to London. His cold war past has come back to haunt him. Intelligence operations that were once the toast of the secret London are to be scrapped by a generation with no Cold War. 264 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

**1941568 THE HONOURABLE SCHOOLBOY.** By John Le Carre. Novel. The mole has been eliminated, but the damage done has brought the British Secret Service to its knees. On a charge of the gravely compromised Circus, George Smiley embarks on a campaign to uncover what Moscow Centre most wants to hide. 256 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**4920279 THE LOOKING GLASS WAR.** By John Le Carre. Novel. It would have been an easy job for the Circus: a can of film couriered from Holsinville to London. Since the War the Department’s resources have been siphoned away. Now one of their agents is dead, and vital evidence verifying Soviet missiles near the West German border is gone. 268 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**495971X CHAOS.** By Iris Johansen. Novel. Schoolgirls in Africa have been kidnapped, and with so many lives hanging in the balance, CIA agent Alissa Flynn and Gabe Korgan, with assistance from ex-SEAL Garrett, must lay their plans to rescue the hostages. But their path becomes strewn with pitfalls, each likely to get them, or the girls, killed. 407 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95
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488256 SPACE STATION DOWN. By B. Bova & D. Beason. Novel. When two rogue convicts slaughter all but one aboard the International Space Station, the sole survivor, Kimberly Hadd-Robinson, barricades herself in a remote section of the station, seawing havoc on the terrorists’ plans. As the station’s power drains, Kimberly is in a race against time, not only to save her own life but the lives of millions. 349 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

495212X MISSING. By Allison Brennan. Novels. In Sex Untamed, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid and her college Nala are in for a severe storm, but the weather is the least of their worries when two prisoners escape and take a child hostage. In No Way Out, Lucy’s husband, Sean, and his brother, Kane, are about to lose their new life in a family wedding, and she’s forced to put aside her fear and work the case. 440 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3896927 THE DEMON CROWN. By James Rollins. Novel. A team of scientists discovers an island where all life has been eradicated by a species beyond imagination. Protected by a secret agency, this ancient horror is free once more nurtured into a force of incalculable strength and malignancy, ready to wreak havoc on an unsuspecting world. Only Commander Grayson Pierce of Sigma Force can stop it. 441 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $5.95

4917226 KINGDOM OF BONES. By James Rollins. Novel. The latest entry in the Sigma Force series sees Commander Gray Pierce and his team risking their lives to uncover a shattering secret at the heart of the African continent. A small village in the Congo is ground zero for a terrifying biological phenomenon. Is this a natural event? Or was it engineered? 438 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $21.95

4986564 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BYE BYE BABY. By Ace Atkins. Novel. California Garcia-Ramirez is a rising star in national politics. Tough, outspoken, and driven, the congresswoman has ignited a new conversation in Boston about race, poverty, health care, and the environment. Now facing her second campaign, she finds herself not only fighting a tight primary but also contending with threats from hundreds of suspects. 305 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

4775181 SPENSER CONFIDENTIAL. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Henry Cimoli and Spenser have been friends for years, yet the old boxing trainer has never asked the private eye for a favor. Until now. A developer is trying to buy Henry’s condo on Revere Beach—with a push from Spenser’s rival, the trail of a mysterious woman, a megalomaniacal Las Vegas kingpin—and a shady plan for Boston. 320 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4939093 THE DOWNSTAIRS NEIGHBOR. By Helen Cooper. Novel. From her downstairs apartment in suburban London, Emma has often overheard the seemingly perfect family above her, Steph, Paul, and teenage daughter, Freya, but has never got to know them. Until one day, when that sense of alienation Freya has vanished and the police are questioning Steph and Paul about their life. 369 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4999171 WITHOUT REMORSE. By Tom Clancy. Novel. His code name is Mr. Clark. His work for the CIA is brilliant, cold-blooded, and efficient. But who is he really? Clancy shows how an ordinary man named John Kelly crossed the lines of justice and morality to become the CIA legend, Mr. Clark. It is an unforgettable journey into the heart of darkness. Without mercy. Without guilt. Without remorse. 685 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

4817890 THE ORDER. By Daniel Silva. Novel. When Pope Paul VII dies mysteriously, spy and art restorer Gabriel Allon, is summoned to the Vatican, to stop the order of St. Helena’s, a shadowy Catholic society with ties to the Eastern far right, plot to seize control of the papacy. 412 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

4843559 LAST OF THE BRED. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. The compelling story of U.S. Air Force Major Joe Macked, a man born out of time. When his experimental aircraft is forced down in Russia and he escapes a soviet prison camp, he must call upon the ancient skills of his Indian ancestry. With his India wife’s help, he’s been imprisoned in a basement and has already lost two sons. She cannot let it happen again. 422 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

190847X TOUGH TENDER. Ed. by Max Allan Collins. Novel. John Phillip Smith’s 1930s crime noir is one of the defining stories in the genre. In time in three decades, this thrilling heist sees veteran thief Nolan and his young partner Jon robbing a bank at the behest of an emerging executive and a femme fatale with dollar signs where her soul should be. 346 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

1913441 THE RETURN. By Rachel Harrison. Novel. Julie is missing, and no one believes she will ever return, except Elise. Two years to the day that Julie went missing, she reappears with no memory of where she’s been or what happened to her. The second Elise sees Julie, she knows something is wrong. The Julie who vanished two years ago is not the same Julie who came back. 296 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

4986559 THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott Turow. Novel. At 85 years old, Alejandro Slem, a brilliant defense lawyer, is summoned to court when his old friend Dr. Kiril Patko, a former Nobel Prize winner in Medicine, is faced with charges of insider trading, fraud, and murder, his entire life’s work is put in jeopardy, and Stern decides to take one last trial. 508 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4984214 THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott Turow. Novel. At 85 years old, Alejandro Slem, a brilliant defense lawyer, is summoned to court when his old friend Dr. Kiril Patko, a former Nobel Prize winner in Medicine, is faced with charges of insider trading, fraud, and murder, Stern decides to take one last trial. 452 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

4988191 PAPER GHOSTS. By Julia Hebertin. Novel. An obsessive younger woman has been waiting half her life, since she was young, for this moment. She has planned. Researched. Trained. Imagined every scenario. Now she is almost certain the man who kidnapped and murdered her sister is still out there. 457 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4958632 DARK HORSE. By Gregg Hurwitz. Novel. After Evan Swook left the Orphan Program, a secret agency, this ancient horror is free once again. In this novel, he adopted a new name and a new mission, the Nowhere Man, helping the most desperate in their time of trouble. Having just survived another devastating experience, he decides to take on one last mission, 448 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

484493X PRODIGAL SON. By Gregg Hurwitz. Novel. Evan was pulled out of a foster home and trained in an “off the books” operation known as the Orphan Program, and became, Orphan Man, a government agent, and adopting a new name—Nowhere Man. When a woman claiming to have given him up for adoption in his childhood days comes to him asking him to return his wrong place at the right time, and is now in terrible danger. 420 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4881850 MARAUDER. By C. Cussler & B. Morrison. Novel. It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the ship the Oregon, to stop a terrorist plot to release a deadly chemical weapon across the globe. When one of his crew members falls victim to the poison, Cabrillo is desperate to find an antidote before it is too late. 479 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $39.99 $21.95


4834216 SEVEN DAYS. By Alex Lake. Novel. In seven days, Maggie’s son, Max, turns three. But she’s not planning a party or buying presents or updating his baby book. She’s dreading it. Because in her world, third birthdays are the days on which the unthinkable happens—she loses her child. When a 17-year-old named Maggie has been imprisoned in a basement and has already lost two sons. She cannot let it happen again. 422 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

190407X STORM WARNING. By Ace Atkins. Novel. From her downstairs apartment in suburban London, Emma has often overheard the seemingly perfect family above her, Steph, Paul, and teenage daughter, Freya, but has never got to know them. Until one day, when that sense of alienation Freya has vanished and the police are questioning Steph and Paul about their life. 369 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4879457 WRATH OF POSEIDON. By Clive Cussler & R. Bice. Novel. Husband and wife team Sam and Remi Fargo come up against an old enemy while searching for a treasure that has been lost for centuries. The Fargos know that as long as this gold is out there, no one is safe. They return to Greece for a final showdown and one last chance to find the elusive treasure. 418 pages. Forge. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

4890078 THE CHRISTMAS SPIRITS ON TRADD STREET. By Karen White. Novel. The ongoing excavation of the centuries old cistern in the garden of Melanie’s historic Tradd Street home has been a huge millstone, both financially and aesthetically. Students are thrilled by the chance of an excavation site, but local friends want it that have suddenly invaded her life and her house. 374 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4927968 PAYBACK. By Lorenzo Carcaterra. Novel. Detective Eddie Kenwood is a dirty cop. He is ruthless in pursuit of the Fargos, a Krays-like family that sells local councilors control over the city that has suddenly invaded her life and house. 374 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3877567 BURIED. By Ellison Cooper. Novel. After Allan Fargos Motions and Bears do away with the minds of psychopaths. But even she did not expect to uncover a killer within the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Working on a case that could find two FBI corpses. Can they uncover the connection between the old bones and the new bodies before there is more? 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95
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490402X THE DROWNING KIND. By Jennifer McMahon. Novel. From the New York Times bestselling author of The Invited People and The Winter People comes a chilling new novel about a woman who returns to the old family home after her sister is murdered. What she finds in the old family pool—but it’s not the pool’s only victim. 319 pages. Scout. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95
4959965 SAFE. By S.K. Barnett. Novel. Jenny was six years old when she was snatched off the sidewalk by a Bertrand man who specializes in children for a...
**Spies & Thrillers**

**1931281 SHADOWS REEL.** By C.J. Box. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Joe Pickett is called out for a mouse-poaching incident that turns out to be something much more sinister: a local fishing guide has been brutally tortured and murdered. At the same time, Marybeth, his wife, is sent undercover to a ranch near where she works and finds a photo album that belonged to an infamous Nazi official. 403 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**4806123 THE TITANIC SECRET.** By Clive Cussler & J. Du Brul. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Uncle Dvona's daughter becomes a violent psychopath's target, Jane must team up with long-time love interest Seth Caleb. As Jane and Seth chase down their world-class adversary, they also have to reckon with their own epic love story. But one thing is clear, it will take both of them to control and defeat this evil. 675 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $21.95

**4827619 THE PERSUASION.** By Iris Johansen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Uncle Dvona's daughter becomes a violent psychopath's target, Jane must team up with long-time love interest Seth Caleb. As Jane and Seth chase down their world-class adversary, they also have to reckon with their own epic love story. But one thing is clear, it will take both of them to control and defeat this evil. 675 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $21.95

**4913658 THE PARIS DETECTIVE.** By J. Patterson & R. Dilallo. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. A French detective now working for the NYPD. In French Kiss Luc joins the NYPD for a fresh start but someone wants to make his first big case his last. His mystery priceless paintings have vanished from a Park Avenue murder scene. In French Twist women are dropping dead at upscale department stores. 602 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $19.95

**Science Fiction**

**4955217 THE GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS.** By M.R. Carey. Novel. Melanie is a special girl. Dr. Caldwell calls her "our little genius." Every morning, Melanie waits to be collected for class. When they come for her, Sergeant Kent picks up her gun and points it at her. Three years ago, the world was ravaged by the effects of dwindling tourism and Earth has turned up murdered, surrounded by the loot from his dark past, moves into their town and befriends Jude's children. In the blink of an eye one day, he finds himself in a mess y situation. 536 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


**497235X JOKER MOON.** Ed. by George Miller. Dark Horse. Novel. In the aftermath of World War II, an alien virus struck Earth, endowing a handful of survivors with extraordinary powers. People with admirable abilities were called acers. Others became physically mutated and labeled as jokers. Every generation, there are those who use their powers in the service of humanity, or for the purpose of evil. 364 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**490533X INTO THE LIGHT.** By D. Weber & C. Kennedy. Novel. In minutes, half the human race died, and our cities lay in shattered ruins. Earth has emerged and made alliance with humankind, the invading aliens didn't stand a chance. 727 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95


**3776743 REQUIEM.** By Alan Dean Foster. Novel. A virus wiped out all humanity down to the last man, Rulsan. rescued from his home planet by an intelligent alien race, he spends his days as a research subject. In exchange for his cooperation, they try to attempt to find the lost home world of his species—and perhaps another living human. 305 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

**4866144 THE LAST.** By Hannah Jameson. Novel. Jack Manning is on a working trip in Switzerland when the world ends. Now, he wishes he hadn't ignored the last message from his wife Nadia, the one he was considering how to answer. Witheringly so-called mystery得起 a string of horrifying push notifications. Nuclear attack on Washington, D.C., New York, London, and Berlin. Then news and social media went black. 304 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $1.95
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war, the twins decide to flee into the dark night in search of a new home. Evacuating their now-extinct Shaa, they venture into the wilderness to overcome their own thorny personal history to defeat the aliens and assure humanity’s survival. Five-thousand years in the future, humanity faces total extinction. This is the story of trooper Johnny Rico, from his idealistic enlistment in the military through his rigorous training to the command of his own platoon, and his destiny is a war that will span the galaxy. 275pp. Hodder. Paperback. $6.95

★ | 1918281 | STARSHIP TROOPERS. | By Robert A. Heinlein. Novel. Five-thousand years in the future, humanity faces total extermination. This is the story of trooper Johnny Rico, from his idealistic enlistment in the military through his rigorous training to the command of his own platoon, and his destiny is a war that will span the galaxy. 275pp. Hodder. Paperback. $6.95

★ | 1919563 | THE COMPLETE LEGENDS OF DUNE TRILOGY. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. The legendary Jihad! We see how Serena Butler’s passionate grief ignites the struggle that will liberate humans from their machine masters. Dune: The Machine Crusade More than two decades have passed, the struggle against thinking robots has ground on for years, but the forces have made only slight gains. Dune: The Battle of Corrin Following the death of Serena Butler, the last of the thinking machines were destroyed in the Battle of Corrin, and great changes are brewing that will shape and twist all of humankind. The Butlerian movement, led by Manford Torrance and opposed to all forms of “dangerous technology,” begins to sweep over the known universe. Dozens, millions strong, destroying everything in its path. 270pp. Tor. Paperback. $10.99

★ | 1919644 | PAUL OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. The Muad’Dib’s jihad is in full swing. His warrior legions march from victory to victory, but the price of victory is dangerous undercurrents. Paul, like nearly every great conqueror, has enemies, those who would betray him to steal the awesome power he commands. And Paul himself begins to have doubts. Is he going mad? 614pp. Tor. Paperback. $10.99

★ | 191958X | MENTATS OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. Gibraltans have founded the Mental School, a place where humans can learn to mimic the efficient techniques of thinking machines. But Gilbertus walks an uneasy line between his own convictions and compromises in order to save the antitechnology Butlerian fanatics. Lead by the mercurial Manford Torrance, 655pp. Tor. Paperback. $9.99

★ | 1919709 | SANDWORMS OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. To strengthen their forces, the fugitives used genetic technology to revive key figures from Dune’s past. They named Paul-Muad’Dib and Lady Jessica, to use their special talents to meet the incredible challenges of the journey. Hunters of Dune told the first half of the story. 546 pages. Tor. Paperback. $12.99

★ | 1919806 | THE WINDS OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. Paul-Muad’Dib—cheered as a hero, worshiped as a messiah, hated as a tyrant—has vanished from the deserts of the planet Dune. And the greatest empire in the history of mankind begins to crumble. 563 pages. Tor. Paperback. $10.99

★ | 1919520 | HUNTERS OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. A ship carrying refugees escapes into the uncharted galaxy, fleeing from the monstrous Honored Matres, dark counterparts to the Bene Gesserit Sisterhood. To strengthen their forces, the fugitives have used genetic technology to revive key figures from Dune’s past. Each of these characters will use their special talents to meet the challenges thrown at them. 563 pages. Tor. Paperback. $9.99

★ | 191118X | THE LOST WORLD. | By Arthur Conan Doyle. Novel. The fate of Sir Richard jefferson Holmes dabbled in many other genres including science fiction, and in this 1912 fantasy he transported readers to the wilds of the American adventure among the dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures. First published in 1912. 184 pages. Mint Editions. Paperback. $7.95

★ | 4868900 | THE ANDROMEDA EVOLUTION. | By A.G. Miller. Novel. D.H. Wilson. Thought to be gone, an extraterrestrial microbe, designated the Andromeda strain, that nearly ended the human race decades earlier has reappeared. Now a team of top scientists is dispatched to investigate the growing microbe that could become a potentially apocalyptic threat. 366 pages. Tor. Paperback. $7.95

★ | 497655X | THE CROSSING. | By Jason Math. Novel. Twins Virginia and Tommy Matheus have been on their own since they were orphaned at the age of five. Twelve years later, the world begins to collapse around them as a deadly contagion steadily spreads from one population to another, and a devastating war rages on. When Tommy is drafted for the war, the twins decide to flee into the dark night in search of a new beginning. 329pp. Paper. Paperback. $5.95

★ | 4832930 | THE SNAIL ON THE SLOPE. | By Arkady & Boris Strugatsky. Novel. This classic Sci-fi story sees the Strugatskys meditate on how little man can understand of the wider world, and in doing so produce one of the great literary works to come out of Soviet Russia. 246 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

★ | 49810X | FRANK HERBERT’S DUNE SAGA 3-BOOK BOXED SET. | Novels. In the far future, on a remote planet, an epic adventures awaits. Here are the first three novels of Herbert’s magnificent Dune saga. It is the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time. 1,825 pages in three novels. Slipcased. Ace. Paperback. 3 vols. $22.95

★ | 493326X | FIRELY: THE MAGNIFICENT NINE. | By James Lovegrove. Novel. An old flame of Jayne Cobb’s, Temperance McCloud, sends a message to Serenity, begging him for help. She lives on the arid world of Tethys, and bands are trying to over-run her town to gain control of their water supply: the only thing standing between its people and dustbowl ruin. 331 pages. Titan Pub. $24.95

★ | 4973140 | THE MENTALITY OF FEAR. | By B. Herbert. Novel. In 2024, humanity is expelling into the galaxy in leaps and bounds. Cutting-edge technology of linked jump gates has rendered most forms of transportation— including starships—folly obsolete. Every place on Earth, every planet humankind has settled, is now merely a step away from any other. 563 pages. Del Rey. Pub. $30.00

★ | 496344X | ANNIHILATION. | By Jeff VanderMeer. Novel. Area X has been cut off from the rest of the world for years. Nature has claimed the last vestiges of civilization. Expeditons into Area X have ended in disaster or death. Four women have been sent to map the terrain, record observations, and return all alive being contaminated by it itself. 195 pp. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $14.99

★ | 496035X | THE PUPTET MASTERS. | By Robert A. Heinlein. Novel. Slug like creatures have come to Earth on the world and its people. By taking control of their nervous systems, the slugs use humans as puppets with the intent of taking over the world. But a few special agents could save them. 223 pages. Caizic. Paperback. $16.99

★ | 4764498 | THE PURSUIT OF THE PANKERA. | By Robert A. Heinlein. Novel. A fitting farewell from one of the most inventive science fiction writers to have ever lived, a parallel novel about parallel universes as well as a great adventure pitting the forces of good versus evil in the way that only Heinlein could do it. 302 pages. Caizic. Paperback. $19.99

★ | 4764499 | TIME & TUNES. | By S. E. Smith. Novel. When Isherwood Williams leaves a job as a legal secretary to work as a publicist for the property of the library system, not a legal recording of a deceased mystery writer. Smith is the property of the library system, not a legal recording of a deceased mystery writer. Smith is a borrowed persona: his personality is the uploaded potential of a man untended on the side of the road. He lives on the desolate world of Tethys, and bands are trying to over-run her town to gain control of their water supply: the only thing standing between its people and dustbowl ruin. 331 pages. Titan Pub. $24.95

★ | 5654382 | E.A. SMITH IS A BORROWED PERSONALITY. | By S. E. Smith. Novel. When Isherwood Williams leaves a job as a legal secretary to work as a publicist for the property of the library system, not a legal recording of a deceased mystery writer. Smith is the property of the library system, not a legal recording of a deceased mystery writer. Smith is a borrowed persona: his personality is the uploaded potential of a man untended on the side of the road. He lives on the desolate world of Tethys, and bands are trying to over-run her town to gain control of their water supply: the only thing standing between its people and dustbowl ruin. 331 pages. Titan Pub. $24.95

★ | 1919806 | THE WINDS OF DUNE. | By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson. Novel. Paul-Muad’Dib—cheered as a hero, worshiped as a messiah, hated as a tyrant—has vanished from the deserts of the planet Dune. And the greatest empire in the history of mankind begins to crumble. 563 pages. Tor. Paperback. $10.99

★ | 4875222 | THE ENDER SAGA. | By Orson Scott Card. Novel. Card’s classic bestselling. Hugo and Nebula Award winning series. Including: Ender’s Game; Speaker for the Dead; Xenocide; Children of the Mind; and Ender in Exile. 2,133 pages in five volumes. Slipcased. Tor. Paperback. $39.95

★ | 4958999 | THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MR. SPACK. | By James S.A. Corey. Novel. Mr. Spock explores his difficult childhood on Vulcan with Michael Burnham, his controversial enrollment at Starfleet Academy, his time on the Enterprise with both Kirk and Pike, and his many ambassadorial roles, including his clandestine mission on Ponnuru. Color photos. 201 pages. Titan Pub. $24.99

★ | 1912471 | THE JACKET. | By Jack London. Novel. While serving a life sentence for murder in San Quentin, Washington, Mr. Spock becomes a special agent to the prison officials. He discovers a way to escape the pain by traveling through space and time using only his mind, exploring the universe and his own past. First published in 1915. 247 pages. Mint Editions. Paperback. $12.99

★ | 495064X | THE EXPANSE. | By James S.A. Corey. Novel. Humanity has colonized our solar system, but 200 years after migrating into space, mankind is in turmoil. When a reluctant ship’s captain and washed-up detective find themselves in the crosshairs of an international conspiracy, the problems they discover brings our solar system to the brink of civil war, and exposes the greatest conspiracy in human history. Slipcased. 1,762 pages in three novels. Orbit. Paperback. $45.99
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Science Fiction

★ 4913515 LEVIATHAN FALLS. By James S.A. Corey. Novel. The Lacotian Empire has two alliances and the LCO solar system free from the rule of Winston Duarte. But the ancient enemy that killed the gate builders is awake, and the war against our universe has begun again. A new, unimaginable force prepares to annihilate all human life. Holden and a group of unlikely allies discover a last, desperate chance to unite all of humanity. 518 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 4893381 TIME TRAVEL: The Science and Science Fiction. By Nick Redfern. The science, history, and tales of time travel, past visited, and future traveled are brought into focus by Redfern’s latest exploration of the unexplained. Whether they look back to the future, dozens of time travel stories, folklore, science myths and facts, and pop culture takes are found within. Illus. 331 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 1930699 HEAVY METAL PRESENTS ARENA MODE. By Blake Northcott. Novel. Matthew Moonox has done virtually nothing with his record-shattering IQ except catalog comic books and cheat at blackjack, until he discovers a tumor is pressing against his brain. Unable to afford surgery, he enters a deadly sporting event where superhumans fight for a multi-billion dollar prize. He’s the only contestant without a super power. Illus. in color. 312 pages. Heavy Metal. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4911199 BATTLESTAR GALACTICA DESTINY. By Mark Wright et al. Featuring the ships from Universal Pictures’ original 1978 TV series, the re-imagined series from 2003, and the ten-part web series Blood & Chrome, this reference guide includes in-universe profiles and plans of the thirty-nine key spacecrafts of the shows. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

★ 4906602 THE CLASSIC JULES VERNE COLLECTION. This handsome box set brings together the classic works of Jules Verne including: Around the World in Eighty Days; Journey to the Centre of the Earth; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; From the Earth to the Moon; and Around the Moon. 1,394 pages in five volumes. Slipped case. Sirus. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 4906384 THE CLASSIC H.G. WELLS COLLECTION. This handsome box set brings together the most celebrated works of H.G. Wells, presented in five paperback volumes with striking contemporary cover designs. Includes: The War of the Worlds; The Time Machine; The Invisible Man; The Island of Doctor Moreau; and First Men in the Moon. 1,160 pages in five volumes. Slipped case. Sirus. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

Fantasy Fiction

★ 1906372 HAMMERED. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. In this centenary of the Iron Druid Chronicles, 2,000 year old Druid Atticus O’Sullivan must take down the Norse god of thunder himself. On top of that, there’s a vampire turf war brewing, a group of mystic hunters running rampant, and a pack of ruthless rulers, dagger-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of five riveting fantasy epics from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes A Clash of Kings; A Game of Thrones; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; and A Dance with Dragons. 5,186 pages in five volumes, boxed. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

★ 1923822 SHATTERED. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. For nearly two thousand years, only one Druid has walked alongside a god—Atticus. Now he’s got company. Atticus’s apprentice Granuaille is at last a full Druid herself. Atticus isn’t the only one with daddy issues. Granuaille faces a great change—exorcise a sorcerer’s spirit that is possessing her father. 364 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 1923900 TRAPPED. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. After twelve years of secret training, Atticus is finally ready to bind his apprentice. Granuaille, to the eastern shore of Druids in the world. But on the eve of the ritual, the world that thought he was dead abruptly discovers that he’s still alive, and they would much rather he return to the grave. 288 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 1923811 SCOURGED. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The conclusion to the Iron Druid Chronicles. Unchained from fate, the Norse gods Loki and Hel are ready to unleash Ragnarok upon the Earth. They’ve made allies on the darker side of many pantheons, and there’s a globe-spanning battle brewing that Druid Atticus O’Sullivan will be hard-pressed to survive. 315 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 1923854 STAKED. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. When a Druid has lived for two thousand years, like Atticus, he’s bound to run afoul of a few vampires. Make that legions of them. Now the too-latheminded and their power-mad leader, Terminus, makes the once-legendary problem—and it’s time to solve it. 346 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3995551 A BLIGHT OF BLACKWINGS. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The story of a world-destroying druidic prophet and an enigmatic group of warriors, that inspires a movement to fight back. In this sequel to A Plague of Giants, the characters, Daryck, Hanima and Koeha, and Mort will become the voices of a new generation bringing hope and revolution to a war-torn world. 701 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 6924348 A PLAGUE OF GIANTS. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The thrilling start to an enchanting new world, A Plague of Giants is the story of shape shifting bards, fire wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Set in a magical world of terror and wonder, this is a work that grips the epic in the characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 749 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


★ 3967654 FIRE & BLOOD. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. Set centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones it begins with the Aegon the Conqueror, founder of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, and about the Mad Queen, who nearly tore their dynasty apart. 786 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 1919601 MISTBORN. By Brandon Sanderson. Novel. Once, a hero arose to save the world. He failed. For centuries, the world has been a wasteland of ash and mist controlled by the immortal emperor known as the Lord Ruler. But hope survives. A new uprising is forming, built around the ultimate caper, the cunning of a criminal mastermind and an unlikely heroine: a streeturchin who must learn the power of his mind. 1230 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

★ 4895039 THE MISTBORN TRILOGY. by Brandon Sanderson. Novel. Once, a hero failed to destroy a world. He failed. For centuries, the world has been a wasteland of ash and mist controlled by the immortal emperor known as the Lord Ruler. But hope survives. A new uprising is forming, built around the ultimate caper, the cunning of a criminal mastermind and an unlikely heroine: a streeturchin who must learn the power of his mind. 1230 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

★ 4712897 OATHBRINGER. By Brandon Sanderson. Novel. In this third volume of The Stormlight Archive, humanity faces a new danger as the god of the Voidbringers, a foe with numbers as great as their thirst for vengeance. Dalinar Kholin’s Alethi armies won a fleeting victory, but at a terrible cost. 1306 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.97 $21.95

★ 4982576 TWILIGHT. By Stephenie Meyer. Novel. Book I in the Twilight Saga. Bella Swan’s move to Forks, a small perpetually rainy town in Washington, could have been the best move she made. But once she meets the mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen—who has managed to keep his vampire identity a secret—Bella’s life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn. 498 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


★ 3871525 YEAR ONE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. An epic of hope and horror, chaos and magic. The government and the electrical grid have failed and half of the population is dead. It is up to the survivors, including former New Yorkers Lana and Max, to begin a journey that will unite them to fight the battle of their lives. 451 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ 4947568 OF BLOOD AND BONE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Exorcist, Beauregard Drake has come for Fallon to walk away from her home, into a mysterious shelter in the forest where her training can begin. Under the guidance of Master Birnie and the wise and powerful, she will complete three quests: learn the old ways of healing, find powers within herself, and when the time is right, take up the sword and fight. 453 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $16.95
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**Fantasy Fiction**

**1910240 SUMMER COVE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Impulse, Rebecca heads to Greece in search of adventure. She is the daughter of a wealthy owner, Stephen, pursues her, she can’t resist playing the role of sophisticated, well-traveled woman. In The Flame of the Game, Johanna knows the entertainment business better than anyone, and when she revises, he finds himself looking for her missing son—opening the door to his heart. (446 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $8.99.)

**7964573 THE RESCUE.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Volunteer firman Taylor McKenzie is driven to take heroic risks to save lives. But there’s one leap into the unknown he can’t bring himself to make: he can’t fall in love. Then one day Taylor crosses a young single mother named Savannah. The beginning, and when she revises, he finds himself looking for her missing son—and opening the door to his heart.

**4969634 HEART OF THE GAME.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Heart Shift, Cymberly Fox is reacquainted with race car driver Lance Matthews, who once had a teenage crush on her. Can she once told him for her rebekindled? In Rule of the Game the mysterious smart Brookes Gordon is coaching baseball champ Parks Jones for a TV spot. Will Brooke show him the perfect pitch for love? 436 pages. St. Martin’s.

**Paperbound. At $9.99.**

**4958838 SECRETS BY NIGHTFALL.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Night Shift, radio host Cilla receives threatening calls, and Detective Fletcher makes it his mission to protect her. In Night Shadow, lawyer Deborah is morally opposed to the law into their own hands. That is, until alluring masked vigilante Nemesis crosses her path. 476 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. At $9.99.

**7952923 TONIGHT AND ALWAYS.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Bengal and author Jordan Wyatt hires renowned anthropologist Kasey Wyatt to help him research his novel. Then when Kasey insists Jordan and his family’s lives with light traffic and it’s drawn to unlike anyone he’s never desired. Includes a preview of Roberts’ novel Blood Magick. 287 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $13.00.

**Paperbound. At $7.95.**

**4950909 VISION IN WHITE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Wedding photographer Mackenzie “Mac” Elliott is most at home behind the camera, but she’s on the verge of an important wedding rehearsal when she bumps into the bride’s brother, an encounter that has them both seeing stars. 320 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95.

**Paperbound. At $9.95.**

**4987417 DANCE UPON THE AIR.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. When Neck Channing arrives on Three Sisters Island she’s found refuge from her abusive husband. Realizing the island suffers a terrible curse, that can be only broken by the descendants of the Three Sisters and with the help of two other women, she finds the power to save her home, her love, and herself. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $12.00.

**Paperbound. At $4.95.**

**4927538 MONTANA SKY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. When their three step-sisters unknown to each other—must live on their father’s ranch together for one year. They must put their differences aside to be like family. They must protect each other and unite against an enemy who wants to destroy them all. 438 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $17.00.

**Paperbound. At $4.95.**

**1920766 MISTAKEN FOR HIS AMISH BRIDE.** By Patricia Davids. Novel. Traveling to Maine in search of family, the trio stumbles upon a man in an accident, and ends up with amnesia. Believing she’s his fiancé he’s been exchanging letters with, and when she tells him the real truth, he’s kindly, maybe even her perfect match. But she’ll need to remember the past she can see their future. 218 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. At $6.25.

**Paperbound. At $4.95.**

**4864972 THE WISH.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. A young woman, Nicole “Coco” Martin, must overcome tremendous adversity in her quest to find herself and achieve real happiness. 364 pages. Del. Paperbound. At $8.95.

**Paperbound. At $6.95.**

**6945472 DEAR JOHN.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. An angry young woman, Savannah, the girl of his dreams. Savannah vows to wait for John while he finishes his tour of duty, but neither can foresee that 9/11 is about to change the world. 278 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $16.00.

**Paperbound. At $4.95.**

**4795474 LONELIEST STAR.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Follows Kat e Stanislaski through different stages of her life. She shares with him the story of a Christmas, a summer, and a love that will never fade. 384 pages. Dell. Paperbound. At $8.99.

**Paperbound. At $7.95.**

**4754323 MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Divorced and disillusioned, Theresa is jogging when she finds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing. She’s drawn to the man Challenges by the mystery and pulled by emotions, Theresa begins a search for this man that will change her life. 365 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $15.99.

**Paperbound. At $9.95.**

**4988221 THE RETURN.** By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Trevor never intended to move back to New Bern, North Carolina. But when a mortar blast outside the hospital where he worked sent him home from Afghanistan with devastating injuries, the dilapidated cabin he inherited from his grandfather seemed as good a place to regroup as any. And he certainly didn’t expect to fall in love with local sheriff, Natalie Masterson.

**Paperbound. At $16.99.**

**Renaissance**

**1911627 ELRIC OF MELNIBONE.** By Michael Moorcock. Novel. This is the story of a boy, Elric of Melnibone, who loses everything he holds dear. For centuries, humanity has survived by holding secret knowledge of the ancient secrets that hold their salvation.

**Paperbound. At $9.99.**

**4935977 THE STARLESS CROWN.** By James Rolls. Novel. A gifted student foresees a apocalypse. Fleeing into the unknown she is drawn to a team of outcasts: a broken soldier, a drunken prince, and an imprisoned thief. On the run, hunted by enemies of all sorts, they must trust each other in order to survive and uncover the ancient secrets that hold their salvation.

**Paperbound. At $28.99.**

**Romance & Women’s Stories**

**4875419 TRUE HORIZONS.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. All the Possibilities: Shelby Campbell stands apart from the politicians downtown in a relationship. However, they are connected by an enmity shared between their families. One Man’s Art: Grant Campbell is content with being alone. Then Genovieve Grandon appears out of his doorstep one night seeking shelter from a raging storm. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $9.99.

**Paperbound. At $7.95.**

**4856139 A FOREVER KIND OF LOVE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Waiting for Nick follows Freewillass Kimball and the marriage of Nicaragua LeBeck since they were kids and when she’s is offered an opportunity to work on a musical with Nick, she wastes no time. Considering Kate follows Kate Stasiaski Kimball who is ready for change. Brody tries to keep their relationship professional.

**Paperbound. At $8.99.**

**4936981 THE MAGIC CIRCLE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Captivated filmmaker Nash Kelkland reaches out to real-life witch Morgana Donovan to use her research for his next film and Morganaumors the skeptical writer. In Entombed Sebastian Donovan never likes making his psychic gifts public, but when he gets a desperate call from a father looking for his missing child, he agrees to help. 404 pages.

**Paperbound. At $8.99.**

**4962044 BOOK OF DREAMS.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Charmed, we find Anastasia Donovan unwilling to reveal her powers to her new neighbor, Brooks Sawyer. But when a crisis occurs, Anastasia is forced to make a life decision, that could cost her future with the man she’s falling in love with. In Enchanted she oversteps boundaries in a magic village. Nathaniel Murray becomes fascinated by a lone wolf lurking around her cabin. Never does she suspect a connection to her darkly enigmatic neighbor, Liam Donovan. 456 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. At $9.99.

**Paperbound. At $7.95.**
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**1918500** NINE LIVES. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Mary Margaret Kelly sought out all the things her widowed mother had lost—a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable bond and an accomplished sculptor. Their tragedy strikes. 307 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4925130** THE AFFAIR. By Danielle Steel. Novel. When Rose McCarthy’s staff at Mode magazine pitches a cover shoot with Hollywood actor Jack Simms, her buzzing lifestyle begins to unravel. Her husband, Luc, is exasperated and his passion for her is blinding her. She is trying to hold her marriage together, but her sizzling affair with a bestselling French author is fast becoming a reality. 351 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1916464** NEIGHBORS. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A reclusive woman opens her home to her estranged kids in the wake of a devastating earthquake, setting off events that reveal secrets and bring strangers together to forge powerful bonds. 351 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4951069** FINDING ASHLEY. By Danielle Steel. Novel. At sixteen, a pregnant Melissa was sent to a convent in Ireland to be secluded and give up her baby to spare the family shame. All these years later, her sister Hattie feels compelled to embark on a journey that will shake both their lives forever. 338 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1916416** BUILDING HER AMISH DREAM. By Jo Ann Brown. Novel. Opening a new shop in a small town is a dream come true. As her little sister is Mattie Albrecht’s at a chance at a fresh start. But avoiding her past becomes impossible when Benjamin Kuhns, her old secret crush, offers help with repairs. As they work together to renovate the shop, the new beginning they’re searching for could be right in front of them. Love Inspired. $4.95

**486441X** THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. So far nothing has gone right for Cassie. At thirty-three she just wants a baby. In the midst of everything, her baby boy’s father leaves her. An unexpected arrival changes everything: her boyfriend Jake left her unexpectedly, her brother died in a car accident, and the idyllic relationships Anna is hoping for are gone. As her dreams shatter, the miracle of Christmas brings unexpected challenges, opportunities and promises for the future. 348 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

**4952227** SPRINGTIME SUNSHINE. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Marriage of Inconvenience Rich and Jamie have always been just friends. But at all changes when she asks him to father the child she desperately wants. Rich agrees, with one condition: that Jamie must start a new life when Leah lost her sister, she moved in with widower Paul to help with the three young children. As their relationship grows, they don’t know how to feel. 444 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**495282X** THE COWBOY’S LADY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Fresh off a breakup, Taylor Manning accepts a yearlong teaching position in Cougar Point, Montana, planning to focus on her career and her own矿山 memoirs, but she meets Russ Palmer, a local rancher who’s as stubborn as he is handsome and the last man Taylor could imagine dating—yet she can’t seem to get him off her mind. 444 pages. Harlequin. $7.99 $5.95

**1923682** STARTING NOW. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Libby Morgan sacrificed everything for her career, dreaming only of making Mark’s proposal moments and journey in Cougar Point, Montana, planning to focus on her career and her own memoirs, but she meets Russ Palmer, a local rancher who’s as stubborn as he is handsome and the last man Taylor could imagine dating—yet she can’t seem to get him off her mind. 444 pages. Harlequin. $7.99 $5.95

**4871155** COTTAGE BY THE SEA. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Annie Marlow has been through the worst. Rocked by tragedy, she heads to the one place that makes her feel like her life is still whole: the Pacific Northwest, the destination of many family vacations when Annie was a teenager. Once there, Annie begins to restore her broken spirit and discovers the love of her life. 334 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**192074X** ANY SUNDAY. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. Independent Marjorie Major has never wanted anyone to take care of her. So when she’s struck with a severe case of appendicitis, Marjorie tries to handle it on her own, but she has everything else in her life. But unable to bear the pain for long, she reluctantly agrees to go to the hospital. Includes free story: A Home for Hannah by Patricia Davids. 392 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**496666X** A WISH UPON A DRESS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Shelly is horrified when her best friend comes to her for help. According to family legend, she’s now destined to marry the next man she meets. So when she trips on an escalator and falls into Mark’s arms, she tells herself that she isn’t interested in marriage. But then she starts seeing him everywhere. 296 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**1920582** KEEPING THE HOLIDAYS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Annie who has been through the worst. Rocked by tragedy, she heads to the one place that makes her feel like her life is still whole: the Pacific Northwest, the destination of many family vacations when Annie was a teenager. Once there, Annie begins to restore her broken spirit and discovers the love of her life. 334 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**1955648** FEARLESS. By Fern Michaels. Novel. When recent widow Anna Campbell is forced to move into the world of high finance, she meets and falls for Ryan Robertson. Their two daughters hit it off right away, and Anna feels confident Ryan’s son will come around. But the Robertson family is a Royalty and quickly thrown into doubt—Ryan and his children may not be all they think they are. 464 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4910882** THE BRIGHTEST STAR. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Christmas is more than just a holiday, it’s a time of reflection, giving and enjoying the company of friends and family. The Haven, a commune in the mountains of Montana, provides a place where people come together to enjoy the magic of Christmas. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4942512** 19 YELLOW MOON ROAD. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Maggie is a top-notch newspaper editor. When she gets a strange message from her pal, Gabby Richardson, Maggie knows her services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The Haven, a commune that is trying to attract investors toward a more fulfilling life. But Gabby’s enthusiasm has turned to distrust ever since she was refused permission to leave. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1935658** HOME AGAIN. By Kristin Higgins. Novel. When she is a news anchor’s heart is in the wrong place. But her personal life is far less successful, and she is determined to bring love, peace, faith and fortune. Today, Angel is suddenly back in her life—as a person in dire need. 436 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4939772** AN AMISH HUSBAND FOR TILLIE. By Amy Lillard. Novel. When her youngest husband dies unexpectedly, Millie Bauman thought her life was over. But when she marries again, she is carrying his child. But when a handsome newcomer arrives in town, Millie is intrigued, and the Widow’s Club members worry if Millie might find a second chance at love. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**192967X** SUMMER BY THE SEA. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Explore the pleasures of love and laughter, food and friendship, and romance in Rose’s journey across the country over the course of a single summer. Rosa excels at creating romantic memories for other couples, her own romance life has been quiet since her love affair ended 437 years ago. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**4860624** THE HORSEMASTER’S DAUGHTER. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Once a privileged daughter of the South, Hunter Cahuin is now a wounded and grieving widower, burying himself in second chances and going through the motions. At a horse race near the beach, Eliza Flyte is a horse whisperer like no other. When Hunter shows up at her doorstep, with a crazed and wild stallion in tow, she must be brave enough to heal them both. 425 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4800451** THE LOST AND FOUND BOOKSHOP. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. In the wake of a shocking tragedy, Natalie inherits a struggling, trapped bookshop in San Francisco. She also becomes the caretaker for her grandfather Andrew, the owner, who grew up in the historic Perida Street building that houses the store. But her time of mourning soon becomes complicated by the discovery of the store’s secrets and revelations. 355 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**1916505** THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING CIRCLE. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Leigh and her friends have a common bond: they live on a small island off the coast of Maine. Leigh finds that even in an idyllic beach town there are women living with the deepest secrets. Thus begins the Oysterville Sewing Circle—one woman can join forces to help another. 415 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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Romance & Women's Stories

- **4923502**
  **AN AMISH QUILTING BEE.** By Amy Clipston. Novels. Patchwork Promises by Clipston. When Betsy and her grandmother lose everything in a fire, their greatest loss is a family heirloom quilt that helped keep her dementia at bay. A Common Thread brings Betsy and her new friend Jenny together to help with the quilt. Presently, they are asking God the same questions about all of their dreams. 398 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **461664**
  **TWO STEPS FORWARD.** By Suzanne Woods Fisher. Novel. The last thing Sylvie Schrock King needs is the return of her former fiancé. Now that he is back in town, can she forget about her past and start over with her family? 348 pages. Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **49081X**
  **THE RETURN.** By Suzanne Woods Fisher. Novel. Betsy Zook has been living in Edwardsville for the past year, but when her sister asks her to return to their hometown, she finds herself torn between her past and her present. 315 pages. Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **498726**
  **THE ROBIN’S GREETING.** By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. For the past two years, the Robin family has been living in a small town in Pennsylvania. Now they are asking God the same questions about all of their dreams. 314 pages. Shiloah Run. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **1910914**
  **CHASE WILDE COMES HOME.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Novel. Chase Wilde never expected to fall in love, especially with his former wife. But when she returns to town, he finds himself drawn to her again. 338 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **488952**
  **THE BOOKSHOP OF SECOND CHANCES.** By Jackie Fraser. Novel. Theo Mottram is having a bad month, she’s been let go from her office job with no notice. To make matters worse, her father retires and she butts heads with her grandmother. Can they find love in the midst of chaos? 412 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- **4881761**

- **491354X**
  **A STROKE OF LUCK.** By Jill Shalvis. Novel. At Last When Amy Michaels takes a wrong turn on a weekend hike, she finds herself torn between two men. Will Matt be able to help her see the future they could build together? Forever and a Day Single dad and ER doctor Josh Scott has no time for anything outside of his clinic and family, until Grace Brooks arrives in town. 464 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **1928781**
  **RESCUE MY HEART.** By Jill Shalvis. Novel. After a tragic stint in the National Guard, Adam returns to Idaho and to Belle Haven, the animal clinic he runs with his brothers. All four of them in immeasurable ways, can one woman hold them together? 331 pages. Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **4992392**
  **LOVE FOR BEGINNERS.** By Jill Shalvis. Novel. When Emma wakes up from a coma, she learns that her fiancé and her BFF have fallen in love, she’s lost her job, and the life she once knew is gone. Overwhelmed but grateful to be alive, she starts over from scratch. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **4942478**
  **WITH WINTER’S FIRST SNOW.** By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novels. Kelly’s Chance When Kelly McGregore meets Mike Cooper she begins to understand all that life could offer. Betsy’s Return Betsy Nielsen’s mother doesn’t understand her daughter’s relationship with the new preacher. Sarah’s Choice Widow Sarah Turner longs to make a new life for herself and her three children that doesn’t revolve around canals. 733 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

- **4893045**
  **SAME BEACH, NEXT YEAR.** By Dorothy Benton Frank. Novel. One enchanted summer, two couples begin their friendship that will last more than twenty years. A chance meeting brings former sweethearts Adam and Eve together again. As Adam and Eve get caught up in the game of love, their friends strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of their own. 369 pages. Morrow, at $7.99

- **4980171**
  **ISLE OF PALMS.** By Dorothy Benton Frank. Novel. Anna Lutz considers herself independent and happy, until one summer when her college girlfriend comes home a very different person, her wild and wonderful ex-husband shows up on her doorstep, and her flamboyant new best friend takes up with Anna’s father. 492 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **4930253**
  **SEASON OF WONDER.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Novel. Dani just how special Christmas in Haven Point can be. 317 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

- **4918142**
  **SNOWFALL IN COLD CREEK.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Novel. Single mother Jenny Boyer is new to the small town of Pine Gulch. As a school principle who needs to be respected, she doesn’t want to get involved with the town’s most notorious bachelor. Yet whenever Seth Dalton is around, Jenny finds herself falling for him. 365 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- **4860691**
  **TEXAS HONOR.** By Diana Palmer. Novels. Unlikely Lover. When Ward and Mari meet after being brought together by Mari’s matchmaking grandmother, they are asking God the same questions about all of their dreams. 349 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- **4867793**

- **4918126**
  **MONTANA PROTECTOR.** By Diana Palmer. Novels. Diamond and the Rough follows Sassy who finds out that John’s a millionaire. John has to convince her that he’s the man she first thought he was—a rugged and honest to god cowboy. Will of Steel follows Ted who finds himself caring for Jillian as her husband tries to keep her safe. 349 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- **1917781**
  **MONTANA HEARTS.** By R.C. Ryan. Novel. In Matt, Matt Malloy will do anything to protect his family ranch. The last thing he needs is a young lawyer rolling around. When a raging storm traps him in his cabin, one steamy kiss leads to another. In Luke, Luke Malloy is stubborn, reckless, and solitary. That is, until he meets his horse and is forced to accept help from a beautiful stranger. 373 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **4825047**
  **SECOND CHANCE AT SUNFLOWER RANCH.** By Carolyn Brown. Novel. For Returners. When her aging parents run Sunflower Ranch, Jesse Ryan finds Addy, his high school friend, as his partner’s live-in nurse. He always regretted leaving her at sixteen. They spend one steamy night. With their chemistry still sparkling, Jesse is shocked to learn Addy gave birth about nine months after he left. 372 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99
**4940048 TEXAS HOMECOMING.** By Carolyn Brown. Novel. All Cody’s time in Doctors Without Borders has prepared him for the sudden blaze that forces him to take shelter in an old barn—the shock of watching Dr. Stevie yank open that same barn door minutes later. He’s barely seen the gorgeous veterinarian since he returned, so why is she icier than the wind outside? 313 pages. Forever. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

**4912626 RED RIVER DEEP.** By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Tracey Walker once dreamed that she and her high school sweetheart, Austin Miller, would be together forever. She ended up broken hearted with a secret she promised herself she’d never tell him. But being thrown together at every turn makes Tracey realize there’s more to the proud young man she knew, and that her feelings for him haven’t changed. 322 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

**4929103 MY GIVE A DAMN’S BUSTED.** By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Larissa Mortell has traveled to exotic places all over the world, but the Honey Tonk in Mingus, Texas, is where she hung her heart the first time she walked in. She dropped off of college to pay the rent, and now that she’s got it, nobody’s going to take it away from her. 406 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. $7.99 $5.95

**1919040 THE HONEYM OON INN.** By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Pearl Richland is reaching the end of her rope. First she lost her job. Then she lost her great-aunt Perlita and inherited Perlita’s old roadside motel, which looks like the perfect horror movie setting. But at least running the motel makes her own. And her first order of business is to deal with the handsome cowboy who just checked in. 395 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

**4936381 SOMEONE TO REMEMBER.** By Mary Balogh. Novel. Matilda Westcott has spent her life tending to the needs of her mother, the Dowager of Riverdale, never questioning the web of solitude she has spun herself. But her quiet, ordered life unravels when a dashing gentleman from her past reappears, threatening everything she thought she’d had. 356 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

**4850796 WHIRLFLASH.** By Janet Dailey. Novel. When Val Champion returns to the family ranch, she’s ready to put her past behind her. But once she sees rodeo man Casey Bozeman falling down a bull in the arena she knows she’s no longer safe at home. She’s face to face with her first and only true love. Val’s the one that got away and broke his heart, but he’s still drawn to her. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

**4989904 THE CHERISHED QUILT.** By Amy Clipston. Novel. Treacherous fire destroyed Christopher’s world apart. But Emily believes there are enough pieces left behind to stitch together a beautiful new beginning. 339 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. $7.99 $4.95

**4950989 FOUNDATION OF LOVE.** By Amy Clipston. Novel. When the Kentucky mountains come alive with her brother’s family since her father died and her fiancé, Owen, broke their engagement. Duane Bontrager is mourning the recent death of his wife, Constance, 24 years ago. When Owen offers a job at the Glaze’s, he accepts. Owen is there to help her through a difficult time. She’s attracted to each other in spite of their 14 year age difference. 344 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. $11.99

**4918106 LADY WHISTLEDOWN STRIKES BACK.** By Julia Quinn. Novel. Lady Whistledown’s name is like a dark secret to some, but those who have seen her columns know how extraordinary she is. For those who have never read her columns, she writes a series of columns about her views on society. She’s a force to be reckoned with, and when she decides to expose the secrets of the ton, no one is safe. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

**4920804 SWEET HOME COWBOY.** By Maisey Yates et al. Novel. The Hathaway sisters might have grown up apart, but when they agree to move to Jasper Creek, Oregon, to revitalize their grandfather’s farm, it seems a straightforward decision. Until they meet their neighborhood cowboys. The sister’s feelings are complicated by the love and support of each other, they discover that a cowboy might be the sweetest thing of all. 441 pages. HQN. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

**4914371 NO REASON TO TRUST.** By Trudy Gentrisse. Novel. A search for the truth of his father’s death. She’s the only thing that matters, and she’ll need the help of ex-army officer Guy Bernard. But what she couldn’t have prepared for are the shocking secrets and attraction she must face. 511 pages. HQN. Paperback. $9.95 $5.95

**4920762 THE HEART OF JESSICA.** By Trudy Gentrisse. Novel. Reformed cat burglar Clea Rice has witnessed enough crimes to put her on the straight and narrow. But little does she suspect that her search for justice will land her in the arms of war hero Jordan Tavistock. But as the couple’s attraction grows, so does the danger. 476 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $7.99 $4.95

**4975766 A VINEYARD SUMMER.** By Jean Freeman. Novel. Winemaker Alexandra Steele finds a new love and a new life in the vineyards of Napa Valley. And it’s there she meets dog trainer Wes Daniels. Novels. Former cop Jasper Cole came to Wyoming to ranch and find some peace, but when danger finally closes in, Wes is an army of one, ready to do anything to protect the woman he’s falling for. 327 pages. Zebra.


**4988381 ON THE WAY TO THE WEDDING.** By Julia Quinn. Novel. Georgetown Bridgerton believes in true love, and he is convinced that when he finds the woman of his dreams, he’ll know in an instant that she is the one. So when he falls for Lady Lucy Abberath who falls in love with Gregory, he feels that he has to let her go. Gregory must risk everything to ensure he is the one to kiss the bride when the time comes. 468 pages. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

**4920179 WHEN HE WAS WICKED.** By Julia Quinn. Novel. Michael Stirling, London’s most infamous rake, took one look at Francesca Brigerton and fell so fast and hard into love it was wonder he managed to remain unscathed. Michael realized he was in love with the woman he’d always hoped he would never meet. 317 pages. Avon. Paperback. $7.99 $5.95

**4915100 THE BRIDGERTONS: Happily Ever After.** By Julia Quinn. Novel. A sexy, funny, and heartwarming “2nd epilogue” to each of the eight Bridgerton novels, plus a bonus story and heartwarming “2nd epilogue” to each of the ten Bridgerton novels, plus a bonus story to each of the eight Bridgerton novels. 442 pages. HQN. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

**4840157 HONOR’S PROMISE.** By Sharon Sala. Novel. Trace Logan can’t believe his luck. He’s been sent to West Texas to find Honor O’Brien. And, like magic, she appears in his arms. Can he trust a stranger and can Trace get her back to Colorado safely. 429 pages. ZON. Paperback. $5.95

**1924478 THE BEST OF ME.** By Sharon Sala. Novel. Peanut, cannot have children, but they’re given a second chance at a family when six year old Carlie is left in their care by her dying mother. With the help of her friends in Blessings, Florida, Carlie is settling in beautifully. Then someone from Carlie’s mother’s past decides he wants to take her away from her new life. 352 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95
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445 pages. HQN. Paperback.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4928016** **A TRUE COWBOY CHRISTMAS.** By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Sheriff Eli Garrett is grateful to have a new partner who shares his unorthodox way of doing things, and when one of Garrett’s former lawmen returns to town, Garrett is eager to help him solve his murder case. But when the new cop turns out to be an old flame from Garrett’s past, Garrett finds himself torn between duty and desire. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**1913544** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**1913549** **THE SWALLOW’S NEST.** By Emilie Richards. Novel. Lila is unprepared for the betrayal the baby just handed to her to love, and perhaps less so for the love she begins to feel once her shock subsides. Now he becomes a life-changer for three women: Lila, with whom he must come to terms with, and her heart, Marina, who bore and abandoned him; and Ellen, who sees in him a chance to correct the mistakes she made with her own son. 471 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.

**4878426** **RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Last Christmas Marcie Sullivan said goodbye to her husband, Bobby. This Christmas she wants to find the man who saved her life and gave her three more years with him. Marcie’s letters to Ian Buchanan go unanswered. She tracks him down to Virgin River. It is the season of miracles, and maybe, it’s time to open her heart. 328 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $12.95.
**487622X LOVING MRS. BONTRAGER.** By Lorette Lough. Novel. Between raising three grieving children and running a booming business, recent widower Aaron Bontrager desperately needs help—even if it means a marriage of convenience only. But he’s not quite as surprised as his new wife, ebullient Bethel Mast—her gentle understanding is reigning impossible hope in Aaron’s guarded, lonely heart. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**496689 ONCE DISHONORED.** By Mary Jane McLeod. Novel. London, 1816. A British Naval officer, Lucas has fought his fair share of battles on the high seas, followed by long years of imprisonment. When death finally allows him to return home, the town is in a whisper of scandal ripples through the town. Seeking redemption for his past, Lucas offers Kendra his aid in finding evidence to regain her name—and her beloved young. 306 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

**4891325 ONCE A LAIRD.** By Mary Jo Putney. Novel. After the death of his fiancée, Kait Ramsay left Scotland to roam distant lands. Ramsay has lived on the edge of danger for years, but when a letter arrives for him from Scotland, Sigyn Matheson writes for Ramsay to come home as the successor to the laird. When he gets home, he finds his recontract. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**1911015 THE TEMPTING OF THOMAS CARRICK.** By Stephanie Laurens. Novel. Thomas is determined to make his own life in the bustling port city of Glasgow, far from the distractions of the Carrick clan. As disturbing events on his family’s estate force him to return to the Scottish countryside—where he must ask for help from the last woman he wants to face. Marrying Lucy, whom he’s adamant is not for him, 441 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**4991158 IN THE ARMS OF A HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. Novel. Brodie Dunstan was an honored McTieron commander when he agreed to leave and help an aided clan. Eight years later, he’s back among the McTieens at Lochlen Castle, yet despite the welcome, Brodie feels he’s still searching for his rightful place. The moment he rescues a storm-soaked young woman on the road to Lochlen, he wonders if he’s found it. 362 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**4995931 SUMMER FRIENDS.** By Holly Chamberlin. Novel. With her MBA, Maggie acquires a lucrative career at her college, while her best friend Delpine is drawn back home to Maine. Twenty years pass, until one summer, Maggie announces she’s returning to Maine for an extended visit. For the first time the friends are drawn to reflect on their choices and compromises, ties that even time can never wash away. And the lasting 336 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**1906526 DEADLY TRAP.** By Addison Fox. Novel. Marni is vacationing with friends on her family’s estate when she’s murdered in Red Ridge, K-9 Finn Colton comes up with a plan. He’ll take an engagement to Darby Gage, to bait a criminal and investigate his suspect “Tiance.” It seems like a perfect solution, except for the intense chemistry between them. 315 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**1916830 PICNIC IN SOMEDAY VALLEY.** By Jodi Thomas. Novel. In Honey Creek, Texas, four intersects in unexpected ways. Recently heartbroken Marcie Latimer holds a torch for the quiet cowboy who comes to live every time she sings at Barlow’s Saloon. But Colby McBride is still determining where he stands with Mayor Piper Mackenzie, and he’s also still married. Pecos Smith is adjusting to life with a baby on the way. 377 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

**4965191 THE RAKE GETS RAVISHED.** By Sophie Jordan. Novel. The owner of London’s most popular gaming hall, wealthy and powerful Silas is feared by men and desired by women—except for Mercy. When the blackguard wins her family home in a game of cards, Mercy demands of the Carrick clan. But disturbing secrets and lies that brought Irene and her sons to their home. At last she feels she’s returning to Maine for an extended visit. 341 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**4965698 GOLDEN GIRL.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. On a perfect June day, Vivian is the author of a bestselling book named one of the year’s three, is killed in a car accident while jogging near her home on Nantucket. She ascends to the Beyond, where she’s assigned to a Person named Magnus, who assists her in her quest below for one last summer. 376 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**4854039 TROUBLES IN PARADISE.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. The dramatic conclusion to the Paradise trilogy. While the delights of the Atlantic, surprises are in store for the Steeles: help from a mysterious source, and a new beginning in the paradise that has become their home. At last she keeps a vicious secret. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**4777824 28 SUMMERS.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Thirty-two-week-old Hannah Blessing’s son, Link, receives her deathbed instructions to call a number on a slip of paper in a drawer, he certainly does not expect Jake McCloud. Link is sure is not known to the career. 342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**4927029 THE BEST OF BOTH WOLVES.** By Terry Spear. Novel. Sierra Redding left Texas and her long-time boyfriend behind to join her brother’s wild pack in Oregon. She never thought she’d find herself working as a skinner and for a pack of after涉足 fortune hunters. But when a gang member broke into her hotel room, her witness sketch was just the evidence needed to arrest the robber and free Adam Holmes to hire her on the spot. 282 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

**1918966 WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL BY THE SEA.** By Jenny Colgan. Novel. It’s gloriously sunny in Cornwall as the school year starts at the little boarding school by the sea. Maggie, the newest teacher, is determined to make her mark. Simone is excited and nervous: she’s won a scholarship to the school. Fliss is returning to Cornwall. She never wanted to go to boarding school. As the storm gathers strength, it’s a mistake, how do Mallory and Jake expect Jake McCloud to answer. Link is sure he’s mistaken. 342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**4918479 KEEPING LUCY.** By T. Greenwood. Novel. Massachusetts, 1969. Ginny’s heart is torn open when her baby girl, Lucy, born with Down’s Syndrome, is sent to an institution. It’s not when a gang member broke into her hotel room, her witness sketch was just the evidence needed to arrest the robber and free Adam Holmes to hire her on the spot. 282 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00


**4913292 SWIMMING FOR SUNLIGHT.** By Aline Larkin. Novel. After her divorce, Katie and her fearful, faithful rescue dog, Bark, move to Florida to live with her grandmother Nan. Katie begins a mission to help Nan, who was a mermaid. After her wedding. 334 pages. Aria. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**1930818 THE KING’S GENERAL.** By Daphne du Maurier. Novel. After her divorce, Katie and her fearful, faithful rescue dog, Bark, move to Florida to live with her grandmother Nan. Katie begins a mission to help Nan, who was a mermaid. After her wedding. Honor resigns herself to life without him. Fifteen years later, and now a general in the king’s army, Richard storms back into her life. 440 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**4593918 HIGHLAND GLADIATOR.** By Kathryn Le Veque. Novel. When Lor Carestone’s quiet Highland village was attacked and burned, he felt helpless against the raiders who destroyed his home. But when he arrives in the town of Mount Polbearne, a at the foot of Cornwall, hoping for peace and solitude. 422 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**491497X THE RAKES.** By Scarlett Peckham. Novel. Seraphina Arden’s passions include equality, amourous affairs, and wild, wine soaked nights. To raise funds for her cause, she’s set to publish her stories. Windjammer, the powerful man who ruined her. Her ideals are her, her friends are her family, and her paramours are forbidden to linger in the morning. 383 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
The Amish Bachelors series by Patricia Davids:

- **The Hope**
  - By Patricia Davids.
  - Novel. Amish widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome man from her past who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears on Owen’s doorstep, Ruth has no choice but to help the man who only cares about her heart. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **The Wish**
  - By Patricia Davids.
  - Novel. Widow Laura Beth Yoder saves a man and his infant son. Joshua King owes his life and his son’s to Laura Beth. Now he must fulfill a promise made to his wife on her deathbed: to deliver their son to his Amish in-laws. But these plans never took this sweet little girl into consideration. As their temporary arrangement begins to feel like family, can they overcome old hurts to build a future? 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **The Midwinter’s Wish**
  - By Leigh Bale.
  - Novel. When Amish midwife Lovina Albrecht treats an abandoned baby, she’s determined to give the child a home for the holidays. But she’s not prepared for her bishop to assign standoffish Jonah Lapp to help care for the little girl. As their temporary arrangement begins to feel like family, can they overcome old hurts to build a future? 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **Dealing with Lazarus**
  - By Beth Wiseman.

- **The Brides of Webster Country series by Wanda E. Brunstetter:
  - Look past the idyllic countryside and meet four Missouri women who are struggling to conform to the expectations of their Amish community and to trust God when life hands them unexpected challenges of widowhood, parenting, careers, and dating. Includes: Going Home; On Her Own; Dear to Me; and Allison’s Journey. 1143 pages. Barbour. Paperback. own at $5.95.

- **An Unlikely Match**
  - By Beth Wiseman.
  - Novel. The only reason Jayce Clarkson is in Amish country working for his famous father’s movie production company is for the paycheck. As his friendship to Evelyn Schrock, a good Amish girl, deepens, they can’t deny their growing attraction. As any path forward seems impossible, they’ll have to leave their past behind. 380 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

- **A Promise of Forever**
  - By Loree Lough.
  - Novel. After reporter Phoebe Adams loses her job and her fiancé on the same day, it never occurs to her that she’ll also have to surrender her heart to Ruth Stoltzfus, the receptionist from Phoebe’s San Fran 35 years of marriage. Both women need a safe haven and they know just the place. Summer Island, where Grandma Ashley has lived in England beach house. 400 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

- **The Duke’s Pursuit**
  - By Golden Angel.
  - Novel. When Philippa married the Earl of Essex, now a parent’s objected to the match, the spurned parents’ Bliss Valley home—with her stubbornness twin toddler boys—is a challenge to start over and bury the painful secrets of her marriage. She never believed there was more to her former self, a long lost relative resurfaces in Gott’s hands. 321 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

- **A W L E N D I N G C H R I S T M A S**
  - By Lisa Carter.
  - Novel. The most joyous of seasons comes to the Amish community of Wells Landing, Oklahoma. Ivy Weaver would give anything to be a part of it. But one reckless mistake made it impossible. Zeb Brenneman returning to help her after he abandoned her for no reason. But finding their way back to each other could be the most precious Christmas gift of all. 512 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **Snowbound Amish Survival**
  - By Mary Alford.
  - Novel. When armed men burst into her parent’s house looking for her, Amish midwife Maggie Atwood and her sweetheart discover the greatest dream of one more chance at love. 316 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95.

- **A Promise of Forever**
  - By Lisa Carter.
  - Novel. The most joyous of seasons comes to the Amish community of Wells Landing, Oklahoma. Ivy Weaver would give anything to be a part of it. But one reckless mistake made it impossible. Zeb Brenneman returning to help her after he abandoned her for no reason. But finding their way back to each other could be the most precious Christmas gift of all. 512 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **Aachen**
  - By Barbara Cameron.
  - Novel. An Amish toymaker and his sweetheart discover the greatest dream of one more chance at love. When Hannah finds a baby boy in Godwin’s toy shop, they take on the responsibility of taking care of it until they find his family. As they unangle the mystery, Hannah wonders at Godwin’s hesitation to take his newborn son. 348 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

- **Amish Celebrations series by Beth Wiseman:
  - Collects three of the best-selling author’s beautiful stories of Amish celebrations: Going Home; On Her Own; The Promise; A Cousin’s Prayer; and A Cousin’s Challenge; you’ll enjoy a heartfelt look into the lives of inspiring Amish characters. 862 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.
490924 ZOMBIES! ZOMBIES! ZOMBIES! Ed. by Otto Penzler. A remarkable catalog of zombie literature, including photographs and tales from authors like Stephen King, Joe R. Lansdale, Robert McCammon, Robert E. Howard, Richard Matheson and W.B. Seabrook. This edition will delight and deavor horror lovers from coast to coast. Illus. 810 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

190792 IN THE SHADOW OF AGATHA CHRISTIE: Classic Crime Fiction by Forgotten Female Writers, 1850-1917. Ed. by Leslie S. Klinger. While Agatha Christie may still reign supreme, the sixteen short stories included here are by the talented women who came before her and inspired her, and authors who followed her footsteps. Dorothy Sayers, Agatha’s most notable successor. Harriet Prescott Spofford, Ellen Wood, Susan Glaspell and more. 328 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

192097 THE BOOK OF EXTRAORDINARY AMATEUR SLUETH AND PRIVATE EYES 1850-1940. Ed. by Bernetta Ellis. In this collection from Irish, Scots, Welsh, Cornish, Marx and Breton sources, Ellis has brought together the classic myths and legends, as well as new tales which have never before been published. 629 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $7.95

192078 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CELTIC MYTHS AND LEGENDS. Ed. by Bernetta Ellis. In this collection from Irish, Scots, Welsh, Cornish, Marx and Breton sources, Ellis has brought together the classic myths and legends, as well as new tales which have never before been published. 629 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $7.95

192079 THE BOOK OF EXTRAORDINARY AMATEUR SLUETH AND PRIVATE EYES 1850-1940. Ed. by Bernetta Ellis. In this collection from Irish, Scots, Welsh, Cornish, Marx and Breton sources, Ellis has brought together the classic myths and legends, as well as new tales which have never before been published. 629 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $7.95

192082 THE VERY BEST OF THE BEST: 35 Years of the Year’s Best Science Fiction. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. Selected from hundreds of stories and dozens of authors who have gone on to become some of the most esteemed practitioners of the form, the thirty-eight stories in this collection make this the definitive sci-fi anthology. Authors include Eleanor Arnason, Michael Crichton, Charles Stross, Robert Reed and more. 686 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. Pub. at $39.99. $7.95


483217 PHILIP K. DICK’S ELECTRIC DREAMS. From tales of a wife who suspects her husband may no longer be the same man after returning from a trip to deep space, to a gardener who struggles with the impossibility of a new life after a wave of illegal, telepathically-inhibiting “hoods” these ten stories investigate what it means to be human in a changing world. 215 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $7.95

497461 THE EMPTY HOUSE AND OTHER GHOST STORIES. By Algernon Blackwood. Collects ten brilliant examples of Blackwood’s sophisticated, atmospheric storytelling. These are gripping tales to make your skin crawl, from an author whose influence can be felt through H.P. Lovecraft all the way to Shirley Jackson and Ramsey Campbell. 288 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

490030 DEATH AT THE EXCELSIOR AND OTHER STORIES. By P.G. Wodehouse. Featuring Wodehouse’s beloved characters Jeeves, Bertie, and Reggie Pepper, this collection of short stories will sure to inspire laughter. Ten Old West stories included in this collection. Includes “Bad Place to Die,” “Shandy Takes the Hook,” and “Ride or Start Shootin’.” 165 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $5.95

490033 VALLEY OF THE SUN. By Louis L’Amour. A collection of nine remarkable tales that flout convention. From blood and bullets. Includes “No Man’s Mesa,” Valley of the Sun,” and “That Slash Seven” Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

1908340 LAST STORIES. By William Trevor. Trevor’s ninth collection of tales that illuminate the human condition and will surely linger in the reader’s mind long after closing this work. 213 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

1925288 THE BEST OF WORLD SF, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Lavie Tidhar. Prepare yourself for a journey through the wildest reaches of the imagination, to visions of Earth as we know it and more. Of the 120 stories in this collection, 49 are by American and British crime and thriller sources, Ellis has brought together the classic myths and legends, as well as new tales which have never before been published. 629 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $7.95

4908791 THE AWKWARD BLACK MAN: Stories. By Walter Mosley. Collects seventeen of Mosley’s most accomplished short stories to display the full range of his remarkable talent. Touching and contemptual, each of these unexpected stories offers the best of one of our most gifted writers. 328 pages. Gollancz. Pub. at $16.95. $13.95

4953673 THE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Greatest Detective Stories 1837-1914. Ed. by Graeme Davis. This masterful collection of seventeen classic mysteries dating from 1837 to 1914, traces the earliest history of popular detective fiction. These tales represent three eras of writers, those who may have inspired Doyle, those who were contemporaries, and those who came before published in English, these stories have never before been published. 334 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

1911201 TALES OF TERROR AND MYSTERY. By Arthur Conan Doyle. These eclectic captivating short stories, dealing with topics such as mysterious jungles in the sky, seventeenth century torture techniques, a bloodthirsty Brazilian cat and a family affairs, it’s the perfect way to escape into Camilleri’s unforgettable slice of Sicily. 213 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

4969399 THE BEST OF READER’S DIGEST 2021: Humor, Heartwarming Stories, and Dramatic Tales. Ed. by Robert Gachue et al. The stories in this keepsake volume are classics highlighting historic events and private moments as well as heartwarming, unknown stories. This work includes bonus material never published in the magazine plus side-splitting jokes, cartoons, and inspiring true stories from readers like you. Photos. 314 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Paperback. $7.95

4967216 ANONYMOUS SEX. Ed. by H. Jordan & C. Lu-Lien Tan. An international anthology of erotica from some of today’s most acclaimed writers. A list of authors is presented at the beginning, but each story is unattributed, leaving readers to guess who wrote what. A glimpse into an unimagined landscape of sexuality. Adults only. 351 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $19.95


4930088 HERCULE POIROT: The Complete Short Stories. By Agatha Christie. Gathered together all the short stories featuring Hercule Poirot, the dapper, mustache-twirling little Belgian with the egg-shaped head and curious manners who solved some of the most puzzling crimes of the century. Contains more than 50 stories. 867 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99. $18.95

191174 THE CANTERVILLE GHOST, THE HAPPY HUSBAND AND OTHER STORIES. By Oscar Wilde. A collection of stories, including two of Wilde’s most famous: The Canterville Ghost, in which a young American girl helps to free the tormented spirit that haunts an old English castle and The Happy Prince, who was not as happy as he seemed. Often whimsical and sometimes sad, they all shine with poetry and magic. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95

4990999 HOLD UP THE SKY. By Cixin Liu. A journey through 11 short stories. Written between 1999 and 2017 and never before published in English, these stories came into being during decades of major change in China and will take you across time and space through the eyes of one of science fiction’s most visionary writers. 334 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

1925306 SHERLOCK HOLMES COLLECTION. By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Inspiring a long line of detective stories and Whodunits, Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes is a constant feature on TV, movie screens, and radio. The tales in this collection have earned their place amongst the most influential of popular fantasy, crime and gothic stories. Beautifully bound with gold foil stamping. 480 pages. Gollancz. Pub. at $19.99. $16.95

1925867 THE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Greatest Detective Stories 1837-1914. Ed. by Graeme Davis. This masterful collection of seventeen classic mysteries dating from 1837 to 1914, traces the earliest history of popular detective fiction. These tales represent three eras of writers, those who may have inspired Doyle, those who were contemporaries, and those who came before published in English, these stories have never before been published. 334 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

1912305 SMALL HORRORS. By Darcy Coates. Push past the curtains of your rational, safe world and explore the unnameable horrors that lie at the corners of our consciousness. This is the realm of monsters and shifting shadows, where a single wrong step can plunge you into a terrifying fight for your life. 100 pages. Tied Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95


4950364 LEGION. By Brandon Sanderson. Novellas. Stephen Love is perfectly sane. It’s his hallucinations, that he calls aspects, who are mad. When a company hires him to recover a camera that can allegedly photograph the afterlife, Stephen finds himself on an adventure that may finally give him a vital clue into the true nature of his aspects. Includes Legion; Legion: Skin Deep; and Legion: The Beholder. 350 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHORT STORIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47048787 Best Bondage Erotica of the Year, Volume Two</td>
<td>Ed. by Rachel Hunter-Bush</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flame Tree</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4950267 Arcanum Unbound</td>
<td>By Brandon Sanderson. Novellas. These wonderful works convey the essence of the Cosmere and tell exciting tales of adventure.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484856X The Collected Short Stories of Louis L’Amour, Volume 6</td>
<td>Part 2, Traversing a vivid landscape, from sun-scorched hills and canyons to the nighttime streets of America’s greatest cities, some of L’Amour’s most compelling fiction was set in his own time. Here are tales of innocent caught in the schemes of criminals, gamblers and beauties, wise guys and cowboys. 368 pages.</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4848578 The Collected Short Stories of Louis L’Amour, Volume 4</td>
<td>Whether pinpointing an oceanliner navigating a cargo ship through pirate-infested, Japanese-controlled waters during WWII or marveling at a young woman pushed to the limits of endurance as she flees a killer, these 20 tales of mystery, mystery, and survival will keep your heart pounding long after their final pages. 242 pages.</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910991 The Classic Fantasy Collection</td>
<td>By H.P. Lovecraft et al. taking their inspiration from Norse, Japanese and Chinese mythology as well as from traditional fairy tales and modern fears, the eleven authors in this volume created the most modern fantasy genre with their imaginative tales. 700 pages.</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4931009 Norse Myths &amp; Tales</td>
<td>By Catherine Taylor. Lively, stark and formidable, the Norse mythology collection showcases the rich heritage of the fabled Nordic pantheon, offering an informative guide to its many gods, goddesses, and heroes. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4921380 School of X</td>
<td>By Christopher Paolini. The collection of the astonishing X-Men grows into true superheroes against their deadliest enemies. The New Charles Xavier School for Gifted Mutants trains the next mutants to take the mantle of heroes, and they’re fighting to control their powers. They must use their training to defeat everything form undead. 346 pages. Acomyte. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCIENCE FICTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4804037 The Complete Stories. Anthology of New &amp; Classic Tales</td>
<td>By A.J. Alan et al. Steeped in atmosphere, this collection of 45 contemporary and classic fiction is packed with monsters, madmen, and restless souls. New stories are paired with works from masters of the form, in hair-raising tales where footsteps, real and imagined, haunt the shadows. This edition is beautifully bound in gold foil stamping. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4919940 Flannery O’Connor: The Complete Stories.</td>
<td>By Flannery O’Connor. This collection reveals her amazing, lively, imaginative, and penetrating talent, and firmly establishes her monumental contribution to American fiction. 555 pages. FSG. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488729B Footsteps in the Dark: Stories of the Old West</td>
<td>By Joe Hill. Collects four of the most powerful, authentic original stories of the Old West.</td>
<td>Macmillan</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918907 Standing Her Ground: Classic Short Stories by Trailblazing Women</td>
<td>By Mary Shelley et al. A selection of dazzling short stories which celebrate the talent and achievements of nine women writers who, each in their own way, broke new ground through their literary innovation, activism and beliefs. Gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 183 pages. Macmillan.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907099 Chilling Crime Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Jeremy Bates et al. This anthology of 40 original and classic short stories is packed with horrifying murders and frightening crimes not for the faint of heart. Included are works by such masters as Boileau, Dickens, Poe and Collins, among others, as well as tales by exciting new writers. 430 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921117 The Big Book of the Continental Op.</td>
<td>By Dashiel Hammett. Before there was Sam Spade and Nick Charles, there was the Continental Op, the quintessential hard-boiled detective created by the father of American crime literature. The Op, as he is known, is the first noir character to appear in 1923, and came to define the genre for the next century. Includes 28 Op serialized novels. 739 pages. Vintage.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4929861 Bradley Stories: 100 of His Most Celebrated Tales.</td>
<td>By Ray Bradbury. These stories, chosen by Bradbury himself, span a career that blossomed in the pulp era of the 1940s and continues to flourish in the new millennium. “Bradbury is an authentic original!”—Time. 893 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4930428 Strange Weather: Four Short Novels.</td>
<td>By Joe Hill. Collects four chilling short stories from “One of America’s finest horror writers” (Time Magazine). Hill reveals the basis of our cultures of our lives in a quartet of linked and compelling stories about remembering and forgetting, falling and fantasizing, living and dying, dreams—and nightmares. 432 pages. Morrow.</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**1917390 ABANDONED.** By Jules Verne. Novel. When five escaped prisoners of war find themselves stranded on an island, they must combine their talents and work together to survive. A classic adventure with compelling characters and thrilling plot twists, this is the second of six titles set on island treasuries, first published in 1880. 177 pages. Mint Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**371893X GOODBYE TO BERLIN.** By Christopher Isherwood. Novel. First published in 1939. This novel evokes the glamour and sleaze, excess and repression of Berlin society. Examines the lives of people threatened by the rise of the Nazis. A well written and graphic novel. A power and an English upper-class twit. 252 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $6.95

**4750624 GILGAMESH.** By Stephen Mitchell. Novel. One of the masterpieces of world literature, Gilgamesh dates from as early as 1700 BC—a thousand years before the Iliad. This new translation by Mitchell allows us to enter an ancient masterpiece as if for the first time. Lost translation by Mitchell allows us to enter an ancient masterpiece as if for the first time. 454 pages. Can terbury Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**498958 WAITING FOR GODOT.** By Samuel Beckett. With side by side text, the reader can experience the mastery of Beckett's language and explore its nuances. Although we may never know who we are waiting for, in this special edition we can rediscover one of the most poignant and hilarious of our time. 620 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00 $7.95


**497994X WAR AND PEACE.** By Leo Tolstoy. Novel. Focusing on Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812, this epic story follows Pierre Bezukhov, the illegitimate son of a nobleman, who is fighting for his inheritance and yearning for spiritual fulfillment; Prince Andrei Bolokonsky, who leaves his family behind to fight in the war against Napoleon; and Natasha Rostova, the beautiful young daughter of a nobleman who intrigues both men. 921 pages. Arcutus. $12.95

**4956885 THE VIRGINIAN.** By Owen Wister. Novel. An epic tale of man’s journey into the untamed territory of Wyoming, where he is caught between his love for women and his duty to be just. 452 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**495545 TARANZ OF THE APES/TH E RETURN OF TARZAN.** By Edgar Rice Burroughs. Novels. Jay Clayton, Viscount Gifford, is adopted as a son by Jane, his wife Penelope is forced to.. 475 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95

**4930371 THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS.** By C.S. Lewis. Novel. A classic that has entertained and enlightened readers for nearly two millennia, the eleven clay tablets featuring Captain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane. 371 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $27.95 $11.95

**1920006 MOBY-DICK: A Pop-Up Book.** By Gerard Lo Monaco. Illustrator. By J. Jollivet. This beautiful retelling of Moby-Dick is a wonder to behold. Rich linocut artworks portray ten key events from the story in shadowbox-style pop-ups that reward time spent poring over the details and offer fresh perspectives on the classic. Each spread is accompanied by select quotations from the book, while brief page notes provide context for the depictions and plot moments. Chronicle. Pub. at $40.00 $15.95


**9401047 THE ODYSSEY.** By Homer. Novel. King Odysseus of Ithaca’s epic quest home after the Trojan War. He encounters giant sorceresses, sea-monsters and sirens, before his wife Penelope is forced to.. 475 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95


**1925879 THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF Oz.** By L. Frank Baum. Novels. This collection of Baum’s much-loved classics features The Wonderful Wizard of Oz; The Marvelous Land of Oz; Ozma of Oz; Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz; The Road to Oz; and The Emerald City of Oz; Oz, with beautiful facsimile illustrations. Also includes a new full-length novel featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven clay tablets featuring C aptain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane. A beautiful boxed set of the most recently published novels of Middle-earth: Children of Hurin, Beren and Luthien, and The Fall of Gondolin. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.99 $26.95

**9546728 SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPAVE.** By Earl Derr Biggers. Novel. First published in 1924 and one of Biggers’ most enduringly popular works, Seven Keys to Baldpate finally returns to print. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $18.95

**9456728 SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPAVE.** By Earl Derr Biggers. Novel. First published in 1924 and one of Biggers’ most enduringly popular works, Seven Keys to Baldpate finally returns to print. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $18.95
**Chronicle.** Pub. at $16.95

Chapters of the world's best-known Classic publisher. Fully illus. 272 pages. Firefly. 9x11¼. Pub. at $29.95
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1923350 AVENGERS: Endless Game. By Len Wein et al. The sorcerer Xandu is desperate to restore the love of his life to the land of the living. He needs the wand of Watoomb but time and again, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man stand in his way. Collects Amazing Spider-Man Annual #2 and #14; Marvel Team-Up (1972) #21, #50-51, #76-77 and #80-81; Spider-Man-Doom and Spider-Man: Do You Want to Play a Game? Marvel. Paperback. Pbk. at $3.49  $7.95


1921169 MAJOR X. By Rob Liefield. Major X’s home dimension, the X-istence, and the thousands of mutants who dwell there, face the fateful complete destruction. Now Major X and the man-beast called M’Koy must travel to the Marvel Universe to stop those responsible and locate the one man who can save their world! Collects Major X #6-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pbk. at $2.49  $7.95


1923528 MARVEL–THE FIGHT TO SAVE LONDON. By Matt Forbeck et al. The most comprehensive single volume on Marvel’s premier superhero team ever published, detailing the genesis of the mighty Avengers, its individual heroes, and their many friends and foes. Explore more than 250 characters’ origins, powers, and defining moments, from Iron Man to Red Skull, Thanos, and Norman Osborn. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10 x 12. Pbk. at $40.00  $16.95

4960882 TRANSFORMERS/G.I. JOE: First Strike. By M. Scott & D.A. Rodriguez. The Dark Entities are under attack from Cobra, G.I. Joe’s greatest enemy! Scarlett, Roadblock, Optimus Prime, and a host of heroes join forces, but will it be enough to prevent disaster? Earth and Cybertron are holding a ceremony to celebrate their intergalactic partnership when a massive explosion threatens the peace. Collects First Strike #0-6. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pbk. at $2.49  $7.95

1923351 AVENGERS: Quick Silver. By Brian Michael Bendis et al. As Ultron unleashes chaos across the planet, Black Widow faces old friends in San Francisco, Captain Marvel joins Captain Britain in a light show, the Super-Soldiers take steps in to vanquish the A.I. threat, and more. Collects Avengers: #14AU-15AU; Fantastic Four #5AU; Fearless Defenders #4AU; Spider-Man & Wolverine: Deadpool #4AU; and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pbk. at $29.99  $9.95

4901695 MARVEL COMICS #1, 80TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Carl Burgos et al. Presents the issue that was first introduced in 1939, which would pave the way for what would one day become the Marvel Universe. Collects Marvel Comics #1, Marvel Comics #1 170th Anniversary Edition; Saga of the Universe; and Marvel Tales #0; 173 pages. Marvel. Pbk. at $29.99  $11.95

4904672 AMERICAN COMICS: A History. By Jeremy Dauber. The sweeping story of cartoons, comic strips, and graphic novels and their hold on the American imagination. This is a rich chronicle of the last 150 years of American history through the lens of its comic strips, political cartoons, superheroes, and more. 576 pages. Harper Perennial. Pbk. at $33.00  $26.95


1927094 BATMAN THE ULTIMATE GUIDE. By M.K. Manning & D. Wallace. This guide explores Batman’s motives and drives, his incredible array of weapons and vehicles, his family of allies, and his formidable rogues gallery. The Dark Knight and the Batmobile take flight in these pages of Detective Comics in 1939, which work brings Batman’s thrilling story right up to date with his latest comic iterations. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9 x 11. Pbk. at $30.00  $21.95
RESOURCES

1872125

Stinky Stickers

Andrews McMeel. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

Come along on a journey to the dark room with these 220

stinky stickers featuring your favorite characters like Peanuts,

Snoopy, Linus, and of course, Charlie Brown. But be careful!

When you wrap a Stinky Sticker on someone's hand, leg,

or arm, itll release a gross and stinky smell. Great for
trick-or-treating or any other spooky occasion.

$4.95

4910487

F THE TEST: Even More of the

Very Best Totally Wrong Test Answers.

By Frank Doyle et al.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

$8.95

Get ready to have your test answers totally wrong! This

companion to F THIS TEST reveals the best answers to
test questions gathered from print, online, and broadcast
media from all over the world. From high school essays to
university exams, from medical questions to legal problems,
this book will make you think twice about your test
preparation.

$4.95

4901466

SHH! THE SECRET LIFE OF

A MODERN MAN: The Best of

George Carlin.

By George Carlin.


$11.95

George Carlin has been one of the funniest
comedians of all time, but with this book,
he reveals the strange and hilarious things
that happen behind the scenes. From
interviews with famous people to just
being a normal person, Carlin shares his
unique perspective on our society.

$12.95

4904254

TAXIDERMY GONE

WRONG.

By Rob Colson.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95

When you think of taxidermy, you might be thinking of
people who preserve animal bodies for display. But
Colson's book delves into the strange world of people
who try to make taxidermy look like normal animals,
but with a twist that makes it more bizarre and
hilarious. From taxidermy of insects to taxidermy of
cows and dogs, this book will make you look at taxidermy
in a whole new way.

$4.95

4915046

PRAYING MANTIS

THE COMPLETE PEANUTS

1950-1952.

By Charles M. Schulz.

Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$17.95

This collection contains the entire run of the comic
strip from 1950 to 1952, including all the stories and
gag strips. From the antics of Charlie Brown and Linus
to the adventures of Sally and the Peanuts gang, this book
will bring back memories of the golden age of the comic
strip. And with over 200 pages of black and white
cartoons, this book will keep you entertained for hours.

$5.95

4908781

PEANUTS BY THE

DECADE: The Complete

Peanuts, Vol. 6, 1960s.

By Charles M. Schulz.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$22.95

This paperback collection features the entire run of the
Peanuts comic strip from 1960 to 1969. From the
adventures of Charlie Brown and Lucy to the
disasters of Snoopy and Woodstock, this book will
bring back memories of the classic comic strip. With
over 300 pages of black and white gag strips, this
book will keep you entertained for hours.

$4.95

4905111

THE JEWISH JOKE.

By Devorah Baum.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

This book contains hundreds of Jewish jokes and
gags, including family humor, puns, and
quirky humor. From pourquoi jokes to
rabbi jokes, this book will make you
laugh out loud.

$4.95

1928279

ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS

GLORY.

By Frank Doyle et al.


$11.95

This collection contains over 1,000 pages of Archie
comics, covering the best of the series from the 1950s
through the 1970s. From Archie's adventures in Riverdale
to his battles with Jughead and Veronica, this book
will bring back memories of the classic comic strip.

$4.95

4904826

WALT DISNEY'S DONALD

DUCK: "Ballonatics."

By Carl Barks.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95

This book contains the complete run of Donald Duck
strips from May 1940 to September 1942, featuring
classic stories such as "The Ballonatics," "Donald Duck's
Spring Show," and many more. With over 600 pages of
black and white gag strips, this book will keep you
entertained for hours.

$4.95

4905961

HUMOR & CARTOONS

4901964

By Al Feldstein.

Marvel. Pub. at $34.99

$29.95

This volume features classic horror tales from the
1940s, including stories by influential
artists such as Jack Davis, Joe Orlando,
and Jack Kirby. From eerie tales of
terror to suspenseful plots, this book
will keep you on the edge of your seat.

$2.95

4907411

SLEEP-OVER SENSATIONS.

By Norberto Serrano.


$4.95

This book contains stories of recent erotic adventures,
including scenes of young women enjoying an
impromptu sleep-over, exchanging sexy
memories, and more. With over 300 pages of
erotic stories, this book will provide
a thrill for adults.

$4.95

4906828

PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $17.99.

4908089

 affordability. This fabulous collection
of low-priced books, comics, and
memorabilia is sure to make
any book lover happy. From
classic books by Mark Twain to
contemporary graphic novels,
this collection will offer something
for everyone.

$4.95

4906006

WHAT TO MEAN

BY A MOM: A Celebration of the

Very Best Mothers.

By Jewel Nunez.


$5.95

This book celebrates the
unique and special
qualities of mothers around
the world. From
Mother Theresa to
average
American mothers,
this book will
provide
inspiration and
encouragement
for
mothers everywhere.

$4.95

4904788

PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 20.

By Hal Foster et al.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

This collection of Prince Valiant
comics contains the strip from
1984 to 1986, featuring
epic adventures in
Scotland during the
late 19th century. From
hilarious antics to
serious
adventures,
this book will
keep you
entertained for hours.

$4.95

491622X

THE COMPLETE PEANUTS

1950-1952.

By Charles M. Schulz.

Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$17.95

This collection contains the entire run of the comic
strip from 1950 to 1952, including all the stories and
gag strips. From the antics of Charlie Brown and Linus
tо the adventures of Sally and the Peanuts gang, this book
will bring back memories of the golden age of the comic
strip. And with over 200 pages of black and white
cartoons, this book will keep you entertained for hours.

$5.95

4908781

PEANUTS BY THE

DECADE: The Complete

Peanuts, vol. 6, 1960s.

By Charles M. Schulz.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$22.95

This paperback collection features the entire run of the
Peanuts comic strip from 1960 to 1969. From the
adventures of Charlie Brown and Lucy to the
disasters of Snoopy and Woodstock, this book will
bring back memories of the classic comic strip. With
over 300 pages of black and white gag strips, this
book will keep you entertained for hours.
**Humor & Cartoons**

★ 4926429 MARGE’S LITTLE LULU: The Little Girl Who Could Talk to Trees. By John Stanley. The most inventive and classic tales of Little Lulu outsmarting the hapless boys of the neighborhood. Lulu gets tougher but also less caustic, she’s smarter and a calculating problem-solver. 268 pages. Drawn & Quarterly. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 3924521 FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE: 101 Things No One Should Know How to Do. By Owen Brooks. This is your crash course four education in intensity. At the very least, this little volume provides a solid escape plan just in case you fail. Learn how to do a graph test without a hitch; survive a run-in with a yet; bride the guards at the pyramids of Giza; and more. Illus. in color. 271 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

★ 4912802 THE OFFICE IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE WHEN EVERYONE ELSE WORKS FROM HOME. By Scott Adams. At first, working from home during the global pandemic seems like a great opportunity for Dilbert to avoid the drudgery of office life. Soon, however, the boss hires a stalker to look through the windows of his employees’ homes to make sure they’re staying on task. Dilbert and his colleagues begin suffering from social isolation and a curious addiction to hand sanitizer. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ GONE FISHIN’. Compiled by R. Haywood. Illus. by G. Patterson. For nearly four decades, Patterson has shared his unique brand of humor through his tongue in cheek depictions of everyday life. This is a funny collection of fishing fables and foibles, tall tales and lucky-lure lore, with stories of swamp monsters and the one that got away. 271 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**3901563 BRIEF HISTORIES OF EVERYDAY OBJECTS.** By Andy Warner. A collection of hilarious and entertaining histories behind some of life’s most common and undiscovered objects, from the paper clip and toothbrush to the sports bra and roller skates. Warner traces the often surprising and sometimes complex histories behind the items we often take for granted. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Sellers Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

★ 4871456 BABY BLUES. By Varley Brown, illus. L. Long. When the sun comes up and the day begins, the little bunny says good day to all the familiar characters in his world. And as the sun starts to set, it’s time for the little bunny to say good night. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


★ 1840533 THE COMPLETE FAR SIDE, 1980-1984. By Gary Larson. This deluxe set contains every Far Side cartoon ever syndicated—over 4,000—presented in more or less chronological order by year of publication. Features a quirky and thoughtful introduction to each of the 16 chapters from the artist. 19 additional Far Side cartoons created after his retirement, mail received by the artist, a foreword by comedian Steve Martin, and more than 1,000 cartoons that never before appeared in a book. 1,247 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Andrews McMeel. 9x6/13. Paperback. Pub. at $125.00 $69.95

★ 3940824 THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS. Ed. by Bob Mankoff. An A-Z collection of the magazine’s cartoons from the 1920s to the present with over 3,000 cartoons organized into more than 300 categories of recurring topics, wars, weather, etc. with insightful commentary that puts the categories into historical context. 1,516 pages in four volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9x6/12. Hardcover. Pub. at $100.00 $54.95

★ 195470X KRAZY AND IGNA TZ 1922-1924: George Herriman Library. Simultaneously silly, surreal, profound, and (in its own quirky way) romantic, Krazy Kat is an artistic ballet. A four-decade span of George Herriman’s innovative graphic storytelling. Presents these three groundbreaking years of Krazy Kat Sunday comic strips. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**Children’s Books**

★ 493311I HOW THINGS WORK. By T.J. Resler. Have you ever wondered how a microwave works, how an eraser makes pencil marks disappear, or how a hoverbike floats? From quick answers to more complete explanations, we’ve got you covered. From making sense of sci-fi to surprising new discoveries about home, science, and the go, this reference gives you the science of how things work. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. National Geographic. 9x6/12. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

★ 496475 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Dare to Look! Text by Geoff Tibballs. The latest in the Ripley’s Believe It or Not! annual series. It offers up the world of weird in an all-new collection of unbelievable stories from across the globe. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Ripley Publishing. 9x6/12. Pub. at $28.95 $17.95

★ 4952823 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ALMANAC 2021. Photos by Marc Stone. Chuck-full of new ideas, compelling information inspired by every National Geographic image, and authoritative maps and graphics, this is an entertaining and educational annual that will be a great gift for readers ages 12 & up. 400 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

★ 473792X THE HARDEST HIDDEN PICTURES BOOK EVER. Packed with more than 80 of the most difficult Hidden Pictures puzzles ever, created to challenge even the best. A separate star, comedian, animal lover, and game show competitor. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. 42 pages. National Geographic. 9x6/12. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

** See more titles at erhbc.com/344
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4889469 OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD ALIENS: Hidden Picture Puzzles. By Jill Katz, illus. by S. Yael. Are they parked behind that planet? Keeping cool in the pool? Crouching by the campfire? All sorts of sneaky objects are hiding in these picture puzzles, and they don’t want to be found. Look close and seek them out! Ages 5-9. Fully illus. 10¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $7.95

4945532 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUGS: Explore the Secretive Life of Invertebrates. Discover fascinating facts about the small scale animal world. Packed with hundreds of stunning photos, this fascinating collection of bugs delivers considerable information on all types of mini beasts from ants to worms, and provides a fascinating insight into their lives. Ages 7 & up. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $23.95

4951629 DISNEY FROZEN HAIRSTYLES. By Mikara Miyi, Skuladdit. Jack. Do you love Anna and Elsa’s beautiful hairstyles in Frozen? It’s fun and easy to create your own looks, inspired by these film Royalties. Filled with colorful photographs and step by step instructions, this magical work shows you how to make the braids, updos, buns, and more that you admire so much. Ages 7 & up. 72 pages. Edda. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $12.95

4967815 THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND. By Woody Guthrie, illus. by K. Jakobsen. This Land Is Your Land, and more familiar and best-loved folk songs in America. This is an illustrated version of the classic song perfect for families and musical groups featuring the complete lyrics and musical notation, fascinating historical facts, and a biographical scrapbook. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $18.99 $18.99


1919296 SUPER STARS! Times Tables Activity Book. By Lorenzo McLellan, illus. by S.G. Silvan. For fun multiplication and division and become a times tables whiz with this fun-packed activity book. From Mazes and matching activities to activity cards in the blank exercises, learning your times tables has never been so much fun! Solutions included. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95


1918184 THE LITTLE PRINCE. By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Bring the enduring classic into your home with this complete and unabridged edition. The author’s original illustrations are included, bringing to life the enchanting and endlessly imaginative stories of the Little Prince’s interplanetary travels. Ages 8 & up. 127 pages. Wilco Publishing House. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $6.95

1916297 THE STEGOSAURUS: Dylan’s Amazing Dinosaurs. By E.T. Harper, illus. by D. Taylor. Real, pop-up and play! Let’s go, let’s soar, off to land, and explore the dinosaurs with Dylan. He’s on an exciting dino mission. Can he discover a stegosaurus’ special secret weapon before the steg is defeated by the giant allosaurus? Ages 5-8. 114 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

1919180 HOW TO DRAW MONSTERS AND OTHER SCARY STUFF. By P. Gamble & A. Brett. This easy to follow, step by step guide is the perfect reference for you to learn how to draw a revolting cast of ghastly ghouls, horrible horrors, and creepy crawlies. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $12.99


4916727 STAR WARS CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Sarah Becroft et al. Meet more than 275 Star Wars characters. This definitive guide to the heroes villains, aliens, robots from the Star Wars galaxy provides detailed character profiles, little-known facts, and more. 208 pages. Insight Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $22.99

2898743 ADPRT: A True Story of Tragedy on the icy Atlantic and the One Who Lived to Tell About It. By Brian Murphy with T. Yatho. A small ship making the Liverpool to New York trip in 1890 carried more than one hundred passengers. When an iceberg suddenly tore the ship asunder, only one lifeboat made it from the ship with a few blankets, some water, and a bread and salt survival. This is the true story of a plaster of Paris worker who was pulled from the icy waters and tells the story of his history. Photos. 263 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00 $27.00


4946705 FLYING THE SR-71 BLACKBIRD: In the Cockpit of a Secret Operational Mission. By Richard H. Cranwell. A book to command the most mind-bending aircraft in aviation history. The SR-71 Blackbird covered the distance from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C. in 64 minutes, 16 miles above the earth’s surface, and avoided surface to air missiles by simply outrunning them. This work offers a unique perspective from pilots and navigators. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Quarto. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $39.95

1930560 CASTLES. Fortresses of Power. By R. Sventen & J. H. S. Medieval stone castles were the ultimate symbol of power, dominating their surroundings and marking the landscape with their imposing size. This concise overview of castles uses five individual examples to explore how and why they were built and what life in a castle was really like. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $12.95


Audio Books


History

4832302 100 THINGS THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT THE WORLD’S GREATEST CONSPIRACIES AND UNSOLVED CRIMES. By Daniel Smith. Sets out to uncover the truth behind the world’s most mysterious cover-ups and unsolved crimes that have been shrouded in secrecy for generations. From suspicious deaths and notorious killers to ancient artifacts and Cold War cover-ups, Smith leaves no stone unturned in his quest to unravel the mysteries that have griped curious minds for years. 224 pages. Casemate. $14.95
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1907549 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF VIETNAM, THIRD EDITION. By B. Lockhart & W.J. Duiker. Focuses on the recent changes and leadership of Vietnam and addresses major topics, including the period of French Indochina, the wars for liberation, the Vietnam War, and much more. Hundreds of cross-referenced entries are included on political, social, cultural, and economic aspects, as well as the major cities and geographic features. 514 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $154.00 $7.95

4973823 THE REICH’S ORCHESTRA: The Berlin Philharmonic 1933-45. By Misha Aster. With research based entirely on primary sources, this book tells the true story of the Berlin Philharmonic during World War II. The authors examine the world’s most famous orchestra from a new perspective, revealing the乐团’s role in Nazi Germany and the suffering of those who played in it. Photos. 304 pages. University of Nebraska Press. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

1907555 THE VOYAGES OF JOSIAH SLOCUM. By Walter Magnes Teller. The definitive edition of all of Captain Josiah Slocum’s writings, with complete texts of Rescue of Some Gilbert Islanders, Voyage of the Liberdade, Sailors of the World and Voyage of the Destroyer, and Aquinnah correspondent. This volume is the first complete collection of all known writings of a great American seafarer. Photos. 401 pages. Sheridan House. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

496073X A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELTS. By Peter Berresford Ellis. A foremost authority on the Celtic peoples and their culture presents an invigorating view of their world. With his gift for making the complex clear, Ellis discusses the Celts’ mysterious origins and early history, and investigates their rich and complex society. 16 pages of photos. 235 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $6.95

5180939 THE ROSEWELL LEGACY: The Untold Story of the First Military Officer at the 1947 Crash Site. By W. Roger Mack. The story of a military officer who was at the crash site of the Roswell UFO crash. This is the untold story of the first military officer at the crash site. 187 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4987393 MEETINGS WITH REMARKABLE NATURE: Twelve Journeys into the Medieval World. By Christopher de Hamel. A captivating examination of 12 illuminated manuscripts from the medieval period. Part travelogue, part detective story, each confrontation with the writer, this volume allows us to experience some of the greatest works of art in our culture to give us a different perspective on history and how we come by knowledge. Well illus. color. 632 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $34.00 9.95


3983315 SISTERS TO THE KING. By Maria Perry. Much has been written about Henry VIII and his six wives, but his sister, Margaret Tudor, has largely been left from the limelight, until the author examined their amazing lives and the influence on European history in this enthralling account. 16 pages of photos. Andre Brouwer. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

1908979 WITNESS TO ROSEWELL, 75TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: Unmasking the Government’s Biggest Cover-Up. By T.J. Coleman. The story of how a former Air Force Lieutenant discovered what really transpired in Roswell, New Mexico, 75 years ago. Includes a litany of deathbed confessions describing the aliens recovered at the crash site, the identity of the Boeing engineer called to examine the wreckage from the crash, and more. Photos. 313 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

2390454 TEN CAESARS: Roman Emperors from Augustus to Constantine. By Barry Strauss. Tells the story of the Roman Empire through the lives of ten men who ruled Rome: from Augustus, the founder, to Constantine, who declared Christianity and established a new capital at Constantinople, three and a half centuries later. An essential history as well as a fascinating biography. 410 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

4994125 GUIDING LIGHTS: The Extraordinary Lives of Lighthouse Women. By Sharyl Attkisson. Women have a long history of keeping the lights burning, from tending ancient altar flames to modern-day beacons of light. From the Maya’s storm-battered towers, these true stories of women’s courage and dedication in guiding the lights will both fascinate and inspire. 224 pages. Publisher. Pub. at $27.95 $16.95

4982248 OPHIUM: How an Ancient Flower Shaped and Poisoned Our World. By J.H. Halpern & D. Bisten. Tells the extraordinary and at times harrowing tale of how we arrived at today’s crisis of opioid addiction. The authors disentangle how crucial misjudgments, patterns of greed, and racial stereotypes served to transform one of nature’s most effective medicines into a spine-tingling poison. Color illus. 328 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

1907565 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE ETURUSCANS. By Simon K.F. Sioddart. Relates the culture’s history, focusing on aspects of their material civilization and art. A chronology and maps, as well as cross-referenced dictionary entries on people, places, and events provide a comprehensive overview of the Etruscans. Photos. 320 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $119.00 $7.95

1910915 CONSPIRACY: The Greatest Plots, Collusions and Cover-Ups. By C. Gieg & M. Rothschild. Featuring government cover-ups, secret societies, unsolved mysteries, and weird experiments, the authors explore a wide range of conspiracy theories and get to the bottom of what really happened. Illus. 254 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

4973178 THE RED PRINCE: John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. By Helen Carr. Son of Edward III, Brother to the Black Prince, father to Henry IV and sire of all the Tudors. Always close to the English throne, John of Gaunt lived a life of luxury and power. Too rich, too powerful, did he have his eye on his nephew’s throne? Why was he such a focus of hate in the Peasant’ Revolt? Color photos. 284 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95
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- **493824** THE EMPIRES OF ATLANTIS: The Origins of Ancient Civilizations and Mysterious Traditions Ages. By Marco M. Vigato. This guide shows that Atlantis did not vanish “in one terrible day and night” but survived in a variety of different forms well into the historical era. Vigato examines the role of Atlantean survivors in restoring civilization in different parts of the world. He draws on more than 500 ancient and modern sources. 32 pages of color photos. 372 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00  
  
- **490668** TIGER IN THE SEA: The Ditching of Flying Tiger 923 and the Desperate Struggle for Survival. By Eric Lindner. September 1962: on a moonless night over the raging Atlantic Ocean, thousands of passengers and crew members of Flying Tiger flight 923 to Germany burst into flames, one by one. Pilot John Murray didn’t have long before the plane crashed headed into the 20-foot waves at 120 mph. This is a tale of triumph, tragedy, unparalleled airmanship, and incredibly brave people from all walks of life. Photos. 350 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95  
  
- **49063X** ILE DE FRANCE AND THE GOLDEN AGE OF TRANSATLANTIC TRAVEL in the Americas. By Thomas Kepler. An up close look at the luxurious liner Ile de France, and her revolutionary Art Deco interiors that were unlike anything previously seen on the North Atlantic. This set a standard in ocean liner décor for decades to come. Illus., some in color. 216 pages. Lyons. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00  
  
- **4905344** PHA(BU)LLUS: A Cultural History. By Alka Pande et al. Uncovers the language and identity. Covers the warlike lineage, united under a single cultural lineage, and lays bare the myth, legends and folklore that we thought we knew about when the outbreak hit. Color photos. 875 pages. National Geographic. 9½x11. Pub. at $37.95  
  
- **1911805** THE PERDICCAS YEARS 323-320 BC. Alexander’s Successors at War. By Marjorie Margoliash. Alexander’s death in Babylon that fateful day in June 323 BC triggered an unprecedented crisis. Within a couple of days, Macedonian blood had stained the walls of the chamber in which he lay dead. In a couple of weeks, Babylon had witnessed the first seige of the post-Alexander age. What followed Alexander’s death was an imperial implosion. Photos. Some in color. 382 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  
  
- **1917587** LEGACY OF VIOLENCE: A History of the British Empire. By Caroline Elkins. For many Britons of the 20th century, their sprawling empire was a testament to their nation’s cultural superiority. But what legacy did that empire leave to the world? In this meticulously researched history, Elkins implicates all sides of Britain’s political division in the creation, execution, and coverup of staggering violence. Photos. 875 pages. National Geographic. 9½x11. Pub. at $37.95  
  
- **1952871** HITLER’S COURT: The Inner Circle of the Third Reich and After. By Helge B. Gortemaker. Hitler was not a lonely, aloof dictator. Throughout his career, he sought out those who celebrated, flattered and intrigued him. But in the end, Hitler’s court was guarded by private collectors, built up over centuries, destroyed in a single day, ornamented with gold leaf and frescoes, or filled with bean-bags and children’s drawings—the history of the lifeline is rich, varied, and stuffed full of incident. Photos. 356 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  
  
- **1999761** THE LIBRARY: A Fragile History. By A. Pettigre & A. de Wedewin. Faced across the known world, zealously guarded by private collectors, built up over centuries, destroyed in a single day, ornamented with gold leaf and frescoes, or filled with bean-bags and children’s drawings—the history of the lifeline is rich, varied, and stuffed full of incident. Photos. 356 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  
  
  
- **4892255** ULTIMATE VISUAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD: The Story of Humankind from Prehistory to Modern Times, 4TH EDITION. Describes for the first time the story of deep-cover spies in America and the FBI agents who tracked them. In intimate and riveting detail, Concealment details the story of American espionage agents’ survival, both abroad and in the United States, from the time of the Civil War to the end of the Cold War. (It does.) Dr. Soloway explains the medical tips and tricks that could save you years of pain, or even death. 16 pages of color photos. 253 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95  
  
- **4893609** DODGE CITY: Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and the Wickedest Town in America. By Tom Clavin. Dodge City was known as the most violent and turbulent town in the Old West. Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson led the effort that established frontier justice. This larger than life account of Wyatt and Bat’s adventures throughout the West, includes a look at a wild entertaining chapter in American history. 16 pages of photos. 460 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  
  
  
**American History**

- **4913476** RUSSIANS AMONG US: Slepper Cells, Ghost Stories, and the Hunt for Putin’s Spies. By Reed Polk. SPY LARGE PRINT EDITION. Describes the story of deep-cover spies in America and the FBI agents who tracked them. In intimate and riveting detail, Concealment details the story of American espionage agents’ survival, both abroad and in the United States, from the time of the Civil War to the end of the Cold War. (It does.) Dr. Soloway explains the medical tips and tricks that could save you years of pain, or even death. 16 pages of color photos. 253 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95  
  
- **2856088** DODGE CITY: Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and the Wickedest Town in America. By Tom Clavin. Dodge City was known as the most violent and turbulent town in the Old West. Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson led the effort that established frontier justice. This larger than life account of Wyatt and Bat’s adventures throughout the West, includes a look at a wild entertaining chapter in American history. 16 pages of photos. 460 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  
  
  
- **4904192** KILLING CRAZY HORSE: The Merciless Indian Wars in America. By Bill O’Reilly & M. Dugard. From General Andrew Jackson’s brutal battles with the Creek Nation to President Ulysses S. Grant’s assassination of Sitting Bull, the story of the war of the Indian Wars is a shocking history of a “treaty” that forced the Cherokee Nation out of their homeland and left their descendants in a state of war against the United States. In their new book, O’Reilly and Dugard take readers behind the legends to reveal the tragic and inspiring story of America’s native peoples. 330 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00  
  
- **4987640** THE LOST FRONTIER: Momentous Moments in the Old West You May Have Missed. By Rod Miller. This collection of short, action-filled stories of events Old West goes beyond gives the tales everyone knows of the O.K. Corral and the Dead Man’s Hand to focus on lesser-known gunfights, massacres and daring deeds that never shaped the untamed frontier. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95  
  
- **4982857** BAD MEDICINE: The Horrors of American Healthcare. By Stephen Soloway. Soloway details about where the coronavirus came from, and if we’ll ever be able to cure it. Learn the sad reality of what Medicare for All would mean for our nation. Find out why you can’t get right treatment for your disease while the system is broken. 240 pages. Basic. Pub. at $25.00  
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192198 ASHES UNDER WATER: The SS Eastland and the Shipwreck That Shook America. By Michael McCarthy. On July 24th, 1915, Chicago commuters were horrified as they watched the SS Eastland flip over and drown 835 passengers. McCarthy presents the untold story of the worst disaster on the Great Lakes in U.S. history and how Attorney Clarence Darrow brought the cover-up to light. Photos. 302 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

192509 IN THE WAKE OF LEWIS AND CLARK: The Expedition and the Making of Antebellum America. By Larry E. Morris. Shows how the expedition impacted a host of fascinating individuals. Morris follows Lewis and Clark create his master map of the West; John Jacob Astor, the prominent fur-trade entrepreneur who launched the second expedition; and other, lesser figures present for the discovery of the Tetons, Hell’s Canyon, and South Pass; and more. 19 pages of photos. 235 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $41.00 $6.95

192194 THIS DAY IN U.S. MILITARY HISTORY. By Paul Brandus. A daily chronicle of military events that occurred on this day in American history. From American Indian wars, the Revolutionary War to today’s conflicts in the Middle East. For each of the 366 days of the year readers will discover landmark events, heroes and heroines, daring anecdotes, legendary leaders, compelling quotes, founding anniversaries, and more, all illustrated with more than 50 historic images. 346 pages. Bernan. Pub. at $47.00 $11.95


498776 PRAIRIE MAN: The Struggle Between Sitting Bull and Indian Agent James McLaughlin. By Norman E. Mattoon. When recognized as a hero, Sitting Bull was once vilified for resistance. Sitting Bull chose to fight, signing treaties, and calling for a gathering of tribes at Little Big Horn. One of his most crucial battles was against Indian Agent James McLaughlin—a story McLaughlin recorded here. Photos. 369 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95


4983297 WHITE HOUSE CONFIDENTIAL, THIRD EDITION: The Little Book of Weird Presidential History. By Paul Brandus. A daily chronicle of military events that occurred on this day in American history. From American Indian wars, the Revolutionary War to today’s conflicts in the Middle East. For each of the 366 days of the year readers will discover landmark events, heroes and heroines, daring anecdotes, legendary leaders, compelling quotes, founding anniversaries, and more, all illustrated with more than 50 historic images. 346 pages. Bernan. Pub. at $47.00 $11.95

4953347 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, VOL. 1. By David Ramsay. This is a comprehensive and exciting second volume narrative of the events and ideas of the American Revolution (from the outbreak of turbulence in the 1760s to the onset of Washington’s administration) and an ardent Federalist defense of the Constitution of 1787. Provides readers with an in-depth look at the influential scientists and physicians to flood the public with fearful propaganda about COVID-19 virulence and pathogenesis, to muzzle debate and ruthlessly censor dissent. Illus. 447 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

1921584 THE GREATEST GENERATION GROWS UP: American Childhood in the 1930s. By Krista Lindenmeyer. This work describes an America in which education came to be considered a necessity in American life: children in school were seen as more productive than before 1932, as well as 150 archival interviews, have brought their adventures to life. Photos. 177 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4984633 UNDER THIS ROOF: The White House and the Presidency. By Paul Brandus. In 2013, John F. Kennedy was assassinated. In 2016, Barack Obama was murdered. was a blood-red carpet installed in the Oval Office? If Abraham Lincoln never actually slept in the Lincoln Bedroom, where did he sleep? Barack Obama did not live in the White House without work, hopping freight trains. Schools also strengthened age distinctions among children and segregated them further from the world of adults. Photos. 288 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95


4940976 FAMOUS SHERIFFS AND WEST OUTLAWs: Incredible True Stories of Wild West Showdowns and Frontier Justice. By William MacLeod Raine. This is a classic, in-depth collection, unchanged since it was published in the 1940s. Raine tells of some of the most legendary gunfighters and scoundrels of the Old West. Get swept back to a time when sheriffs did their best to keep order in a lawless land. Photos. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

4985718 THE CHISHOLM TRAIL. By Sam P. Redings. A reprint of the classic—possibly the best book ever written about the world’s greatest cattle trail. It follows the world’s greatest cattle trail. It follows the story of how George Washington saw the need for a United States Army after the resounding defeat of American militiamen by the British at Bunker Hill, a victory that cost the United States over 500 lives, and transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a drama of the unexpected. Photos. 246 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


6613616 THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE TRUTH ABOUT That Changed American History. By B. Klimeade & D. Yaeger. Tells the little known story of how a newly independent nation was challenged, crushed, and what happened when Thomas Jefferson decided to step up to intimidation. The authors have transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a dramatic, colorful blow-by-blow narrative. Illus. 447 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4953355 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, VOL. 2. By David Ramsay. This is a comprehensive and exciting second volume narrative of the events and ideas of the American Revolution (from the outbreak of turbulence in the 1760s to the onset of Washington’s administration) and an ardent Federalist defense of the Constitution of 1787. Provides readers with an in-depth look at the influential scientists and physicians to flood the public with fearful propaganda about COVID-19 virulence and pathogenesis, to muzzle debate and ruthlessly censor dissent. Illus. 447 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


4984633 UNDER THIS ROOF: The White House and the Presidency. By Paul Brandus. In 2013, John F. Kennedy was assassinated. In 2016, Barack Obama was murdered. was a blood-red carpet installed in the Oval Office? If Abraham Lincoln never actually slept in the Lincoln Bedroom, where did he sleep? Barack Obama did not live in the White House without work, hopping freight trains. Schools also strengthened age distinctions among children and segregated them further from the world of adults. Photos. 288 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4985718 THE CHISHOLM TRAIL. By Sam P. Redings. A reprint of the classic—possibly the best book ever written about the world’s greatest cattle trail. It follows the story of how George Washington saw the need for a United States Army after the resounding defeat of American militiamen by the British at Bunker Hill, a victory that cost the United States over 500 lives, and transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a drama of the unexpected. Photos. 246 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


4953355 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, VOL. 2. By David Ramsay. This is a comprehensive and exciting second volume narrative of the events and ideas of the American Revolution (from the outbreak of turbulence in the 1760s to the onset of Washington’s administration) and an ardent Federalist defense of the Constitution of 1787. Provides readers with an in-depth look at the influential scientists and physicians to flood the public with fearful propaganda about COVID-19 virulence and pathogenesis, to muzzle debate and ruthlessly censor dissent. Illus. 447 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95
American History

1862022 CAPTIVITY OF THE OATMILL GIRLS. By Royal B. Stratton. Originally published as Life Among the Iroquois, 1857. In 1851, nine members of the Oatmilk family, on their way to California in a covered wagon, were savagely attacked by Apache Indians near Yuma, Arizona. Two girls were captive, the rest of the family brutally massacred. The story of the girls is told here.
290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

3926800 WHEN THEY CAME FOR YOU: How Police Are Trampling Our Liberties—and How to Take Them Back. By David Kirby. This bestselling author exposes federal, state, and local violations of basic constitutional rights that should trouble every American. Kirby argues for greater police privacy, protection from unreasonable search and seizure, due process, and equal protection under the law are rights that belong to every American Citizen. These and others, he reveals are being shredded at an escalating rate across the country. 381 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95


4994038 UNWORTHY REPUBLIC: The Dispossession of Native Americans and the Road to Indian Territory. By Chadwick T. Davison. A gripping story that shows how the politics and economics of white supremacy lay at the heart of the expulsion of Native Americans, how corruption, greed, and administrative indifference and incompetence contributed to the debacle of its implementation, and how the consequences still resonate today. Illus. 396 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95

4987322 30 DAYS A BLACK MAN: The Forgotten Story That Exposed the Jim Crow South. By Clayborne Carson. In telling this gripping story, Carson shows how the politics and economics of white supremacy lay at the heart of the expulsion of Native Americans, how corruption, greed, and administrative indifference and incompetence contributed to the debacle of its implementation, and how the consequences still resonate today. Illus. 396 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95

4965628 I CAN’T BREATHE: How a Racial Hoax is Killing America. By David Horowitz. Examining some of the most notorious cases of police “racism”, from Trayvon Martin to George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, Horowitz demonstrates that Black-on-white and white-on-black violence are one of the most violent crimes of our time, and time, and informative captions about each map’s origins. 118 pages. Globe Pequot. 8 1/4 x 10. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

1926861 A LONG DARK NIGHT: Race from Jim Crow to World War II. By J. Michael Hatcher. Wyant, presenting a sweeping history of this too often overlooked period of African American history that followed the collapse of Reconstruction, from the beginnings of legal segregation through the end of World War II. Includes 80 full-color, detailed historical maps. Includes essays on how maps reflect the history, culture, and sensibilities of their time and place. 320 pages. Noonday. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95


4933882 MOCHI’S WAR: The Tragedy of Sand Creek. By C. Enss & H. Kazanjian. A riveting tale of how a small band of Chinese Americans fought a battle against the backdrop of the American Revolution’s last gasp. This is the story of an unlikely partnership that remade American business and the story of how citizens with vastly disparate outlooks managed to come together for the good of their common country. Illus. 255 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $8.95

4901029 HISTORY WILL PROVE US RIGHT: Inside the Warren Commission Report on the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. By Howard P. Willens. On November 22, 1963, JFK was murdered in front of the world. America has never recovered. But the Warren Commission report was the first official inquest into JFK’s murder, claiming that President Kennedy was killed by Lee Harvey Oswald alone. This book explores the commission’s questionable work and reveals how the government and the media conspired to keep the public from learning the truth. 504 pages. Barricade. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $12.95

4891700 AMERICA’S LOST MILESTONES: 43 illustrations from LIFE. By Lou Blass. From the nation’s birth to the Kennedy assassination, LIFE documented the landmarks that defined an era. This volume reproduces 43 of the most iconic images from the magazine’s first half-century. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

1913425 THE QUIET AMERICANS: Four CIA Spies at the Dawn of the Cold War—A Tragedy in Three Acts. By Scott Anderson. Chronicles the exploits of four spies—Michael Burkhart, Frank Wadsworth, Peter Sichel, and Edward Lansdale. The four ran covert operations across the globe, trying to outwit the ruthless KGB in Berlin, and plotting coups and directing wars against Communist regimes. But the CIA also failed the American people. The four spies’ covert activities permanently damaged its moral standing in the world. 246 pages of photos. 562 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

4984143 THE DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND: Inside America’s Defense of the DMZ. By Gary Bloomfield. A timely account of what it is like to serve along the most dangerous and sensitive strip of land in the world. In the past year, two bullet-riddled American soldiers were killed in the North Korean section of South Korea brought worldwide headlines. The story of the United States military in the DMZ is a story of how the U.S. military fought a war against the backdrop of the American Revolutionary War. The effort to extricate a British occupation force from the wild and lawless South Carolina frontier. Both men needed the other to defeat the British, yet their forces were constantly at odds. One at odds with their own personalities and opposing objectives would clash again and again, 150 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

3087247 A FLORIDA STATE OF MIND: An Unnatural History of America’s Weirdest State. By Nathaniel Greene, Thomas Sumter, and the Revolutionary War for the Soul of the South. By Andrew Waters. Tells the story of this strange American state, and how it came to exist, but did not: legendary Norse warriors who thought they were the workers of the land, and the stories of how the U.S. managed to outwit our neighbors. The story of how citizens with vastly disparate outlooks would clash again and again. 150 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

4958233 JOHN MARSHALL: The Chief Justice Who Saved the Nation. By Harford Bloomfield. In 1803, John Marshall, the chief justice, had the honor of being one of the nation’s most important Founding Fathers: America’s greatest Chief Justice. With one decision that shocked the nation, Marshall established the Supreme Court’s power by protecting individual rights and the rights of private business against tyranny by federal, state, and local government. Photos. 374 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

4984382 LOST AMERICA: Breaking History. By Don Rauf. A look at fascinating places that have existed only in myth and have never been found, those that were abandoned and why, and those that were lost to social upheaval or natural disaster. With over 100 photographs. 260 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $12.95

4894987 RIDE THE DEVIL’S HERD: Wyatt Earp’s Epic Battle Against the West’s Biggest Outlaw Gang. By John Boessenecker. Wyatt Earp is regarded as the most famous lawman of the Old West, best known for his role in the Gunfight at the O.K. Corral in Tombstone, Arizona. But his story of his two year war with a band of outlaws known as the Cowboys has never been told. Draws on groundbreaking research into territorial history. 210 pages. Hanover Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

4983300 WHO REALLY KILLED MARTIN LUTHER KING JR? The Case Against Lyndon B. Johnson and J. Edgar Hoover. By Photographer Fishel. In 1968, Lyndon B. Johnson ordered the FBI to portray James Earl Ray as a southern racist and stalker of Martin Luther King Jr., and shows that early works on King’s death were written by a group of FBI agents and defenders of the American public, and are filled with proven lies and distortions. Nelson methodically exposes the constructed false narrative as the massive deceit that it was. Photos. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

4984382 LOST AMERICA: Breaking History. By Don Rauf. A look at fascinating places that have existed only in myth and have never been found, those that were abandoned and why, and those that were lost to social upheaval or natural disaster. With over 100 photographs. 260 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $12.95
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**1921622 IT HAPPENED IN THE OLD SOUTH: Thirty-Two Remarkable Events That Shaped the Future** by James A. Crutchfield. Tells the stories of intriguing people and events from the Old South, from the court martial of Daniel Boone in Kentucky to the invention of the cotton gin in Georgia. 168 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**4829182 EVERY DROP OF BLOOD: The Momentous Second Inauguration of Abraham Lincoln** by Edward Achorn. Captures this water-marking moment in our history, painting an indelible portrait of the nation’s capital in the weeks leading up to that momentous day. 232 pages. Chronicle. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

**4944437 THE DUST BOWL: An Illustrated History** by Dayton Duncan. Based on the film by Ken Burns. Covers the stories of incredible hardship; more than 850 million tons away in a single year, 14 million grasshoppers per square mile descended on parched fields, and one-quarter of the region’s inhabitants were forced to leave. SHAYMOOR. Photos. 224 pages. Chronical. 9x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

**4931963 THE PATRIOTS: Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and the Making of America** by Winston Groom. Transports readers to the world of the American Revolution, the Founding Fathers, improbable events, and three extraordinary characters who led the remarkable birth of this new nation. We know today. Offering rare insight into the larger-than-life characters, Groom draws us in with vivid descriptions of the many obstacles, Lance offers an enthralling look at a gripping historical tale and original research to solve the mystery of a Civil War era. 352 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

**4766474 FLIGHT 7 IS MISSING: The Search for My Father’s Killer** by Ken H. Fortey. Dubbed by the New York Times as one of the “most vexing and unexplained” mysteries in aviation history, this is the story of the crash of Pan Am Worldways Flight 7 in November 1957, which resulted in many deaths and remains officially unsolved to this day. PHOTOS. 351 pages. Fayetteville Mafia Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**4842227 HAUNTED WEST: Legendary Tales from the Frontier** by K. Campbell & M. Heeman. Discover the West’s 10 most notorious outlaws, the lawmen who kept the peace at all costs and the storied heroes, from Crazy Horse to Davy Crockett. The wild women who flouted society’s expectations and the infamous cities and eerie ghost towns full of scary spirits and supernatural legends. This edition explores western figures both famous and obscure. Color photos. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4897435 THE DEVIL’S CAUSEWAY** by William Westall. In 1899, a naval officer’s recklessness triggered a rebel ambush. America’s first prisoners of war in the Philippines, and one of the greatest rescue missions in U.S. history. A sweeping epic drawing on interviews with primary sources, Westall tells the extraordinary story in its entirety for the first time. Illus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


**4915143 THE AMERICAN FLAG: A Handbook of Flag Etiquette** by James C. Crutchfield. Tells the stories of intriguing people and events from the Old South, from the court martial of Daniel Boone in Kentucky to the invention of the cotton gin in Georgia. 168 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95


**4869292 BURNING THE SKY: Operation Argus and the Untold Story of the Cold War Nuclear Tests in Outer Space** by David Wright. From the “Great Citrus Freeze” of 1895 to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the classified details of this nuclear testing program have remained obscure. An engrossing read that will intrigue any lover of scientific or military history and will remind readers why Operation Argus remains frighteningly relevant nearly sixty years later. 16 pages of photos, some color. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $28.95 $24.00

**4964373 ALASKA IN THE WAKE OF THE NORTHSTAR** by Loel Shuler. A fascinating and compelling account of that moment in time when dramatic and powerful changes were occurring in the Far North. During a three-month journey of 11,000 miles between Sitka and Point Barrow on the USMS North Star, Shuler had the privilege of an intimate look at the ways of life and the people of Alaska as they are today. Photos. 32 pages. Hancock House. Paperback Pub. at $12.95

**5882869 BETRAYAL IN DALLAS: LBJ, the Pearl Street Mafia, and the Murder of President Kennedy** by Mark North. With incredible new discovered and documented North pieces the puzzle of John F. Kennedy’s assassination together and reveals how LBJ had ties to the Dallas mob, and how he subsequently cooperated with the Kennedy killers. 317 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

**1921525 FLORIDA DISASTERS: True Stories of Tragedy and Survival** by E. Lynne Cooper. From the San Francisco fire of 1906 and tidal wave of 1935 to the Apollo fire of 1967 and Challenger disaster of 1986, this work takes you back to the state’s most catastrophic events and vividly re-creates the moments that changed Florida forever. Photos. 237 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**4969766 63 DOCUMENTS THE GOVERNMENT DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ** by Jesse Ventura with D. Russell. Now with new pages added and a new introduction, let Governor Ventura take you through the paperwork that the U.S. government tried to keep secret from the public, including JFK and Vietnam, chemical and biological warfare, Gulf War illness, warnings much more. Illus. 340 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95


**4920403 AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Ed. by Mito Milan Milut. Quatite. October 6, 1826. Casino, in the humble role of a “canny boy” in Bent’s Santa Fe caravan, embarked upon his notable career. Thirty years later, a postgraduate of the University of the West, a prolific writer, and workhorse of the Bronte’s novel, it is a story of his life to date. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**1920755 AMERICAN INTOLERANCE: Our Dark Past, Unfinished Business** by R.E. Bartholomew & A.E. Remuschelss. This comprehensive survey of cultural and racial exclusion in the United States examines the legacy of bigotry that has endured over two centuries. Trump’s targeting of Muslim and Mexican immigrants is just the most recent chapter in a long, sad history of social policies about “evil” foreigners who are made scapegoats due to their ethnicity or political beliefs. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $27.50 $9.95

**4929632 THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD: A Selection of Authentic Narratives** by William Still. First published in 1872, this collection of letters and accounts is a powerful testament to the underground railroad—the unique part of the Civil War and the lengths one slave used the Underground Railroad, a secret network that enabled them to escape from bondage. Abridged. 400 pages. Arcturus. Paperback $7.95

**4808274 WASHINGTON’S END: The Final Years and Forgotten Struggle** by Jonathan Horn. A vivid story, immaculately researched and powerfully told through the eyes of not only Washingon’s family members, friends, and foes, that fills a crucial gap in our nation’s history and will forever change the way we view the Washington. Illus. 330 pages. At $30.00 $7.95

**4813340 IN DEEP: The FBI, the CIA, and the Truth About America’s “Deep State”. By David Rohde. This sweeping exploration examines the CIA and FBI scandals of the last fifty years—from the Church Committee’s exposure of Cold War abuses, to NSA mass surveillance revealed by Edward Snowden. Rohde answers the question of whether the nation’s intelligence agencies and its politicians are abetting or compartmenting the nuclear threat. Photos. 323 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

**488092X WALT DISNEY’S DISNEYLAND. By Chris & Charlene Nichols. Discover the story of Disneyland, Walt Disney’s visionary theme park in Anaheim, California in this beautiful oversized edition! Trace the park’s development and immersive world of magic and wonder, from Main Street, U.S.A. to Tomorrowland. SHAYMOOR. Photos. Taschen. 9¾x13½. Pub. at $69.99 $19.95

**American History**


**1918133** IT’S ALL A GAME: A Short History of Board Games. By Tristan Donovan. Opens the box on the incredible and often surprising history and psychology of board games. Donovan traces the evolution of board games across cultures, time periods, and continents—from the paranoid and psychological Chicago toy genius behind classics like Operation and Mouse Trap to the role of Monopoly in helping prisoners of war escape the Nazis. Color photos. 126 pages. Atlantic. $24.95

**4980877** SOUTHERN PACIFIC WATER LINES: Marine, Bay & River Operations. By Robert M. Utley. Using previously untapped sources, Utley presents an engrossing story, the most complete and accurate ever, of a youthful hooligan and sometime killer who found his calling in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Full of dramatic anecdotes and first-hand accounts, the book charts the progress of the combat. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey Paperbound. $12.95

**4980903** FIRST PRINCIPLES: What We Learned from the Greeks and Romans and How That Shaped Our Country. By Thomas E. Ricks. In examining how and what the first four American presidents—Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison—studied and tried to understand the role of the military, Ricks views these men through the unusual lens of the classical world. Ricks is able to draw on his own extensive knowledge of foreign affairs and his more than 30 years of experience as a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist. ISBN: 978-1594206846. 240 pages. Harper. $19.99

---

**4978168** THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG: 1863 (1): Campaign 374. By Timothy J. O’Riordan. General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia sought to crush George Meade’s Army of the Potomac in battle at the Pennsylvania town, and then repel the opposing forces and plans, the tactical decisions made on the first day, and the progress of the combat. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey Paperbound. $12.95

**4960411** LIBERTY: Don Troiani’s Paintings of the Revolutionary War. Matthew Shic. Exhibition catalog. Highlighting some of the most significant portraits Troiani has created and featuring a foreword by George W. Bush. ISBN: 978-1594205479. 256 pages. Osprey. $32.95

**4952146** PATRIOT VERSUS LOYALIST: Combat 62. By Si Sheppard. This title maps America’s first civil war. As the conflict ranged from Canada to the Caribbean and from India to Gibraltar, it was in American communities that the war was most brutal. Using rich new evidence, Sheppard looks at the region, and in the most personal stories, he reveals the story of a war of avenging and in revealing Troiani’s artistic process. This edition serves as the catalog for the exhibition of his work at the American Revolution Museum (October 16, 2021–September 5, 2022). Color photos. 131 pages. Stackpole. 11⅛x8¼. Pub at $29.95 $21.95

**4955536** GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER: A Life. By Christina Vella. George Washington Carver remains a key figure in the history of southern agriculture, botanical advancement, and the struggle for civil rights. Yet Vella, an award-winning scholar whose life was shaped by a prodigious scholar, tells the story of this man with all of the complexity that have haunted our national narrative, it reveals how Native Americans, for centuries, actively resisted expansion of the U.S. empire. ISBN: 978-1594205448. 256 pages. Osprey. $22.95

**4955537** GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER: The Voyage from Hell. By Kevin Jackson. A riveting account of the voyage of the Mayflower that looks at the reality behind the mythical story and journey of the Pilgrims. Most of the voyages of that famed 1620 crossing of the Atlantic were not in fact religious pilgrims but people intent on foraging a better life for themselves. ISBN: 978-1594205431. 256 pages. Osprey. $22.95


**4923898** THE ALAMO. By John Myers Meyers. A meticulously-researched work draws on testimonies from eyewitnesses, diaries, and private archives, as well as official documents, to bring to life the events of the siege. 240 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $16.95

**4930010** EVERY TONGUE GOT TO CONFESS: Negro Folk-tales from the Gulf States. By Zora Neale Hurston. Tales which were collected in the 1920s, with some of them dating back to the Civil War. They are a hilarious, bittersweet, and often saucy, providing a slice of African-American life in the rural South. 279 pages. Amistad. Paperbound. $14.95

---

**4923901** BILLY THE KID: A Short & Violent Life. By Robert M. Utley. Using previously unattapped sources, Utley presents an engrossing story, the most complete and accurate ever, of a youthful hooligan and sometime killer who found his calling in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Full of dramatic anecdotes and first-hand accounts, the book charts the progress of the combat. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey Paperbound. $12.95

**4985852** AN INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. By Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. Destroys long-held myths to offer a sobering and honest history of the United States as told from the perspective of Indigenous peoples. ISBN: 978-1594204520. 296 pages. Beacon. $21.95

**4949170** SOUTHERN PACIFIC WATER LINES: Marine, Bay & River Operations of the Southern Pacific System. By David F. Mckay. Southern Pacific directly operated, or was affiliated with, numerous ferry, river steamer and ocean-going steamship lines. The various water routes opened up an enormous market and helped control competition. Further, Southern Pacific relied on numerous construction “naves” to aid completion of such projects as the Great Salt Lake crossing in Utah. Photos. 100 pages. Osprey. $24.95

**4980904** THE SENSATIONAL 7OS. Fullscreen. Presents a video scrapbook of the events and people that shaped our views and culture during the “Me” decade. This documentary features intriguing newsmakers, political controversies and newsworthy events, and the music and fashion that defined the era. DVD. $19.95


---

**4961849** AFRICA: The Story of the Continent. By Philip Wilkinson. This book presents a comprehensive history of the achievements and failures of the United States Regular and Volunteer Armies that confronted the Indian tribes on the Western frontier—the first armed conflicts between the Mexican War and the close of the Civil War. Utley describes many of these skirmishes in consummate detail. Photos. 384 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $32.95

**4967390** FRONTIERSMEN IN BLUE: The United States Army & the Indian, 1866-1898. By Robert M. Utley. A comprehensive history of the achievements and failures of the United States Regular and Volunteer Armies that confronted the Indian tribes on the Western frontier—the first armed conflicts between the Mexican War and the close of the Civil War. Utley describes many of these skirmishes in consummate detail. Photos. 384 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $32.95

**4967372** FRONTIER REGULARS: The United States Army & the Indian, 1866-1891. By Robert M. Utley. A comprehensive history of the achievements and failures of the United States Regular and Volunteer Armies that confronted the Indian tribes on the Western frontier—the first armed conflicts between the Mexican War and the close of the Civil War. Utley describes many of these skirmishes in consummate detail. Photos. 384 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $32.95

---

**4923901** BILLY THE KID: A Short & Violent Life. By Robert M. Utley. Using previously unattapped sources, Utley presents an engrossing story, the most complete and accurate ever, of a youthful hooligan and sometime killer who found his calling in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Full of dramatic anecdotes and first-hand accounts, the book charts the progress of the combat. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey Paperbound. $12.95

---

**4980903** FIRST PRINCIPLES: What We Learned from the Greeks and Romans and How That Shaped Our Country. By Thomas E. Ricks. In examining how and what the first four American presidents—Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison—studied and tried to understand the role of the military, Ricks views these men through the unusual lens of the classical world. Ricks is able to draw on his own extensive knowledge of foreign affairs and his more than 30 years of experience as a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist. ISBN: 978-1594206846. 240 pages. Harper. $19.99

---

**4906020** A BRAVE AND CUNNING PRINCE: The Great Chief Opechancanough and the War for America. By James Horn. Opechancanough is perhaps the most powerful chiefdom in the mid-Atlantic region. When English settlers founded Virginia in 1607, he fought tirelessly to drive out the newcomers. In the ensuing series of wars that spanned the next forty years, the first Anglo-American wars in America, and came close to destroying the colony. He survived to be nearly 100 years old and died as he lived, fighting the invaders. 256 pages. Basic. Pub at $30.00 $21.95

---
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- **1906550** MAKING NATIVE AMERICAN HUNTING, FIGHTING, AND SURVIVAL TOOLS. By Maurice Burch. Takes you through the steps of the back-bone of the Native American hunter, the makings and scrapers to the most complex decorating methods used in these tools. Illus. 264 pages. Most in color. **$14.95**

- **4929085** A BLOCKADED FAMILY: Life in Southern Alabama During the Civil War. By Patricia J. Clancy. A look at the experiences of daily life on a southern plantation during the Civil War. An unusual and beautifully written primary source of Southern life inside the blockade, told from the point of view that is distinctly different from that of his family. Illus. 176 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**


- **490199** ADDICTED TO AMERICA: Celebrating Classic Kitschy American Life & Style. By Charles Phoenix with K. Kikutke. Enjoy a fascinating journey into a retro world of pop-culture and personality. Space-age style, roadside wonders, crazy car culture, and futuristic transportation as the authors guide you through this wondrous world of mid-century kitsch. Fully illus. 176 pages. Prospect Park. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **1915983** THE GREAT BOSTON FIRE: The Inferno That Nearly Incinerated the City. By Stephen L. Rhea. For two weeks in November 1872, a massive fire swept through Boston. Barely a year after the infamous Chicago fire, Boston’s inferno turned out to be one of the most destructive fires in American history. This work covers all aspects of the fire, from the foolish decisions that precipitated it to the herioc actions of those who fought it. Well illus. 193 pages. Globe Pequot. Pub. at $22.95. **$17.95**

- **4905199** WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: Importers of New Armament. By Martin Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive tour of a very complex and dangerous subject. The book contains over 120 informative captions, and dramatic photographs with informative captions survey the journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and biological weapons. Photos. 350 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $34.95. **$29.99**

- **1915983** THE GREAT BOSTON FIRE: The Inferno That Nearly Incinerated the City. By Stephen L. Rhea. For two weeks in November 1872, a massive fire swept through Boston. Barely a year after the infamous Chicago fire, Boston’s inferno turned out to be one of the most destructive fires in American history. This work covers all aspects of the fire, from the foolish decisions that precipitated it to the herioc actions of those who fought it. Well illus. 193 pages. Globe Pequot. Pub. at $22.95. **$17.95**

- **4905199** WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: Importers of New Armament. By Martin Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive tour of a very complex and dangerous subject. The book contains over 120 informative captions, and dramatic photographs with informative captions survey the journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and biological weapons. Photos. 350 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $34.95. **$29.99**

- **4905199** WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: Importers of New Armament. By Martin Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive tour of a very complex and dangerous subject. The book contains over 120 informative captions, and dramatic photographs with informative captions survey the journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and biological weapons. Photos. 350 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $34.95. **$29.99**

- **496747X** 9 YEARS AMONG THE INDIANS, 1870-1879. By Herman Lehmann. Here is a genuine Little Big Man story, with all the color, sweep, and tragedy of a classic American Western. It is the tale of Lehmann’s captivity among the Southern Plains Apache during the Civil War. A young man by the name of Herman Lehmann was nearly killed by a Apache warrior. He grew to loves these people and waged merciless war against their Native American and white enemies. 235 pages. UNM. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. **$17.95**


- **4937252** WROKING: A New Religion Has Betrayed Black America. By John McWhorter. According to McWhorter, the problem is that a well-meaning but pernicious form of anti-racism has become not a progressive ideology but a religion—and one that’s disrupting social harmony, national unity, and the progress of black people. 201 pages. Portfolio. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. **$17.95**


- **1902537** THE BIN LADEN PAPERS: How the Abottabad Raid Revealed the Truth About Al-Qaeda, Its Leader and His Family. By Abd al-Rahman al-Moath. The intimate inside story of al-Qaeda from 9/11 to Bin Ladens death. Al-Moath presents first-hand accounts of al-Qaeda as told to him by the daughters, wife, and other family and closed associates, revealing a starkly different story from the one we thought we knew. 362 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00. **$22.95**

- **1903729** A SPY IN PLAIN SIGHT: The Inside Story of the FBI and Robert Hanssen—America’s Most Damaging Russian Spy. By Lis Wiehl. A legal analyst for NPR, NBC and CNN, delves into the facts surrounding what has been called the “worst intelligence disaster of U.S. history”: the case of Robert Hanssen, the infamous Russian Spy embedded in the FBI for two decades. Photos. 424 pages. Portfolio. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. **$22.95**

- **4955544** ON TO PETERSBURG: Grant and Lee, June 4-15, 1864. By Gordon C. Rhea. This completes Rhea’s history of the Overland Campaign, a series of Civil War battles fought between Generals Grant and Lee in southeastern Virginia in the spring of 1864. This work presents a decade of research and scholarship and will stand as an authoritative history of the final battles in the campaign. 434 pages. Portfolio. Hardcover. **$34.95**

- **4949676** TWO CENTURIES OF MAINE SHIPBUILDING: A Visual History. By Nathan R. Liptert. Maine has been a shipbuilding powerhouse since Englilsh colonists launched their first vessel at Popham in 1608. Liptert, in cooperation with the Maine Maritime Museum, explores the rich history of Maine shipbuilding and new and empire. 120 pages. Images most in color. 361 pages. Doubleday. Hardcover. **$44.95**
**Military History**

- **1928953 EAST CHINA SEA 1945:** Campaign 375. By Brian Lane Herder. During the Pacific War, the island invasions of Jima and Okinawa were the last two major ground campaigns. This well illustrated work explores the air-sea aspects of the pivotal battles that took place, explores the devastating impact of the kamikaze attacks, and considers the contributions of the USAAF and the British Pacific Fleet. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

- **192424 JULIUS CAESAR’S INVASION OF BRITAIN:** A 2,000-Year-Old Mystery. By Brian Lane Herder. This ground-breaking study painstakingly traces the places where the Romans landed in 55 BC and 54 BC, and also reveals four temporary landing camps that it drove up from the South Coast in pursuit of the British tribal leader, Cassivellanus. Nolan also identifies the place mentioned in Caesar’s Commentaries where the British ambushed the Romans. Color photos. 145 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95

- **488644 AVENGING PEARL HARBOR: The Saga of America’s Battleships in the Pacific War.** By Keith Warren Lloyd. Telling the story of the severe damage dealt to each ship at Pearl Harbor, and the incredible acts of courage performed by the sailors of that crew that morning. It continues with how each ship was raised and repaired and the mustering of new commanders, officers, and crewmen. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

- **471186 U.S. ARMY IMPROVISED MUNITIONS HANDBOOK.** This handbook describes in detail how to build munitions from seemingly harmless items that can be bought at drug or paint stores, found in junk piles, or acquired from military stocks. Features explanations of how to construct explosives, detonators, propellants, incendiaries, delays, and more. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **1925164 U.S. ARMY OPERATIONS FIELD MANUAL.** Required reading for Army leadership, this up-to-date doctrinal guide for running the greatest army in the world details how to plan, lead, and conduct in the modern climate of persistent conflict. Illus. 318 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

- **473548X WHEN THE IRISH INVADED CANADA: The Incredible True Story of the Civil War Veterans Who Fought for Ireland’s Freedom.** By Christopher Klein. Presents the fascinating story of how a band of Union and Confederate veterans, just after the end of the Civil War in 1866, fought side by side to undertake one of the most fantastical missions in military history, to aid the independence of Canada and hold it hostage until the independence of Ireland was secured. Illus. 365 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95

- **1929534 WARSHIPS IN THE BALTIC CAMPAIGN 1918-20: New Vanguard 305.** By Angus Konstam. The warships available anywhere in the world were completely new study of the 26 admirals who led Napoleon’s navy. Illus. 249 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

- **1910065 BRITISH GUNBOATS OF VERSUS US SOLDIER: Second Seminole War.** By Angus Konstam. The warship that enforced the rule of the British Empire at the height of its power was the modest steam gunboat. Gunboats were the warships available in the world to advance British interests. Initially these gunboats were designed for the Crimean War, but they soon proved too useful and versatile to be ignored. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

- **1922875 T-54/T-55: Soviet Cold War Main Battle Tank—TankCraft 16.** By Robert Jackson. As well as tracing the history of the T-54/T-55, this text is an excellent source of reference for the modeler, providing details of available kits and photographs of specially commissioned models, together with artworks showing the color schemes applied to these tanks. Each section of this title is supported by 64 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95

- **498642 MASTERS OF MAYHEM: Lawrence of Arabia and the British Military Mission to the Hejaz.** By James Stejskal. Lawrence and the British Mission supported unconventional warfare in the Hejaz during the Arab Revolt, with the creation of the Hejaz Legion, the conversion of 72 self-propelled guns to tankettes, and the formation of an armoured car section and other units. Photos & maps. Pub. at $32.95

- **4989057 THE BATTLE OF HUE 1968: Fight for the Imperial City.** By James H. Willbanks. Some of the bloodiest fighting during the last year of the Vietnam War took place in the imperial city of Hue, the former capital of Vietnam under the Nguyen dynasty. A brutal urban battle ensued as raged from house to house, it was the bloodiest fight and resulted in the large-scale destruction of the city. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

- **4910842 GENERALS OF THE ARMY: Marshall, MacArthur, Eisenhower, Arnold, Bradley, Ed. by James H. Willbanks. Examines the connection between the institution and the success of these exceptional men. This concise volume offers an intriguing look at their lives and contributions to the defense of the nation. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95

- **4931599 SEMINOLE WAR: VERSUS US SOLDIER: Second Seminole War 1835-42.** By Ron Field. During the 19th century, U.S. forces confronted the Seminole in their home turf, the vast Everglades of Florida. This study assesses the forces fighting on both sides, casting light on the tactics, weaponry, and combat record of the Seminoles. This well illustrated work explores the tactics and methods of the Seminoles during the Second Seminole War. Fully illus. ...most in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

- **4922645 ROMAN EMPIRE AT WAR: A Compendium of Battles from 31 BC to AD 585.** This brief description of every significant battle fought by the Roman Empire from Augustus to Justinian I. The information is for each day exclusively from the modern sources, and it is based on Medieval texts, in order to offer a brief description of each battle based on the sources which chronicle the event. Maps.

- **1922114 THE BATTLE OF PLEASLEY 1757: The Victory That Won an Empire.** By Stuart Reid. Describes the events that lead to the establishment of the British Empire in India by defeating the French and the Marathas. The British Empire was established as the dominant force in India, the whole of which gradually came under its control and became the most prized possession in its empire. Few battles in history have ever had such profound consequences. 270 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95

- **172 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95


- **192066 ARMIES OF CELTIC EUROPE, 700 BC-AD 106:** History, Organization & Equipment. By Gabriele Esposito. A study of the fascinating Celtic warrior culture, their allies, enemies, and culture. Gabriele Esposito features dozens of color photographs of reenactors to help bring these magnificent warriors back to life. 172 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

- **1922157 CENTURION: Armoured Hero of Post-War Tank Battles.** By Robert Jackson. An excellent source of reference for the modeler, this book provides details of available kits, photographs of prototype vehicles, and artworks showing the color schemes applied to these tanks. Each section of this title is supported by 64 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95
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192270 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW THEY SHAPED THE MODERN WORLD, 1588-1945: From the Armada to Stalingrad. By B. Heuser & A.S. Leoussi. Going beyond military history, the authors explore the transformation of battles into sites of memory and meaning. Captured in the Good against Evil, of punishment for decadence or reward for virtue, particular battles have acquired fame beyond their immediate contemporaneous relevance, and are described in context here. 16 pages in color. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

★ 199323 BATTLESHIP MASSACHUSETTS. By Vincent P. O'Hara. History of the USS Massachusetts, which fought in most major operations of the Pacific War. Accompanied by photos, many in color, on nearly every page. A naval institute, 8¼ x 11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

★ 497995 A WASTE OF BLOOD & TREASURE: The 1799 Anglo-Russian invasion of the Netherlands. By Philip Ball. This work examines the key factors in determining the outcome of this major operation and failure of the campaign. Uses firsthand accounts to bring the land and sea battles of the campaign to life in vivid detail, and tells the story of the expedition from every angle, using British, French, Dutch, and Russian sources. Photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95.

496972 THE ACCURSED TOWER: The Fall of Acre and the End of the Crusades. By Roger Crowley. Declares a lively narrative account of the siege and subsequent fall of Acre by the Aquila Company, the Christian Kingdom that resonated beyond the drama of the fall or success of this one city. Illus. 254 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00.

★ 164952 THE FINISH-SOVET WAR 1939-40: Campaign 307. By David Murphy. On August 23, 1939, a secret protocol was appended to the German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact, as part of this, Finland was assigned to the Soviet secret protocol was appended to the secret test site where the first atomic bomb was detonated. Fully illus. 154 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

★ 494087 TRINITY: A Graphic History of the First Atomic Bomb. By Jonathan Fetter-Vorm. In this sweeping graphic novel narrative, Fetter-Vorm traces the spark of invention from the laboratories of nineteenth-century Europe to the massive efforts of the Manhattan Project, transporting the reader into the science of a nuclear reaction and to the top-secret test site where the first atomic bomb was detonated. Fully illus. 154 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

★ 192807 NUCLEAR WEAPONS. By Mark Woltering. A primer on nuclear weapons, from the science of fission and fusion to the pursuit of mutual assured destruction, the SALT treaties, and the Bomb in pop cultures. Photos. 261 pages. IAPress. Paperback at $16.95.


★ 495209X DESERT STORM 1991: Air Campaign 29. By Richard P. Hallion. Operation Desert Storm took just over six weeks to destroy Saddam Hussein’s war machine. Hallion explains why Desert Storm was a revolutionary victory and a victory that came thanks largely to the high technology and air campaign. Desert Storm led to widespread military reform as the world saw the capabilities of precision air power. Well illus. in color. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.

★ 493169 US SUBMARINE VS JPN ANTISUBMARINE ESCORT: Duel 117. By Mark Stille. In 1941 and 1942 U.S. Navy submarine operations in the Pacific were largely ineffective, hampered by faulty torpedo design, conservative tactics, and insufficiently aggressive submarine captains. This study explores all the factors, analyzed those U.S. submarines played in sinking the major fleet operations in the Pacific Theater. Fully illus. some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.

192704 KOREA: Where the American Century Began. By Michael Pembroke. With compasion for the people of the North and South, and understanding for the soldiers caught between the bitter winter and an implacable enemy, Pembroke tells the absorbing story of Korea, a story that is compelling for anyone seeking to understand why the Korean peninsula has become the nuclear flashpoint it is today. 346 pages. OneWorld. Pub. at $27.95.


192777 THE SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE: Flightcraft 15. By Lance Cole. This text examines recently revealed and forgotten aspects of the Spitfire story, by combining the elements of design, the story of a weapon and a revered scale model, with over 100 photos and a careful chapter in aviation history. Packed with contemporary images and information with rare displays of unique Spitfire model collections. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. B/4 x 11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.

★ 494175 FRANCE-PRUSSIAN WAR 1870-71: Essential Histories. By Stephen Batsey. The Franco-Prussian War started when Otto von Bismarck engineered a war with the French Second Empire under Napoleon III. As the world saw the great powers of Europe—a century since the war—known as the French Prussian war, it witnessed the German army’s triumph, the end of the Second Empire, and the emergence of a new Germany. Batsey examines the build-up, battles and the impact of the war, which was an overwhelming Prussian victory with massive consequences. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.

★ 4948904 ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: Engineer of Power. By Marc Wortman. Known as the “Father of the Nuclear Navy”, Admiral Rickover remains an enduring figure in naval life. This text offers a brilliant and combative personality, he rose from his childhood years as a Jew in a Polish shtetl to oversee the invention of the world’s first nuclear power reactor. Fully illus. 180 pages. Schiffer. B/4 x 11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95.

★ 495213 P-51B/C MUSTANG: Dogfight 2. By Chris Bucholtz. The Merlin-engined P-51B/C Mustang was far more than just a pretty face. This detailed study of a plane that could outperform nearly every Egerman fighter when it was introduced into combat in late 1943. Through first-hand accounts, ribbon diagrams, artwork, and photos. Bucholtz focuses on what a fighter pilot in combat in the deadly skies over the Third Reich. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.

★ 496641 HOWARD HUGHES AND THE SPRUCE GOOSE: The Story of the HK-1 Hercules. By Graham M. Simons. Hughes’ flight ambition was to build a supersonic cargo and troop transport. The monumental folly of his endeavors on the HK-1 Hercules meant that he came to be known and remembered to a great extent for all the wrong reasons. Photos. 256 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95.

★ 4958659 HITLER’S NAVY: The Kriegsmarine in World War II. By Gordon Williamson. In-depth history of the operations and fleet of the Kriegsmarine. Provides detailed portraits of some of the most famous German warships of World War II. 96 pages. Osprey. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95.

★ 499090 THE WAR THAT MADE THE ROMAN EMPIRE: Antony, Cleopatra, and Octavian. By Barry Strauss. The gripping story of one of history’s most important yet little-known wars, the campaign that culminated in the Battle of Actium. This study determines the outcome of the Battle of Actium. Features three of the greatest figures of the ancient world. 350 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00.

490722 ROLLS-ROYCE ARMoured CAR, 1915-19 (ALL MODELS): Owners’ Workshop Manual. By David Fletcher. Describes the development and service of these vehicles, lifting the bonnet to reveal how they were operated and maintained. Monochrome photographs and illustrate a meticulous look at working examples of the 1920s-pattern Rolls-Royce armored car: the Tank Museum’s H3830 and the Irish Army’s Slither na mBian. 156 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.


498450 STALINGRAD 1942-43 (2) – The Fight for the City. By Robert Forczyk. On September 13th a direct German assault was launched against the city on the Volga and developed into the most urban battle fought amidst the ruins, already devastated by massive Luftwaffe raids. Although hit hard by the initial German offensive, a ruthless and determined people were able to hold onto the city. Includes full color battle scenes, illustrations, 3 dimensional-eye views and maps. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00.

★ 498881 UNITED STATES SHOULDER PATCHES AND RELATED INSIGNIA FROM WORLD WAR I TO KOREA: 1st Division to 106th Division. By William & Kurt Keller. For more than eighty years, from the closing days of WWI, the often simple shoulder patch has been used to distinguish one unit from another. Presented here are over 700 views of the original insignia in full-color period photographs. 219 pages. Schiffer. B/4 x 11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95.

★ 4742883 THE M1 CARBINE: Classic Guns of the World Series. By Roger Og. First appearing in 1942 as a standard firearm for the U.S. military during World War II, it was issued by U.S. forces in the Korean and Vietnam Wars and continues to see worldwide use to this day. Produced in various variants by many manufacturers, it was and is still widely used not only by military forces, but by paramilitary and police units worldwide. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼ x 12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.
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4988019 THE FLYING TIGERS: The Untold Story of the American Pilots Who Waged a Secret War Against Japan. By Sam Keiser. Taking readers into the cockpits of the iconic shark-nosed P-40 planes as the motley crew of pilots engage in heroic missions, this account draws on previously unavailable sources to reveal the unforgettable story of the group of Americans whose heroism gave their countrymen hope during America’s darkest hour. 16 pages of photos. 294 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

1910095 DAYS OF STEEL RAIN: The Epic Struggle to Win the War at the Year of the Kamikaze. By Brent E. Jones. The USS Astoria was called to respond to challenges that its men never could have anticipated. From a typhoon where the war was the enemy to daring rescue missions, a gallant turn at Iwo Jima, and the ultimate crucible against the Kamikaze at Okinawa, they endured the worst of the final year of the war. 52 pages of photos. 384 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

483545X AS GOOD AS DEAD: The Daring Escape of American POWs from a Japanese Death Camp. By Stephen L. Moore. In late 1942 the Allies invaded the Philippines and soon the end of the Pacific War was within reach. But for the last 150 American prisoners of war still held on the island of Palawan, there would be no salvation. A gripping and inspiring saga of the great escape stories of WWII. 16 pages of photos. 358 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

3958553 I ESCAPED FROM AUSCHWITZ. By R. Viba & A. Bestic. On April 7, 1944 two Slovak prisoners escaped from one of the most heavily guarded and notorious concentration camps of Nazi Germany. The escapees, Rudolf Viba and Alfred Wetzler, became the first to give graphic and detailed descriptions of the atrocities of Auschwitz. It is a stunning and emotional story of heroism and courage. 446 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

4706293 TIN CANS & GREYHOUNDS: The Destroyers That Won Two World Wars. By Clint Johnson. Details how destroyers fought submarines, escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen, downed aircraft, shelled beaches, and attacked armored battle tanks and cruisers with nothing more than a half-inch of steel separating their crews from the dark waves of battle. Photos. 307 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4961727 MY ENEMY: A Band of Brothers’ Story. By Bob Welch. Don Malareky grew up scrawny and happy in Astoria, Oregon, jumping off roofs, playing pranks, a free-range American. Fritz Engelbert’s German boyhood couldn’t have been more different. Regimented and indoctrinated by the Hitler Youth, he was introspective and a loner. This is the unforgettable true story of two soldiers on opposing sides who became brothers in arms. Photos. 366 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4836299 INSIDE THE THIRD REICH. By Albert Speer. The most significant personal account of life in the Hitler phenomenon yet written. Speer takes readers inside Nazi Germany on four different levels: Hitler’s inner circle, National Socialism as a whole, the army, and the inner struggle of Speer himself. 24 pages of photos. 822 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. $12.95

4987705 NEVER TO RETURN: Surviving the Worst Combat Loss in the History of the U.S. Coast Guard. By Ned Thomas. Nersasan. Harrowing tale of the torpedoeing and sinking of the USS Leopold and the loss of 171 Coast Guardians off the coast of New Holland during the single worst loss of life in the history of the US Coast Guard. This is the story of a man, Sparky Nersasan, and his shipmates’ struggle to survive the Leopold’s sinking. Photos. 238 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

1922734 SALERNO TO THE GUSTAV LINE 1943-1944: Images of War. By Jon Diamond. A photographic history of the march of the savage Nazi counterattacks at the beachheads at Salerno, Italy, September 1943. After Salerno, the Allied Fifth and Eighth Armies continued north initially to the ports of Naples and Bari before struggling through Italian mountains, held up by a determined enemy. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

4983785 FIRST BLOOD IN NORTH AFRICA: Operation Torch and the U.S. Campaign in Africa in World War II. By Jon Diamond. A photographic documentation of the early stages of the war in North Africa, geographically vast and operationally widespread campaign in which nine objectives along the 1,000-mile coast of North Africa were to be seized, along with simultaneous overland assaults on Nazi held Tunisia, and against Rommel’s forces. Fully illus., some in color. 202 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

1922556 PANZER I & II: The History of Hitler’s Panzerwaffe. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. This photographic history of the design, development and operational service of Panzer I and II—much-neglected tanks—tells the story of one of the most fascinating record of their service. 116 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

4980706 THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV 1941-1943: Images of War. By Jon Diamond. The four battles fought for Kharkov during WWII are often overshadowed, yet were critical stages in the struggle between the Wehrmacht and the Red Army for control of the southern Soviet Union. This volume offers a photographic record of the dramatic and bloody conflict that provides a gripping account of the atrocious conditions the soldiers endured. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4983815 GERMAN ASSAULT GUNS ON THE EASTERN FRONT. By Hans Guemtschutz. The German Army’s armored fighting vehicles were similar to tanks, with the chassis and tracks of a panzer but without the rotating turret. Wijers has assembled hundreds of photographs—most of the rarest never seen anywhere before—of these vehicles at war on the Eastern Front. 155 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95


4997455 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME FOUR: Allied Fighters. By John Claringbould. Focuses on the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, and Royal Australian Air Force squadrons which operated the Bell P-39 and P-400 Airacobras from 1942 until March 1944. Until now, there has been a paucity of information about the markings of Thirteen Air Force Airacobras, which this volume reveals in color. 120 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95


498376X PACIFIC ALAMO: The Battle for Wake Island. By John Wukovits. Offers the first complete picture of the historic events of that dark December in 1941. In the shadow of Pearl Harbor, mere hours after the attack there, Japanese planes flew over Wake Island, bombing and strafing the U.S. Army Airfield there. A gripping account of the battle and an examination of its effects on America and the war itself. 308 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

1912124 LIFE UNDER NAZI OCCUPATION: The Struggle to Survive During World War II. By Paul Roland. The true story of what it felt like to live under Nazi rule and to be brought to heel by brutality and brutality, coercion and torture, and the exceptional level of crime and atrocity that marked the war. Photos. 274 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

4983333 A GUEST OF THE REICH. By Peter Finn. The dramatic story of a South Carolina heiress, Gertrude Legondere, who joined the OSS in WWII and became the first American woman taken prisoner on the Western Front. The Nazis moved her from city to city throughout Germany, where she witnessed the collapse of Hitler’s Reich at every turn, and after six months, escaped into Switzerland. 16 pages of photos. 240 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

4986304 PANZERS FORWARD: A Photo History of German Armor in World War II. By Robert J. Edward. A large collection of photos of all varieties of German armor, from the smaller tanks of the early war to the gigantic Tigers that came later. From all fronts–North Africa, Sicily and Italy, France, and of course the Eastern Front. 285 pages. Stackpole. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

4994429 DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Midway. By Yevgeni Nikolaev. One of Russia’s leading specialists on WWII, Nikolaev’s memoir provides an unparalleled account of the struggle along the Alamo like stand of American and British troops that turned defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

1922610 RED ARMY SNIPER: A Memoir of the Eastern Front in World War II. By Yevgeni Nikolaev. One of Russia’s leader snipers of WWII, Nikolaev’s memoir provides an unparalleled account of the struggle along the Alamo like stand of American and British troops that turned defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

4973753 WAFFEN-SS: Hitler’s Army at War. By Adrian Gilbert. In this definitive single-volume history, Gilbert considers the contribution of foreign troops to the Waffen-SS, examines its specialist training and ideological outlook, and describes the battles in which units in uniform brought it both fame and notoriety. 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $32.95 $5.95
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**1929527 THE RISE OF THE THIRD REICH: The Takeover of the Continent in the Words of Observers.** By Robert L. Hanson. A social history of Europe, as the Nazi menace casts a shadow over the continent. A poignant and powerful portrait of the years 1939 to 1941. **$9.95**

**194464X SONS OF FREEDOM: The Forgotten American Soldiers Who Fought in the Pacific World War I.** By Geoffrey Wawro. As Wawro, a prize-winning historian, shows in this magisterial account, the French and British armies were on the verge of collapse when they suddenly lost the war without the Doughboys. British commander Haig judged the Allied victory a "miracle"—but it was a distinctly American victory. Maps & photos. 596 pages. Duke. Pub. at $30.00 **$8.95**

**4611534 THE WINTER ARMY: The World War II Odyssey of the 10th Mountain Division, America’s Elite Alpine Warriors.** By Maurice Isserman. Nothing could prepare the 10th Mountain Division for the sacrifices that lay ahead as the Northern Alps were stormed, with the towering peaks harbored a formidable range of defenses known as the Gothic Line. It was Hitler's last bastion in Italy—and he had sent his mountain troops to hold it at all costs. This is the saga of an unlikely band of soldiers whose legacy lives on. Illus. 318 pages. HMF. Pub. at $28.00 **$7.95**

**191040X SOLDIER, SAILOR, FROGMAN, SPY, AIRMAN, GANGSTER, KILL OR DIE: How the Allies Won on D-Day.** By Giles Milton. This is a behind-the-scenes history narrated by D-Day hero Pat Carroll, a 6'3" Allied conscript, the crack German defender, the French resistance fighter, from the Allied generals to the young schoolboy in Wehrmacht’s bunkers, this work lays bare the terror of those trapped on the front line of D-Day. Photos. 486 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 **$6.95**

**1918095 HOLOCAUST CHILD: Lalechka.** By Amira K兹ndar. In 1941 in a Polish ghetto, a baby girl named Rachel is born. Her parents are willing to do anything to keep her alive. They nickname her Lalechka. Just before her first birthday her mother smuggles her outside the ghetto to plan to end the massacre. Irena and Sophia. They take on the burden of caring for Lalechka during the war. 272 pages. Ad Lib. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 **$6.95**

**1922262 FALLSCHIRMJAGER: German Paratroopers, 1937-1941.** By Francois Cochet. This volume covers the early years of the Fallschirrmtruppen (paratroop units) before the beginning of the war, until the height of their successes in 1941 in the Battle of Crete. Before they were given the reputation of being determined, courageous and loyal soldiers. Fully illus. 111 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$7.95**

**1922874 WINGEAT’S MEN: Images of War.** By Colin Higgs. In this striking collection of photographs drawn in large part from one man’s photograph albums, we see the harsh conditions in which the Chindits had to operate, and the terrible physical state of many of the men who survived the jungles and the ferocious Japanese enemy. Full color illus. 117 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$6.95**

**4872564 THE GERMAN ARMY ON THE EASTERN FRONT: An Inner View of the Ostheer’s Experiences of War.** By J. Bernage. On the night of August 8, 1944, the Allied armies began the Battle of Normandy. The German army tend to focus on battlefield exploits and tend to neglect other aspects of the army’s experience. This groundbreaking book aims to correct this misunderstanding picture using a selection of revealing extracts from a wide range of wartime documents. 228 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 **$7.95**

**3693557 ISLAND INFERNOS: The US Army’s Pacific War Odyssey, 1944.** By J ohn Cheribumkin. This volume recounts the adventures of the U.S. 40th Infantry Division, which under General Princeton McNamara’s command, the soldiers had to fight on two fronts: the shrine of the hermitage to victory or defeat. Moving seamlessly from the highest generals to the lowest foot soldiers and in between, capturing the true essence of this horrific conflict. 165 pages. 8.5" x 11" size. Dutton. Pub. at $35.00 **$9.95**

**4852095 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945.** By David L. Ralston. Drawing on graphic documents, David delivers a riveting narrative of the heroic U.S. troops, bonded by the brotherhood and sacrifice, who bore the brunt of an insane Japanese sacrifice to pull off the toughest invasion of WWII’s Pacific theater. The battle that changed not just the course of WWII, but the course of war forever. 16 pages of photos, 425 pages. Hardback. Pub. at $37.95 **$9.95**

**4928530 THE TRUTH ABOUT RUDOLF HESS.** By James Douglas-Hamilton. Rudolph Hess’s flight to Britain in May 1941 is one of the most intriguing and bizarre episodes of the war. Drawing on wartime documents and reports, including many which were only declassified just in time to be included in this new and expanded edition, this book answers Hess’s true role to the heart of the Third Reich. Photos. 309 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 **$8.95**

**4983932 CRUSADE IN EUROPE.** By Dwight D. Eisenhower. Telling the complete story of the war as Eisenhower planned and executed it. Through his eyes the enormous scope and drama of the war, including strategy, battles and moments of great decision, become fully illuminated in all their fateful splendor on this 50th anniversary. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**4586680 DEAD RECKONING: The Story of How Johnny Mitchell and His Fighter Pilots Took on Admiral Yamamoto and Avenged Pearl Harbor.** By Dick Lehr. The epic story of a high-stakes mission by a small band of American flyers that undertook sixteen months after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, to avenge that deadly strike—a long shot hastily backed by the U.S. on December 7, 1941. This group’s bravery represented a crucial turning point in the Pacific War and keenly drawn portraits of Yamamoto, and Mitchell, the architect of Yamamoto’s demise. Photos. 339 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 **$9.95**

**9293371 MEMOIRS OF A WARTIME INTERPRETER: From the Battle for Moscow to Hitler’s Bunker.** By Yelena Rezhividada. A young military interpreter was present when the charred remains of Adolf Hitler were discovered. Her role in this discovery forged a link between the Soviet troops and the Germans. Her story as she tells it in her own inimitable style. Includes extracts from diaries and other captured documents. 329 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $32.95 **$7.95**

**4983874 THE LOST SOLDIER: The Ordeal of a World War II GI from the Home Front to the Hurtgen Forest.** By Chris J. Hartley. Weaves together the lives of a family, home front and army life, combat, love and loss, individual and army division into an intimate, engaging narrative that is at once gripping military history and engaging social history. Photos. 343 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 **$9.95**

**4791975 MARIE-MADELEINE FOURCADE’S SECRET WAR.** By Lynne Olson. The little-known story of Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, the woman who headed the largest spy network in occupied France in World War II. Strong-willed, independent, and a lifelong rebel against her country’s oppressive regime, Fourcade, herself, was temperamentally made for the job. No other cover story was devised for this crucial intelligence. This is her story. Photos. 432 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 **$7.95**

**1922521 OBJECTIVE FAULISE: 8 August 1944-16 August 1944.** By Georges Bernage. 224 pages. Drawing on graphic documents, this volume recounts the activities of the First Canadian Army launched Operation Totalize, with the intention of breaking through the German defenses south of Caen. This was in August, 1944, by day account of this forgotten battle, while also acting as a field guide, including maps and both contemporary and modern photographs. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $33.95 **$17.95**

**4974654 GERMAN AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR I, 1914-18: Technical Guide.** By E. Ward & R. Bar. Illustrated throughout with vivid artworks, this detailed guide includes chapters on fighters, reconnaissance, ground-attack, bombers and seaplanes of the German military. 128 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**
**Vietnam War**

- **498663X** MARINE CORPS TANK BATTLES IN VIETNAM, By Oscar E. Gilbert. Details the tanks that routinely overwhelmed the enemy, describing the versatility, dedication to duty, and matchless courage that Americans have come to expect of their Marines during the Vietnam War. For the tankers, the war was a matter of pride and addiction as senior commanders turned their backs on some of the worst won lessons of tank infantry cooperation learned. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

- **192025** AIR WAR OVER NORTH VIETNAM: The Air War Over the Republic of Vietnam in 1965-1968, By D. D. Davis. This important work explores Vietnam's skies with unprecedented coverage of the USAF and VNAF forces engaged in the Vietnam conflict. This new edition features over 250 photographs and, for the first time, 40 maps. 485 pages. Military. Hardcover. Pub. at $49.95 $25.95

- **498482** STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND IN VIETNAM, By John T. Farnham. This work gives the first comprehensive account of the SAC's operations in Southeast Asia, covering the period from 1962 to 1972. With over 250 photographs and illustrations, this is the definitive account of the SAC's contribution to the Vietnam War. 582 pages. Casemate. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

- **492102** THE HUEY IN VIETNAM: Legends of Warfare, By David Doyle. The Huey was the workhorse of the Vietnam War, serving as the primary transport for troops and supplies. This book presents the story of the Huey, its role in the Vietnam War, and the men who served aboard it. illus., 108 pages. Battery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

- **471752** THE GREEN BERETS IN THE LAOS-THAILAND CORD OF A MILLION ELEPHANTS: U.S. Special Forces and the Secret War in Laos 1959–74, By Joseph D. Celeski. This important book provides an overview of the Green Beret's role in the Vietnam War, with a focus on their operations in Laos. 347 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $7.95

- **190705** VIETNAM: The Story of Modern Conflict on the Far Side of the Mekong, By John G. Stein. This is the story of the Vietnam War, told by the men who served there. With over 300 photographs and illustrations, this book provides a comprehensive look at the Vietnam War. 480 pages. Military. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

- **496423** THE LIFE OF A UNION ARMY SHARPSHOOTER: The Diaries and Letters of John T. Farnham, By William G. Andrews. This collection of diary entries and correspondence paints a detailed portrait of the lives of ordnance soldiers in the Union Army. Farnham describes his experiences as a soldier and provides insights into the lives of other soldiers in the Civil War. 323 pages. Illus. Fonthill. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

- **498604** ALONG THE LINES OF DEVOTION: The Bloodstained Flag of Gettysburg on July 1, 1863, By James Smith. Beginning on June 9 and taking the reader through to July 1, Smith goes through great lengths to explain the defense of Gettysburg and how the Union forces made it possible to preserve the nation during the Civil War. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

- **192807** THE THREE-CORNERED WAR: The Union, the Confederacy, and Native Peoples in the Fight for the West, By Megan A. Nelson. This book explores the complex interactions between the Union, the Confederacy, and Native Americans during the Civil War. With over 250 photographs and illustrations, this is the definitive account of this period. 640 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

- **496666X** VIETNAM WAR ARMY HELICOPTER NOSE ART, VOL. 2. By John Brennan. Brings to light over 300 recently recovered Vietnam War photographs from American aviation enthusiasts. Nearly all of the photographs have never been published before, capturing the fascinating and enduring legacy of this iconic war. 220 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

- **498457** STONEWALL JACKSON'S LITTLE SORREL: An Unlikely Hero of the Civil War, By Sharon B. Smith. This book explores the role of Stonewall Jackson's beloved war horse in the Civil War. Photos. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

- **4977143** PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR, VOLUME III, By Benson J. Lossing. First published in 1868, Lossing wrote this comprehensive history of the Civil War based on the facts that were known at that time. Volume Three covers the period from the Battle of Chancellorsville in 1863 to the impeachment of President Johnson. Incl. maps, plans, and hundreds of illustrations by the author and others. 640 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $49.95 $27.95

- **4936353** "LIEE IS TRAPPED AND MUST BE TAKEN": Eleven Fateful Days After Gettysburg, July 4-14, 1863. By T.J. Ryan & R.R. Schaus. Thousands of books and articles examine nearly every aspect of the Civil War, but the important retreat of the armies from the Gettysburg battlefield to the Potomac River has been largely ignored. This book is the first critical analysis of the command decisions made during this critical period. 342 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.95 $19.95

- **4949692** THE CARNAGE WAS FEARFUL: The Battle of Cedar Mountain, August 9, 1862, By Michael E. Block. In early August 1862, Confederate General Stonewall Jackson took to the field with his army of the Valley to fight one of the last battles of the Civil War. This book presents the battle with the full battle on the ground in sight. Well illus. 168 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **4919297** HEROES FOR ALL TIME: Connecticut Civil War Soldiers Tell Their Own Stories, By William L. O’Hare & Joseph C. Fenn. This volume presents the story of the Union soldiers who fought in the Civil War. With over 250 photographs and illustrations, this book provides a comprehensive look at the soldiers who fought in this war. 480 pages. Yale. Hardcover. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

- **4920553** THE CIVIL WAR ON THE MISSISSIPPI: Union Sailors, Gunboat Captains, and the Design to Control the River, By Barbara Brooks Tomblin. Drawing heavily on the diaries and letters of officers and soldiers, Tomblin tells the story of the Union's struggle to control the rivers of the western states, providing insight into the experiences of soldiers and civilians. 370 pages. UPK. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

- **4926370** BLACK RECONSTRUCTION. By W.E.B. Du Bois. Reconstruction remains perhaps the single most contested era in our nation’s history. This deluxe edition presents the complete text of Du Bois’s masterpiece along with a collection of essays and a biographical essay to give students a greater understanding of the Civil War and its aftermath. 512 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**Civil War**

- **4988431** MAJOR GENERAL GEORGE H. SHARPE AND THE CREATION OF AMERICAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN THE CIVIL WAR, By Peter G. Toussaint. Sharpes role as one of the most remarkable Americans of the 19th century is histories of the Union forces. He saw the need to build an intelligence organization, the Bureau of Military Information. This book provides a comprehensive overview of Sharpes contributions to the Civil War. 328 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

- **1924005** ATLANTA WILL FALL: Sherman, Stonewall, and the Yankee Heavy Battalions. By Stephen Davis. In this work Davis argues that the fall of Atlanta to the Union forces during the Civil War was not the fault of John Bell Hood as most historians have believed, but was the responsibility of Hood’s predecessor as Confederate commander, Joe Johnston. 321 pages. Scholarly Resources. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

- **495710** LETTERS FROM AMANDA: The Civil War Letters of Marion Hill Fitzpatrick, Army of Northern Virginia, Ed. by J.C. Lowe & S. Hodges. Apart from their value in chronicling a common soldier’s activities and attitudes during three tumultuous years, the 270 letters offer memorable vignettes of farm life and family, community, conflict, the struggle, and shared sacrifices tied these people to the flagging fortunes of the Confederacy. 272 pages. Mercer UP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

- **1927056** VIRGINIANS AT WAR: American Civil War, By John G. Stein. This is the story of the 7 Virginia who strongly supported the Confederacy from the beginning to end. Their stories illustrate how devotion to the “cause” of independence, religion, family, and community, commitment to the struggle, and shared sacrifices tied these people to the flagging fortunes of the Confederacy. 264 pages. Scholarly Resources. 8 x 10. Hardcover. Pub. at $31.95 $12.95


- **1925075** JOHN BROWN SPEAKS: Letters and Statements from Charlestown. By Louis DeCaro Jr. This collection of writings by John Brown in the fateful days after his raid on Harper’s Ferry showcased the depth of conviction of his character. This preserves the first-hand experiences of Brown as he gave his life for the abolitionist cause. 211 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $70.00 $7.95

- **4808207** THE THREE-CORNERED WAR: The Union, the Confederacy, and Native Peoples in the Fight for the West, By Megan A. Nelson. This book explores the complex interactions between the Union, the Confederacy, and Native Americans during the Civil War. With over 250 photographs and illustrations, this is the definitive account of this period. 640 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.80 $7.95

- **4926370** BLACK RECONSTRUCTION. By W.E.B. Du Bois. Reconstruction remains perhaps the single most contested era in our nation’s history. This deluxe edition presents the complete text of Du Bois’s masterpiece along with a collection of essays and a biographical essay to give students a greater understanding of the Civil War and its aftermath. 512 pages. Savas Beatie. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95
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**1920812 TO THE UTTERMOST ENDS OF THE EARTH: The Epic Hunt for the South's Most Elusive Ship, the Greatest Sea Battle of the Civil War.** By Phil Keith with T. Clavin. On June 19, 1864, just off the coast of France, one of the most dramatic naval battles in history took place. On a clear day with windswept skies, the dreaded Confederate raider Alabama faced the Union warship Kearsarge in an all or nothing fight to the finish, the outcome of which would effectively end the threat of the Confederacy on the high seas. Photos. 316 pages. Harper Square Press. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

West

**4865324 THE LOG OF A COWBOY.** By J.W. Schultz. In 1897, J.W. joined the Santa Fe Trail, and as a cowboy, he found the American West just as it was being discovered by the world. Through his eyes, the reader will experience the world of the cowboys, the land they loved, and the untold stories of the men and women who made the American West what it is today. 566 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**1920966 TRUE: The Four Seasons of Jackie Robinson.** By Kostya Kennedy. Focusing on four transformative years in Robinson's athletic and public life: 1946, his first year playing in the essentially all-white minor leagues for the Montreal Royals; 1949, when he won the Most Valuable Player Award in his third season as a Brooklyn Dodger; 1956, his final season in Major League Baseball and 1972, the year of his untimely death. Photos. 278 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**1921399 TOO FAST TO LIVE, TOO YOUNG TO DIE: James Dean's Final Hours.** By Keith Elliott Greenberg. With fresh insider interviews, riveting storytelling, and acute attention to details, Greenberg delivers a thoughtful look at James Dean's death as a historical moment and at the actor's continued life as a seminal icon. Photos. 291 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**4887790 THE REVENGER: The Times and Times of Wild Bill Hickok.** By Aaron Woodard. Examines the life of Wild Bill in the context of nineteenth-century American history, from his birth through his early marriage, to the end of his career when he died at the hands of an unknown man in a saloon in Deadwood, South Dakota. Photos. 169 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

Native Americans

**4857534 MY LIFE AS AN INDIAN: The Story of a Red Woman and a White Man in the Lodges of the Blackfeet.** By J.W. Schultz. In this firsthand account of a life and culture that many were not aware existed, Schultz presents a stunning portrait of a people he admired, revered, and came to live among. This work continues to hold unsurpassable insight, which makes it still relevant today. Photos. 426 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

Biography

**491355X BLOOD AND TREASURE: Daniel Boone and the Fight for America's First Frontier.** By B. Drury & T. Clavin. This fast-paced and lively narrative, fuelled by contemporary diaries, letters, newspaper reports, and eyewitness accounts, is a stirring chronicle of the conflict over America’s “First Frontier,” that places the reader at the center of this remarkable epoch and its gripping tales of courage and sacrifice. 16 pages of illus. 383 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**4987990 YOU DON'T OWN ME: The Life and Times of Lesley Gore.** By Trevor Berbick. Dazzled from many years of research and interviews, this biography chronicles Gores’ meteoric rise to the top of the charts in the 60s, her devastating fall from popularity, her struggle for relevance in the 1970s, and her eventual triumph as a powerful and political activist. Photos, some in color. 209 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**4987802 SAM SIKKELER: Cherokee Frontier Lawman.** By H. Rabinajan & E. Erns. This is the riveting biography of Sam Sikkelor, an accomplished gunfighting lawman in 1880s Oklahoma, whose Cherokee heritage set him apart. Takes a sweeping, cinematic look at the little-known Native American’s short, tragic life, and his days policing the streets of the Wild West. Photos. 161 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**1921762 RHAPSODY IN BLACK: The Life and Music of Roy Orbison.** By John Kruth. Tells the story of Roy Orbison as prose musician as the artist, refusing to shy away from or trivialize the true passion and tragedy that shaped Orbison’s singular personality and influential music. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 243 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

**4922247 YOGI: A Life Behind the Mask.** By Jon Pessah. Drawing on more than one hundred interviews with Yogi, Joseph of reporting, Pessah delivers a transformational portrait of how Berra handled his hard earned success, on and off the playing field, as well as a full account of how Berra’s humility and grace redefined what it truly means to be a star. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 566 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**490000X GENERAL GEORGE PATTON: Old Blood and Guts.** By Alden Haken. Always in the line of fire with his men, and always in the eye of controversy, General George S. Patton was America’s most colorful military leader during World War II. His incredible life is as dynamic on the page as it was in real life. With his white-knuckled need to win and his fearlessness, Patton will keep you turning the pages. Photos. 225 pages. Young Voyageur. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**4907183 POSSESSED: The Life of Joan Crawford.** By Donald Spoto. Tells the real story of a young woman, poor, abandoned by her father, but determined at all costs to find happiness. Photos. 268 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**498191X HANDSOME JOHNNY: The Life and Death of Johnny Rosselli—Gentleman Gangster, Hollywood Producer, CIA Asset.** By Lee Siegel. In the waning days of the twentieth century’s darkest secrets, and straddling the underworld and the day’s most compelling headlines is Johnny Rosselli. With access to the inside story of how Rosselli matured from years of research, Server’s biography of Rosselli is full of glitter and grit, guns and gams—and is a roller coaster of a story. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**4987742 THE AMBASSADOR: Joseph P. Kennedy at the Court of St. James’s, 1938-1940.** By Susan Ronald. Joseph P. Kennedy was sworn in as the U.S. Ambassador to the court of St. James’s. His appointment shocked the establishment. Initially he was welcomed at the very highest levels of British society, but over two years on he was loathed by the White House, the State Department and the British government. Ronald explores the darker side of the Kennedy patriarch. 441 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00 $17.95

**1930237 MAD AT THE WORLD: A Life of John Lennon.** By Jon Pessah. Drawing on more than one hundred interviews and four years of reporting, Pessah delivers a riveting portrait of Lennon as a B rooklyn Dodg er; 1956, his final season in Major League Baseball and 1972, the year of his untimely death. Photos. 278 pages . St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

**1918346 WILD THING: The Short, Spellbinding Life of Jimi Hendrix.** By Philip Norman. Hendrix’s story vividly portrays the backdrop of mid century rock, and interweaving new interviews with friends, lovers, band members, and his family, this narrative reconstructs Jimi’s remarkable life. Filled with revelations from some of the greatest moments in rock history, this is a transfixing account of a music legend. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 392 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

**4984944 PAUL MCCARTNEY: The Life.** By Philip Norman. McCartney evokes half a century of popular music and culture, chronicling the definitive life of a long-misunderstood genius. A richly textured biography, this is the definitive account of a man whose music has lit up the world. 32 pages of photos. 853 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

**1916834 A WOMAN IN BERLIN.** By Jonathan Lynn. Mossenberg. Telling the astonishing story of a woman fighting for survival amid the horror and inhumanity of war. Begun on April 20, 1945, the day Berlin first saw the face of Germany, The Woman in Berlin, through the eyes of the author, describes life within the falling city as it was sacked by the Russian army. 311 pages. Virago. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**4959249 ELEANOR.** By David Michieff. Drawing on new research, Michieff’s riveting portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt is the first cradle to grave, single volume biography of this major American figure in decades. It’s the story of an American ideal, how it played out in a choice. 392 pages of photos. 698 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**4956775 WASHINGTON’S END: The Final Years and Forgotten Struggle.** By Jonathan Hans. This is the astonishing true story of George Washington’s last years—the personalities, plotting, and private torment that unaveled America’s first president. Through Washington’s own words and view the name Washington. Illus. 330 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

**4972546 YOUNG BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: The Birth of Ingenuity.** By Nick Bunker. Drawing on new research, Michieff’s riveting portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt is the first cradle to grave, single volume biography of this major American figure in decades. It’s the story of an American ideal, how it played out in a choice. 392 pages of photos. 698 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/344
4946553  KNUCKLER: My Life with Baseball’s Most Contounding Pitch. By Tim Wakefield with T. Massarotti. The story of a struggling position player risked his future on a fickle pitch that would eventually define Wakefield’s career, making him one of the most respected players in the game. It is also a lively and entertaining meditation on the dancing pitch, its history, its mechanics, and the inevitability of change. Text. 274 pages. Mariner. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95

3783030  DEsert FoX: The Storied Military Career of Erwin Rommel. By Samuel W. Mitcham Jr. This gripping account of Rommel’s life gets to the heart of the Nazi soldier as he fought against. The author recounts Rommel’s impulsive and unpredictable military career, his epic battles in North Africa, and his fraught relationship with Hitler and the Nazi Party. 436 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

1901310  THE Authorized Biography of John Entwistle. By Paul Bayly. This work contains his own notes for an unfinished autobiography, as well as his personal archives and interviews with his family and friends. This work readers will never before see glimpse into Entwistle’s two very distinct poles: extravagant musician and family man. 16 pages of photos. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

4907132  THE OX: The Last of the Great Rock Stars. By Paul Rees. Drawing on Entwistle’s own notes for an unfinished autobiography that he started before his death in 2002, as well as his personal archives and interviews with his family and friends. This edition will give readers a never before seen glimpse into the two very distinct poles of John Entwistle, the bassist for The Who. 16 page of photos, many in color. 344 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00  $6.95

1913344  MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie. By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful not even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 344 pages.概况. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

4793811  THIS THING CALLED LIFE: Prince’s Odyssey On + Off the Record. By Neal Karlen. This biography profoundly changes with the material that the author presents and explains him as no biography has: a superstar who calls in the middle of the night to talk, who loved The Wire and could quote from every episode of The Office, who emerged as a free spirit, so beloved by many for whom he was an inspiration. Many local fans, who were lonely but craving loneliness, were among the 16 pages of color photos. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95  $11.95

6487899  HEAVIER THAN HEAVEN: A Biography of Kurt Cobain. By Charles R. Cross. Traces Cobain’s life from his early days in a double-wide trailer outside of Aberdeen, Washington, to his rise to fame and the adulation of a generation. This account of Cobain’s life is written by the man who once interviewed him for this edition, giving readers context for the time in which the biography was written, and the new afterward updates the story since. 16 pages of photos. 410 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

4914821  JFK: Coming of Age in the American Century, 1917-1956. By Frederik Logevall. Takes us as close as we have ever been to the real John F. Kennedy giving us the clearest portrait we have of this enigmatic American icon, and gives us a sweeping history of the life that couple in more than 30 years. 792 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00  $9.95

4806050  Rush: Revolution, Madness, & the Visionary Doctor Who Became a Founding Father. By Bob Shacochis. From improbable beginnings as the son of a Philadelphia blacksmith, Benjamin Rush grew into an internationally renowned writer, reformer, and medical pioneer. This novel follows a vibrant page in the story of the nation’s founding and is one of our most provocative and unsung Foundings. Illus. 598 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

4904868  Kobe: Life Lessons from a Legendary Life. By Howard Bryant. Kobe Bryant’s life and career today, and the ways in which it has touched and tainted the lives of various generations. Packed with colorful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the lives of Kobe and others. Rich photos. 352 pages. William Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

498448X  PRINCESS: The Early Life of Queen Elizabeth II. By Jane Dismore. Dismore traces how an “ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII abdicated the throne to his brother Albert. At times breathtaking, and at times discomfiting, tradition, she would eventually draw on her solid background during changing times after her accession to the Throne. Photos. 308 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95  $6.95

4989479  PATRICK HENRY: Champion of Liberty. By Fredrik Logevall. The story of how a career, making him one of the Founding Fathers. Illus. 282 pages. Lyons. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

4996202  David Livingstone: Africa’s Greatest Explorer. By Paul Bayly. This work covers Livingstone’s life, but also examines his relationship with his wife and children who were the main casualties of his endless explorations in Africa. His legacy includes innumerable maps and geographical and botanical observations and samples. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 320 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $32.00  $6.95

4749634  Janis: Her Life and Music. By Holly George-Warren. Written by one of the most highly regarded chroniclers of American music history, and based on unprecedented access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, band mates, personal archives and long lost interviews, this is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who persisted, and who is finally getting her due. 32 pages of photos, some color. 377 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.95  $9.95

4097679  Janis: Her Life and Music. By Holly George-Warren. Written by one of the most highly regarded chroniclers of American music history, and based on unprecedented access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, band mates, personal archives and long lost interviews, this is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who persisted, and who is finally getting her due. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 377 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

4905997  The Little Guide to Betty White: Everybody Needs a Passion. Written by a collection of quotes, scripted and unscripted, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. Unscripted, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. Unscripted, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. Unscripted, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. Unscripted, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. 32 pages of photos, some color. 377 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $5.95

1910426  Still Alive: A Wild Life of Vinegar Ortho and DDT. By N. R. Gehrke. This work is much more than just a can’t put down adventure story burst with man-eating crocodiles, long-forgotten species rediscovered, and near-death experiences. It is an impassioned, informative, and undeniably inspiring examination of the importance of wildlife conservation today and how every individual plays a key role in the recovery. Photos, many in color. 238 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00  $21.95

1907719  Robeson: An American Ballad. By Arnold H. Lushbas. In this work Lushbas chronicles the remarkable life of this 20th century original. In addition to detailing the fascinating story of Robeson’s life and career, he offers several personal anecdotes about this American icon and includes commentary on the 100th anniversary of Robeson’s birth. Photos. Many in color. 238 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00  $6.95

3748510  CHILDREN OF NAZIS. By Tania Cisniarska. How did the children of the great ‘‘German gypsy’’ Frank Bormann, Hoss, and Mengele—deal with the aftermath of the war and the skeletons that would haunt them for the rest of their lives? This work is the story of how, after the war, eight children examined this responsibility of eight descendants of Nazi notables, caught somewhere between stigmatization, worship, and amnesia. Photos. 236 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $8.95
1908448 SEARCHING FOR STONEWALL JACKSON: A Quest for Legacy in a Divided America. By Robert Proctor. This authoritative, research-based account provides a deep and personal look at Stonewall Jackson’s life and legacy. 352 pages. W. W. Norton. Pub. at $35.95.

4884116 UNCROWNED QUEEN: The Life of Margaret Beaufort, Mother of the Tudor King. By Ray Connolly. This is the first truly definitive biography of Margaret Beaufort, the mother of Henry VIII, who remains as enigmatic and captivating as ever. 320 pages. Harvard University Press. Pub. at $26.00.


1951037 IN BYRON’S WAKE. By Ray Connolly. This biography chronicles the life of Lord Byron, the Enormous. 320 pages. Basic Books. Pub. at $26.95.

4953593 IN BYRON’S WAKE. By Ray Connolly. This biography chronicles the life of Lord Byron, the Enormous. 320 pages. Basic Books. Pub. at $26.95.

196601 BETCH CASSIDY: The True Story of an American Outlaw. By Charles Lehren. Betch Cassidy was one of the most fascinating and controversial figures of the American West. 256 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4944483 JIMMY PAGE: The Definitive Biography. By David Fricke. This is the first comprehensive biography of Jimmy Page, one of the greatest guitarists of all time. 256 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4951514 ANY LAST WORDS? Deathbed Quotes and Famous Farewells. By Joseph Grant. This book contains the most famous and poignant deathbed quotes from some of the world’s most famous figures. 320 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.


4955021 MANTEL: The Best There Ever Was. By Tony Castro. This is the definitive biography of the author, one of the greatest writers of our time. 384 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.


4865561 THE LADY QUEEN: The Notorious Reign of Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Aragon. By Nicola Tallis. This is the first truly definitive biography of Joanna I, Queen of Naples and Jerusalem. 304 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

1925020 THE VOICE OF JAMES M. CAGNEY, B.I.G. By David Maddox. This is the first comprehensive biography of James Cagney, one of the greatest actors of the silent and talkie eras. 304 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4986849 DEBussy: A Painter in Sound. By Stephen Walsh. This is the first truly definitive biography of Claude Debussy, one of the most influential composers of the 20th century. 256 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

1927795 TOM SEAGRAVE: A Terrific Life. By Bill Maddon. This is the first truly definitive biography of Tom Seag rave, one of the greatest and most beloved baseball players of all time. 448 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4988740 BEING JOHN LENNON: A Restless Life. By Ray Connolly. This is the first truly definitive biography of John Lennon, one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. 448 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4959062 TRUMP AND CHURCHILL: Defenders of Western Civilization. By Nick Furey. This is the first truly definitive biography of two of the greatest figures of the 20th century. 320 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4996023 SERGEI Eisenstein: A Life in Film. By Richard van Emden. This is the first truly definitive biography of Sergei Eisenstein, one of the greatest film directors of all time. 320 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4928200 DIRTY SEXY MONEY: The Unauthorized Biography of Kris Jenner. By C. Griffin & D. Howard. This is the first truly definitive biography of Kris Jenner, one of the most famous figures of the 21st century. 304 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

1920900 BEING JOHN LENNON: A Restless Life. By Ray Connolly. This is the first truly definitive biography of John Lennon, one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. 448 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4823418 BEING JOHN LENNON: A Restless Life. By Ray Connolly. This is the first truly definitive biography of John Lennon, one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. 448 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4988449 DIRTY SEXY MONEY: The Unauthorized Biography of Kris Jenner. By C. Griffin & D. Howard. This is the first truly definitive biography of Kris Jenner, one of the most famous figures of the 21st century. 304 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4995526 MUSICAL AMBASSADOR: An In-Depth Biography of the Fabulous Mme. Sunrise. By John Mayall. This is the first truly definitive biography of Mme. Sunrise, one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. 320 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

4955021 MANTEL: The Best There Ever Was. By Tony Castro. This is the first truly definitive biography of the author, one of the greatest writers of our time. 384 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.
494669 THOMAS PAINE AND THE CLARION CALL FOR AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE. By Harlow Giles Unger. The astonishing biography of the man whose pen set America ablaze, inspiring its revolution, and whose ideas about reason and liberty continue to hold sway. Packed with action and intrigue, soldiers and spies, politics and peril, this account is a much needed new look at a defining figure. Illus. 315 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95 4949915 DR. BENJAMIN RUSH: The Founding Father Who Healed a Wounded Nation. By Harlow Giles Unger. A gripping, often startling biography of the Founding Father of an other Founding Fathers toward an American who captured the public's imagination. But he was also a man of deep contradictions: a pacifist and an innovator, a friend to slaves and an advocate for the rights of African Americans, Jews, Roman Catholics, Quakers, indentured workers, the poor, the mentally ill, and war veterans. Restores Benjamin Rush as the Founding Father of modern medical ethics. Illus. 300 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95 1908391 OLIVE THE LION HEART: Lost Love, Imperial Spies, and One Woman’s Journey into the Heart of Africa. By Brad Parks. A thrilling tale of a woman who defied convention to travel to Africa and go missing–Olives decides to take matters into her own hands, and find him. Illus. 361 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95 4920899 HARRIET TUBMAN: The Moses of Her People. By Sarah Bradford. Harriet Tubman was a former slave who led a historic struggle for people in the Civil War. An American Joan of Arc, she was more successful than any other person of her time in liberating African-Americans from slavery. Originally published in 1886, 150 pages. Applewood. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95 1911414 TRULY, MADLY: Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier and the Romance of the Century. By Stephen Galloway. A sweeping and heartbreaking Hollywood biography about the passionate, tumultuous marriage of Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. Through new research, including exclusive access to previously unpublished correspondence and interviews with their friends and family, Galloway takes the readers on a bewitching journey. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 406 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95 496803X BUSTER KEATON: A Filmmaker’s Life. By James Curtis. Buster Keaton was one of the supreme pantomimists, the equal of Chaplin in comic acrobatic brilliance. After Keaton was one of the supreme filmmakers who has remained one of world literature’s most contentious figures. In addition to the biography of Keaton, Brooke offers a comprehensive record of Ali’s boxing career, including his battles with the most famous boxers of his era. The result is a book that is the secret to Merkel’s success. Photos, many in color. 344 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95 4897123 THE UNEXPECTED PRESIDENT: The Life and Times of Chester A. Arthur. By Scott S. Greenberger. This biography tells the dramatic untold story of a virtually forgotten American president, Chester A. Arthur, a machine politician and a man about town in Gilded Age New York, who rose to the highest office in the land only to rediscover his better self when his nation needed him. 16 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95 1928503 STALIN’S Scribe: Literature, Politics and Power in the Life of Mikhail Sholokhov. By Brian J. Boeck. Set during the most tumultuous years of the Soviet Union, this first-ever biography of a major Soviet writer reveals the country’s most prominent political figures is rich with intrigue. Boeck explores the nuances of the man who once held a nation in literary thrall and who has remained a work in progress for the most contentious of writers. Illus. 388 pages. Pagorel. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95 478958X JAYNE MANSFIELD: The Girl Couldn’t Help It. By Eve Golden. Looks behind Manifeld’s flashy public image and tragic death to explore her life and legacy. A funny and engaging biography that offers a nuanced portrait of a fascinating woman who loved every minute of life and lived each one to the fullest. 56 pages of photos. 432 pages. UPK. Pub. at $21.95 $27.95 4910656 VERNON AND IRENE CASTLE’S RAGTIME REVOLUTION. By Eve Golden. The Castles popularized ragtime dancing in the years just before World War I and established an acceptable pastime in America. Their dancing schools and nightclubs were packed with society figures and white-collar workers alike. 32 pages of photos. $9.95 4909936 ALI: The Greatest. Trivia, Facts and Quotes. Ed. by Susie Stevens. A comprehensive record of Ali’s boxing career, written with wit and wisdom, this accessible work is a biography of a man who lived by his convictions, often at considerable cost to himself. Funny, witty and memorable, like the man himself, this is a work that will inspire. Well Illus. 190 pages. New Holland. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95 4925886 THE POPE OF PHYSICS: Enrico Fermi and the Birth of the Atomic Age. By G. Segre & B. Hoeflin. Enrico Fermi, one of the world’s great physicists, made discoveries that changed our world; they led to weapons of mass destruction and conversely to life-saving medical interventions. Filling Fascism and anti-Semites, Fermi was the leading figure in America’s most secret project: building the atomic bomb. Photos. 351 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95 4832973 THE SURREAL LIFE of LEONORA CARRINGTON. By Joanna Moorhead. An intimate portrait of Carrington, who was the last surviving member of the surrealist movement of the 1930s. A prodigious painter and writer, lover of Max Ernst, friend of Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, Marcel Duchamp and many more, she even had the good fortune to become part of the art scene in New York. 16 pages of illus., some color. 321 pages. Virago. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 4910745 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S HUMOR. By Paul M. Zall. Shows how Franklin employed his wit even during the most difficult diplomatic situations, while helping draft the Declaration of Independence, while securing France’s support for the American Revolution, while brokering the treaty with England to end the War for Independence, and while mediating disputes at the Constitutional Convention. 186 pages. UPK. $9.95 4899193 THE CHANCELLOR: The Remarkable Life of Angela Merkel. By Kati Marton. A definitive account of the extraordinary rise and political brilliance of the most powerful and estimable–woman in the world. Despite her access to the chancellor’s inner circle and a trove of records, Marton teases out the unique political genius that is the secret to Merkel’s success. Photos, many in color. 344 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95
**Biography**

4778871 EDISON. By Edmund Morris. Enlivened by seven years of research and privileged access to family papers still in trust, Morris is able to bring his subject to life in this biography—the adored yet autocratic and often neglectful husband of two wives and father of three notorious children. The fascination with the Edison spirit and image is driven by compulsive creativity. Illus. 783 pages. Random. Pub. at $38.00 $9.95

**4764803 BRAVE HEARTS: Indian Women of the Plains.** By Joseph Agonito. Tells the story of Plains Indian women through a series of twenty-two fascinating vignettes. Remarkable women—some famous, some obscure, some hunters, some warriors and in a rare case, one was a chief—with extraordinary triumphs and tragedies and the indomitable spirit driven by their love of the land. Illus. 144 pages. Two杭. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**1922602 THE REAL ROAL DAHL.** By Nadia Cohen. Although his hilariously entertaining stories have touched the hearts of generations of children, there was much more to beloved author Roald Dahl than met the eye. Cohen reveals some of the little-known events that shaped Dahl’s life and work. Photos. 146 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

**4979294 HANNIBAL: Rome’s Greatest Enemy.** By Philip Freeman. Telling the story of a man who stood against the overwhelming power of the mighty Roman empire, this work is the biography of the general who, against all odds, dared to change the course of history. 216 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**4855531 VANDERBILT: The Rise and Fall of an American Dynasty.** By Anderson Cooper & K. Howe. Cornelius Vanderbilt built two empires—one in shipping and the other in railroads. He created what I would make the richest man in the world. At his death his son Billy "the Commodore," took over and doubled the money. Now the Commodore’s great and great-great-grandchildren, Anderson Cooper and historian Katherine Howe explore the story of his legendary family. 16 pages of photos. $18.95

**1922637 ROMAN EMPEROR ZENO: The Genius of Power Politics in Fifth-Century Rome.** By James Morris. By Peter Cawley. Zeno’s life and reign is littered with conflict and politicking amongst various groups. As a result, his reign was an eventful and significant one that deserves this long-overdue examination of the overwhelming power of the mighty Roman empire. Illus. 357 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**1929143 BETTY WHITE: 100 Remarkable Moments in an Extraordinary Life.** By Ray Richmond. This is a visual salute to the First Lady of Television that is packed with photographs and interviews with friends and colleagues. Revel in Betty White’s talent, elegance, fortune, and humor with this retrospective of her life told through 100 moments that have defined an entertainment career like no other. 256 pages. Epic Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

**272743 PLAYBOY’S HUGH HEFNER: Empire of Skin.** By D. Porter & D. Prince. A visionary publisher, an empire-builder, an avatar of pleasure, Hefner was the pajama-clad pipe-smoking playboy of the Western World. This groundbreaking biography, like Hef for himself, is a rich, provocative, tantalizing and unvarnished myth-buster. Illus. 542 pages. Blood Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**4929543 WERNHER VON BRAUN: Crusader for Space.** By E. Stuhlinger & F. J. Ordway. III. The development of high-performance, high-precision rockets began only about sixty years ago when von Braun started work on a project to build rockets for spaceflight. In 1958, his team launched the Saturn V rocket that was to launch 12 American astronauts on their way to the moon. 357 pages. Krieger. $12.95

**1920782 MY MOTHER’S WAR: The Incredible True Story of How a Resistance Fighter Survived Three Concentration Camps.** By Eva Taylor. After her mother’s death, Eva Taylor discovered an astounding collection of documents, photos, and letters from her time as a young girl in Nazi-occupied Holland. Using the letters, she reconstructed her mother’s experience in the underground resistance movement and then as a prisoner in the camps. 302 pages. Hanover Square Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

**1928716 BEFORE EVIL: Young Lenin, Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, Mao, and Kim.** By Brandon K. Gauthier. These cruel dictators wrought havoc on the world. But there would not have been a national Republican Party, and Lincoln could not have won the presidency, were it not for the vital groundwork Chase had laid down in previous two decades. Photos. 528 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.50 $26.95

**4932889 MARIA THERESA: The Hapsburg Empress in Her Time.** By Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger. Maria Theresa was the iconic Austrian Empress, and this work challenges the many myths about her life and rule. Drawing on a wealth of archival research, Stollberg-Rilinger examines all facets of eighteenth-century society, from piety and patronage to sexuality and childcare and more. She challenges the idealized image of Maria Theresa and offers a critical perspective. Photos. 104 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**4989066 SALMON P. CHASE: Lincoln’s Vital Rival.** By Walter Stahr. Salmon P. Chase is best remembered as a rival of Lincoln for the Republican nomination in 1860. But what if there would not have been a national Republican Party, and Lincoln could not have won the presidency, were it not for the vital groundwork Chase had laid down in previous two decades? Photos. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**1945352 OLD BREED GENERAL.** By A.R. Peacock & D. Brown. Marine general William H. Rupertus is best known today for the events surrounding the battleship Iwo Jima. A veteran of both World Wars, Rupertus was known as the Patton of the Pacific: ruthless in war and undeterred in battle, even as he proved himself to be suavely diplomatic. This is a story of a man who was able to keep his head, to tell the truth, and to influence decisions. Photos. 238 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**1949633 THE MEDIC: A World War II Story of Imprisonment, Hope, and Survival.** By Claire E. Swedberg. Henry Chilton was one of the longest-term prisoners of war in World War II. Taken prisoner in the American surrender at Bataan in April 1942, he remained in Japanese captivity until September 1945, when the United States declared his imprisonment, as a medic he was an unfortunate witness to the horrors and terrors inflicted on prisoners. 16 pages of photos. 238 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**1949561 THE LAST KING OF AMERICA: The Misunderstood Reign of George III.** By Andrew Roberts. Roberts paints a deatht and nuanced portrait of the much-maligned monarch and the ill-fated "Hannibal's Cromwell" which have been almost universally forgotten. It is time for Americans to look back on their last king with greater understanding: to see him as he was and to come to terms with the last time their country had a monarch. Well illus. 758 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**4983411 TONY HILLERMAN: A Life.** By James McGrath Morris. Offers a balanced portrait of Hillerman’s personal and professional life and provides a timely appreciation of his work. In intimate detail, Morris captures the author’s early years, his near death experience; his sixty-year marriage, his family life; his work in the trenches of journalism; his affiliation with PTSD and its connection to his enchantment with Navajo spirituality. Photos. 348 pages. DKP. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**4986573 THE FIRST KENNEs: The Humble Roots of an American Dynasty.** By Neal Thompson. The story of the Vanderbilts, Rockefellers, Astors, Morgans, and Coors. The story of a family, forgotten. It is time for Americans to look back on their last king with greater understanding: to see him as he was and to come to terms with the last time their country had a monarch. Well illus. 758 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**4949471 AMERICAN DYNASTIES: A History of Founding and Influential American Families.** By Howard Hughes–The Man and the Madness unravels some of the mysteries surrounding one of the richest men of the 20th century. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. MPI. $11.95

---
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**4900629 | I AM A DRUG LORD: The Last Confession of a Real-Life Underworld Kingpin.** By Anonymous. Millions of people are involved in the brutal, cold-blooded world of drug dealing, but only a few get to the top. I know because I am one of those people. Thirty years, I have been a drug lord. This is the story how I did it all and got away with it. This is my last confession. 310 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**4993617 | THE ROAD.** By Jack London. During a devastating economic depression, London was a vagabond, living with freight trains, begging for food, and came up with elaborate stories to get himself out of difficult situations. This is his memoir of his time as a hobo in the 1890s. 116 pages. Ecopress. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**4885856 | LOCKED IN: The Will to Survive and the Resolve to Live.** By Victoria Arlen. When Arlen was ten years old, she suddenly began having a quandary of health issues and slipped into a vegetative state, locked inside her body. Doctors wrote her off as a lost cause. At fifteen she “woke up,” but she could not form the waist down. She didn’t let her new limitation stop her and persevered. 16 pages of color photos. 237 pages. Howard. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**4882141 | HOME: A Memoir of My Early Years.** By Julie Andrews. Andrews takes her readers on a raw and moving journey from a difficult upbringing in war torn Britain to the beginning of international stardom in America. Her memoir begins in 1935 when she was born in small town America. 213 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**4898516 INCOMPARABLE.** By Brie & Nikki Bella. Through the Bellas early journey began with labels and negative challenges “shined the diamond.” They resolved to be survivors and the heroes of their own stories, and to take control and responsibility for their lives. They may be identical twins, but as individuals, they have proven themselves incomparable. 16 pages of color photos. 233 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**4897915 | IDOL TRUTH: A Memoir.** By Leif Garrett with C. Epting. He was a hardworking child actor in the early 1970s, appearing in dozens of popular films and TV programs. Then he was offered a chance to make a record, and the rest is history. This is the first time that Garrett has come clean about his life, revealing all the details of his spectacular journey, 16 pages of color photos. 284 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

**4910125 | A CHOSEN DESTINY: My Story.** By Drew McIntyre with S. Edworthy. WWE Champion McIntyre tells the incredible roller-coaster story of his life. Born in a small village in Ayrshire, Scotland, to the bright lights of the WWE. VIA a series of ill-advised choices and family tragedy, his life and career spiraled. Facing a crossroads, he set a game to show to the world the real Drew McIntyre. 270 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

**4966654 HOME WORK: A Memoir of My Hollywood Years.** By Julie Andrews with E. W. Hamilton. This is the abridged version of Julie Andrews’s memoirs, beginning with her arrival in Hollywood to make her screen debut in Mary Poppins, followed by the Sound of Music. From here Andrews takes us on a rare and intimate journey into the next chapter of her remarkable life that is funny, heartrending, and inspiring. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 340 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**4974718 BECOMING EVE: My Journey from Ultra-Orthodox Rabbi to Transgender Woman.** By Shuli Stein. When Stein orchestrated a personal exodus from Ultra-Orthodox manhood to mainstream femininity—a radical choice that forced him to leave his home, family, and the way of life. How far are you willing to go to become the person you are meant to be? 244 pages. Seal. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**4913302 MY C.C.C. DAYS: MEMORIES of the Civilian Conservation Corps.** By Frank Grossi. In this emotionally powerful story, Grossi introduces the men who trained puppies to become service dogs: prison inmates in Maine. After two years he would live and work in Wisconsin, Colorado, California. He describes the definitive and essential collection of fascinating, inspiring, and instructive notes by this most beloved cultural and literary icon. Well Illus. 333 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**4916298 ALL ABOUT ME! MY Remarkable Life in Show Business. By Mel Brooks.** Charts Brooks’s rise from a Depression-era kid in Brooklyn to the recipient of the National Medal of Arts. Offers fans insight into the behind the ideas for his career spanning over 60 years, surrounded by the breakdown-breaking work, and shares details about many collections and collaborations. Photos. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4902634 DO YOU KNOW WHAT'S MY CANDY? An Autobiography of Survival and Grace. By Lorna DeVore.** DeVore’s early life was one of extreme vulnerability. She was prostituted for the first time at the age of nine and suffered unspeakable treatment from those who should have protected her. The impact of this early trauma led to her institutionalization soon after she started college, an incarceration she would not have survived but for her release. Photos. 337 pages. Center. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

**4881519 | IN AND OUT OF CHARACTER.** By Basil Rathbone. Shares little-known facts about friends and colleagues, such as John Barrymore, Arthur Rubinstein, Ronald Colman, Greta Garbo, and Marlene Dietrich, and relates the struggle to perfect his craft including his personalization of Sherlock Holmes. 16 pages of photos and diagrams to create one definitive and purpose, and poise. 249 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

**4999695 HURRICANES: A Memoir. By Richard Blanco.** An exhilarating and unforgettable presence in the music industry. But few people know his full story. Now, for the first time, Ross offers a vivid, dramatic and unprecedented account of his childhood, his tumultuous adolescence and his dramatic ascendency in the world of hip-hop. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 295 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**4998711 SECOND CHANCES: A Marine, His Dog and Finding Redemption. By Craig Grossi.** In this emotionally powerful story, Grossi introduces the men who train puppies to become service dogs: prison inmates in Maine. He challenges us to look deeper, to see that no one person is to blame. Seeing the face of the human toll of war, 287 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

**487923 WHORE OF NEW YORK: A Confession.** By Lilou Roux. Roux writes about the salacious details leading up to her decision to become a career sex worker, and the unexpected truths she learned while working in the industry. 212 pages. Repeater. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**4997188 BECOMING EVE: My Journey from Ultra-Orthodox Rabbi to Transgender Woman.** By Shuli Stein. When Stein orchestrated a personal exodus from Ultra-Orthodox manhood to mainstream femininity—a radical choice that forced him to leave his home, family, and the way of life. How far are you willing to go to become the person you are meant to be? 244 pages. Seal. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**4913302 MY C.C.C. DAYS: MEMORIES of the Civilian Conservation Corps.** By Frank Grossi. In this emotionally powerful story, Grossi introduces the men who trained puppies to become service dogs: prison inmates in Maine. After two years he would live and work in Wisconsin, Colorado, California. He describes the definitive and essential collection of fascinating, inspiring, and instructive notes by this most beloved cultural and literary icon. Well Illus. 333 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
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1916361 THE SPECKLED BEE’S: A Dog and His People. By Rick Bragg. Spock the dog is one good boy. But as he arrived in Bragg’s life at a moment of seeming uncertainty, as he stared down a litany of physical ailments, and a creeping sadness from death in his great family, Speck helped, and he is helping, still, when he is not peering on the rose of Sharon. 355 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

1920067 PRIVATE NOTEBOOKS, 1974-1985. By Ludwig Wittgenstein. Long withheld by his estate, Wittgenstein’s private notebooks offer an unprecedented portrait of the philosopher as a young man, richly contextualized by his contemporaries, the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus—arguably the most important work of twentieth century philosophy. 218 pages. Liverton. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

1919833 BLACK OPS: The Life of a CIA Shadow Warrior. By Ric Prado. The story of Prado’s legendary career that spanned two eras, the Cold War and the Age of Terrorism. Operating in the shadows, Prado and his fellow CIA officers fought a little-seen and virtually unknown war to keep the United States safe from those who would do it harm. 16 pages of photos, some color. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $21.95 $14.99

4895392 LIFE IS A GIFT: The Zen of Bennett. By Woody Allen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Allen writes of his early and future marriages, ending with his passionate and dramatic love affair and happy marriage of over 20 years to Soon-Yi. Often hilarious, occasionally candid, full of creative insights, an American icon tells his story, not that you asked. 490 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

Crime & Criminals

5035959 BALTIMORE: The City of Crime. By Ken Wharfe with R. Jobs on. Here is the real story of a cop who, for twenty-two years has been an urban cop in the drug trade unlike anything before. 16 pages of photos, some color. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

1920145 THE PRISON MANUAL: The Complete Guide to Surviving the American Prison System. By Mike Erenigo. This is your all-in-one guide to not only survive but thrive behind the bars of the American prison system. 408 pages. The Cell Block. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

4875308 ANTHOLOGY OF CRIME: Five Classic Tales of Crime. Ed. by John D. MacDonald. This is the most comprehensive anthology of crime fiction ever published, featuring five of the great crime authors of the twentieth century. 576 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

Royalty


1920146 THE BEST RESOURCE DIRECTORY FOR PRISONERS 2004. By Mike Erenigo. This directory has the most listings, is the most descriptive, and the most current guide for prisoners or prisoners’ advocates. Includes addresses for local prisoners; prisoner advocates; free books and other publications; money-making opportunities; resources for prison poets, writers and artists; and more. 306 pages. The Cell Block. 8th ed. $15.95

4758520 THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL EDITION: THE BEST RESOURCE DIRECTORY FOR PRISONERS 2004. By Mike Erenigo. This directory has the most listings, is the most descriptive, and the most current guide for prisoners or prisoners’ advocates. Includes addresses for local prisoners; prisoner advocates; free books and other publications; money-making opportunities; resources for prison poets, writers and artists; and more. 306 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/344
**1919589 THE MISSING GIRLS: A Shocking True Story of Abduction and Murder.** By Linda O. Neal. When a 13-year-old girl vanished from a school bus stop in a town south of Portland, Oregon, two months later, Ashley’s best friend Miranda was also abducted. Thirty years later, when Ashley’s case was revisited, a chilling truth emerged that would forever alter the blackness of the night sky.


$6.95

**498456X MATTIE: Wyatt Earp’s Secret Second Wife.** By E.C. (Ted) Meyers. Mattie Baylock was Wyatt Earp’s forgotten second wife. Now, in this newly republished book, her story is told for the first time in all its complexity.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

**1924346 THE HOT HOUSE: Life Inside Leavenworth.** By Pete Earley. Leavenworth is the most dreaded facility in the prison system because of its fierce population. Yet, the story of Leaenworth is governed by ruthless clans competing for dominance. Among the “star” players in these pages are famous names like Silverstein, a sociopath confined to this no-man’s-land. This book is a page-turner that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

191815X KISS OF DEATH: True Cases of Fatal Attraction. By Jean Ritchie. Investigative journalist uncovers the horrific lengths to which some individuals will go to get what they want. But these people are not interested in love or friendship; they are interested in death. Women and men, under the guise of romance, make the unexplainable choice to murder and destroy lives.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

**4680790 DON’T LOOK BEHIND YOU: And Other True Cases.** By Ann Rule. You’ll feel—a chill as you uncover the numerous cases of unfortunate victims who made one tragic mistake: trusting the wrong person—even someone they knew intimately—or thought they knew. 32 pages of photos. 447 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**4978552 IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT: The Strange Death of Ronda Reynolds and Her Mother’s Unwitting Quest for the Truth.** By Sara O’Malley. In 1969, 17-year-old Ronda Reynolds disappeared. Over the next three years, her mother obsessed with finding her daughter, but her daughter had not taken her life. After 12 grueling years, a civil jury unanimously concluded that Ronda’s violent death could not have been a suicide. 32 pages of photos, 400 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$9.95

**4978625 WITHOUT PITY.** By Ann Rule. A true crime tale that tests the true nature of the sociopathic mind in chilling detail. Rule traces the murderous crimes of an ordinary man, and in doing so, uncovers the unsuspecting victims into their twisted worlds with devastating consequences.


$7.95

**4970470 BEAUTIFULLY CRUEL.** By M. William Phelps. The shocking and true story of a beautiful low housewife, who used lies, manipulation, sex, ugly allegations, blackmail, and even murder, to serve her own selfish ends. A searing exploration of the criminal mind that recounts the saga of a psychopath who hid in plain sight. 16 pages of photos, 437 pages. Fingerprint. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$9.95

**4984163 THE DEVIL’S RIGHT HAND: The Life and Death Family.** By M. William Phelps. From the best-selling true crime writer and author of The Devil’s Rooming House comes the horrific legacy of death and destruction in the ¿n¿making Colt family during the nineteenth century. This is the epic story of a great American dynasty beset by scandal, murder, tragedy, and a dark curse.


$4.95

**1919741 SUCH GOOD BOYS: The True Story of a Mother, Two Sons, and a Horrifying Murder.** By Bob Batchelor. The incredible story of a cheating wife, the G-man who seduced her and put George Remus, one of the world’s richest criminals, in prison, and the plot of a Bourbon Empire. Remus murdered his wife in cold-blood and then shocked a nation, winning his freedom based on a condition he made–temporarily. 16 pages of photos, 390 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $27.99

$7.95

**498303X TED BUNDY: America’s Most Evil Serial Killer.** By Al Cimino. The disturbing story of a chameleonic sociopath and necrophile who lured innocent victims to their deaths, and leading to his capture, prosecution and execution. Photos. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$4.95

**4749359 SERIAL KILLERS: True Stories of the World’s Worst Murderers.** By Al Cimino. Serial killers step outside not just the law but all human norms. All the serial killers featured here are now either dead or behind bars, nevertheless this reference is not for people of a nervous disposition. Illus. 304 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$6.95


$7.95

**1920987 DOUBLE LIVES: True Tales of the Criminals Next Door.** By Eric Brach. Chronicles the very monsters who walk unnoticed among us: the neighbors and students, friends and family, who murdered 30 people while perpetrating horrifying crimes. 232 pages. Skysky. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

$5.95

**3946584 THE WIKIPEDIA ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SERIAL KILLERS: An A-Z Guide to History’s Most Heinous Murders.** This reference is an enormous pride in his variety and ferocity of the backgrounds, crimes and aftermaths, victims, arrests and trials, and current lives of the world’s worst serial killers across the globe, this reference is an essential resource for crime fans and a true reader who wants an insight into the darkness of the most notorious criminals in the world. Illus. 582 pages. Skysky. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**4871329 THE HOUSE OF GUCCI: A True Story of Murder, Madness, Glamour, and Greed.** By Sarah diagnosing the sensational true story of murder, madness, glamour and greed that shook the Gucci dynasty, Maurizio Gucci, heir to the fashion dynasty, had been ambushed, slain on the streets of Milan, by an unknown gunman. Two years later Maurizio’s ex-wife, Patrizia Reggiani–nicknamed “black widow” by the press–was arrested for the murder. 532 pages. Custom House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$13.95

**1919431 THE DARKEST NIGHT.** By Ron Franscell. Two young sisters, an unspeakable crime, and the loss of innocence in a small town. This is the shocking true story of abduction, rape, and murder. 282 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

$6.95

**4748329 THE PERFECT FATHER: True Story of Chris Watts, His All-American Family, and a Shocking Murder.** By John Glatt. In this first major account of the murder that shocked the country, Glatt uncovers the truth behind this tragedy and constructs a chilling portrait of one of the most shocking family-analhinator cases of the 20th century. Photos. 268 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

$8.95

**4935559 THE BOURBON KING: The Life and Crimes of George Remus, Prohibition’s Evil Genius.** By Bob Batchelor. The incredible story of a cheating wife, the G-man who seduced her and put George Remus, one of the world’s richest criminals, in prison, and the plot of a Bourbon Empire. Remus murdered his wife in cold-blood and then shocked a nation, winning his freedom based on a condition he made–temporarily. 16 pages of photos, 390 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $27.99

$7.95


$6.95


$13.95

**497381X RED COAT DIARIES: True Stories from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.** By James Reynolds. This special collection that brings together 32 stories about the RCMP told by the working men and women of the Force. These true stories reveal the anguish and the bravery, the tragedy and humor behind the uniforms, giving us an inside look at the reality of today’s RCMP 161 pages. Mosaic. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$6.95

**497832X THE DEVIL’S ROOMING HOUSE: The True Story of Matthew Charles and the Horror He Uncovered.** By Tom White who struck terror in the hearts of the people of a nervous disposition.


$5.95
**Crime & Criminals**

- **1922416 INTERPRETING THE RIPPER LETTERS: Missed Clues and Reflections on Victorian Society.** By M.J. Trow. Describes the sick, the perverted, the twisted souls who put pen to paper purporting to be the Whitechapel Killer, or Stephen Dedlock, and reveal how he could be caught. Innocent men were put in the frame by Victorian trouble-makers who would be perfectly at home with today’s Internet trolls, pointing cruel fingers in an unperfect anonymity. Illus. 185 pages. Paper & Sword. Pub at $34.95.

- **4949572 ETTA PLACE: Riding into History with Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.** By D.J. Herda. After Harry Longbaugh (the Sundance Kid) and Etta Place to Robert Parker (Butch Cassidy), the three joined the rest of their Wild Bunch gang and set off on a spree of bank, stagecoach, and train robberies. With the law hot on their heels, the gang went unchallenged for almost ten years, eventually ending in murder. 243 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99.


- **3839763 DENIAL OF JUSTICE: Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History.** By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV investigator Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1966. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by media’s silence. 352 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub at $13.95.

- **1909323 RIVALS OF THE RIPPER: Unsolved Murders of Women in Late Victorian London.** By Jan Bondeson. In late Victorian London, Jack the Ripper was just one of a string of phantom murderers whose unsolved slayings outraged Victorian Britain. This riveting account resurrects these unsolved murder mysteries, and highlights the ghoulish handiwork of the other killers of turn-of-the-century London. History Press. Paperback. Pub at $24.95.

- **1928910ressing with Evil: The Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation.** By Lee Smith. In their zeal to bring down President Trump, Deep State conspirators had unwittingly revealed the origins of the anti-Trump operation and exposed corruption at the very highest levels of the Democratic Party. By following former President Obama. Smith again enjoys exclusive access to the main players, and uncovers even more Deep State crimes. 236 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub at $9.95.

- **1919994 RIDING WITH EVIL: Taking Down the Notorious Pagan Motorcycle Gang.** By Ken Crotee with D. Wade. With today’s law enforcement largely moving toward the comparative safety of cyber operations, the case became one of the last of its kind, a master class in old-school undercover tactics that marked Croke as a master class in old-school operations, the case became one of the last of its kind, a master class in old-school undercover tactics that marked Croke as a master class in old-school... 306 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $28.99.

- **1963630 STALKED: The Human Target.** By Rachel Cassidy. With the assistance of forensic psychologists and writers who have represented and assisted this people, pursued Cassidy explores the psychopathology of stalkers, surveys the laws that deal with stalking behaviors and looks at cyberstalking—and she discusses how she and her husband made it through... 178 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub at $18.95.

- **4885961 THE TRIAL OF LIZZIE BORDEN.** By Cara Roberton. The popular fascination with the Borden murder and its central character has endured for a hundred years. This definitive account of the famous murder case offers a window into America in the Gilded Age, showcasing its most deeply held convictions and its most pressing concerns. Illus 375 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub at $28.00.

- **1915991 HOW THE POLICE GENERATE FALSE CONFESSIONS: An Inside Look at the Interrogation Room.** By James L. Tannum. Why do innocent people confess to crimes they didn’t commit? As a former police detective, takes readers inside the interrogation process to expose the tactics that law enforcement use to make confessions happen—even when the confessor is innocent. 308 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub at $21.00.

- **1922416 INTERPRETING THE RIPPER LETTERS: Missed Clues and Reflections on Victorian Society.** By M.J. Trow. Describes the sick, the perverted, the twisted souls who put pen to paper purporting to be the Whitechapel Killer, or Stephen Dedlock, and reveal how he could be caught. Innocent men were put in the frame by Victorian trouble-makers who would be perfectly at home with today’s Internet trolls, pointing cruel fingers in an unperfect anonymity. Illus. 185 pages. Paper & Sword. Pub at $34.95.

- **4948526 HUNTING WHITEY: The Inside Story of the Capture & Killing of America’s Most Wanted Crime Boss.** By C. Sherman & D. Wedge. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Packed with fresh reporting, the authors resolve the question that has dogged this case for more than twenty-five years: how did such an infamous public criminal evade justice for so long? The answer that emerges is a story of the most eminently dangerous criminals in American history and the manhunt that made history. 502 pages. HarperLUXE. Paperback. Pub at $30.99.

- **4972473 THE PERMANENT Coup: How Enemies Foreign and Domestic Targeted the American President.** By Lee Smith. In their zeal to bring down President Trump, Deep State conspirators had unwittingly revealed the origins of the anti-Trump operation and exposed corruption at the very highest levels of the Democratic Party. By following former President Obama. Smith again enjoys exclusive access to the main players, and uncovers even more Deep State crimes. 236 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub at $9.95.

- **4975527 UNITED STATES OF SOCIALISM: Who’s Behind It, Why It’s Evil, How to Stop It.** By Dinesh D’Souza. An informative, provocative and thrilling exposé, exploring the ideas but also the tactics of the socialist Left. In making the moral case for entrepreneurs and the free market, the author portrays President Trump as the exemplar of capitalism and also the political leader in the battle against socialism. 290 pages. All Points. Paperback. Pub at $29.99.


- **4950190 LANDSLIDE: The Final Days of the Trump Presidency.** By Michael Wolff. As the Trump presidency’s hold over the country deepened, the Mob has influenced every aspect of the Trump presidency’s hold over the country deeply the Mob has influenced every aspect of the Trump presidency’s hold over... 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $9.99.

- **4741328 DONALD TRUMP AND HIS ASSAULT ON TRUTH: The President’s Lies, Misleading Claims and Flat-Out Lies.** By Glenn Kessler. President Trump’s flagrant disregard for the truth and his self-aggrandizing exaggerations, specious misstatements, and bald-faced lies have been rigorously documented and debunked since the first day of his presidency. Fascinating, startling and even grimly funny, this is the essential, authoritative record of Trump’s shocking disregard for facts. 345 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub at $20.00.


- **1930885 TRAILED: One Woman’s Quest to Solve the Shandoneag Murders.** By Kathyn Miles. In May 1996, two skilled backcountry leaders entered Shandoneag National Park for a week long camping trip. After they went to Utah, and eventually ended up in... 290 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub at $19.95.

- **3957438 THE GREAT PICTORIAL HISTORY OF WORLD CRIME.** By Jay Robert Polonosky. For anyone interested in true crime, political science, law enforcement, criminology and criminal justice. This two volume set includes an extensive compilation of tabular and descriptive information, a comprehensive index further enhancing this important work as a necessary source tool for researchers. 1,755 pages in two volumes. Well illus. Scarce. 9½x11½. Pub at $416.00.


- **4829068 A GROSS OF PIRATES: From Blackbeard the Shield Maiden to Alweyve the Big Chief.** By James L. Tannum. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV investigator Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1966. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by media’s silence. 352 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub at $13.95.

- **3957438 THE GREAT PICTORIAL HISTORY OF WORLD CRIME.** By Jay Robert Polonosky. For anyone interested in true crime, political science, law enforcement, criminology and criminal justice. This two volume set includes an extensive compilation of tabular and descriptive information, a comprehensive index further enhancing this important work as a necessary source tool for researchers. 1,755 pages in two volumes. Well illus. Scarce. 9½x11½. Pub at $416.00.
1917005 POWERFUL THINKING. By Joyce Meyer. We become what we think about. Thoughts and mindsets have the ability to make people happy, positive, strong, and successful or frustrated, negative, and weak. Discover how to change your mindset to achieve your goals and live your dreams. 151 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $10.00 $4.95

48467X IN SEARCH OF WISDOM: Life-Changing Truths in the Book of Proverbs. By Joyce Meyer. The Book of Proverbs is a book of practical and practical wisdom that equips us to live our best lives. Knowledge is important, but it’s not converted into action, knowledge fails to create transformational change in lives. Meyer will teach you the foundational principles, and secure God's help in practicing them. 252 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

1907989 QUESTIONS FOR CHRISTIANS: The Questions Behind Basic Beliefs. By John Morrell. Asks whether Christians today have gotten Jesus’ message right, drawing on the Bible and the history of Christianity for answers. From the gender of God to what happens when we die, this work digs into some of the thorniest points of the Christian faith, questions that many people would rather ignore. 267 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $48.00 $4.95

★ 495342 THE JERUSALEM BIBLE. By Thomas Jefferson. In 1804 Thomas Jefferson decided to study the gospels to see if & Littlefield. Pub. at $48.00

252 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $24.00

1907913 WHEN CHRISTIANS WERE JEWS (THAT IS, NOW): Recovering the Lost Jewishness of Christianity with the God of Modern Jewry. By David A. DeSilva. Tells the story of identity rediscovered. Berard recounts how early Christians dissociated from their Jewish origins, and reflects on the spiritual consequences of this development. In a manner that calls to mind both Jewish and Christian practice, Berard pursues his investigation as a Jew. 494 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95

★ 1919500 JESUS AND THE ESOLIACS. By Dolores Cannon. Fresh insights into Christ’s Ministry and the Dead Sea Scrolls. In this guide, Cannon represents a new form of easy to use resource you’ll discover guidelines for how to accurately interpret Bible prophecy; charts that present clear outcomes of the future; step by step examples of how to understand Bible history. As a result of these guides you can rediscover your own center of life and significance. 248 pages. Coway. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $6.95

★ 495408X THE LITTLE BOOK OF ANGELS. By Lisa Dyer. Get to know your guardian angel and the archangels, their attributes and correspondences, and which to call for courage, healing, protection, knowledge, romance, energy, money and more. Inspirational quotes, blessings and invitations will help you tap into the angelic realm. 192 pages. Orange Hippo. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


★ 1916238 THE BIBLE BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By Yann J. Cazaux. This unique one-volume Bible reference is filled with important quotations from the scriptures and features bold graphics that detail the core ideas of major themes, and key events of the Old and New Testaments, making it the perfect guide for anyone with an interest in Christianity, or religion in general. Illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 $11.95

1918500 THE LOST ART OF SCRIPTURE: Recovering the Sacred Texts. By Karen Armstrong. Armstrong argues that for hundreds of years, religious texts were viewed as spiritual tools: sacred books that are to be read, but not studied. It was easy to understand scripture, to connect with the divine, to transcend their physical existence and to experience a higher level of consciousness. Only by researching ancient texts will this old understanding of scripture be discovered. 248 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

★ 1918540 BIBLE PROPHECY FOR EVERYONE: What You Need to Know About the Bible. By Tim Lahaye. In this clear
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★ 6494602 THE VOODOO HOODOO SPELLBOOK. By Denise Alvarado. Like the streets of New Orleans, this volume will enchant you with its abundance of magical incantations, spells, and remedies. Learn to create and use talismans, charms, spells, and powders, and discover the Pantheon of Voodoo Spirits. Seven African Powers, zombies, and much, much more. 308 pages. Paperbound. Published at $24.95 $16.95

★ 4848354 THE BIRTHDAY BOOK: What the Day You Were Born Says About You. By Shelley von Stringeln. Filled with information on personaility traits, including such titles as “Can We See Into the Future,” “Psychokinesis,” “Deathbed Visitations,” “Time Travel Evidence,” “Religion and the Paranormal in the Case for Immortality,” and others. 248 pages. Atlantis Rising. Published at $24.99 $17.95

★ 4900987 THE DREAM CULTURE OF THE NEANDERTHALS: Guardians of the Ancient Wisdom. By Stan Gooch. Originally published in 1973 as A Survey of the Ancient Wisdom. Contrary to current theories, the author maintains that the Neanderthals were not destroyed by the younger Cro-Magnon culture but were incorporated into that culture. He shows that their knowledge, and that of their ancestors, are still preserved. Illus. 262 pages. Inner Traditions. Published at $19.95 $9.95

★ 48504X LOST POWERS: Reclaiming Our Lost Powers. Ed. by J. Douglas Kenyon. A compilation of articles from Atlantis Rising magazine, including such titles as “Can We See Into the Future?” “Psychokinesis,” “Deathbed Visitations,” “Time Travel Evidence,” “Religion and the Paranormal in the Case for Immortality,” and others. 248 pages. Atlantis Rising. Published at $24.99 $17.95

★ 4856183 WICCA YEAR OF MAGIC: From the Wheel of the Year to the Cycles of the Moon, Magic for Every Occasion. By Jamie Della. Contains 365 rituals, spells, and meditations for every day of the year. The Wheel of the Year helps practitioners develop their own unique relationship with the magic of the turning seasons and energies of the lunar cycle. 164 pages. Softcover. Published at $17.95 $11.95

★ THE BOOK OF SPELLS: The Magick of Witchcraft. By Jamie Delia. Contains rituals and visualizations for releasing negativity, increasing bliss, breaking a broken heart, finding your Spirit guides, embarking on the adventure of astral flight and more. 217 pages. On Speed: Published at $17.95 $11.95

★ 4976304 DOWNSIZING FOR BEGINNERS: How to Find Water, Wealth & Lost Objects. By Richard Webster. You can easily locate water, coins, artifacts, lost objects, even missing people, by following the simple instructions in this work. You’ll discover how to improve your life in many practical ways by dowsing. Illus. 198 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Published at $14.99 $11.95

★ 5795222 JOHN DEE’S FIVE BOOKS OF MYSTERY. Original Source book. By Joseph H. Peterson. Discovered in a hidden compartment of an old chest long after his death, the secret writings of John Dee–which he shared with his peers to reveal to anyone not sanctified by them–record in minute detail his research into the occult. Illus. 479 pages. Paperback. Published at $55.00 $39.95

★ 1913846 THE UNICORN HANDBOOK: A Guide to Local Legends of Literature, Lore, Art, Recipes, and Projects. By Carolyn Turgeon. This stunning compendium brings you into the magical realm of the unicorn, a world of stories, poetry, lore, majesty, romance, and lush natural history. Fine art, photographs and illustrations, essays, do it yourself projects, tips and recipes provide hours of reading for unicorn lovers. 240 pages and a ribbon bookmark. 240 pages. Harper. Published at $37.50 $9.95

★ 4925553 FANTASTIC ADVENTURES IN METAPHYSICS: An Extraordinary Journey into the Nature of Reality. By Michael Perlin. Prepare for an incredible journey into our ancient world of metaphysics. Explore tales of giants, the true stories behind the ancient gods, the phenomena of past lives and time travel, the realities of secret societies, and much more. Illus. 224 pages. Out-of-print. Published at $18.95 $9.50

★ 4964511 THE MAN WHO FILMED NESSIE: Tim Dinsdale and the Legend of Loch Ness. By Angus Dinsdale. English aeronautical engineer Tim Dinsdale left his career in modern technology to hunt for the mythical creature of the Loch Ness monster. He is widely credited with igniting the world’s fascination with the phenomenon. He carefully analyzed over 100 sightings reports before organizing his first visit to the loch. 256 pages. Softcover. Published at $19.95 $7.95

★ 4901059 REAL-LIFE X-FILES: Investigating the Paranormal. By Joe Nickell. Examines the cases of over 40 paranormal mysteries. Using a hands-on approach, Nickell visits the scene of the so-called unexplainable activity whenever possible and attempts to physically duplicate the miraculous. Photos. 326 pages. UKy. Published at $16.99 $7.95

★ 4906101 FIND YOUR TWIN FLAME: Understand and Connect To Your Soul’s Other Half. By Sarah Sampson. In the twin soul myth, your twin flame is the only soul that has the same spiritual DNA as yours—the piece that is crucial to your soul’s evolution. This edition is 100% expanded and updated with new information including daily activities to help you connect to your twin flame, but also nurturing a partnership that is deeper than any other. 208 pages. Llewellyn.

★ 4964500 IN SEARCH OF OGOPOGO: Sacred Creature of the Okanagan Waters. By Ariane Gay. OgoPOGO, an anthropomorphic sea serpent living in the freshwater lakes and rivers of Canada. These are records of eyewitness accounts and organized searches. 16 pages of photos, some color. 208 pages. Hancock House. Published at $14.95 $4.95
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**Occult**

**4951034 DARK WORLD. By Zak Bagans with K. C. Craig. Brings you behind the cold walls of some of the world's most haunted prisons, hospitals, insane asylums, hotels, slaughterhouses, and mansions and leads you on a terrifying ride through a vortex of dark energy. Bagans reveals the dark realm of death that cannot be ignored. Photos. 272 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95.**

**6894363 PARANORMAL PARASITES: The Voracious Appetites of Soul-Sucking Supernatural Entities. By Nick Redfern. Many people believe they have come into contact with the truth–there’s a monstrous menagerie of supernatural entities that feed upon human vitality without our knowledge. Join Redfern as he delves into the long struggle between us and them. 235 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $14.95.**

**4924789 THE PARANORMAL PRESIDENCY OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. By Christopher Koenig Coleman. Explores a largely unknown aspect of one of the nation’s greatest presidents: from his early youth to the very day of his death, Abraham Lincoln was visited by premonitions and visions of the future. His interest in mediums and Spiritualism is revealed in this unique and fascinating text. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. $14.95.**

**4976290 THE ART OF SCRYPING & DOWSING: Footprint ESP and Remote Viewing. By Jenny Tyson. Easy to use and accurate techniques that only take fifteen minutes. Regardless of your skill level, this work lets you find the location of lost items, reveal the mysteries of the past, and gain knowledge about the future or other dimensions of reality. 244 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95.**

**4723874 THE DRUIDIC HAREM: Spiritual Practice Rooted in the Living Earth. By John Michael Greer. A hands-on manual of traditional Druid practice that explores this path of living in harmony with nature, offering tools for creating an earth-honoring life here and now. From ritual meditation to nature awareness and ecological action, Greer opens the door to a spiritually rooted in the living Earth. 268 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. $18.95.**

**4912608 THE TAROT: A Collection of Secret Wisdom from Tarot’s Mystical Origins. By S.L. MacGregor-Mathers et al. Unlocks the lost secrets and esoteric lore of the tarot with vital teachings from original tarot masters of the past two centuries. This special collection of rare volumes is the result of years of painstaking research and includes rare tarot decks. Now Horowitz provides fresh dimensions to the subject. 358 pages. G&D Media. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.**

**1929348 THE POE TAROT. By Trisha Leigh Shoflet. Images are directly inspired by classics by Edgar Allan Poe while utilizing traditional tarot archetypes. The tarot follows Poe as the main character, navigating through the Fool’s journey while diving deep into the subconscious realms to unveil wisdom of his works and teachings. Includes book and cards. Fully illus. 192 pages. Red Feather. $21.95.**

**1955343 THE SEEKER’S GUIDE TO THE TAROT: ALL AGES. The Authorized Companion to Manly P. Hall’s Esoteric Tarot. By Mitch Horowitz. No other work in history has done more to clarify the esoteric, mystical, and occult tradition of tarot than Hall’s The Secret Teachings of All Ages. Now Horowitz explores developments and historical discovery since Hall’s death by tracing the tarot from Dark Ages to the present and adds new, fresh dimensions to the subjects. 358 pages. G&D Media. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.**


**4953839 LOST SOUL, WISE SOUL: How Challenging Past Lives Shaping Our Future. By Karen Carlson. Eye opening and compelling client cases that put Bigfoot “on the map” and established the residue of its existence in public consciousness. Meet Bigfoot hunters and see the first image to be employed in that ongoing quest. Includes hoaxes and the creature’s portrayal in modern media and advertising. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. $21.95.**


**4986513 CONFESSIONS OF AN ILLUMINATI, VOL. II: The Time of Revelation and Transition Leading Up to 2020. By Leo Zagami. The author continues his thesis of his former life with the infamous organization, unveiling his own role and exposing those in control. He outlines the Satanic infiltration of Freemasonry, points out the generational aspect of the bloodline families, and outlines the ways you can psychoactively defend yourself against the Illuminati Network. 380 pages. CCC. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95.**

**4951824 BIRTH CHART INTERPRETATION Plain & Simple. By Andrea Taylor. Concise, beginner-friendly, this practical guide teaches you how to interpret your natal chart and how that might be complicated by the complexity of your chart, but this handbook makes it simple—all you need is your date, time, and location of birth. Taylor guides you through a thorough exploration of the chart, its aspects, angles, and more, and 225 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.**

**4980497 KARMA AND REINCARNATION: Unlocking Your 800 Lives to Enlightenment. By D. Morris. A fully practical hand guide to the ins and outs of the karmic cycle, and a field guide to the spiritual planes and deceased who dwell in those works. Perfect for those taking their first steps down a spiritual path and for returning, long-time spiritual students alike. 294 pages. Spiritual Arts Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $17.95.**

**4951258 ASTROLOGY: What Your Date of Birth Reveals About You. By Marion Williamson. This guide to the endlessly fascinating world of astrology reveals insights into romantic compatibility and your life path. Includes profiles of sun signs and includes overviews of the 12 zodiac signs, the truth behind Mercury retrograde, and more. 160 pages. Archim. $8.95.**

**4967895ALCHEMY AND KABBALAH IN THE TAROT. The Twenty-Two Arcana That Reveals the Masters of the Aur Wes. The most ancient sciences in the world are Alchemy and Kabbalah, knowledge hidden in the depth of every great religion and mystical tradition. These sciences are hidden in twenty-two Hebrew letters and primary Tarot cards. Discover the keys to unlock the mysteries hidden in scripture, mystical texts, and enigmatic images, and most importantly, the meaning within us. Illus. 229 pages. Glorian Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95.**

**4860713 HALLOWEEN: Customs, Recipes & Spells. By Silver RavenWolf. Guides you through the cobwebby corners of time to uncover the history of the Alchemical Halloween myths and lore, treats and goodies, divination techniques, harvest rituals and customs, you’ll find spells, potions, and other Halloween basics for love, prosperity, and protection. 209 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95.**

**1902539 INTERPRETATION Plain & Simple. By Jill Taylor. The handbook makes it simple—all you need is your date, time, and location of birth. Taylor guides you through a thorough exploration of the chart, its aspects, angles, and more, and 225 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95.**

**1920569 THE FENG SHUI TAROT. By Doreen Virtue. This guide to the endlessly fascinating subject of Feng Shui reveals overviews of the 12 houses, the phases of the moon, explore the tarot cards, and more. Hansen. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Random. Paperback. $14.95.**

1925121 MAGNETOMETRY FOR ARCHAEOLOGISTS. By Arnold Aspinall et al. This work covers the most widely used magnetic techniques and describes the authors recount the history of magnetometers from their invention through today's state of the art detectors, explaining their underlying physics behind the different types of sensors, and describe the most fruitful ways in which the technology can be employed. Photos. 208 pages. AltaMira Press. Pub. at $107.00 $9.95

4633879 CAHOKIA: Ancient America's Great City on the Mississippi. By Timothy R. Paukert. Almost 1,000 years ago, a sprawling Native American city flourished on the banks of the Mississippi River near what is now St. Louis. Drawing on pioneering archaeological work and extensive cultural analysis, the author provides a detailed picture of what has been discovered so far. 194 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

4905752 A WORLD BELOW THE SAND: The History and Importance of Egypt's Subterranean Temples by Toby Wilkinson. Chronicles the ruthless race between the British, French, Germans, and Americans to lay claim to Egypt's mysteries and treasures. Travelers and treasure-hunters, ethnographers and archaeologists: whatever their motives, whatever their methods, a century of adventure and scholarship revealed a lost world, buried for centuries beneath the sands. 18 pages of color. 510 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

4908099 LOST CITIES OF ANCIENT LEMURIA & THE PACIFIC. By David Hatcher Childress. Was there once a continent in the Pacific? Called Lemuria or Mu, Pacific Lemuria or Mu, lost Lemuria or Mu, Lemuria, or Mer, there is now ample mythological, geological and archaeological evidence to prove that an advanced, and ancient civilization flourished on the continent 12,000 years ago as he searches for the truth. Illus. 367 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

1918591 EXCAVATING THE EVIDENCE FOR JESUS: The Archaeology and History of Christ and Christianity. By Titus Kennedy. This work progresses chronologically through the Gospels, noting the many relevant archaeological, historical, geographic, and literary findings. You'll gain a deeper understanding of the historic basis of Christianity, a richer knowledge of the ancient world, and an evidence-based perspective on the reliability of the Bible. Color photos. 268 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Anthropology

4893867 DEEP ANCESTRY: Inside the Genographic Project. By Spencer Wells. Begins with the assumption that the human race began 60,000 years ago with a single family in an African cave. Dedicated to uncovering the secrets of deep ancestry, the project is detailed here. 247 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


497014X SYNCHRONICITY: The Epic Quest to Understand the Quantum Nature of Cause and Effect. By Halpern. Discussing entanglement and synchronicity, Halpern gives us a sprawling tale of creativity and genius, myth and insight, wondrous ideas and the universe. Buckle up, it's a wild ride. Illus. 294 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

MAYO CLINIC ON HEARING & BALANCE, 3RD EDITION: Hear Better, Improve Your Quality of Life. By James E. Bogle. This guide will help you understand what causes hearing loss and balance issues, how they can be prevented, and how to live and live well with them. Also includes exercises to help assess your balance and how to improve it. Illus. 192 pages. Mayo Clinic. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


9897562 THE PREMONITION CODE. By T. Cheung & J. Mossbridge. Have you ever had a feeling that something was going to happen and it did? Most people dismiss these premonitions, but scientific evidence suggests that some of these experiences are far from coincidental. Now you can learn about the science behind precognition and cultivate your abilities. 214 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

INTRODUCING QUANTUM THEOREY: A Graphic Guide. By Lea McVey & O. Zarate. This graphic guide takes readers on a step by step tour through an amazing but eminently complex topic. Tackles the many puzzles and paradoxes that quantum theory is known for through compelling facts and engaging illustrations. 176 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

THE PREMONITION CODE. By T. Cheung & J. Mossbridge. Have you ever had a feeling that something was going to happen and it did? Most people dismiss these premonitions, but scientific evidence suggests that some of these experiences are far from coincidental. Now you can learn about the science behind precognition and cultivate your abilities. 214 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

19137XX THE QUANTUM UNIVERSE. By B. Cox & J. Forshaw. The authors of Why Does E = mc2? take on a mission to show that everyone can understand the mysteries of quantum science. They provide an illuminating and accessible approach to the world of quantum mechanics, revealing not only what it is and why it works, but why it matters. Illus. 256 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.96
Mathematics

4895228 KINETICS AND DESIGN OF PLANAR MECHANISMS. By C. H. Chiang. This edition serves as a guide to the historical development of the subject, emphasizing the historical and mathematical aspects of the subject. Helps readers understand the principles of the subject. 221 pages. Krieger. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

4862176 PYTHAGORAS OF SAMOS: First Philosopher and Mathematician of Numbers. By Nigel Graddon. This comprehensive and authoritative biography comprises the historical and mathematical aspects of Pythagoras’ philosophy and teachings. Also includes a metaphysical interpretation of Pythagoras’ teaching of number, a powerful system of inner learning that Pythagoras taught to his most dedicated students. Illus. 293 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

4844076 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO SIMPLY MATH. By E. W. Wade & L. S. Left. This guide is your go-to resource for everything geometry. Carefully designed for optimal learning, you’ll find: Comprehensive content, including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts; an extensive review and practice to check your understanding; and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 133 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

1912151 SIMPLY MATH. By Leo Ball et al. Sometimes, less is really more. This smart but powerful little guide explains everyday math, from fractions to percentage numbers. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4927478 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL SOCIOLGY. By P. Bonacich & P. Lu. Mathematical models and computer simulations of complex social systems have become everyday tools in sociological analyses. This guide covers all the essential mathematics, including linear algebra, graph theory, set theory, game theory and probability, and shows how to apply these mathematical tools to demography. 212 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $55.00 $19.95

1482924 HOW YOU GOT SCREWED. By Allen Marshall. If you’re like most people, you want a fair shot in life, but the game has been rigged. So what can you do? Marshall tells us not to be fooled by the government’s sweeteners that are manipulated to make you think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt; be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self-reliant. 188 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


4952269 NICKEL AND DIMED: On (Not) Getting by in America. By Barbara Ehrenreich. This riveting study of how the everyday life in low-wage America, the story of Ehrenreich’s attempts to eke out a living while working as a waitress, hotel maid, house cleaner, and parking lot attendant, has become an essential part of the national discourse. Now more than ten years later, it is more relevant than ever. 244 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

Business

4865007 CONTROL THE CONVERSATION: How to Charm, Deflect and Defend Your Position Through Any Line of Questioning. By J. O. Fye & M. Karinch. A business director tells you not just an answer. A response should be multidimensional and include relevant and compelling information that goes beyond a simple answer. No matter what the question, this guide will show you how to steer every talk in your favor. 212 pages. Career Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

5927886 HOW TO USE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES & LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, FIFTH EDITION. By Garrett Sutton. A comprehensive guide on maximizing the benefits of limited liability companies and limited partnerships. Learn how to select the right structure for your business. Specific needs and goals; follow the rules to keep your assets protected, easily manage and operate an LLC or an LP; and strategically use entities to hold real estate and other assets. Illus. 291 pages. SuccessDNA. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


4815629 START YOUR OWN FOOD TRUCK BUSINESS, THIRD EDITION. By Alan Philips. Fully stocked with all the ingredients you need to join the food truck business craze, this guide provides all the details behind starting a food truck business, from gourmet food to all-American basics and hot dog includes setting prices, hiring help, licenses, and much more. 181 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

3844498 STARTING & RUNNING A FOOD TRUCK BUSINESS. By Alan Philips. Fully stocked with all the ingredients you need to join the food truck business craze, this guide provides all the details behind starting a food truck business, from gourmet food to all-American basics and hot dog includes setting prices, hiring help, licenses, and much more. 181 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


4977991 SETTLING ESTATES FOR EVERYONE: Guide and Action Plan to Handle Assets, Benefits, Taxes, Debts, Minors, and Much More. By Ronald Farrington Sharp. This work is a guide for those responsible for wrapping up the personal and financial affairs of the deceased. It is a resource identifying the steps that may need to be taken prior to and after a person’s death, and a practical guide to assist those who must deal with asset collection and disposition, tax and legal issues, apply for inheritance, and more. 458 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4878175 AT YOUR BEST AS A WELDER. By Juan Carosso. Your playbook for learning if a career as a welder is right for you, progressing from joining to the skills needed to make money, and becoming a professional designer of mechanisms. The焊er’s guide, to facilitate computer algebraic method used is the matrix method. This guide is intended to facilitate computer programming. 467 pages. Krieger. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

4898478 EVERY LANDLORD’S TAX DEDUCTION GUIDE, 18TH EDITION. By Stephen Fishman. This guide focuses on the tax deductions available to landlords. Covers the latest tax laws, including the rules for deducting a net operating loss (NOL) and claiming an NOL refund, learn about real estate transactions, depreciation, rental income, hiring workers and depreciation. 484 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

4950628 EVERY LANDLORD’S TAX DEDUCTION GUIDE, 18TH EDITION. By Stephen Fishman. This guide focuses on the tax deductions available to landlords. Covers the latest tax laws, including the rules for deducting a net operating loss (NOL) and claiming an NOL refund, learn about real estate transactions, depreciation, rental income, hiring workers and depreciation. 484 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

4952268 WORKING FOR YOURSELF, 12TH EDITION. By Stephen Fishman. Whether you are starting a full-scale consulting business or bookkeeping services, this guide provides all the legal and tax information you need in one place. Topics include how to decide the best form for your business; pay estimated taxes; choose health, property, and other kinds of insurance; and much more. 350 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

Economics

4892924 HOW YOU GOT SCREWED. By Allen Marshall. If you’re like most people, you want a fair shot in life, but the game has been rigged. So what can you do? Marshall tells us not to be fooled by the government’s numbers that are manipulated to make you think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt; be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self-reliant. 188 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


4952269 NICKEL AND DIMED: On (Not) Getting by in America. By Barbara Ehrenreich. This riveting study of how the everyday life in low-wage America, the story of Ehrenreich’s attempts to eke out a living while working as a waitress, hotel maid, house cleaner, and parking lot attendant, has become an essential part of the national discourse. Now more than ten years later, it is more relevant than ever. 244 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
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Personal Finance

**526971** THE WALL STREET JOURNAL COMPLETE MONEY & INVESTING OBJECTIVE. By Dave Karpf. With a simple—but not simplistic—grounding in the world of finance. Breaking down the basics of how money and investing work, it explains what you have to know to invest in mutual funds, stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. 221 pages. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**675371** MOBILE HOME WEALTH: How to Make Money Buying, Selling and Renting Mobile Homes. By Zalman Velvet. Everything a mobile home dealer needs to know about the business, and practices of mobile home investing is found in this comprehensive and accessible guide. Whether you are looking for a smart addition to your portfolio or searching for a business, this is the reference for you. Photos. 376 pages.


**467449** GET WHAT'S YOURS, Secured the Secrets to Getting Out of Your Social Security. By Laurence J. Kotlikoff et al. Fully revised and carefully updated in light of the new law, this is the indispensable guide to collecting the maximum Social Security benefits=beneﬁts that have escaped the average person to take, but simply aren’t aware of. 371 pages. S&S. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**494941** AFTERMATH: Seven Secrets of Wealth Preservation. By James Rickards. Financial expert Rickards sketches the economic crisis that’s right around the corner and identifies the assets that are most and least exposed. Drawing on his knowledge of capital markets and unconventional insights, Rickards shows why high-voltage, high-growth technology and media stocks like Netflix are best avoided, and more. 192 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**190827** HOW TO MAKE YOUR MONEY LAST: The Indispensable Retirement Guide. By Jane Bryant Quinn. Find the answers to this book’s questions as when to claim your Social Security benefits, how you invest for income when interest rates are low, how you use your home equity to help make your savings last, when it makes sense to buy a lifetime annuity and, if so, which ones, and more. 412 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

**497927** SOCIAL SECURITY: MEASURING THE BENEFITS OF RETIREMENT PENSIONS, 27TH EDITION. By Joseph Matthews. The rules for claiming Social Security benefits have changed. Find out if you can still choose between your own benefits, your spouse’s, or your own at a higher amount. This completely updated resource for 2022. Whether you’re looking for yourself or helping a parent, you’ll find valuable information here to help get the benefits you’ve earned. 500 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

Computer Books

**496522** WINDOWS 11 IN EASY STEPS. By Nick Vandome. Windows 11 is a major evolution of the Windows operating system. This guide will help you discover the key features and functions. This is done in those who want to keep the essentials quickly and easily. Suitable for Windows newbies as well as those upgrading to a new version. 240 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**191774** LAPTOPS FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 8TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. Updated to cover Windows 11, written in plain English without jargon, and contains clear step by step instructions accompanied by illustrations. Shows how to choose the right laptop, personalize Windows, explore apps for fun and functional tasks, and more. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**384912** WINDOWS 10 IN EASY STEPS, 5TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. A concise yet comprehensive guide that has easy to follow, clear step by step instructions that make learning to use the Windows 10 simple. This resource not only tells you how to do it, but it also shows you how. Now you can get more from your Windows 10 quickly and easily! 240 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**492505** IPAD FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 11TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. Written in plain English, easy to follow with clear step by step instructions, fully illustrated in color, and comprehensive, this is the only guide you’ll need to understand your iPad. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**496997** IPHONE FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 9TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. Fully updated for iOS 14. This is ideal for those who want to grasp the modern-day smartphone and get more from their iPhone quickly and easily. This guide is here to help. 324 pages. Kogan Page. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**515931** BIG BROTHER TECHNOLOGY: PRISM, XKeyscore, and Other Spy Tools of the Global Surveillance State. By Axel Baken. A comprehensive guide to the classified government surveillance programs and techniques used by the agencies to spy on the world. Big Brother is watching. It’s time to watch back. Dozens of previously classified government surveillance programs are documented here. Fully illus. 264 pages. Adventure Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

Dictionaries

**485336** MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S MEDICAL DICTIONARY. A guide to the essential language of today’s medicine and health care that provides up-to-date coverage from all major fields of medical practice and research. Includes more than 39,000 medical terms with pronunciations, and 1,000 medical and health care terms. Merriam-Webster. Paperback. $9.95 $6.95

**573064** WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD COLLEGE DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by James E. Naso et al. The most complete dictionary you can own, featuring over 5,000 new entries, and over 600 illustrations and maps that cover important people, places, objects and concepts. 1703 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperback. $25.99 $18.95

**485829** MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE DICTIONARY, FOURTH EDITION. Fully revised, all new edition, includes more than 20,000 new words, 20,000 new and updated crossword words, and arranged alphabetically and by number of letters. 1392 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**477526** WEBSTER’S NEW COMPACT OFFICE DICTIONARY. Ed. by Michael Agnes. Includes over 60,000 entries; updated biographical and geographical entries; concise, easy to understand definitions; precise and comprehensive pronunciation key; and more. 756 pages. Wiley. Paperback. $4.95
**Dictionaries**

- **★48581X MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S ITALIAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** Ed. by Susanne Reicht. This perfect translation tool offers up to date bidirectional coverage of Italian and English. Clear, precise definitions deliver the words you need to enable quick and easy understanding. Includes more than 57,000 translations and more than 40,000 entry words and phrases. 417 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. $5.95

- **★485628 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S JAPANESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** Ed. by Susanne Reicht. This perfect translation tool offers up to date bidirectional coverage of Japanese and English. Clear, precise definitions deliver the words you need to enable quick and easy understanding. Includes more than 22,000 translations and more than 48,000 entry words and phrases. 424 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. $5.95

- **★485816 THE MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY OF SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS.** Comprehensive reference with over 4,800 entries. Clear explanations show distinctions between synonyms, and examples demonstrate typical ways the words may be used. 443 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. $4.95

- **★485828 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S FRENCH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** This perfect translation tool offers up to date bidirectional coverage of French and English. Clear, precise definitions deliver the words you need to enable quick and easy understanding. Includes more than 100,000 translations and more than 80,000 entry words and phrases. 804 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. $5.95

- **★485449 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S SPANISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, REVISED.** Ed. by Karen L. Wilkinson. This revised and updated dictionary featuring expanded coverage of essential, current vocabulary is the perfect translation tool. Contains 300,000 entries and speak accurately and understand clearly! 838 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50 $5.95

- **★462932 THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, FIFTH EDITION.** Ed. by Catherine T. Pratt et al. Get the latest research on word origins and histories, as well as usage notes based on the opinions of a renowned panel of experts. This new edition features over 175,000 definitions, 10,000 new words and senses, and over 4,000 full-color images which make the definitions instantly understandable. 2022 pages. HMH. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

- **392285 THE OFFICIAL SCRABBLE PLAYERS DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION.** Features more than 100,000 two- to eight-letter words, including more than 5,000 new entries and words acceptable under the rules. Many entries include a brief definition, a part of speech label, and inflected forms for fast, easy word validation. 728 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $6.95

- **★485088 THE QUEENS’ ENGLISH.** By Chloe O. Davis. Created by and for gays, lesbians, queers, and everyone in between. LGBTQA+ folks of all walks of life, gender identities, abilities, and beyond. Well illus., some in color. 336 pages. Carlton Potter. Pub. at $22.50 $6.95

- **★3979615 5 LANGUAGE VISUAL DICTIONARY, REVISED EDITION.** Ed. by Arpita Dasgupta. Your one-stop guide to five major European languages and an intuitive way to learn and recall everyday vocabulary in French, Italian, Spanish, German, and Dutch. Superb illustrations place more than 6,500 words and phrases at your fingertips. 400 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **4799031 THE DICTIONARY OF DEMONS, REVISED.** Names of the Devils. By M. Belanger. Designed to help you better understand where our ideas about demons originated and how those ideas have developed and transformed over the course of thousands of years of written history. 494 pages. Llewelyn. 8½x10. Paperbound. $19.95

- **★4858210 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S CONCISE DICTIONARY, LARGE PRINT EDITION.** LARGE PRINT EDITION. Completely revised and updated, this dictionary features 40,000 entries, with clear definitions to help you communicate effectively; pronunciations to help you say it right; and usage labels to clarify function. 753 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**Atlasses**

- **1912437 ESSENTIAL WORLD ATLAS, 10TH EDITION.** Ed. by Jack Crouch. This practical atlas provides an unbeatable visual reference to the Earth’s continents, regions, and countries, giving a superb overview of our modern world. Contains over 1,000 maps, detailed facts on every nation, and a comprehensive index. 948 pages. Llewelyn. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

- **1912599 THE TRAVEL ATLAS.** The Ultimate Atlas for Globetrotters. By John H. Pope. Combining unparalleled destination knowledge and mapping expertise, this incredible volume makes it easier than ever to find and plan incredible experiences around the world. With 205 maps and 195 countries, you’ll discover places of interest, itineraries, and city maps of the world’s most popular cities. Fully illus. in color. 448 pages. Lonely Planet. 10¾x14½. Pub. at $75.00 $49.95

- **4979249 AN ATLAS OF EXTINCT COUNTRIES.** By Gideon Defoe. An atlas of 48 nations that fell off the map. The polite way of writing an obituary is: dwell on the good bits, gloss over the embarrassing stuff—but Defoe refuses to do so, because these dead nations are so full of schemers, racists, and con men that it’s impossible to gloss over the sordid stuff. 242 pages. Europa. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

- **3782417 COMPLETE ATLAS OF THE WORLD, 4TH EDITION.** Brings together the enormous mass of geographical information available in the digital age and distills it into this beautiful collection of 300 stunning, high-definition maps covering every region of the world. Includes more than 100 city maps, 100,000 place names, and a cross-referencing gazetteer. Well illus., in color. 432 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $56.95

- **492729X WORLD WAR I ILLUSTRATED ATLAS: Campaigns and Battles from 1914 to 1918.** By Michael S. Neiberg. This essential atlas offers a complete history of World War II in map form, from the outbreak of war and the first fighting on Western and Eastern Fronts, through the conflicts on the Mediterranean and Middle East, to the vital war at sea and the final Allied push in 1918. Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Amber. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $21.95

**Reference**

- **4911652 THE WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF FACTS 2022.** By Robert Farquhar et al. With more fascinating facts per page than any other general reference, this volume has the authoritative answers to your questions on everything from the history and culture including the Tokyo Olympic Games; Coronavirus, U.S. Census results; and more. Color photos. 1,007 pages. World Almanac Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

- **495587X BULLSHIT: 500 Mind-Blowing Lies We Still Believe.** By Katie Adams. Packed with the blatant lies, convenient mistruths, and little white lies you grew up believing, this little resource has 500 fact-checked mind-boggling lies, from historical old wives’ tales to strange and falsehoods, and the truth behind them. 204 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **4894668 INSTANT WALL ART: Vintage Map Prints.** Upgrading your home decor has never been easier with this collection of beautiful, high-quality prints, each with a perforated edge for easy removal and quick framing. Create your own personalized gallery of vintage maps, charts, and topographical maps. Fully illus. in color. Adams Media. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

- **483026 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC 2022.** It’s another new year celebrating everything under the Sun! Including the Moon, with The Old Farmer’s Almanac, America’s oldest continuously published periodical. Always timely, topical, and distinctively useful, the Almanac has been beloved for centuries by people from all walks of life. Illus., many in color. 288 pages. Yankee. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

- **8433563 SEE IT & SAY IT IN SPANISH.** By Margarita Madrigal. Teach yourself Spanish the fast, easy way. Completely with traveler’s word list, pronunciation guide, and a grammar section, this reference will help you master Spanish quickly and pass. $6.95

- **3897151 3,000 SPANISH WORDS AND PHRASES THAT TEACH YOU SPANISH.** Ed. by Simon Mumford. This practical book will help you master Spanish quickly and easily. Includes the entire vocabulary in French, Italian, Spanish, German, and other five major European languages and an an English-German dictionary. Revised and updated, this dictionary features more than 100,000 translations and more than 40,000 entry words and phrases. 470 pages. 8½x11. Pub. at $60.00 $54.95

- **492214X RIDLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! A Century of Strangel!** Text by Geoff Tibballs. Filled with incredible facts, unbelievable stories, bizarre feats and hair-raising oddities from around the world. Includes over 1,000 photos. 256 pages. Ridley Publishing. 9¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

- **1909746 RIDLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! NOT! The Great Anti-Logic Quiz Book That Teaches You How to Think.** Text by Geoff Tibballs. Filled with thousands of strange stories, unusual feats, and hair-raising oddities from around the world. Discover how one man lived in a sand castle for 20 years, and read about the cat with 28 toes–it’s all weird and all true! Color photos. 256 pages. Ridley Publishing. 9¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

- **3974324 UNCLE JOHN’S GREATEST KNOTS OF EARTH NO. 13: Curiosities, Rarities & Amazing Oddities.** By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. This edition is overflowing with incredible odd news, obscure history, witty wordplay, quirky quotations, and all those hilarious and mind-blowing stories that make you say “uncle”! Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95
4615395 TALKING WITH YOUR HANDS, LISTENING WITH YOUR EYES: A Complete Picture Guide to American Sign Language. By Gabriel Grayson. Using almost 1,400 photos, this is a comprehensive primer to the techniques, words, and phrases of American Sign Language. Each word or phrase is accompanied by a photo or series of photos that show hand and body motions and facial expressions. With these images are step by step instructions for forming the sign, and visual tips for easier memorization and recall. 372 pages. Source: Signal Publishers. 8½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4914805 GRANDMOTHERS ARE LIKE SNOWFLAKES...NO TWO ARE ALIKE. By Janet Lanese. Words of wisdom, gentle advice, and hilarious observations. For first time grandmas, beloved veterans, or grandmas in waiting, this warm, wonderful work captures all the joy and humor of one of a woman's most life altering experiences. Illus. 117 pages. Dell. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4913949 MICHELLE OBAMA: Quotes to Live By. Ed. by Alex Lerman. A collection of over 170 inspirational quotes that serve to cement Michelle Obama's place as one of the strongest voices of the global stage today. 192 pages, OH Editions. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4921011 MCGUFFEY'S ECLECTIC SPELLING BOOK, REVISED EDITION. By William McGuffey. Originally published from 1836 through the 1940s and intended for children ages 7-10. Includes over two hundred individual lessons on spelling, grammar, punctuation, abbreviation, usage and more. 144 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $7.95

480096 THE POETS & WRITERS COMPLETE GUIDE TO BEING A WRITER. By K. Larimer & M. Gannon. The definitive source of information, insight, and advice for considering the risks of the writing life and finding the most trusted organization for writers. You'll learn to harness your imagination and jump-start your creativity, market yourself and your work in a digital world, and much more. 480 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

4919157 WRITING ACTION: A Book of Writing Prompts. By San Francisco Writers' Grotto. Kicks off with pointers for creating pages-turning prose and then offers a grab bag of prompts for exploring how both high-stakes and low-key moments can be action-packed. Designed for practicing your creative writing a bit at a time. 96 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4982843 EMPLOYMENT LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH). By Leonard D. Duboff et al. Provides both employees and employers the information they need in order to understand the law as it relates to their working relationship. This guide will enable readers to identify and prevent many of the issues which can and do occur in the employment context, thus saving everyone valuable time and money and establishing a stronger workforce. 316 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95


1916610 100 PROMPTS FOR SCIENCE FICTION WRITERS. By Leslie & Jared Anderson. This guide offers the way, with 100 compelling story prompts sorted into seven categories: The Pulp, Interstellar, Biological, Aftermath, Futurescapes, Tech, and Coffee Questions, and beyond. Both evocative and cyberpunk and beyond, these fun and creative plot ideas will challenge your craft and grow your skill as a writer. 128 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

1926632 A BROWSER’S BOOK OF TEXAS QUOTATIONS. Compiled by Steven A. Jent. This work brings together some 700 noteworthy quotations from or about Texas. Collectively they form a portrait of this unique place in the words of the people who have lived and created it. Photos. 265 pages. Wordware. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

491483X JUST DON’T BE AN ASSHOLE: A Surprisingly Necessary Guide to Civility. By Paul Bergman. This is the tough love that boys need to hear today; a candid and whipsmart guide to being a good guy in a world full of jerks. It turns the traditional lessons of how to learn one major lesson to safely avoid ash’tel territory; other people are also ash’tel.

1836 through the 1840s and intended for William McGuffey. Originally published from 1836 through the 1940s and intended for children ages 7-10. Includes over two hundred individual lessons on spelling, grammar, punctuation, abbreviation, usage and more. 144 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $7.95

4979699 LANGENSCHEIDT UNIVERSAL POLISH DICTIONARY. Compiled by Michael Jankowski et al. This pocket dictionary has it all: date vocabulary, how to learn the main headings in quick for reference. Aspect: pairs with every Polish verb. The best compact reference work for use at home, in the office, at school, and for travel. 494 pages. Langenscheidt. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95


4927432 CRIMINOLOGY: An Integrated Approach. By C. Woodrow & S. Parker. This is the first criminology textbook to provide an integrated perspective on the developing global and historical relations that unite the studies of crime, law, and law enforcement; criminals, crime/justice/justiciants, and crime/crime control in the 21st century. 379 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $85.00 $9.95

478722X SMITHSONIAN SCIENCE: A Victorian Visual Encyclopedia by W. Woolfitt & S. Parker. From robots to rockets, migration to micrhaps, sound waves to photosynthesis, science helps us explain the wonders of the world. This encyclopedia brings together all the major science topics and indexes them in alphabetical order. Whether it’s "alibi" or "waltz" there are over 1000 additio nal drill questions in this guide. 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

1972949 ITALIAN IN 3 MONTHS: Your Essential Guide to Understanding and Speaking Italian. By Milena Reynolds. This guide builds vocabulary through word lists, key phrases and model sentences; explains essential grammar; and develops conversation through exercises based on real-life scenarios. 253 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

491197X THE COMPLETE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS: A Definitive and Illustrated History. By S. Theresa Dietz. For centuries, artists and lovers have used the secret language of flowers to discreetly send over messages of their desires and emotions. A simple flower could reveal a variety of hidden meanings. Lovers have used flowers to say "I love you" to a serious declaration of everlasting love. Organized by both scientific and common names, each species contains fascinating and forgotten symbolic flower meanings. Fully illustrated. In color. 256 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


1929235 THE ART & POWER OF LETTER WRITING FOR PRISONERS. By Mike Enemigo. When locked inside a prison cell, being able to write well is one of the most powerful skills you can have. This guide will show you how to write high-quality personal and business letters. Don’t let prison keep you from navigating and networking around the world. 219 pages. The Cell Block. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

1928937 JAILHOUSE PUBLISHING FOR MONEY, POWER, AND FAME! By Mike Enemigo. In this work, Enemigo breaks down all his jailhouse publishing secrets and strategies, so you can do all he’s done, but without the legal issues he had to go through. Today, he is America’s number one incarcerated author and jailhouse publisher, with over 30 works published, and many more on the way. 328 pages. Cel-Bell Block. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95


4687128 COMMUNICATING IN CHINESE: Student’s Book for Listening and Speaking. By Wei Ling. Provides a listening and speaking curriculum that require the student to learn and manipulate vocabulary and structures to achieve specific real-world goals. This text is intended to provide the student with the necessary resources, and the practice to develop the skills, to use Chinese to achieve these ends. 243 pages. Yale. 8¼x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $49.00 $19.95
**Pets**


4989474 INCREDIBULL STELLA: How the Love of a Pit Bull Rescued a Family. By M. Meeks & E. Ridley. In a leap of faith, the Meeks family adopted and welcomed the adorable pit bull, Stella, into their home, and thanks to this incredible dog, the daily pressures of work, stress, and Manika Meeks’s health concerns subside. Stella’s story sharing her story with the world. Stella is now an international social media star. 16 pages of color photos. 233 pages. Citadell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

1925190 TALES FROM A DOG JUDGE. By Lisa Duffy-Korpics. Set in a small Hudson River Valley town, this collection comprises 22 real-life stories about people (and animals) who, whether by accident or design, come into contact with the sad, comical, and often profound world of an animal control officer. 252 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**4988550 THE MIRACULOUS LIFE OF MAGGIE THE WUNDERDOG.** By Kasey Meeks. From Carlin. Beaten, tortured and shot 17 times, Maggie the Wunderdog, the world’s largest no-kill sanctuary. No matter how many times Maggie was covered in blood and food, her spirit never ceased to shine. Her love for life inspired people and animals alike to become more compassionate and loving creatures. In her honor, the World’s Largest Dog has been created to ensure that no dog is ever killed again.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**4951550 100 REASONS TO PANIC ABOUT BEING A CAT LADY: Illus. by Gemma Correll.** Presents an honest look at the craziness that comes with being mad about cats, while also acknowledging all theorra up. This book is a must-read for any cat lover. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll sweat, you’ll freak out and feel so much better, then you’ll go hug your feline friend, that is, if she decides to tolerate you. Illus. 101 pages. Knock Knock. Pub. at $11.99

1926290 DOG TOWN: Tales of Rescue, Rehabilitation, and Reunion. By Stefan Bechtol. These stories unfold at a truly miraculous place: Best Friends Animal Society in Kanab, Utah, the world’s largest no-kill sanctuary. No matter what their story, these dogs and cats are given a second chance at a happy, healthier life. 293 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

1928406 PEANUT BUTTER PUPPIES. By Greg Murray. An irresistible photo collection of 70 rescued puppies in expressions of peanut butter bliss. These adorable portraits of rescued dogs, captured in studio with children, will tug at your heartstrings. 142 pages.

1912940 WHAT’S MY DOG THINKING? Training a Dog to Grow into a Happy Life. By Hannah Molloy. Drawing on the latest research in dog psychology, Molloy reveals the secrets behind more than 80 canine behaviors. Packed with positive reinforcement training advice, this resource will help you keep your dog happy, stimulated, and adorable. 74 Illus. Gibbs Smith. 8 3/8 x 8. Pub. at $14.99


1925016 HEALTH AND NUTRITION FOR DOGS AND CATS: A Guide for Pet Parents. By David G. Wellock. This work is timely, informative, and delivers valuable information on topics of importance to all pet owners. From reading pet food labels to storing food, from understanding appropriate calorie intake to food allergies, this book helps better understand the dietary needs of their dogs and cats. 203 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**49811429 DOG IS LOVE: Why and How Your Dog Loves You.** By Olive D.L. Wynne. Drawing on cutting-edge studies from his lab and others around the world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, from their faces and tails to their brains and behavior. The revolution is revealing more about dogs’ unique origins, behavior, needs, and hidden depths than we ever imagined possible. Drawings. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00

**4813906 DECODING YOUR CAT: The Ultimate Experts Explain Common Cat Behaviors and Reveal How to Prevent or Change Unwanted Ones.** Ed. by Meghan E. Herron et al. A comprehensive, easy to use guide to understanding and helping your cat’s behavior. Armed with the newest science on cat behavior, as well as effective, veterinarian approved methods and real life examples, cat owners are empowered to understand why their cats act the way they do, address behavior problems, and ensure a happy life for their pet. 342 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

4840700 MAX THE MIRACLE DOG: The Heart-Warming Tale of a Life-Saving Friendship. By Kerry Irving with M. Whymar. When a traffic accident left him with spinal injuries and chronic back pain, Max underwent surgery and went on a road trip across America. This is their journey and the unconditional love between one dog and his family. 246 pages. Yellow Pear. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**BIRDS & BIRDING**

4948548 BIRDS OF THE PHO TO ARK. Text by N. Strycker, photos by J. Sarorte. Every bird has a story to tell, and Nolo Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

1906877 THE AVIARY: Paperseys. By Matt Merritt. This sumptuous work showcases the infinite color and charm of birds. The ornithological illustrations accompany detailed descriptions of more than 50 species. Press-out sections enable you to reveal the outlines of the bird and transform this work into a art. 4813936 BIRDS OF MISSOURI FIELD GUIDE, 2ND EDITION. By Stan Tekiela. Make bird watching more informative and enjoyable. Includes 124 species of Missouri birds. Simple color guide. See a yellow bird? Go to the yellow section. 410 pages. This 2nd Edition includes 9 new species, updated photographs and range maps, expanded information in Tekiela’s notes and much more! 328 pages. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $9.95

**2798832 OUR LOVE OF OWLS.** By Stan Tekiela. Beautiful and mysterious, owls have entranced people throughout history. It is a rare delight to glimpse any owl, from the powerful Great Gray Owl to the tiny Elf Owl. Anyone who appreciates the wonders of the wild will cherish this spectacular collection of stunning wildlife photographs and the amazing natural history of owls. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $9.95

4938048 OUTWITTING SQUIRRELS, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Bill Adler, Jr. A fine-tuned and revised classic. The squirrel problem: squirrels! This classic defense manual for the besieged birdfeeder has been updated to deal with even the most persistent pest of our backyard. Updated to deal with even the most persistent pest of our backyard. Includes 124 species of Missouri birds. Simple color guide. See a yellow bird? Go to the yellow section. 2021. 190 pages. This 3rd Edition includes 9 new species, updated photographs and range maps, expanded information in Tekiela’s notes and much more! 328 pages. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $11.95

4975752 A PHOTOGRAPHIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF INDIA, PAKISTAN, NEPAL, BHUTAN, SRI LANKA, AND BANGLADESH. By Bikram Grewal et al. This is the only comprehensive photographic field guide to the birds of the entire Indian subcontinent. Every distinct species and subspecies—all 1,375 in all—is covered with photographs, text and maps. 792 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00
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**Birds & Birding**

**1927557 KINSHIPER WITH LOTUS FLOWER: Birds of Japan.** By Anne Selnou. Chickadees amid cherry blossoms, Immature Guide has reprinted traditional color plates bound in an accordion style format that honors the Japanese bookbinding tradition. Includes an introductory booklet, fabric bound with silver embossing. Slipcased, 47 pages. Kellogg $17.95

**1905909 THE BUTTERFLY GARDEN: Papercapes.** By James Lowen. This delightful work showcases a surprising variety of butterflies. Exquisite illustrations accompany detailed descriptions of more than 50 species. Precise and excellent sketches reveal the outlines of the butterflies and transform your volume into a work of art. Bay. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

**4983566 LONESOME FOR BEARS: A Woman's Journey to Track the Wilderness.** By Linda Jo Hunter. As caretakers and guides at Redoubt Bay Lodge in Alaska, Hunter and her husband lived side by side with man's closest kin, learning to understand their behavior and growing to miss their company when they left behind them at the end of each season. Colorful, 134 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

This account offers new insights into wapiti. Colorful, 134 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**1905905 THE SEASON OF THE ROOSTER.** By Anne Sefrioui. A rooster, and his colorful companions, join their keepers on a 6,000 mile journey through the eyes of one of the world's most celebrated naturalists. Includes more than 70 photographs of every beast. Information tables contain key comments, the conservation status, and a list of Salvadorian species. 134 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**4925511 SNAKE VENOMS & ENVENOMATIONS.** By Jean-Philippe Chiquet. Snakes responsible for several recent envenomations are considered a real public health problem, especially in tropical countries. Yet snake venom is used extensively in bio-medical research and as a diagnostic tool. This guide presents a synthesis of the principle discoveries on venoms, envenomations, paleontology and classification of snakes. 287 pages. Krieger. Pub. at $84.00 $6.95

**192546 TALES FROM THE ANT WORLD.** By Edward O. Wilson. Richly illustrated with depictions of ant species as well as recent research, this book spans the globe throughout the world, this is a fascinating--if not hair-raising--personal account by one of our greatest scientists and a necessary read for any nature lover. 227 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

**4928383 AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF MADAGASCAR AND THE MASCARENES, SEYCHELLES, AND COMOROS ISLANDS.** By Friedrich-Willhelm Henkel et al. This accessible guide to the herpetofauna of the area comes complete with information on the regional climate and vegetation, as well as vivid natural history sections. Includes 240 species of reptiles and amphibians. Each species description includes information on distribution, habitat, characteristic features, as well as general natural history. Well illus. in color. 316 pages. Krieger. Pub. at $93.00 $24.95

**1916120 TURTLES OF THE WORLD.** By J.E. Lovich & W. Gibbons. A lavishly illustrated guide to the world’s turtles that covers every family. 1906909 The rocky shore, the bony shell. Characterized by the bony shell that acts as a shield to protect the softer body within, turtles are survivors from the land’s oldest group of creatures that lived side by side with dinosaurs. Contains more than 250 beautiful color illustrations. Well illus. in color. 238 pages. Krieger. Pub. at $72.00 $9.95

**492829X THE AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF EL SALVADOR.** By Gunther Kohler et al. The herpetofauna of El Salvador consists of 130 species. For each species this guide provides a partial synonymy, geographical distribution, and a short description of the morphology, natural history and taxonomic comments, the conservation status, and a list of Salvadorian maps and color photographs. Provided for each species. 238 pages. Krieger. 8⅛ x 11⅛, Pub. at: $72.00 $9.95

**1918257 THE PIG: A Natural History.** By Richard Lutwyche. A comprehensive exploration of the biology, behavior and diversity of this smart and adaptable species, whose history has been intertwined with that of humans since Neolithic times, not only as a food animal, but also as a pet, guard pigs and truffle hunters. 240 pages. Quarto. $9.95

**4926997 SNAKES OF THE AMERICAS: Checklist and Lexicon.** By Bob L. Tipton. Devised for those wishing to classify, or who need a common names list, this check list gives information on snakes in all of the Americas through the subspecies level, as well as on geographical distribution. Includes 477 pages. Krieger. 8⅛ x 11⅛, Pub. at: $44.00 $9.95

**4929438 THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MONITOR LIZARDS.** By Harold De Lisle. Unusual specimens are in some ways more like birds and mammals that their smaller and less-active relatives. De Lisle provides extensive information on the evolution and biological traits that have made the varanids such successful and spectacular animals. Includes almost 200 lizards. Well illus. in some color. 201 pages. Krieger. 8⅛ x 11⅛, Pub. at: $71.00 $9.95

---

**Animals**

**492956X SNAKES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA: Natural History and Care in Captivity.** By John V. & Roxanne Rossi. Summarizes the natural history and captive maintenance of all species of snakes found in the United States and Canada. Contains key information on each species with over 100 color photos and an extensive bibliography. This is an essential reference for libraries, veterinary clinics, zoos, keepers, and herpetoculturists. 520 pages. Krieger. Pub. at: $194.95 $9.95

**4973733 BEARS BEHAVING BADLY.** By John McDonald, photos by P. Cyr. Tired of being thought of as shaggy, bumbling clowns, these bears are here to set the record straight. Includes more than 70 photographs of bears just doing their thing and being bears along with captions that reveal what they’re thinking in the process. 96 pages. Down East. 7x7¼, Pub. at: $14.95 $4.95

**4971043 FOREST CATS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Jerry Kobalenco. Tribute to the wild cats that roam our North America, interweaving fact and anecdote, legend and natural history to create a lively, informative record of the cats and their tracks. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Firefly. 8½ x 11, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**1905325 KITTY HEARTS DOGGY.** By Jeremy Greenberg. Sweet photos of canines and felines existing in harmony are accompanied by heartfelt and hilarious bits of relationship wisdom. After all, if a dog and a cat can love each other despite years of chasimg, barking and hissing, then there’s hope for us all! Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/344
Animals

★ 1920707 THE REIGN OF WOLF 21: The Saga of Yellowstone’s Legendary Druid Pack. By Rick McElligott. The Druid pack was the most famous wolf pack in Yellowstone National Park, and maybe even in the world. This is the true story of its remarkable leader, WOLF 21, a legend. Perfect for those who love to read about and admire these majestic animals. Fully in color. 183 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


★ 4929728 DOMALOPESDNA: Everpresent in the Mud. By John C. Murphy. A review of the aquatic rear-fanged snakes that inhabit freshwater, brackish water, and marine environments from Panama to Belize to Queensland, Australia. While a few live in flowing streams with clear water and rocky bottoms, most live in muddy habitats near the backwaters of Southeast Asia. 249 pages. Krieger. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $83.00 $59.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 4958964 LOST ANIMALS: Extinction and the Photographic Record. By Errol Fuller. A unique photographic record of extinction, produced by a world authority on vanished animals. Collected together for the first time, these photographs provide a tangible link to animals that have now vanished from Earth. While delivering a warning for the future. 256 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 490587 THE KINGFISHER DINOSAUR ENCYCLOPEDIA. Ed. by Elizabeth Yeates. Explores a world where dinosaurs and prehistoric animals once roamed. Travel though every prehistoric era, discover the latest technology and research in uncovering the secrets of the past. Features 3D reconstructions, photographs, and illustrations where these creatures come to life. 160 pages. Kingfisher. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 4929055 A FIELD GUIDE TO THE AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF BALI. By J. L. Littschwager. Bali has a diverse and prolific array of wildlife, including amphibians and reptiles. This comprehensive guide is a resource for those interested in the fascinating world of these splendid animals. 200 pages. Illustrated. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 190316 OCTOPUS, SEAHORSE, JELLYFISH. By David Lillicsawge. The dignified seahorse, the bellowing jelly, and the stealthy octopus—we have long seen every aspect of their graceful forms. For more than a decade, marine photographer Lillicsawge has traveled to world to reveal their mysterious beauty. Fully in color. 254 pages. National Geographic. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ 490048 SEXUAL ANIMALS: There Is Nothing Unnatural in Nature. By Emmanuel-Paul Debal, illus. By J. Terrazzoni. Tells us everything we never dreamed we wanted to know about the reproductive systems, genital organs, and sexual practices of every animal, from fruit flies. We find heterosexual, lesbian, gay, and bisexual behavior, as well as monogamy, polygamy, and polyandry, not to mention a multiplicity of other strategies. Fully in color. 183 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

★ 1928775 THE LIVES OF MOTHS: A Natural History of Our Planet’s Moth Life. By A. Sourakov & R.W. Chad. This work explores the world of these amazing and beautiful creatures. Moths evolved long before butterflies, and their importance cannot be overlooked. They are often crucial pollinators of flowers, including many that bloom at night or in twilight. Learn about evolution, life cycles, methods of communication, and links to humans. Color photos. 288 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 1931299 PLANET OF THE ANTS: The Hidden Worlds and Extraordinary Lives by Any Conquerors. By S. Foitzik & D. Fritsche. The closer you get to the ants, the more human they look. Ants build megacities, tend gardens, wage wars, and farm livestock. Foitzik invites readers deep into her world both in the field and the lab. She chooses the best—tiny yet incredible lives will inspire new respect for ants as a global superpower. Well illus. 280 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 1917234 THE BEAVER BOOK. By Hugh Warwick. These fascinating animals lay claim to some extremely strong environmental credentials, as well as appearances in art, literature, myths and legends. Explore the life of the beaver in this perfect introduction to nature’s engineers. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Graffeg. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

★ 4924754 NATURAL WONDERS OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND. By Mark Hendricks. Assateague Island, primarily known for its population of wild horses and pristine beaches, is a magical place. Yet few people have experienced all of its natural wonders. Includes more than 190 color photos that captures the truly rare moments with these amazing insects in their natural habitats, offering a firsthand look at how butterflies appear in the wild. A valuable resource for both professional and amateur naturalists. 259 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

★ 4902180 MASON BEE REVOLUTION: How the Hardest Working Bee Can Save the World One Backyard at a Time. By D. Hunter & J. Lightner. Honey bees make honey. Mason bees make food. Mason bees are highly effective pollinators. A single mason bee does the pollination of 60 honey bees. This guide explores the facts (and fictions) of pollination and food production, with a focus on how mason bees can help everyday gardeners get more from their crops. Well illus. 154 pages. Mountain Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

★ 49040105 GALLOPING TO FREEDOM: Saving the Adobe Town Appaloosas. By Carol J. Wadzinski. The Adobe Town Appaloosa is the oldest horse captured by the Bureau of Land Management in 2014. This is the story—illuminated by beautiful photographs and stirring landscapes—of these remarkable horses, who want to learn more about these marvelous creatures. Fully in color. 258 pages. Colorado. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3926168 SPIDERS OF THE WORLD: A Natural History. Ed. by Norman Platnick. These wondrous and endlessly intriguing arachnids. Covers a breathtaking array of spider species from around the globe describing their habitats, characteristics, and remarkable evolutionary adaptations. This is an indispensable volume for anyone who has experienced all of its natural wonders. Includes more than 190 color photos. 345 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $20.95

★ 1929992 KEEPING BEES WITH A SMILE: Principles and Practice of Natural Beekeeping. By Fedor Lazutin with L. Sharashkin. This is an invaluable resource for apiculture beginners and professionals alike, complete with amazing bee-friendly, well-insulated horizontal hives with extra-deep frames, plus other fascinating beekeeping advice you won’t find anywhere else. 32 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $22.00 $7.95

★ 4988205 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO WEATHER. By Jay Anderson et al. This field guide is a resource for those intrigued by events in the sky—clouds, precipitation, storms, and more—who follow daily weather events. More than 400 photographs illustrate visible weather, and numerous diagrams explain the more difficult physical concepts for those who want to learn more about these marvelous creatures. Fully in color. 205 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.50

★ 498319X THE SURVIVALIST’S HANDBOOK: How to Thrive When Things Fall Apart. By Rainer Stahlberg. Let this guide prepare you for the inevitable. Here are the step by step plans for surviving a range of disasters—both natural and man-made, including nuclear, chemical, and biological attacks, global energy crises, worldwide economic collapse; and much more. 419 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.50

DVD 4902122 LAND OF THE EAGLE: Atlas of the Natural World. Widescreen. The story of how North America was discovered is told through two sets of eyes—the Native Americans and the European newcomers. This series is a magnificent ensemble of paintings, photographs, 200th anniversary instruments, contemporary Native Americans voicing the words of their ancestors, and gorgeous wildlife filming. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $9.50

DVD 4957164 EARTH: The Biography. Widescreen. This landmark series uses breathtaking photography and specialist imaging to tell the story of the great forces that shape planet Earth. Traveling from Ethiopia’s unique lava lake to an ice cave under Mount Everest, and a host of other stunning images, we’ll learn more about the natural world and the imagination of forces, 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $9.50

Nature

★ 4948335 THE SURVIVAL HANDBOOK: Essential Skills for Outdoor Adventure. By Colin Towell. This survival kit includes information on how to get fit, gear up, and plan your expedition, campsite, find water, and make fire; navigate or with or without a compass; build a shelter, and catch and cook wild food and more, all packed in a great value outdoor cooking guide. 419 pages. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Borling Kindersley. Pub. at $22.00 $7.95

★ 38588X HOW TO DISAPPEAR AND NEVER BE FOUND. By Barry Davies. Whether you’re just concerned about privacy and data security, or being followed or stalked and need to get away as soon as possible, being able to disappear without a trace is something that you will need to know someday. This book will show you how to do just that. Illus. in color. 205 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.50

★ 498319X THE SURVIVALIST’S HANDBOOK: How to Thrive When Things Fall Apart. By Rainer Stahlberg. Let this guide prepare you for the inevitable. Here are the step by step plans for surviving a range of disasters—both natural and man-made, including nuclear, chemical, and biological attacks, global energy crises, worldwide economic collapse; and much more. 419 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.50
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- **4771346 FINDING THE MOTHER TREE: Discovering the Wisdom of the Forest.** By Susanne Simard. Shows how trees communicate under the ground, providing a fascinating insight into the interconnected life of forests. 320 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $24.95


**Gardening**

- **4588412 CUBED FOOT GARDENING: Growing Vegetables in Raised, Intensive Beds.** By Christopher O. Bird. Describes the many benefits of raised bed gardening and how to maximize your yield. 256 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


- **46011X THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO VEGETABLES.** By Chris McLaughlin. Provides a comprehensive guide to growing vegetables. 331 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **190000 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO SMALL-SPACE GARDENING.** By Chris McLaughlin. A complete guide to growing vegetables in small spaces. 316 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


- **488217 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO RESTORING YOUR SOIL.** By Dale Strickler. A comprehensive guide to soil restoration and sustainable farming. 352 pages. STOREY. Paperbound. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95


- **4867724 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS.** Ed. by Christopher Brickell. A comprehensive guide to plants and flowers with over 8,000 entries. 744 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x10. Pub. at $24.95

**For kids**


- **4887116 HOW TO GROW EDIBLES IN THE GARDEN.** Ed. by Theresa Breslin. A comprehensive guide to growing vegetables and herbs. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


- **4883137 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO RESTORING YOUR SOIL.** By Dale Strickler. A comprehensive guide to soil restoration and sustainable farming. 352 pages. STOREY. Paperbound. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95

- **4885153 THE YEAR-ROUND SOLAR GREENHOUSE: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero Energy Greenhouse.** By Lindsey Schiller with M. Plinke. A comprehensive guide to building and designing greenhouses. 304 pages. University of California. 8x10. Pub. at $29.95

**Specialty guides**


**For kids**


- **498217 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO RESTORING YOUR SOIL.** By Dale Strickler. A comprehensive guide to soil restoration and sustainable farming. 352 pages. STOREY. Paperbound. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95


**For kids**

- **4888317 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO RESTORING YOUR SOIL.** By Dale Strickler. A comprehensive guide to soil restoration and sustainable farming. 352 pages. STOREY. Paperbound. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95

**For kids**

- **4885153 THE YEAR-ROUND SOLAR GREENHOUSE: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero Energy Greenhouse.** By Lindsey Schiller with M. Plinke. A comprehensive guide to building and designing greenhouses. 304 pages. University of California. 8x10. Pub. at $29.95

**For kids**

**Railroads**

**4960154 SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES ACROSS TEXAS AND LOUISIANA, 1934-1961.** By Joe Morris with G.C. Werner. The States of Texas and Louisiana and the Southern Pacific Railroad grew up together. In 1927 the Espeaux lease of the predecessor roads to the Texas and New Orleans Railroad and finally in 1934 all of the leased companies were merged into a single company. This is the story of the Texas and New Orleans Railroad and the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas and Louisiana. Amherst. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00. $29.95

**4906624 A SHORT HISTORY OF THE RAILROAD.** By Christian Wolmar. Discover the hidden stories of railroads around the world—the inspired engineer who guided the tracks that crossed continents, and the triumphs and tragedies of the people who made the railroads what they are today. Photos. 400 pages. Doling Kindsley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

**4988043 IRON EMPIRES: Robber Barons, Railroads, and the Making of Modern America.** By Michael Hiltzik. Brings to life the lives of the railroad barons with modern day nation they defined. Spanning four decades and set against the gritty, glittering backdrop of the Gilded Age, Hiltzik reveals how the robber barons drove the country into the twentieth century, and almost sent it off the rails. Illus. 424 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

**1921754 RAILROAD HISTORY ON AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS.** By Anthony J. Bianculli. Covering two centuries, this volume tells the stories behind the many United States postage stamps that portray railroad history. In addition, a major chapter covers railroad issues, labor and the law. Illus. 268 pages. Astor. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

**4987551 THE HISTORY OF THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVES IN AMERICA.** By William H. Brown. Facsimile of an 1874 work which describes the coming of the steam locomotive, as revealed through the world of isolated prairie towns, once-grand railway terminals and small-town depots. Imperious mountain train lines, sprawling locomotive facilities, congested factories and steel mills, and lonely grade crossings. 372 pages. CRP&A. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. $44.95

**Automobile**

**4921282 THE HISTORY OF FORD TRUCKS.** The Ford F-150 is the best-selling truck on the planet. Why? To find the answer we must go back to Ford and find out why they did it. This book tells the story of the first factory pickup. 250 pages. Glenn. Pub. at $18.95. $19.95

**4977416 IRON PACT: The World of Railroads and Their Engineers.** Vol. 1: 1890-1945. By William H. Brown. Facsimile of an 1874 work which describes the coming of the steam locomotive. 1024 pages. CRP&A. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. $19.95

**1922440 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Plymouth Hemi 'Cuda, Dodge Hemi Challenger, Chevrolet Nova SS.** Fullscreen. Plymouth's little compact Valiant became a hot item—once it was tested at the 1965, 440s and 426 Hemi engines found their way under the hood. Dodge was famous for its new Charger, the Challenger, was an upscale hot rod. With power to weight ratios like rocket sleds, Novas became immediate favorites of the muscle car crowd. 30 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4977386 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Buick Grand Sport/Oldsmobile 442.** Fullscreen. “Yeah, it’s a Grand Sport,” said the Judge. Stage I GS cars boasted the most power of any U.S. production car EVER. That spells 442, Oldsmobile’s entry into the horsepower wars. With this car, Olds turned the musclecar wars up several notches. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4956371 JAGUAR XKE.** By Walter Zelchen. Each classic model is presented in its historic and developmental aspects. Complete specifications and black and white photos, drawings, charts, and catalog facsimiles. 452 pages. CRP&A. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

**4977743 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Camaro Z/28.** Fullscreen. The Dodge Charger, Chevrolet El Camino, Dodge Viper, Saleen Mustangs and more. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. MPI. $9.95

**4977440 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Ford Firebird Trans Am/Pontiac Super Duty Cars.** Fullscreen. Ford’s pony cars went racing in 1969, and lives on today as one of America’s favorite street musclecars. Most of the Trans Am cars were based on the 455 Super Duty engine! In the early sixties these two words meant the most any American car. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4977424 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: 302/429 Mustang/ Saleen Mustangs.** Fullscreen. Chrysler 300s were expensive and luxurious, but thanks to the Hemi engine and the big bad Max Wedge, they were the fastest car on the road and the early NASCAR tracks. From within Chrysler Corporation’s engineering department came a group of car crazies who just wanted to go drag racing. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4977376 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: AMD/AMC.** Fullscreen. This series brings you the story of American Motors Corporation. They came from a group of car crazies who just wanted to go drag racing. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**4977388 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Buick Grand Sport/Oldsmobile 442.** Fullscreen. “Yeah, it’s a Grand Sport,” said the Judge. Stage I GS cars boasted the most power of any U.S. production car EVER. That spells 442, Oldsmobile’s entry into the horsepower wars. With this car, Olds turned the musclecar wars up several notches. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95
**Fishing & Hunting**

**4898748** ORVIS FROM LURE TO FLY: Fly Fishing for Spinning and Ballcast Anglers. By Dave Karcz. Includes important work helps conventional anglers translate their existing knowledge base and skill set as it introduces and reinforces core fly-fishing concepts. Contains information on catching salmon, pike, muskie, and even carp, each chapter gives new fly anglers all the tools they need for chasing their favorite species with a fly rod. Color photos. 226 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**$9.95**

**498021** TYNDAL, FIREARMS COLLECTOR, OR GUN ENTHUSIAST. 608 pages. Books. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.95

**4580572** KNIFE THROWING LIKE THE PROS: Throwing Techniques, Knives & Axes, Rules, Mental Preparation & More. By Peter Kramarz. All about how to get started in throwing and how to prepare for your first competition. Kramarz covers throwing knives and axes, different throwing techniques, the basics of competition rules, and much more. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**4982059** AR-15 SETUP, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. By Patrick Sweeney. This is your one stop guide to repairing, maintaining and modifying America’s favorite rifle. If you need to disassemble and maintain your AR rifle, or you're ready to swap barrels or handguards, this manual will give you the tools you need to know. Well illus. 320 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.99

**$26.95**

**4989062** DICE 2022, 76TH EDITION. Ed. by Philip P. Ross. Updated 2022 edition, offering more than 75 years of unparalleled coverage, is a definitive resource packed with informative and entertaining articles that cover hunting, personal defense, target shooting, and collecting, as well as information on history and details for the newest firearms and accessories. Well illus. in color. 590 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $38.95

**$29.99**

**4909704** SHOOTER’S BIBLE, 113TH EDITION: The World’s Bestselling Firearms Reference. The most comprehensive and sought after reference guide for new firearms and their specifications, as well as for thousands of guns that have been in production and are currently on the market. This is an essential reference for any firearms collector, or gun enthusiast. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**4962079** GUN DIGEST BOOK OF AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, 7TH EDITION: Assembly/Disassembly, Cleaning, Maintenance & More. By Kevin Muramatsu. Shooters, gunsmiths and collectors alike will find this 7th edition invaluable for fixing and maintaining a concealed or carry pistol. Step by step photographs and clear, simple text make it easy to disassemble and reassemble a wide range of modern and vintage models. 992 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95

**$44.95**

**3978672** HOMESTEADING, SECOND EDITION. Ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Whether you live in the wilderness, the suburbs, or even in the heart of the city, there is plenty you can do to lead a more self-sufficient and healthy lifestyle. This is a backyard guide to: growing your own food, canning, keeping chickens and bees, generating your own energy, crafting, herbal medicine and color photos. 456 pages. Skyhorse. 11x8%. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**$7.95**

**5607306** INSTALL YOUR OWN SOLAR PANELS. By J. Burdick & P.Schmidt. This step by step guide provides the essential knowledge you need to successfully install your own solar array. Schmidt takes you all the way from assessing your site, designing your system, getting a permit to installing the modules. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages.

**$14.95**

**4985624** 1001 IDEAS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Brett Martin. Whether your ideal outdoor space is a multilevel deck with a built-in hot tub or a secluded patio surrounded by nature, find inspiration in hundreds of stunning photographs taken in a wide range of settings. You’ll find directories of brick stone pavers, and loose materials and over 1,000 color photos and design illustrations. 240 pages. Creative Publishing. Inl. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**$4.95**

**599103X** THE BEST OF YOUR OWN SHEDS & PROJECTS MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION. Select from more than 200 expertly prepared plans for building a wide range of outdoor structures, from simple utility sheds to elegant cabanas, cottages, greenhouses, pole buildings, and much more. Easy-to-follow construction blueprints and materials lists are available for each project to ensure success. Fully illus. 240 pages. Creative Publishing. Inl. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**4869324** WOOD BENDING HANDBOOK: Ministry of Technology. By W.C. Stevens & N. Turner. With this classic guidebook, you can discover the inside world of wood bending and the beautiful form of woodworking that will allow you to create everything from boats to batons. Includes detailed instructions on the processes of salvaging, assembly, and plywood bending and much more. 110 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**$6.95**

**3955265** BUILD YOUR TINY HOUSE DREAM: Design and Build a Camper-Style Tiny House with Your Own Two Hands. By Scott Draper. This ultimate resource will walk you through the entire construction process from start to finish with step by step photography, introduces all the tools you'll need and gives you information about costs, safety, and more, and includes invaluable information on kitchen and bathroom options for a small 176 pages. Creative Publishing. Inl. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**$11.95**

**4866606** GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR WOOD-BUYING Bucks: Find, Cut, and Dry Your Own Lumber. By American Woodworker. If you’re a woodworker who wants to purchase wood inexpensively, you’ll find the secrets of cutting and drying your own wood on this guide. Published in association with New England Woodworkers Association, this guide will help you save money by finding, cutting, and drying it on your own. This is a must-have. Along with detailing the most economical way to buy and store wood material, this guide provides practical methods, techniques, and general wood know-how. 208 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**$6.95**

**4856546** WHOLE HOUSE REPAIR GUIDE. By Family Handyman Magazine. Whether you’re a homeowner or a long standing neighborhood icon, your home needs attention. You can fix it with the easy to follow, step by step instructions. 125+ pro tips give you an insider’s edge along with 100+ instant fixes that solve problems in twenty minutes or less. Color photos. 268 pages. Trusted Media Brands. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**$17.95**
1924656 BASEBALL'S TOP 10: Ranking the Best Major League Players by Position. By Robert Kuenster. In this work Kuenster has ranked the game’s best players by position, highlighting the achievements of nearly 350 players. He reveals the human stories behind the game, and how money, muscles, and modern statistics were about to change baseball forever. Photos. 267 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $43.00. $6.95

1925237 WHEN IT WAS JUST A GAME: Remembering the First Super Bowl. By Harvey Frommer. Tells the fascinating story of the groundbreaking AFL-NFL World Championship Football game played on January 15, 1967. Packers vs. Chiefs. Filled with entertaining commentary from the recently discovered memoir of Kansas City Chiefs coach Hank Shraim, it presents the whole story in the words of those who lived it. Photos. Some in color. 301 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

1905368 MACHO TIME: The Meteoric Rise and Tragic Fall of Hector Camacho. By Christian Giudice. Definitive biography of the flamboyant boxing star who went from the streets of the 80’s, only to be shot dead outside a nightclub at the age of 50. The excess, violence, and beauty of Camacho’s complex life is explored in full. Includes interviews with Sugar Ray Leonard and others. Photos. 276 pages. $28.99

192687X MA BAER and BARNEY ROSS: Jewish Heroes of Boxing. By Jeffrey Sussman. In the 1920s and 1930s Jewish athletes proved a veritable source of strength and demonstrated courage against their enemies, and they found both in two champions of boxing: Max Baer and Barney Ross. Baer was the only Jewish world champion in the world, while Ross was considered one of the greatest welterweight and lightweight champions of the era. Photos. 191 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $40.00. $7.95

4979581 BIKES REPAIR MANUAL, REVISED 6TH EDITION. By Chris Sidwells. From mountain bikes and road racers to hybrid and leisure bikes, this practical guide shows you how to keep any bike in peak condition. Clear, concise directions guide you through a complete maintenance program. Detailed step by step photographs demonstrate how to clean, maintain, and repair your bike. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. $19.95

4647839 BRUCE LEE JET KUN DO. By step photo graphs demonstrate ho w to keep any bike in peak condition. Clear, concise directions guide you through a complete maintenance program. Detailed step by step photographs demonstrate how to clean, maintain, and repair your bike. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. $19.95

1910086 ELECTRIC OCTOBER: Seven World Series Games, Six Lives, Five Minutes of Fame That Lasted Forever. By Kevin Cook. Cook ruminates on the first ever electric Series, Chicago and Cleveland’s 17 between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, six men plucked from obscurity to shine on the sport’s greatest stage. Cook lets readers experience the drama behind each of these games and relives the dramatics of his unique and vital contributions to the sport. Photos. 200 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

1978006 TEN INNINGS AT WRLGLEY: The Wildlame Baseball Game, With Dramatic Photos and Testimonials. By Jake Black. This volume lifts the lid on all baseball’s greatest rivalries. Photo captions offer a fascinating inside look at how the games were played, what led up to them—step by step—and what they meant when they ended. Photos. 200 pages. 1947. $14.95


199451X SWINN: The Best Present Ever. By Don Rauf. Takes the reader on a two year journey into the American history to tell the story of our nation’s favorite bicycle. From its early years dominating the youth market with Sting-rays to recent parent-friendly iterations of the Easy-Steer and Roadster Trikes, Schwinn’s tale unfolds in copious photos and text. 142 pages. Lyons. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $27.00. $11.95

1921535 100 YEARS OF WHO'S WINNING BASEBALL. By With Douglas B. Lyons. In celebration of the 100th issue of one of the game’s most venerable publications comes a century’s worth of the annual’s iconic content, the blinding-inside-play, players featured on those covers, and informative accounts of the baseball history tied to each year’s issue. 202 pages. Lyons. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $27.00. $11.95

4985655 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STORIES: Amazing Tales from the Diamond. Ed. by Ken Samelson. A perfect gift for baseball fans of all ages! Covers the full span of baseball’s rich history such as what it’s like to pinch hit for Williams, relive great World Series moments and much more. Photos. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $11.95

4736556 FIGHT TO WIN. By Martin J. Dougherty. From the Hammett riot (punching a bent arm and striking with the base of the fist) to the Triangle Choke (using the opponent’s arm and shoulder to cut off the blood supply to the brain), these techniques are presented with minute technical jargon, making them easy to learn and employ. Well illus. in color. 190 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

1920693 PRESSURE POINT FIGHTING: A Guide to Striking Vital Points for Martial Arts and Self-Defense. By Soren West. After 43 years as a trial attorney, Soren West has a tooth reset and a shoulder repaired, and has more. Photos. 233 pages. Scarecrow. $96.00


1921827 SEARCH AND RESCUE: A Wilderness Doctor’s Life-and-Death Stories. By Christopher Van Tilburg. Van Tilburg provides a thrilling collection of firsthand accounts of search and rescue operations from Oregon’s legendary Mount Hood and other exotic locations about the world. Through the fascinating inside look at how emergency rescue teams operate, as well as the importance of taking risks and how to mitigate outdoor accidents, 16 pages of photos. 214 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

498742X DEADLY PEAKS: Mountaineering’s Greatest Triumphs and Tragedies. By F.V. Hartmann & R. Hauptman. Recounts some of the most extraordinary controversies and the triumphs and disasters to have ever taken place at high altitude. Many have suffered or died, or lied and cheated in an effort to accomplish their goals. 286 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $6.95

1919136X GAMES OF EXTREME. By David Silver. Relive action from the most rip-roaring matches. Marvel at spectacular takedowns and death-defying stunts. Discover WWE’s scariest and strangest superstars. In sports entertainment doesn’t get more extreme than this! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

1917538 NORTHBOUND WITH TEOH: A Male Thrusi-Through the Appalachian Trail at Ages 75 and 8. By Soren West. After 43 years as a trial attorney, Soren West and his golden retriever Theo set out to thru-hike the Appalachian Trail. There, his 75th birthday, loses 30 pounds, has a tooth reset and a shoulder repaired, and experiences the glory of nature, all with Theo by his side. Well illus. in color. 364 pages. Walnut Street. $16.99

1924648 BASEBALL'S ICONIC 1-0 GAMES. By Warren N. Wilbert. This work starts by examining 1-0 games achieved on opening day, with the finest selected from the more than 50 that have occurred since 1876. Regular season games, in which less than 3 percent result in a 1-0 score, are then detailed, including those games pitched by such greats as Grover Cleveland Alexander and Sandy Koufax. 200 pages. Scarecrow. $96.00

190469 WWE GREATEST RIVALRIES. By Jake Black. This volume lifts the lid on all of WWE’s greatest rivalries, highlighting the achievements, stats, and quotes. Photos. 200 pages. 1947. $14.95

4898095 BALLPARK: Baseball in the American City. By Paul Goldberger. Chronicles the intense and passionate bond between the American city and America’s favorite pastime. He reveals the manifestations of a changing society, and many of the ballpark evoked the Victorian age in their accommodations—bleachers for the ruffians and grandstands for the middle-class. Photos. Many in color. 364 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00. $11.95
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★ 1920596 THE ART AND SCIENCE OF JUDO: A Guide to the Principles of Grappling and Throwing. By A. Watano & L. Avakian. The authors delve deeply into the mechanics of Judo, offering clear scientific explanations for the techniques involved in throwing and grappling. But understanding the science behind the sport, you will be prepared to perform the right moves at the right time and successfully meet the challenge of responding to your opponent. Fully illus., some in color. 191 pages. Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

★ 4984331 THE IMMACULATE INNING: Unassisted Triple Plays, 40/40 Seasons, and the Stories Behind Baseball’s Rarest Feats. By Joe Cox. Shines a light on the miracle of baseball. By the way that on any given day, someone could perform the rarest of single-game feats or cap off a seemingly unobtainable chase for a record, or cover a season, most unusual, significant, and rare feats in baseball history. 16 pages of photos. 278 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 1926705 THE FOUR HOME RUN CLUB: Sluggers Who Achieved Baseball’s Rarest Feat. By Steven K. Wagner. Wagner profiles the select group of men who have accomplished the near impossible of hitting four home runs by one player in a single game. Among the men in this elite club are legends Lou Gehrig, Willie Mays, and Mike Schmidt, as well as recent “inductees” Shawn Green, Scooter Gennett, and J.D. Martinez. Photos. 201 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $35.00 $17.95

★ 1905201 DARK TRADE: Lost in Boxing. By Ulrich McVean. Overall, twenty years ago. Donald McVean set out to find deeper meaning in the brutal trade that had transfigured him since he was a young man. The result is a stunning chronicle that captures not only McVean’s own compelling personal journey through the world of professional prizefighting, but also the stories of some of the biggest names in boxing. 337 pages. Hamilcar. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

★ 4989159 THE WRESTLERS: The Masters of the Craft of Professional Wrestling. By D. Murphy & B. Young. Look at the true masters of the craft of professional wrestling; the wrestlers who—regardless of promotion—were celebrated by their peers. These are the ones who made pro wrestling real for generations of fans. Photos. 366 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 1920699 HOW BASEBALL HAPPENED: Outrageous Lies Exposed! The True Story Revealed. By Thomas W. Gilbert. Baseball’s true founders don’t have plaques in Cooperstown. The founders were the hundreds of uncredited anonymous players who worked without gloves, face masks or performance incentives in the middle decades of the 19th century. But that’s not the way the story has been told. 381 pages. Godine. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

★ 4974508 THE FAST RIDE: Spectacular Bid and the Undoing of a Sure Thing. By Jack Gilden. In 1979 Spectacular Bid won the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness Stakes but had to settle for the Triple Crown was lost with a third-place finish in the Belmont Stakes due to a series of bizarre events that have never been accurately reported. Gilden tells the story of what really happened that day the Bid lost the race. Photos. 318 pages. Uni. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

★ 1919121 FANTASTIC CROSSWORDS. By Ben Adder. Are you a crossword puzzle fan who always wanted to know the spiritual knowledge? Then here’s the perfect collection for you! It contains more than 140 ingenious teasers which are specially designed to give you that the most satisfying workout. Solutions included, 160 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 1919058 1000 SUDOKU PUZZLES. Challenge yourself with this ultimate collection of 1,000 sudoku puzzles, arranged over five volumes. And if you’re a sudoku crossword puzzle lover, take a look at the middle decades of the 19th century. But that’s not the way the story has been told. 337 pages. Hamilcar. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

★ 4941135 SUPER CROSSWORDS: Over 150 Puzzles. Are you ready to put your general knowledge and word skills to the test? Then this is the collection of puzzles you need! It contains more than 150 puzzles to give you many hours of entertainment, so settle down and see how many you can solve. Solutions included, 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $9.95

★ 4652142 SUDOKU: Over 900 Puzzles. Packaged with over 900 sudokus, this is the perfect collection for all fans of the pleasantly addictive number placement puzzle. Suitable for all levels to test and to improve your skills. Solutions included, 640 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 1910483 WORD SEARCH PUZZLE BOOK, VOLUME 2. By Matt Gaffney. Relax and enjoy a stimulating mental workout with the fun and challenging word search puzzles in this collection. Also test your general knowledge and word skills to the test? Then this is the collection of puzzles you need! It contains more than 150 puzzles to give you many hours of entertainment, so settle down and see how many you can solve. Solutions included, 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $9.95

★ 1910485 WORD SEARCH PUZZLE BOOK. By Matt Gaffney. Filled with hundreds of puzzles in a variety of themes, this work helps you improve your concentration, vocabulary, and problem-solving skills. Solutions included, 438 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $7.95

★ 4911431 ICEWIND DALE: Rime of the Frostmaiden. By Stacey Allan et al. Among the most anticipated summer adventures is a dish best served cold. Can you uncover the secrets of the glacier and have what it takes? Solutions included. 400 pages. Workman. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 4929437 ICEWIND DALE: Rime of the Frostmaiden. By Stacey Allan et al. Among the most anticipated summer adventures is a dish best served cold. Can you uncover the secrets of the glacier and have what it takes? Solutions included. 400 pages. Workman. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 39950X TRIVIAL PURSUIT ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. Test your knowledge and exercise your brain in a whole new way. This fun, fascinating volume is jam-packed with a variety of challenging puzzles based on more than 1,500 official Trivial Pursuit questions. Solutions provided, 320 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

★ 4767959 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF RANDOM ENCOUNTERS. By Jeff Ashworth. Featuring more than 300 random tables and story hooks, this resource is chock full of taverns, tombs and tantalizing twists as well as useful NPCs and story variants you can use to help an ongoing campaign or launch an entirely new adventure—all with a few simple rolls of the dice. 254 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

★ 3974294 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #20. Ed. by John M. Samson. With hundreds of puzzles in one volume, this collection will test the knowledge of solvers everywhere. Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and find out! Solutions included. 300 pages. Gallery. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


★ 3934950 GENIUS-LEVEL SUDOKU: Over 300 Super-Difficult Puzzles from the Japanese Masters Who Invented the Game. Ed. by Nicolaiky Publishing. A Sudoku collection that is not for the faint of heart! Each puzzle is ranked by difficulty from expert to extreme to make, every week! Settle into a comfortable chair anytime and challenge yourself with a different puzzle every day! Solutions included. 402 pages. Workman. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 4796438 CRAYONGRAMS TO KEEP YOU SHARP. Ed. by Olivia Carlton. These cryptograms—pithy thoughts or quotations in simple substitution codes—are an incredibly mind workout and are a lot more fun than complicated ones. Answers provided. 96 pages. Sterling. 8½x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


★ 4982053 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. Are you up for the challenge? Your Friday and Saturday puzzles are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 65 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 1929437 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 10. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday puzzles are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 50 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


1909975 BOOK OF ADRIA. By R. Brooks & M. Burnis. This tome includes dozens of original illustrations and new lore about the demons, beasts, risen dead, and angels that roam the world of Sanctuary and the realms beyond. Shows the ways of foraging, twists of trade, and secrets. Provides arcane knowledge about the creatures of the land.

199277X BIBLE WORD SEARCH Puzzles. By Wesley So et al. These are the 145 greatest Bible word search puzzles of all time, selected, analyzed, re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and American experts and illustrated with over 1,100 crossword diagrams. Includes instructive points at the end of each game highlighting the lessons to be learned. 814 pages. Robinson. at $17.95

1943392 X-TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, LEVEL 1: Basic Warm-Up. By Corinne L. Godman with F.M. Cinnella. A brain-exercise program designed by two experts in the field of brain function and fitness. Each volume in this series works on a different principle that mental muscle can be gained and maintained through an exercise regimen. This volume will help you begin to exercise unused muscles. Answers provided.

1999323 THE ART OF DIABLO. By J. Gerri & R. Brooks. Stay alive and awhile to the artists behind Diablo’s signature Gothic aesthetic discuss how they saw monsters born from darkest corners of imagination, and how heroes who can save the deepest dungeons. Fully illus. in color. 251 pages. Blizzard. 9/11x13. Pub. at $45.00

1951900 THE MACMILLAN BOOK OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST CHESS GAMES. By Wesley So et al. These are the 145 greatest chess games of all time, selected, analyzed, re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and American experts and illustrated with over 1,100 crossword diagrams. Includes instructive points at the end of each game highlighting the lessons to be learned. 814 pages. Robinson. at $17.95

1941272 X-TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, LEVEL 2: Moderate Warm-Up. By Corinne L. Godman with F.M. Cinnella. A brain-exercise program designed by two experts in the field of brain function and fitness. Each volume in this series works on a different principle that mental muscle can be gained and maintained through an exercise regimen. This volume will help you begin to exercise unused muscles. Answers provided.

1941272 X-TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, LEVEL 2: Moderate Warm-Up. By Corinne L. Godman with F.M. Cinnella. A brain-exercise program designed by two experts in the field of brain function and fitness. Each volume in this series works on a different principle that mental muscle can be gained and maintained through an exercise regimen. This volume will help you begin to exercise unused muscles. Answers provided.

1941292 X-TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, LEVEL 3: Advanced Warm-Up. By Corinne L. Godman with F.M. Cinnella. A brain-exercise program designed by two experts in the field of brain function and fitness. Each volume in this series works on a different principle that mental muscle can be gained and maintained through an exercise regimen. This volume will help you begin to exercise unused muscles. Answers provided.

1960646 EASY AS PIE CROSSWORDS: Mega-Easy! Ed. by Stanley Newman. This 96-page puzzle book features 72 seamless crosswords from some of the top puzzlemakers in the country, with wide-open diagrams that will make you wonder if even this family can solve ‘em. Expert solvers will love the challenge, and those who want to become expert solvers will enjoy the opportunity to hone their skills. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlework. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99.
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470152 TASTE OF HOME TEST KITCHEN FAVORITES 2021. Ed. by Amy Glander. Take a look inside and find the appetizers, side dishes, entrees, soups, sandwiches, sweet treats and more that our Test Kitchen staff thinks are simply the best. From comforting weeknight dinners to potluck staples, impressive holiday spreads and other crowd-pleasing fare, it’s never been easier to set a hearty meal on the table. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $7.95

4791248 THE DEKE CAKE COOKBOOK. By Jamie Sherman. Making incredible tasting desserts with great new flavors has never been easier: simply bake your cake, poke some holes, and stuff with innovative fillings. The author presents 75 cake and filling combinations, including: Death by Chocolate, Chunky Monkey, and Sweet and Salty Pretzel. Color photos. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95


4932145 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” COOKING FOR ONE RECIPE BOOK. By Lisa Childs. A must-have for Instant Pot fans who want to cut down on cooking time, create easy set-and-forget meals, and eat varied meals every day of the week. Dig into these 175 easy and delicious recipes that include Cheesy Lasagna Soup, Strawberry Barbecue Chicken, Caesar Salad, Grilled Beef, and Bean Lettuce Wraps. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

4971079 TASTE OF HOME FROSTY TREATS & MORE. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Need a cool and creamy way to beat the heat? Let the 201 recipes in this workshop show you how! The ice-cold drinks and desserts in this collection are guaranteed to make you the coolest cook around. Color photos. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. $5.95

4891462 LET FOOD BE YOUR MEDICINE COOKBOOK: How to Help Prevent or Reverse Disease! By Don Crookes. One body, one meal, one time. Just imagine—understanding how food alone can produce mental clarity, balanced weight, and longevity. Includes more than 125 delicious recipes for a modified Mediterranean diet, a twenty one day meal plan, weekly shopping list, and tips and tricks. Fully illus. in color. 213 pages. Worth! Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

1924821 BACK TO PROTEIN: The Low Carb Meat Cookbook. By Barbara Doyen. Describes the connection between carbohydrates and insulin, and the vital role that protein plays in offering protection against weight, heart, and blood pressure complications. Offers over 450 recipes that feature countless varieties from such tasty dishes as Ham with Mashed Potato, Creole Tomato Cake, and Garlic-Butter Steak and Potatoes. Color photos. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $6.95

4955933 RUSTIC FARMHOUSE SLOW COOKER: 75 Hands-Off Recipes for Hearty, Homestyle Meals. By Ali Kelley. These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the slow-cooker and range from savory pate dishes to soups and stews to delicious beef masterpieces, including options like: The Easiest Ever Beef Stew, Creamy Sun Dried Tomato Chicken; and Butter Rolls. Color photos. 204 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95


191260X HEALTHY ONE PAN DINNERS: 100 Easy Recipes for Your Sheet Pan, Skillet, Multicooker, and More. By Dana Angelo White. Let one pan do the work! Make the most of your sheet pan with more than 130 delectable desserts, including a variety of casseroles, Southern Comfort Food Favorites, and more. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Sasquatch. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

4847520 THE OFFICIAL JOHN WAYNE 5-INGREDIENT HOMESTYLE COOKBOOK. Ed. by Juliana Sharaf. Bring a meal of the Old West to your table with each and every meal, from breakfast to dessert and everything in between with these 100 plus delicious recipes—all with just 5 ingredients or less! Color photos. 160-Baked Reuben Dip. Sausage & Kale Pasta; and Telegraph Trail Mix. Filled with photos and trivia sure to please any John Wayne fan. 254 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

4701622 101 LASAGNAS & OTHER LAYERED CASSEOLESS. By Julia Rutland. Features numerous delicious variations of the traditional favorite: Classic-Insolito Beef and Cabbage Lasagna; Asian Short Ribs with Won ton Noodles; and Green Chile Chicken with Quinoa. The author’s considered lasagna—so pull out your casserole pans, roll up your sleeves, and get ready to give dinnertime some extra spice. Color photos. 192 pages. Tiller. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

4710797 FOIL PACK DINNERS: 100 Delicious, Quick-Prep Recipes for the Grill and Oven. By Julia Rutland. Offers one hundred dishes that require less than an hour of cooking. Each weeknight dinner is a breeze, along with tons of advice like Aluminum Foil 101 and oven versus grill cooking tips. Recipes include Beef and Bean Chili; Shrimp Nachos; and Thanksgiving Sammies. Color photos. 186 pages. Tiller Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

4970160 TASTE OF HOME FROSTY TREATS & MORE. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Need a cool and creamy way to beat the heat? Let the 201 recipes in this workshop show you how! The ice-cold drinks and desserts in this collection are guaranteed to make you the coolest cook around. Color photos. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. $5.95

1983270 WELCOME HOME COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. Features 450 easy and satisfying recipes to help you put a delicious meal on the table for your family even when you don’t have hours to spend in the kitchen. Classic - Tortilla Soup, Pecan and Spinach Dip, Cinnamon Coffee Cake; Broccoli Rabe and Sausage Soup; Finger-Lickin’ more. Color photos. 581 pages. Good Books. 9½x10½ Spiralbound. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95


4955951 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO VEGETABLE SIDE DISHES. By Rebecca Lindamood. Turn to this amazing resource meal after meal for tasty and novel dishes that will complement any entree. Full of fantastic vegetable sides, helpful tips on picking and storing fresh produce, and recipes for next-level infused oils, sauces and dressings. Color photos. 256 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

1932654 TASTE OF HOME BREADS: 100+ Oven-Fresh Loaves, Rolls, Biscuits & More. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. Whether you’re an experienced bread maker or novice baker, you’re sure to find the perfect recipe in this all-new collection of beloved breads, including delectable Cinnamon Rolls; scrumptious Monkey Bread; and savory Green Onion Rolls. Color photos. 268 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

190132 FROM A POLISH COUNTRY HOUSE KITCHEN: 90 Recipes for the Ultimate Comfort Food. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. From a Polish country house kitchen comes this classic and some, and some less so, but none of these recipes lose any of the centuries-old flavors. Try Pork Stew with Lentils, Ham and Sweet Potato Noodles; and Recipe for Next Level infused oils, sauces and dressings. Color photos. 256 pages. Alphard. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

1902014 POPSLICE PARTY. By Louise Pickford. A chilled Popslide, grabbed from the freezer, just as such a simple pleasure. With this little volume of 25 wholesome and healthy recipes you can create healthier versions of these most loved dishes: Quiche, Mango and Carrot Sticks; Refreshing Apple and Cucumber Ice Pops; Pomegranate, Lime and Rosewater Pops. Color photos. 64 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95
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496442X THE BUFFALO COOKBOOK. By Raitt Mossok Johnston. After the author’s husband had a heart attack she and her family completely cut red meat out of their diet. After many years of vegetables, fruits, chicken, turkey and tofu, all while longing for red meat they found fisson, which is healthy alternative to beef. There is virtually no fat present in the meat. These are a variety of uses of Buffalo. Well illus., most in color. 152 pages. Hancock House. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

472876 THE GOOD BOOK OF SOUTHERN BAKING: A Revival of Biscuits, Cakes, and Cornbread. By Kelly Fields with K. Heddings. With more than one hundred recipes for quick breads, muffins, biscuits, cookies, cakes and bars, puddings and custards, cobblers, crisps, galettes, pies, tarts, and cakes, including dozens of variations on beloved standards, for Southern baking. Illus. in color. 328 pages. Lorena Jones. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.95

4923405 THE BEST CAST IRON BAKING BOOK. By R. Wys & K. Moore. Everything in this edition is cooked in a 10-inch skillet or Dutch oven. You can find breads, biscuits, cobblers, pies, cakes, pizas, brownies and much more. There are unbeatable, tried and true childhood favorites like Southern Pecan Pie and treasuring sweet and savory Dutch Baby. Color photos. 192 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

4954360 MAKING VEGAN MEAL: The Plant-Based Food Science Cookbook. By Mark Thompson. A pocket-sized kind of cookbook for those looking to make juicy burgers, sizzling fish sandwiches, and fried chicken: all from fruits, vegetables, grains, and non-animal, products. From mountain-rising BBQ ribs made from mushrooms to crispy bacon from bananas, learn to have fun in the kitchen and step out of your comfort zone. Color photos. 168 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

4912845 THE ULTIMATE BAKING FOR ONE COOKBOOK. By Kelly Jaggars. No matter what your baking comfort level may be, this guide will have you excited to frost a cake for one. Learn the basics of baking for one, along with which ingredients and accessories are must-haves for your kitchen, as well as how to cut down way on food waste. Dig into 175 delicious and easy recipes, including: Pumpkin Spice Mug Cake, Pina Colada Bread, and more! 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

4953466 THE COMPLETE ROOT CELLAR BOOK: Building Plans, Uses and 100 Recipes. By J. MacKenzie. Everything you need to know is here, from detailed instructions on building a cellar to advice on how to ensure that the food stored stays wholesome and delicious. In addition you’ll find 100 recipes that incorporate cellar food into both classic and innovative dishes that are sure to satisfy. Illus. 264 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

1918877 SOURDOUGH BAKING: The Miracle Method for Creating Great Bread Without Wheat. By Mary Thompson. Most of us have heard of sourdough bread but the guidance of an expert to whip up wheatless loaves, muffins and pies that’ll leave your home smelling like an artisanal bakery. Learn how to use the miracle method for using nothing more than the resistance of your own body’s wild yeast. Build more muscle than weightlifting, burn more fat than aerobics, and are safer than both. Well illus. 177 pages. Ballantine Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4966724 MORIMOTO: The New Art of Japanese Cooking. By Masaharu Morimoto. Morimoto’s unique cuisine is characterized by beautiful Japanese color combinations and aromas, while the preparation demonstrates the multicultural influences such as traditional Chinese spices and simple Italian ingredients, presented in a refined French style, and plated thoughtfully. This sumptuous book brings all these elements to the home cook through 125 accessible recipes. 272 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x14x1. Pub at $40.00

4840402 TRISHA’S KITCHEN: Easy Comfort Food for Friends & Family. By Trisha Yearwood with B. Y. Bernard. Includes more than 150 recipes for new tents on tasty, hearty dishes you’ll love, along with special stories. 125 recipes ranging from Nashville Hot Chicken Meatball Sliders to Grandma’s Million Dollar Cupcakes with Caramel Frosting and many more. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

1910221 THE MEDICAL CHECKUP BOOK: Understand the Tests You Need to Keep Your Body and Mind Healthy. By Dr. Frank Lipman. By understanding and maintaining your health, covering the most common medical tests and health assessments plans. Using Lipman’s no-special-equipment, no-expensive-gym membership, includes 75 strengthening and toning exercises in 36 hardcore routines. 224 pages. During Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

4939102 5-MINUTE CORE EXERCISES FOR SENIORS: Daily Routines to Build Balance and Boost Confidence. By C. Brehe & T.B. Dzvents. This work makes it easy to incorporate daily exercise into your life with a collection of 40 quick routines for strengthening the major muscles in your core. Maintain good form and get the most out of every exercise with step by step instructions. Illus. in color. 150 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

1775001 CORE TRAINING ANATOMY. By Abigail Elsworth. Learn which muscles make up your core and how they all work together, then learn a wide variety of exercises that both stabilize and strengthen these muscle clusters. Full-color photographs and step by step illustrations demonstrate how target muscles work in each exercise. Includes sample workouts and a full-color poster. 150 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

4844615 DR. EARL MINDSELL’S VITAMIN BIBLE, REVISED. With H. Mundis. This indispensable guide has been updated with the latest research, including three brand new chapters on how to use supplements to boost your immune system, which supplements are best for combating the effects of aging, and the myriad short and long term benefits of taking a Od. 448 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4911075 THE BIG BOOK OF BACKYARD MEDICINE: The Ultimate Guide to Home-Grown Herbal Remedies. By Burton-Steel & M. Steel. The most thorough compilation of home cures yet, it brings alternative medicine back to the forefront. Anyone who wants to improve their health in a completely natural way will find this resource to be an absolute must have. Well illus. in color. 446 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99

572323X YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Bible of Bodyweight Exercises. By Mark Lauren with Sean Bartram. Using Lauren’s motivation techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice, you’ll see rapid results by working out at home, anytime, anywhere using nothing more than the resistance of your own body’s wild yeast. Build more muscle than weightlifting, burn more fat than aerobics, and are safer than both. Well illus. 177 pages. Ballantine Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3815889 COMPLETE CALISTHENICS, SECOND EDITION: The Ultimate Guide to Bodyweight Exercise. By Ashley Krym. Essential for anyone interested in bodyweight, building core strength, and taking their workouts to the next level. The author has designed a comprehensive, easy to follow guide to calisthenics using one’s own bodyweight. Well illus. in color. 394 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $17.95

4707842 EAT FOR LIFE. By Joel Fuhrman. Delivers a science-backed nutrition-based medical program that even reverses some of the most medical problems within three to six months. This is a bold claim, but the tens of thousands of people who have tried this approach have found Fuhrman’s plans to work. Dr. Fuhrman offers everything you need to put this life-changing program to work for you. 394 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $17.95

4534212 BODYWEIGHT WORKOUT FOR MEN: 75 Anytime, Anyplace Exercises to Build a Better Body. By Sean Bartram. Work all your major muscle groups and blast off extra pounds with exercises that require only the weight of your body and no special equipment. 352 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
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4873033 BODY LANGUAGE 101. By David Lambert. Offers a practical introduction to the conscious and unconscious body language people use to express mood, attitude, and status. Nonverbal communication from around the world is examined and interpreted. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

4988124 MARTHA STEWART’S ORGANIZING: The Manual for Bringing Order to Your Life, Home & Routine. By Martha Stewart. Living. Learn how to declutter drawers; stay on top of your finances; plan family meals; clean more efficiently, eat what’s in season; maximize closet storage; schedule strategically; plant your garden; manage home improvements; and much more with this practical guide. Well illus. in color. 328 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

6988892 UNLOCKING SECRETS: How to Get People To Tell You Everything. By David Craig. Craig has simplified the psychological methods by criminal investigators and covert operatives to now reveal the secrets of how to unlock the doors of anyone’s mind. These methods could be used to assist people working with patients, clients, children, or friends who carry a difficult secret. Every secret and lie is revealed, from past to present, and the door is left wide open to enter the mind, with the source. $5.95

1923986 THE 33 STRATEGIES OF WAR. By Robert Greene. The author of The 48 Laws of Power and The Art of Seduction has crafted a new addition to this ruthless and unique series. Spanning 5,000 years of military and political history, Greene provides timeless lessons for the modern day strategist. $19.95


1923676 MASTERY. By Robert Greene. The author of The 48 Laws of Power; The 33 Strategies of War; and The Art of Seduction here argues convincingly that the potential for extraordinary accomplishment lies within each of us. His masterful prose provides a blueprint for achieving success and achieving it well. $18.95

1958922 THE LAWS OF HUMAN NATURE. By Robert Greene. The author teaches you how to look behind people’s masks, how to detach yourself from your emotions and master self-control, and how to resist conformity to develop your singular sense of purpose. Whether at work, in relationships, or in shaping the world around you, this volume offers brilliant tactics for success and self-improvements. 668 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

376527X THE ART OF READING MINDS: How to Understand and Influence Others Without Them Noticing. By Henrik Fexeus. Teaches you everything you need to know in order to become an expert at mind-reading. Using psychology-based skills such as nonverbal communication, reading body language, and using psychological influence, Fexeus explains how readers can find out what another person thinks and feels—and impact that individual’s thoughts and behaviors. Photos. 236 pages. YellowKite. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

3981499 THE GATE OF LIGHT: Healing Practices to Connect You to Source Energy. By Lars Mui. You will discover a spiritual practice created 2,500 years ago by the Esmeen mystics of Mongolia. Its purpose is to heal the whole self by connecting each individual with source energy. Learn how to shed ego, fear and blame and tap into inside light, and get your life in connection with the source. Anyone with an open mind and heart can take advantage of this method. 184 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4904389 THE POWERFUL PURPOSE OF INTERVIEWING: Why the World Needs You to Be You! By Holly Gerth. Everything you need to know, from brain science to the psychological, relational, and spiritual aspects of being an introvert. Gerth also reveals exactly what your strengths and maximize your strengths so you can live with clarity, courage, and confidence in a world that needs only you. 203 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4619439 THE MIRACLE POWER OF YOUR MIND: The Joseph Murphy Collection. Collects 24 books and pamphlets, including enduring works like The Power of Your Subconscious Mind and As a Man思hinketh. Murphy, a minister and mystic, taught that within you dwells an awesome power that you can harness through your thoughts and emotive states. By attending to the forces of your mind, you can remake your world for the better. 929 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Hardcover. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

461008 THE SEVEN TYPES OF SPIRIT GUIDE: How to Connect and Communicate with Your Inner Helpers. By Yamilé Yemoonyah. A spiritual leader, spiritual guide medium will introduce you to each of the seven types of spirit guides: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings, animal spirits, and the seven types of spirit helpers. Each layout provides a repertoire of proven and effective ways to enhance your relationships. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.50 $14.95

491054X YOU CAN LEARN TO REWIRE YOUR BRAIN AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE. By Dominic O’Brien. Shows you how to train your brain to peak performance and develop the ability to instantly recall details. Drawing upon the extraordinary skills of a memory master and featuring 25 exercises, this essential guide provides a repertoire of proven and effective ways to enhance your memories. 159 pages. Health Communications. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4715330 WOMANHOOD: The Bare Reality. By Laura Dodsworth. For the first time, a 100 brave and beautiful women reveal their bodies and stories on their own terms, talking about their own experiences, including sex, pain, trauma, childbirth, motherhood, menstruation, menopause, gender, sexuality and simply being a woman. Well illus. in color. 328 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

4910427 THE BRAIN FIX: What’s the Matter with Your Gray Matter. By Ralph E. Carson. Whether you’re bouncing back from an injury, successfully overcoming an addiction, or you’re hoping to slow the aging process, this book will give you the tools necessary to improve your brain health. The cutting edge research will help you speak directly to your brain and tap into your greatest strengths, gifts, and resources. All of this is possible without changing your diet, exercising, or taking a pill. $9.95

4910696 YOUR HIDDEN SUPERTHERAPY: The Kindness That Makes You Unbeatable at Work and Connects You With Anyone. By Mike Dow. How to use the proven power of kindness. Kindness isn’t merely about getting along with people and being nice. It’s a game changer in business, the workplace, and in relationships. All of this is possible without changing your diet, exercising, or taking a pill. $9.95

4910442 THIS BOOK COULD FIX YOUR LIFE: The Science of Self-Help. By Helen Hegedus. Using evidence-based approach and miracles will start to happen. It’s all there, you just have to know how to activate it. 255 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


3983722 YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS BRAIN CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE. By Mike Dow. Readers can groundbreaking brain-changing program Dr. Dow created: Subconscious Visualization Technique (STV). The cutting edge research will help you speak directly to your brain and tap into your greatest strengths, gifts, and resources. In short, your subconscious brain can change your House. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

4835592 LIFE LESSONS FROM A 312 YEARS OLD: The Secret of Happiness and Longevity. Actionable wisdom for the 21st century. These six visionary authors share advice pulled from the very latest research, including experiments you could help you fix your life. 328 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

4929134 3,001 QUESTIONS ABOUT ME. Text by Jon Reyes. With over 3,000 thoughtful prompts to help you journal through a quest to become you, you can start to definitively know who you are by examining all of your favorite things. Some answers will not need more than a “yes” or “no” while others can possibly trigger a deeper need for journaling about yourself and your values. 204 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $16.95

4726545 SELF-INTELLIGENCE: The New Science-Based Approach for Reaching Your True Potential. Cutting edge brain science meets superb storytelling here, as readers learn proven techniques to break through inner gridlock, sustain high performance, and achieve dreams. All of this is possible without changing your diet, exercising, or taking a pill. This is the book that will change your life. 432 pages. Tiller. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


4926696 THIS BOOK COULD FIX YOUR LIFE: The Science of Self-Help. By Helen Hegedus. Using evidence-based approach and miracles will start to happen. It’s all there, you just have to know how to activate it. 255 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95
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4609998 BEING YOU: How to Build Your Personal Brand and Confidence. By Maggie Cym. This volume will teach you everything you need to know about personal branding. Whether you are the leader of an organization or team, engaged in creative work, giving an important speech or lobbying for a public position, this will guide you with a complete toolkit to developing a confident personal brand. 286 pages. Illustrated. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $7.95

4803256 MANIFESTING: Using Deep Tension Forms to Visualize Real Change. By Von Braschler. Learn the missing steps to creative visualization to enable you to focus your thought power as impactful energy forms and target your thought forms to draw lost people, pets, and objects to you. You have the power to shape your life—the key is understanding how. 186 pages. Red Feather. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

4967135 HOW TO USE THE LAWS OF THOUGHT. By John M. Murray. The secret to a unique skill that characteristically enabling style to explain the difference between the conscious and subconscious mind, and how the two work together to create the reality of the individual. Chapters deal with the psychology of thinking, the power of suggestion, and more. 317 pages. G&D Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4900092 KEEP THE MEMORIES, LOSE THE STUFF: Declutter, Downsize, Reorganize, and Discover Your Signature Style by Matt Paxton with J.M. Smith. This volume helps you sift through years of clutter and let go of what you no longer need. Paxton has identified the psychology way to see that most organizational experts routinely miss but that prevent so many of us from lightening our material load. 310 pages. Portfolio. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

4803257 MANIFESTING: Using Deep Tension Forms to Visualize Real Change. By Von Braschler. Learn the missing steps to creative visualization to enable you to focus your thought power as impactful energy forms and target your thought forms to draw lost people, pets, and objects to you. You have the power to shape your life—the key is understanding how. 186 pages. Red Feather. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

4967135 HOW TO USE THE LAWS OF THOUGHT. By John M. Murray. The secret to a unique skill that characteristically enabling style to explain the difference between the conscious and subconscious mind, and how the two work together to create the reality of the individual. Chapters deal with the psychology of thinking, the power of suggestion, and more. 317 pages. G&D Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4900092 KEEP THE MEMORIES, LOSE THE STUFF: Declutter, Downsize, Reorganize, and Discover Your Signature Style by Matt Paxton with J.M. Smith. This volume helps you sift through years of clutter and let go of what you no longer need. Paxton has identified the psychology way to see that most organizational experts routinely miss but that prevent so many of us from lightening our material load. 310 pages. Portfolio. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95


Art Books


4857911 BECOMING A LIFE COACH: Masters at Work. By Tom Chiarella. Go behind the scenes and be mentored by the best in the business to find out it’s really like to become a life coach. Chiarella shadows five established life coaches, all devoted to guiding their clients on the path of self-development and self-fulfillment, and reveals their paths to prominence. 137 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

4970195 THE TODDLER SURVIVAL GUIDE: Complete Protection from the Whiny Unfed. By Mike & Heather Spoor. In this hilarious parody of zombie survival guides, you will learn practical advice on how to make it to the other side of toddlerhood intact. This work covers everything from preparing your home for the invasion and survival tiny toddlers to venturing out in public with your toddler (or you) bursting into tears. Fully illus. 192 pages. Voyageur. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

4953238 HOW TO HEAR BEING: Secrets for Powerful Speaking and Listening. By Julianne Tate. There are people who can speak so that people listen, and how to listen so that people feel heard. Includes never before seen exercises to help you develop your communication skills. This is not just a text at home as in the boardroom or conference call. Learn the seven deadly sins of speaking and listening, and how to avoid them, and more. 308 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.15 $13.95

4904866 THE OFFICIAL BOB ROSS COLORING BOOK. Cooperatively, never been so inspiring, these illustrations are derived from Bob Ross’s own paintings. Also included are the 100+ quotes and captions about happy little trees, friendly squirrels, and more, this collection includes a full-color guide on the original artwork for reference. So, grab your colored pencils and spend time with nature. Universe. 11x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

486614 GREAT BOOK OF CELTIC PATTERNS. REvised: The Ultimate Design Sourcebook for Artists and Crafters. By Lora S. Irish. The essential guide for any artist or crafter seeking to create the historical beauty of Celtic art. By step by step instructions for creating twists, braids, and knotted lines; and easy methods for crafting your own layouts and knot patterns for all types of media. Fully illus. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

4922597 HAPPY LITTLE ACCIDENTS: The Wit and Wisdom of Bob Ross. Compiled by Roberta Webb. With his gentle demeanor and encouraging words, Bob Ross has captivated the world for decades. Witte starts with an introduction and brief biography of Ross and goes on to display his art with a collection of his greatest quotes and most majestic works of art. Well illus. in color. Running Press. 7x½x1.5. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95


4915739 SUPERCUTE ANIMALS AND PETS. Christopher Hart’s Draw Manga Ngon. Have you ever wanted to create the perfect little iace of your cat? This book covers everything from the little details of your fluffy feline to your pet’s personality. Learn how to draw pets in a variety of poses. By simply laying your way through glorious gardens, beautiful bouquets, and cozy cats. Includes more than 60 illustrations of adorable kittens, lush flowers, and perforated pages. Castle Point, 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

4962826 CELTIC FANTASY COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven. Enter a world of Celtic myth and folklore as you add color to 31 original designs. The striking illustrations combine distinctive knotwork patterns with a wondrous array of stylized fantasy creatures that include a sea serpent, phoenix, dragon, unicorn, mermaid, and more. Pages are perforated for easy removal and framing. Dover. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4752600 DRAWING PEOPLE USING GRIDS. By Giovanni Civardi. In this highly visual guide, Civardi shows you how to use the traditional grid technique to draw people ages and in a variety of poses. By simply laying a grid over a photograph or drawing, you can transfer the image to paper one square at a time. Fully illus. 240 pages. Search. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

4918347 DRAWING USING GRIDS: Portraits of Babies and Children. By Giovanni Civardi. This highly practical guide uses the grid technique to make the drawing process easy. By following the exercises, artists will soon be able to produce highly detailed drawings of their own. Fully illus. 80 pages. Search. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

4918355 DRAWING & PAINTING WILD ANIMALS. By Vic Biearcoert. Features expert advice on drawing and painting eyes, noses, paws, fur, hooves and horns, step by step projects, controlling light in the gallery as pastels, acrylics, colored pencils, watercolor, and charcoal, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4918231 50 DRAWING PROJECTS: A Creative Step-By-Step Workbook. By Barrington Barber. Learn how to draw people, pets and everyday objects around the home. Beginners will be able to learn at each project is broken down into easy steps and experienced artists will be inspired by the challenging subjects. Fully illus. 208 pages. Sirius. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
Art Books

**6003109 - DRAW REAL PEOPLE! Discover Drawing Series.** By Lee Hammond. Step-by-step instruction on the secrets of creating realistic portraits of your favorite people. From smooth shadings of light and dark to replicating contours, to using these techniques to make any sharp look three-dimensional, these tips will make your work shine. Well illus. 80 pages. North Light. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**485941X - HARRY POTTER: Coloring Wizardry.** Barring with striking illustrations from all eight Harry Potter movies, this edition depicts everything from Harry's first ever visit to Diagon Alley to Quidditch matches, Hogwarts classes, and more! Insight Editions. 10x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**4969901 - DRAGONS & FANTASY: Drawing Made Easy.** By Kythra of Arven. Drawing from imagination - and fantasy - the way professional artists do. Colorized as never before! Featuring undead clowns, haunted skulls, such as fur, hair, and scales, as well as features like tails, wings, talons, hooves, and horns. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**661070X - COLORED PENCIL PORTRAIT PORTRAITS.** By Alyona Nikelens. Join the colored pencil painting revolution! In this comprehensive guide, an acclaimed artist presents new layering tools and techniques that will help you to color pencil artists to achieve lively luscious life-like portrayals. Offers guidance on a range of topics, supplemented by copious step-by-step demonstrations. Well illus. in color. 194 pages. North Light. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $18.95

**4849930 - DARK ART: A Horror Coloring Book.** Celebrate the beauty and the magic of the macabre by the coloring world. Featuring undead cloaks, haunted skulls, bleeding hearts, and many other spine-tingling creations. Plums. 7¼x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95

**388039X - DRAWING FACES & EXPRESSIONS: Learn to Draw Step by Step.** By Diane Cardaci. Master the art of drawing the human face using the examples and step-by-step instructions in this guide. Develop your own unique style as you learn to draw a variety of portraits capturing the eyes, mouth, nose, hair, and more. Well illus. 6x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95

**4952818 - CELTIC ANIMAL DESIGNS COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven.** A collection of 31 stunning images of animals, cranes, peacocks, hounds, lions, and more, are accented with knotwork, spirals, and maze patterns inspired by ancient manuscripts. They also feature exciting modern touches that lend a fresh new look to the traditional art of Celtic design. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. Dover. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $8.95

**4972604 - GARDEN GNOMES COLORING BOOK.** By Veronica Hue. Featuring 32 charming line art designs of garden gnomes taking over trees, peeking through tall grass, smiling in flower beds, and so much more. Tips on coloring techniques and materials are also included, as well as a gallery of colored examples to get you inspired before you begin. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1927655 - NATIONAL PARKS COLORING BOOK.** By Veronica Hue. Featuring 32 stamp-like illustrations of awe-inspiring landscapes found in Yosemite, Yellowstone, Acadia, Banff, and other incredible national parks. Every illustration is accompanied by high-quality photographs that inspired the line art, as well as informative captions to add an extra element of fascination while you color. Design Originals. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

**4962249 - MAGICAL JUNGLE: An Inky Expedition & Coloring Book.** Discover the secrets of creating a magical jungle just waiting to be brought to life in this vivid coloring book. Encounter speckled tree frogs, dainty hummingbirds, and playful monkeys as you bring an explosion of color to these stunning illustrations. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $16.95

**4969571 - DC COMICS WONDER WOMAN, BATTLELINES.** Featuring classic covers and stunning scenes, this action-packed coloring book lets you bring to life one of DC Comics’ most iconic characters. Features timeless images from some of Wonder Woman’s most memorable stories. Insight Editions. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**497008 - PAINT CHARMING SEASIDE SCENES WITH ACRYLICS.** By Jacqueline Penney. Seagulls cawing, the meeting of sky and sea...and the moment when water and flow Are breaking on the shore: it’s no wonder artists are drawn to capture the magic of the sea. Featured here are 16 step-by-step projects for painting a range of seascapes and coastal scenes. Full illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**4942493 - HOW TO DRAW COOL STUFF STROKE BY STROKE.** By Jonathan Stephen Harris. Discover the joy of drawing inside. You’ll find tons of fun projects that range from weird to wild, and you’ll learn how to draw each project using the simple stroke by stroke method, which uses color to show each stroke in a step. Fully illus. in color. 271 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4945013 - DOGS & PUPPIES: Drawing Made Easy.** By Nolon Stacey. Learn how to draw amazingly realistic dogs and puppies. Focusing on techniques specific to drawing accurate depictions of canine s—from creating a variety of fur textures to achieving accurate proportions—so you can use your knowledge to render your own dog portraits. Full illus. 64 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95

**4943607 - WONDER WOMAN: The Art and Making of the Film.** By Sharon Gosling. Celebrates the creation of this groundbreaking movie, taking you on a journey of discovery through the world of Wonder Woman. Showcasing the earliest concept art, set and costume designs, sketches and storyboards, this work delves deep into the filmmaking process from creating the stunning island of Themyscira to the war-torn trenches and towns of First World War Europe. 191 pages. Titan. 12½x11. Paper at $39.95 $7.95

**1912356 - ABSTRACT PAINTING: Styles in Painting.** Text by Gabriel Martin Roig. Offers 20 step by step exercises with examples examining the different techniques explained in the guide, and more than 20 suggested subjects for further practice. For artists wishing to explore complete freedom of expression by using form, proportion, space, and perspective. Full illus. in color. 143 pages. Barons. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $10.95

**4846362 - DOODLE DOGS AND SKETCHY CATS: Fun and Easy Dodging for Everyone.** By Boulting T. For your puppy as you begin to sketch and doodle the cutest cats and dogs you’ve ever seen. Learn how with easy to follow step by step instructions which teaches you how to draw in line, was h and color, and allows you the space to practice. Full illus. in color. 159 pages. ILEX. 7½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4974013 - THE BEAUTY OF HORROR: Haunt This Journal.** By Alan Robert. Follow ghastly fan favorite Ghouliana on a macabre descent into madness as she prompts and jokes your every move! Abide her direction or else she may seek her revenge! So get your pencils and put it up, lead it out, and unleash your creativity in ways you’ve never dreamed of. Full illus. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4973998 - THE BEAUTY OF HORROR IV: Another Goregeous Coloring Book with Pregnant Ghouliana and her undead pals as they mischeviously re-imagine some of the most iconic horror movie moments. Some of the silver screen in perfect line-drawings, allowing you to color them in as you see fit!** IDW Publishing. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

**1910890 - LEARN TO PAINT: PORTRAITS MADE EASY.** By Hazel Soan. A compact and accessible introduction to portrait painting, with easy to follow instructions and demonstrations covering everything you need to know. Light and shade, coloring, facial features and the hair are all covered as well as capturing the body and clothing. Whether you are using watercolor, oils or even your own work explores the key elements. 112 pages. Batsford. 8x6½. Paper at $14.95 $11.95

**4960889 - LEARN TO PAINT: WATERCOLOR LANDSCAPES QUICKLY.** By Hazel Soan. Explore the interaction between composition and color to find your focus in even the most abstract landscape. Find out how to balance light and shade, how to mix a limited palette and how to achieve the maximum impact, and how to grasp the main watercolor techniques to create unique landscapes. Full illus. in color. 112 pages. Batsford. 8x6½. Paper at $14.95 $5.95

**498804X - HOW TO DRAW DRAGONS MADE EASY.** Ed. by Beren Neale. Suitable for the beginner as well as intermediate levels, these expert-led projects will help you develop your drawing skills while effectively translating them onto the page or screen. Full of tips for creating breathtaking scenes, this guide is an essential tool for any aspiring dragon artist. Full illus. most pages. 3x4½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

**4970866 - INSPIRATIONS MINDFUL LIVING: Creative Coloring to Relax, Recharge, and Renew.** You'll find an assortment of symmetrical patterns and mandalas as well as flowers, nature scenes, and animals to embellish, plus thought provoking quotes to uplift and inspire you. Printed on perforated paper for easy tearing and sharing, and with a special lay flat binding. Health Communications. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $9.95

**4976770 - CREATIVELY WATERCOLOR SET.** By Danielle Donaldson. Creatively record your experiences, such as the beauty of flowers, a favorite quote, our daily surroundings and more. Get started today with step by step lessons and a practice pad, all in one. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 7½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**1916319 - INK: You Will Be Able to Draw by the End of This Book.** By Jake Spicer. Discover the endless possibilities of ink—whether you are using a nib pen, brush, biro, marker or even a quill. This interactive book teaches you how to draw in line, wash and color, and allows you the space to practice. Full illus. in color. 159 pages. ILEX. 7½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95
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**475297 DRAWING LANDSCAPES.** By Margaret Eggleton. This is a detailed and practical guide to drawing landscapes. Eggleton shows you how to draw elements of the landscape such as trees, hills, roads, fields, hills and mountains, and even the sky, to get a good sense of the landscape. This will further enhance your drawing skills.

**487644 THE GREAT BOOK OF FRENCH IMPRESSIONISM.** By Diane Kelder. This book covers the collaboration and exchange of the Impressionists' world—of light and color, of sunlit fields and shimmering seascapes, city views and intimate domestic scenes. Includes over 200 full-color illustrations, faithfully capturing the subtle nuances of light and perception. Abbeville. 4¼x4½. Pub. at $12.95


**192531 BLOOMING ANIMALS COLORING COLLECTION.** By Golden. This collection of coloring pages will find easy coloring starter guides and features like: high-quality paper, perforated pages, how-to tips and techniques, and full color examples. 60 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pbl. at $9.99 $7.95

**489653 TAKE THREE COLOURS 25 Quick and Easy Watercolour Projects Using Just 3 Brushes and 3 Tubes of Paint.** By Geoff Kersey et al. Welcome to the wonderful world of watercolour. Learn how to mix any color you want using just red, yellow and blue, and follow the simple instructions and photographs that accompany each of the 25 stunning projects. You’ll be amazed how easily you can achieve dramatic effects, snow-covered hills, rippling water and more. 192 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pbl. at $19.95 $14.95

**286709 TEASE TO PLEASE! The Erotic Art of Adrian Butkus.** By Jerry Yarnell. This popular TV and video instructor delivers eight new, fun and easy-to-follow lessons on how to create erotic art. Shows how to create your own erotic art, with step-by-step instructions. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pbl. at $19.95

**4897451 1500 COLOR MIXING RECIPES FOR PORTRAITS.** By William F. Powell. Follow these three simple steps to mix more than 500 color combinations: match a palette of skin tones from this guide to your skin. Create the Master Watercolor Recipe for this palette using the grid; and follow the recipes to create all the skin tones you’ll need. Fully illus. in color, 48 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperback. Pbl. at $14.99 $11.95

**489249 SAMUEL PEPYS: Plague, Fire, Revolution.** By Mark H. Clark. Exhibition catalog. Explores the public and personal worlds of Pepys, not only a famous diarist whose descriptions of the Fire of London is well known, but also the life of this talented man who rose from modest beginnings to become the greatest naval administrator of age. Photos, most in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x9¼. Paperback. Pbl. at $50.00 $39.95

**481259 COLOR MIXING RECIPES FOR PORTRAITS.** By William F. Powell. Follow these three simple steps to mix more than 1,500 color combinations: look in the index for the subject you want to paint, find the color recipe; use the color mixing grid to get the same color using the grid; and mix the color, that’s it. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperback. Pbl. at $22.99 $17.95

**DVD 4928342 M.C. ESCHER: Journey to Infinity.** M.C. Escher was a Dutch graphic artist, printmaker, and woodcutter who created some of the most famous, least understood and most controversial works in modern art. This documentary film is an eye-opening portrait that gives us the man behind the images. It portrays his life and times, and his art. This is a follow-up to up Edward’s Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. Well illus. 159 pages. Tarcher/Feridge. 7¼x9. Paperback. Pbl. at $15.00

**4900286 DRAWING ON THE DOMINANT EYE: Decoding the Way We Perceive, Create, and Learn.** By Betty Edwards. Reveals the role of our dominant eye plays in how we perceive, experience and interpret the world around us. This is a follow-up to his Edwards’ Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. Well illus. 159 pages. Tarcher/Feridge. 7¼x9. Paperback. Pbl. at $15.00

**192924A MANGA & CHIBIS COLORING BOOK.** With more than 40 illustrations to color and enjoy, this work offers a stress-free escape into the world of fantasy and sci-fi, and cute cute characters and scenes. Walter Foster. 8¼x9½. Paperback. Pbl. at $10.99 $8.95

**491127X FIGURE IT OUT! Faces & Expressions.** By Christopher Hart. By focusing on what is an exhibition catalog, drawing the head and face, you’ll quickly improve your drawing skills and be on your way to drawing any character and expression you want! With hundreds of illustrations, step by step instruction, and plenty of helpful tips to ensure success. Get Creative 6. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pbl. at $19.95 $14.95

**4907000 KLIMENT AND THE WOMEN OF VIENNA’S GOLDEN AGE, 1900-1918.** By Dorothea Butkus & M. Prather. Exhibition catalog. This catalog accompanies a major exhibition at the Neue Galerie New York devoted to Gustav Klimt’s sensuous portraits. The 47 works cover the gamut of Klimt’s wide-ranging style, from his early ethereal paintings influenced by Symbolism and the Pre-Raphaelite movement, to his so-called “golden style,” as well as his late figural paintings. Fully illus. 320 pages. Prestel. 9¼x11¼. Paperback. Pbl. at $60.00 $24.95

**490883X MY SOUL HAS GROWN DEEP: Black Art from the American South.** By Cheryl Finley et al. Exhibition catalog. A new consideration of extraordinary art created by Black artists during the mid-20th century. Nearly 60 representative works are illustrated alongside insightful texts that situate them in the history of modernism and the context of African American experience in the 20th century South. Well illus., in color. 116 pages. Yale. 9¼x10½. Paperback. Pbl. at $35.00 $12.95

**491328 THE ART OF BROM: Rafting.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and macabre, Brom’s dramatic and powerful paintings have vividly brought to life entire worlds and placed us face to face with the archetypes of the divine. This retrospective contains over 200 major works spanning Brom’s thirty-year career. Fesler. 9¼x12¼. Paperback. Pbl. at $44.95 $32.95

**1918331 VINCENT VAN GOGH: The Complete Paintings 1886-1890.** By Walter Feilchenfeldt. Comprehensively illustrated catalog of Van Gogh’s paintings executed during his tumultuous final years in Paris, Arles, Saint-Remy, and Auvers-sur-Oise. Some 580 reproductions are in full color, appearing in related scale to their original sizes, and boasting a wealth of historical information. 347 pages. Philip Wilson. 10x12½. Paperback. Pbl. at $100.00 $39.95

**490944 AMERICAN ART IN THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM: Painting, Sculpture, and Decorative Arts.** By Charles T. Butler et al. Celebrates the museum’s 50th anniversary, Columbus, Georgia, with a selection of 101 works representing a remarkable collection. Included in this collection of American art are paintings, sculpture, ceramic vessels, silver works, and furniture created by notable artists from the Colonial era to postmodern times. Well illus. in color. 228 pages. Columbus Museum. 10x12¼. Paperback. Pbl. at $50.00 $7.95

**4902847 WILDLIFE SCENES IN ACRYLIC.** By Jerry Yarnell. This popular TV and video instructor delivers eight new, fun to create wildlife scenes in his signature teaching style. Readers will learn how to paint a variety of animals, landscapes and seasons: from horses in spring to winter birds nestled amid snow-laden pine trees. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pbl. at $12.95 $7.95

**192924 HOW TO DRAW FALLEN ANGELS: Fantasy Underground.** By M. Butkus & M. Prather. Discover the secrets to drawing, painting, and illustrating beings of the otherworld. You’ll glimpse guardian angels, learn about the host of angels in between that populate the hierarchies of Heaven and Hell. You’ll also learn about the ancient lore that has inspired the fascination with these winged beings. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pbl. at $19.95 $14.95

**4878264 RENIOR: The Body, the Senses.** Ed. by E. Bell & G.T. Shackelford. Exhibition catalog. Offering the reader an informative and imaginative investigation into Renier’s nudes, this beautifully illustrated study comprehends the exhibition of more than seventy works in various mediums: paintings, drawings and sculptures. This volume also features an interview with the contemporary figurative painter Lisa Yuskavage on the historical significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 9¼x11½. Paperback. Pbl. at $55.00 $35.00
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4888715 VERMEER IN DETAIL. By Gary Schwartz. This edition allows you to explore the master's work through large full reproductions as well as exceptional close-up details from his paintings. Vermeer depicted female figures and everyday objects with captivating realism, yet his work also has a poetic and dreamy atmosphere, enchanter the viewer.

279 pages. Ludion. 10x13. Pub. at $90.00 $24.95

4960506 THE ART & SCIENCE OF DRAWING: Learn to Trace, Analyze, and Draw Any Subject. By Bert Eliason. Learn to draw beautiful images with ease. Eliason takes the reader through the entire process, from the most basic skills to the more advanced techniques such as perspective, volume drawing, shading, and figure drawing. Features instructional images and diagrams.


4887942 THE SENSUOUS FRAZETTA. By J. David Spurlock. With a chapter of flirtatious Frazetta movie poster art and the most seductive romance comic ever, including the legendary Untamed Love, collected for the first time in its original, vintage color intact, this is the complete collection ever, of rare, vintage, Sensuous Frazetta. 176 pages.

101 WAYS TO DRAW: A Field Guide to Drawing Mediums and Techniques. By David Webb. From soft pencils to graphite powder, ballpoint to fiber-tip pens, conte sticks to watercolor gels, this self-taught artist explains everything you need to know to begin mastering and combining different media in your drawing. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. David & Charles. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

4843193 ED HARDY: Deeper Than Skin—Art of the Now Tattoo. By Karin Breuer et al. Ed Hardy’s unique vision spans decades, creating an indelible mark on popular culture. Accompanying a major exhibition, this profoundly illustrative guide in art traces his inspirations, rooted both in traditional American tattooing of the first half of the twentieth century and in the imagery of the tattoo era. 255 pages. Electa. 9x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

4916670 SKETCHING FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Peter Cronin. Sketching is more than just drawing quickly. This guide teaches you how to sketch through simple step-by-step exercises and larger projects, all in a friendly and relaxing manner. Learn how to sketch with a range of media, while building and expanding on the basic techniques.

319 pages. Ludion. 8x8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

488857X BOSCH IN DETAIL. By Till-Holger Borchert. Presents Bosch’s best known works, revealing them as never before, magnificent full page close-up details. Chapters explore characteristic themes in his work, such as faces, visions of heaven and hell, the four elements, landscapes and creatures both fantastic and monstrous. Color photos.

208 pages. MFA, Boston. 11x9½. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

4891774 JAMIE WYETH. By Elliott Bostwick Davis. Exhibition catalog. The more than one hundred paintings, works on paper, and multimedia assemblages lavishly reproduced in this volume invite us to explore the world of a prodigiously gifted, adamantly individualist American master.

208 pages. MFA, Boston. 11x9½. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

4952367 ART OF SIBERIA. Marina Fedoseeva et al. The artists discovered in the archives of the Russian Museum of Ethnography in St. Petersburg are extraordinary. This book describes the lives of the men and women who first conjured these vast lands then struggled desperately to preserve their traditions. Fully illus. in color. 287 pages. Parkstone. 9x12. $14.95

474246X THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DRAWING PORTRAITS. By Carole Massey. Clear instructions supported by hundreds of inspirational examples from all around the world, the portrait beginner how to create form, tone and line in their portraits. All you need to know, including composition, proportion, capturing individuality, and suggesting a narrative is here. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4967588 REDHEADS. By Raffaele Marinetti. Encompassing a huge variety of styles, techniques and subjects, this gallery takes us through the entrancing fantasy worlds of Raffaele Marinetti. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. QDP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

4888221 THE BROTHERS LE NAIN: Painters of Seventeenth-Century France. By J. David Spurlock. Exhibition catalog. During the 1630s and 1640s, the brothers Antoine, Louis, and Mathieu Le Nain created some of the most beautiful and enigmatic works of their time. This edition allows you to explore the lives of these extraordinary artists, capturing like-ness, self-portraiture, and everyday scenes. 279 pages. Ludion. 10¼x13. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

4916924 MODERNISM: O’Keeffe to Hopper. By Katherine M. Bourguignon et al. Exhibition catalog. Artists such as Georgia O’Keeffe, Edward Hopper, Charles Demuth, E.E. Cummings and Charles Sheerer are among the highlights of this incredible selection of 20th century American art. This collection of modern works focuses on the artists who grappled with the experience of modern America. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Ashmolean Museum. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

4926192 THE LANDSCAPE PAINTER’S WORKBOOK: Essential Techniques and Studies in Shape, Composition, and Color. By Mitchell Albala. With works by over 45 contemporary landscape painters working in oil, acrylic, pastel, and watercolor, the landscape maker will find fresh, new ideas and inspiration. Each painting is thoroughly analyzed in terms of shape, composition, color, with supporting diagrams, thumbnails, and photographs. This is a serious resource for your sketching journey, 320 pages. Rocky Nook. 6½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4946613 BOTTICELLI. By L. Venturi & A. Cecchi. This sumptuous volume brings to life Botticelli’s radiant colors and minutely detailed embellishments in luxurious, large-format images that reproduce every major work, from “The Birth of Venus” to his fresco series in the Sistine Chapel. 472 pages. Phaidon. 10x14¼. Pub. at $150.00 $64.95

4974371 THE ASHCAN SCHOOL AND THE EIGHT. By Brandon Ruud et al. Now recognized as America’s first modern art movement, rejecting their academic training and the exhibition practices of the decades-old National Academy of Design, this loosely affiliated group forged a new and vital art that captured the country’s shifting values and sense of identity at the turn of the century, a movement of unsettling cultural change.

172 pages. Milwaukee Art Museum. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

497896X MOOSE FAIRIES. By Paolo Massagrande. An enchanting look at the phenomenal world of moose fairies with this stunning volume filled with gorgeous illustrations that transport you into a realm of wonder where fairies welcome you. 94 pages. Llewellyn. 8x11½. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

4946300 SKETCH BOOK FOR THE ARTIST. By Sarah Simblet. The authoritative guide to technical and practical teaching and insights into classical and contemporary drawings will inspire you to develop your own style. Learn how to use a sketchbook as a learning journal with all kinds of subjects and a range of media, from pen and ink to pencil and oil pastels. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11½. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95
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B-rated Westerns, a reign that would last more than a decade.
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128. Adults only. 96 pages. Deicide. 8½x11. Paperbound.

44 photo mini-gallery bringing the total number of images to 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00

1960s. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. ILEX. 5¼x7¾. $6.95

• 4924564 FLIRTS OF THE 1950S by Bunny Yeager. Showgirls, more than 140 provocatively posed, suggestedly draped, and glamorously naked women in outdoor and interior scenes. Together, they offer a sumptuous celebration of the female form. Adults only. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $16.95

• 4860485 BETTY PAGE GOES WILD: An Anthology of Classic Fetish and Glamour Photography. Ed. by Stephen Pentacoste. Bettie Page moved to New York and began working as a “glamor” model. Gatherings together 64 classic, full-page photographs of Betty, including some pin-ups in lingerie and fetish-wear, nudity, bondage and more. Also includes a bonus 44 photo mini-gallery bringing the total number of images to 128. Adults only. 96 pages. Decidec. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $22.95

• 4729165 NEW FASHION NUDES. By Paolo Pamintuan. Undeniably chic and unbelievably beautiful, the women on display here mix the elegance and glamour of fashion with the natural allure of nude photography. Immense yours in gorgeous photos that are every bit as intoxicating as the ladies they celebrate. 334 pages. Benteli. 11¾x9. Pub. at $49.95

• 4897008 HAPPY TRAILS: A Pictorial Celebration of the Life and Times of Roy Rogers and Dale Evans. By Howard Kazanjian & C. F. Smith. Dale Evans made their first movie together in 1944, and so began a dazzling partnership with a devoted public following that lasted 52 years. Rogers married a woman who would eventually become the royal couple of B-rated Westerns, a reign that would last more than a decade. Photos. 170 pages. Trilatrag. 12x9. Paperbound. $21.95

• 4910923 A KENTUCKY JUBILEE: Farm Security Administration Photographs. 1935-1943. Ed. by W.B. Brannan & D. Horvath. The text included helps us see these photographs as art. The photographs themselves are an unforgettable composite of the amazing diversity of culture, history, and environment that have made Kentucky unique. 148 pages. UP. Pub. at $32.95. $9.95

• 4925009 BUNNY YEAGER’S PIN-UP GIRLS OF THE 1950s. She presents her legendary pin-ups in their spirited, fun-loving world of the flower-power decade. Eighty beautiful women are captured in a multitude of exciting locations, from natural surroundings with wild animals, to professional studio shots, and from swimsuits to nude. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. $29.95

• 4924738 MODERN VINTAGE PIN-UP: The Photography of Marielle Caruso. This collection of over 250 contemporary retro-style cheesecake, glamour, and hot-pin-up photographs by Marielle Caruso, taken all backgrounds and transforms them into the classy yet stimulating bombshells of our parents’ and grandparents’ day. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. $29.95

• 4926291 DAYS GONE BY: Roadside Photographs of the American South. By John E. Rubbert. Combining carefully crafted photographs from the past ten years with a cultural history of the region, Rubbert reveals structural changes. Rural towns, idyllic at first glance, are soon revealed as forgotten relics of time long past. 192 pages. Benteli. 11¼x9. Pub. at $49.95. $9.95

• 6865631 ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PHOTOGRAPHS by Robert Alvarado. We are going to see Snow White in pin-up, right? At least Alvarado does. In his newest collection of high-octane, pin-up images, Alvarado shows how women move to the foreground to be the heroes of the fantasy, which has been called cartoonish, illustrated, and painted, and married perfectly with cosplay. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 7¼x10¼. $25.95

• 497362X SKIN DEEP: The Erotic Artwork of Bruce Colero. By Bruce Colero. Bruce lets his mojo loose andват life and fire into some pretty hot babes! Here is a collection of women far out of anyone’s league, but sure to haunt your wildest daydreams! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. SOP 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

• 4973611 SINS OF THE FLESH. By Bruce Colero. Colero has an exquisite eye for the ladies. Especially the sort of lades who like to indulge in their darker sides. He ups his game for this collection (fourth in the series), showing just how hastily his noble nation can get. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. SOP 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

• 288772X PENTHOUSE, 45TH ANNIVERSARY: The Hottest Girls Since 1969. Celebrating 45 years, this volume is a compilation of some of the most beautiful women ever to grace the pages of this iconic publication. Visually sumptuous, this collection of erotic images, this collection will dazzle and tantalize. Adults only. Edition Skylight. 7x9. Paperbound. $35.00

• 1927787 TRUMP 45. By I.D. Hicks. The photos between the covers of this work document President Donald Trump doing more for his country than any other president in this century. See him negotiate trade deals, speak to Congress, and engage with foreign Americans, make peace with foreign leaders, and bring troops home from overseas. 80 pages. Post Hill. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

• 4944542 NIGHT SKY PHOTOGRAPHY: From First Light to Last Light. By Adam Woodworth. In this inspiring introduction to photography, Woodworth shares the secrets that will allow any photographer to master the “first light” and “last light” applications to take stunning photographs that combine the beauty of the night sky with perfectly lit landscapes to produce amazing images. 272 pages. 9¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

• 4910127 A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES. By Alexandre Dupuy. This large photo archive of orgies comprises 400 mostly unpublished erotic photographs from the private archive of the French collector. Adults only. 352 pages. Goliath. 4¼x7¼. Pub. at $44.95. $34.95

• 490723X SAM SHAW: A Personal Point of View. By Lorie Karrath. The native New Yorker shot countless cover photographs for Life and Look in the 1950s. His work also took the still images for the films he produced himself. Shaw and Marilyn Monroe were friends, and he captured her self-confident girls and passionate girl on girl action. 272 pages. Goliath. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $75.00. $19.95

• 4924495 BUNNY YEAGER’S PIN-UP GIRLS OF THE 1950s. After building a successful modeling career, Yeager moved behind the camera to become one of the most renowned glamour photographers in the world. Her work is celebrated here, and features the nude and semi-nude work that made her famous. Adults only. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

• 2879395 SUPER NYLON PARADE. Photos by Steven Andres et al. Packed with over 600 photos, this is the ultimate super photo volume of women who have nothing else on other than their modist kit and widely available editing software. No one has an exquisite eye for the ladies. Especially the sort of sirens which has been called cartoonish, illustrated, and painted, and married perfectly with cosplay. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 7¼x10¼. $25.95

• 4934309 BOSTON, SPIRIT OF PLACE: Cape Ann to Cape Cod. By David and Melissa Ait et al. Here is the Boston as you have never seen her before. You will be present at her birth in the wilderness and witness her evolution from centuries. This intimate portrait of many of the places and events that define the city, her businesses, culture, recreation, architecture, parks and people evolving from its history and today. 140 pages. Color, 12x10¼. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95

• 4927264 BARACK BEFORE OBAMA: Life Before the Presidency. By David Katz. A treasury of photographs that illustrates the making of an American icon, produced late in life by a photographer who had never taken a photograph before. Most of Goede’s model is drawn from his close circle of friends, and in these photographs particularly one sees a shared understanding. Adults only. 159 pages. Circa. 10¼x12. Pub. at $60.00. $19.95

• 4985303 HORIZONTAL COLLABORATION: The Erotic World of Paris, 1920-1946. By Mel Gordon. With spectacular French interpretations of sex and humor, discover how the city surprisingly became in some ways less inhibited under Nazi rule. Gordon maps out, illustrates, and explains why the many houses of prostitution were shut down at the end of the war. Adults only. 224 pages. Feral House. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

• 4963172 ALEJANDRA GUERRERO: Wicked Women. With this work Guerrero takes us to an erotic image world constructed entirely from a female perspective. The participants in her photographs are strong and independent and they exude self-confidence and style. Adults only. Fully illus. 159 pages. $24.95

• 4991554 DIRTY GIRLS HAVING FUN. By Ellen Stagg. A collection of extremely seductive snapshots of lasciviously self-confident girls and passionate girls on girl action. 272 pages. Goliath. 5¼x8¼. Pub. at $44.95. $35.95

• 4984765 PEAK OF PERFECTION: Nude Portraits of Dancers, Athletes, and Gymnasts. By Jon Ornerr. These richly detailed, black and white, fine art photographs portray the aura of youthful vitality and the strength of the form. Additionally meditative and exhilarating, dynamic performers express sexuality and acrobatic skill so dramatically that images practically leap from the page. Slipcased. Adults only. $21.95

• 2897261 HISTORY OF GERMAN PORN: Gretchen Kraut Collection. German people are not exactly famous for pleasure, but as this study shows, like all nationalities Germans have dirty secrets: they love porn. Text in German. Adults only. Well illus. 272 pages. Goliath. 4¼x7¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

• 4991954 THE WILSONS OF WILDERNESS: Photography of the.references to take s...
Photography

- **491617 FAIRY TALES.** By P. Collins & A. Demie. An erotic folktale of short stories shot by Collins starring Demie. As children, the authors were both enthralled with fairy tales, which provided an escape from their own painful realities. Each of the nine tales are set in unique spaces ranging from suburban homes and parking lots to fantastical sets. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 149 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

- **496527 RICHARD KRANZNIKE.** Kranzniike shot this selection of 104 of his photographs presented here with an analog camera between 2018 and 2020. The men portrayed hide nothing, but their secrets remain intact. Adults only. Salzgeber. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $47.95 $34.95

- **492419 RETRO GLAMOUR: Photography of Mark Anthony Lacy.** A collection of the dark, sexy images that truly reflect the “grown-up” side of the pinup genre. Capturing the art, architecture, film, and photography, Lacy has created these incredibly authentic looking vintage tableaus in his New York studio. 180 pages. Salzgeber. 8¼x12¼. Pub. at $100.00 $29.95

- **492465 KITTENS AND KULTURE: The Pinup Photography of Susana Andrea.** By Susana Victoria Clark. The photographers turn to a number of the best models in the industry to create this jaw-dropping collection. Taken over the years with motifs and outfits inspired by the same way up through the 1960s, these tantalizing images blend classic sexy with a heap of modern flair. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¾. $29.95

- **481344 B.A.D.: Beautiful and Determined.** By Eva and Aura Tisato. These photographers celebrate beauty in a way that is far from the polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they explore the meaning of nakedness in a space that prioritizes superfluous entertainment over women/non-binary sexuality and overall body positivity. 224 pages. Drako. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

- **396742 JACK LONDON, PHOTOGRAPHER.** By Jeanne Campbell Reesman et al. This first work devoted to Jack London’s professional photography captures his wild dimension of his artistry, barely known until now. Collects more than two hundred photographs printed from the original negatives in the California State Parks collection and from the original photographic albums at the Huntington Library. 272 pages. UBP. 10½x13¼. $42.95

- **489972X FOREVER ELIZABETH: Iconic Photographers On a Legendary Star.** By Norman Parkinson. Parkinson has been around the world with Hollywood photographers share their memories of working with the icon, from patient pursuits to charming persuasion, each influencing a view of what it was like to work with such an icon. Presenting a mix of set, fashion, portrait and behind the scenes photographs, including some rare and never before seen images. 249 pages. ACC. 11¼x13. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

Graphic Arts

- **597115 HAND LETTERING: Creative Alphabets for Any Occasion.** By Thy Onn Curn. With more than 50 alphabets in this collection of 50 alphabets in an amazing range of styles. The author guides you through replicating each with easy-to-follow steps, then encourages you to know to create your own “bespoke” lettering, from sketching it out to inking it up. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

- **498611 STREETCAR ADVERTISING IN AMERICA.** By Woodson S. Savage III. Over 250 unique and highly informative and fully cross-referenced entries detailing the history of this beloved yet often forgotten form, the history of the region and the city. The book includes a comprehensive directory detailing the names and addresses of those who created, sold, or distributed the ads. A well-organized and easily accessible reference work for anyone with an interest in the history of American transportation. 296 pages. 8½x11. $65.95

- **49832X IT’S A MAN’S WORLD.** By Adam Roger. The first celebrated collection of men's adventure and travel photography from the 1930s through the 1970s, this book captures the spirit of adventure and travel photography in the early post-war period. Full color, hardcover. 14¼x11½. 288 pages. Flammarion. $85.00

- **498053 AIRLINE VISUAL IDENTITY.** By M. C. Hume. A comprehensive visual history of airlines from the 1920s through the 1970s, this book traces the evolution of airline branding and design through the decades. Full color. 11¼x14¼. 288 pages. Flammarion. $125.00 $75.00

- **399456 NOTRE DAME DE PARIS: A Masterpiece of Gothic.** By Diane Dechavassine. Fully illustrated, this book presents the history and architecture of the Notre-Dame de Paris, including its strips of stained glass and the famous Notre-Dame Cathedral. 8½x11¾. $99.95

Architecture

- **4954890 NOTRE DAME DE PARIS: A Complete Guide to History, Architecture, and Cultural Change.** By Philippe Despiau and Jean-Paul Enthoven. Chronicles the history of this landmark building, from its impressive architecture and collection of priceless artifacts to its presence during major historical events. Through gorgeous, striking and rarely seen archival photographs, this book reveals much about this building that is far from the polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they explore the meaning of nakedness in a way that is far from the polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they explore the meaning of nakedness in a space that prioritizes superfluous entertainment over women/non-binary sexuality and overall body positivity. 224 pages. Drako. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

- **491712 CATHOLICISM: THE NATIONAL PARK: The First 150 Years.** By Jeff Henry. This book presents the history of the Catholic Church in the United States, from its founding in the 17th century to the present day. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. Lyons. 8½x11¼. $39.95 $29.95

- **496679 BONN: FROM THE TOWN TO THE GIANT.** By Jens Muller. Includes photographs taken in the city of Bonn, Germany, during the 1980s. 272 pages. 8¼x11. $79.95

- **493600 SMALL SIGNALS: Architecture of the Civil War.** By Thomas C. Connolly. A comprehensive examination of the architecture of the Civil War era, including its impact on modern architecture. A well-organized and easily accessible reference work for anyone with an interest in the history of American transportation. 296 pages. 8½x11. $65.95

- **490336 FRANK GEHRY: The Masterpieces.** By Jean-Claude. Cohen. The complete works of Frank Gehry, including the design of his buildings in Los Angeles, Washington D.C., and New York City. Fully illustrated. 384 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¼. $74.95 $54.95

Art

- **494948X AN AMERICAN RENAISSANCE: Beaux-Arts Architecture in New York City.** By Philip James Dodd, photos by J. Wallen. The first comprehensive study of the Beaux-Arts architectural style in New York City. Includes photographs of the buildings and their design. Fully illustrated. 416 pages. Flammarion. $135.00 $94.95

- **4912054 CHATSWORTH, ARCADIA, NOW: Seven Scenes from the Life of an English Country House.** By John-Paul Stoddard. The first major study of Chatsworth House, the historic home of the Duke of Devonshire, and its surroundings. Includes photographs of the house and its gardens. Fully illustrated. 380 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x11. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

- **4927702 THE URBANISM OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT.** By Neil U. Jenkins. The landmark book on Frank Lloyd Wright's designs for remaking the modern city. Presents a radically new interpretation of Wright's work and offers new perspectives on the history of modernism. Lushly illustrated with drawings, plans, maps, and photographs, Levin places Wright's projects within the context of the current urban debate. 446 pages. Princeton. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $29.95

- **4924311 THE FRENCH ROYAL WARDROBE: The History of the House of the Bourbon.** By John-Paul Stoddard. The first major study of the clothing worn by the Bourbon monarchy, including the history of the royal wardrobe and its role in the development of fashion. Includes photographs of the clothing and its context. Fully illustrated. 384 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¼. $74.95 $54.95

- **4912691 FREDERICK LAW OLMSWORTH: Designing the American Landscape.** By Charles E. Beveridge, photos by P. Rochelleau. During a 40 year career that began in the 1920s, Olmsworth defined the profession of landscape architecture, designing America's most outstanding landscapes. Many are still gorgeously illustrated here. Includes photographs of New York's Central Park, Brookliny's Prospect Park, the U.S. Capitol grounds, and the Biltmore Estate. 280 pages. Rizzoli. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $95.00 $69.95


**About Music**

**4987627** THE MANDOLIN IN AMERICA: The Full Story from Orchestras to Bluegrass, to the Modern Revival. By Walter Carter. Follows the diverse paths taken by the mandolin on its way to its status today as an established instrument with its own distinctive sound and repertoire. Branching out from European roots in the late 1860s it enhances virtually every style of American popular music in the 20th century, from classical to swing and country blues to rock ’n’ roll. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Backbeat Books. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

**4987861** TICKET TO RIDE: Inside the Beatles’ 1964 Tour That Changed the World. By Larry Kane. Kane tells the story of what it was like to literally live with the four young men who would make an indelible mark on contemporary music. Weaves in the voices of the Beatles themselves and covers the electrifying action of the road, the performances, the mischief, and all the players who cropped up along the way during those key years that catapulted the Beatles to major success. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Backbeat Books. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**4987933** WAGNERISM: Art and Politics in the Shadow of Music. By Alex Ross. Richard Wagner is the most influential composer of the 19th century, his mythic motifs coursing through superhero films and fantasy fiction. A work of passionate discovery, urging us toward a more honest idea of the artist and the world. Photos. Some in color. 769 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

**4989174X** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Under the Influence. Fullscreen. Examines the foundations of Bruce Springsteen’s art and music. Illustrated by diagrams that illustrate how the influence that artists have had on him throughout his career. This book looks broadly at the historical, cultural, and musical influences that affected New Jersey’s folk son. A detailed exploration of the icon at Springsteen’s artistic development and celebration of his music. 155 minutes on two DVDs. Leftfield Media. $5.95

**1916248** THE CLASSICAL MUSIC BOOK. By Levin Chizirnian et al. A comprehensive reference work, 323 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**1921515** THE STRING INSTRUMENTS OWNER’S HANDBOOK. By Michael J. Tagliaro. This book answers, chapter by chapter, such key questions as: Where did string instruments come from? How do they work? What are the different kinds of string instruments? Tagliaro gives for every step of the owning process, from selecting and buying (or renting) to maintaining, repairing, modifying, upgrading, and even reselling your instrument. Photos. 254 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. $11.95

**1927191** TIPBOOK CLARINET: The Complete Guide. By Hugo Finchknerstob. This is a convenient guide for clarinetists who want to get the most out of their instrument. Provides valuable, practical information, including tips on selecting an instrument, tuning and accessories, maintenance tips, and a glossary. Illus. 240 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.97 $7.95

**DVD 4943503** TOM WAITS: Down & Dirty. Fullscreen. This collection of filmed interviews and other talking engagements that Tom Waits has undertaken across his lengthy and prodigious career is infused with the wit and reparte of other-worldly dimensions, this will do nothing but delight and astonish everyone. 80 minutes. I.V. Media. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**DVD 4949294** ABBA FOREVER: The Winner Takes All. This documentary telling of the ABBA story featuring all four members of the band. It’s been fifty years since ABBA’s founders met, forty years since their last concert and fifteen years since the stage show *Mamma Mia!* became a worldwide phenomenon. ABBA members talk about their lives, songs and how it all came to be. 51 minutes. Wierwenoom Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 4949793** WAGNERISM: Art and Politics in the Shadow of Music. By Alex Ross. Richard Wagner is the most influential figure in the history of music. An artist who might have rivaled Shakespeare in universal reach is undone by an ideology of hate. A cultural leader at the crossroads of the 19th century’s cultural flowering, his music was built through the medium of the modern orchestra. A work of passionate discovery, urging us toward a more honest idea of the artist and the world. Photos. Some in color. 769 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

**DVD 4911317** NOTHIN’ BUT A GOOD TIME: The Uncensored History of the ‘80s Hard Rock Revolution. By T. Beagour & R. Bienstock. The definitive, no hold barred oral history of 1980s hard rock and hair metal, told by the musicians and industry insiders who lived it. This is the whole, unvarnished, and often unflinching chronicle of a time when excess and success walked hand in hand. 16 pages of color photos. 535 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 4953975** BOOKER LITTLE: The Complete Albums Collection. Celebrate the best of Booker Little, a remarkable tenor saxophonist, a down-and-under jazz master produced, this collection provides the ultimate collection of the great man’s works. Collects 47 tracks including Milestones, Sweet and Lovely; November Afternoon; Victory and Sorrow, Forward Flight; Dirty; Bee Vamp; and more. Four CDs. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**DVD 4901007** THE BEATLES: Get Back. The band’s authorized account of the creation of the 1970 album *Let It Be*. Brings together over 50 hours of conversations edited from over 120 hours of original sound recordings, along with photographs from the sessions, and film frames from fifty-five hours of restored footage. 240 pages. Callaway. 10x12. Pub. at $69.00 $44.95

**CD 4877055** THE LYRICS. By Paul McCartney. A work of unparalleled candor and splendid beauty, celebrating the creative life and the music of Paul McCartney through 154 of his most meaningful songs. With images from McCartney’s personal archive, handwritten texts, and the story behind hundreds of previously unknown lyrics, spanning sixty years. 560 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Liveright. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $100.00 $74.95

**Theater & Dance**

**DVD 4965795** RIVERDANCE: 25th Anniversary Show. WideScreen. A表现 of the beloved favorite, celebrated the world over for its Grammy-winning score and the thrilling energy and passion of its Irish and international dance. English SDH. Running time: 112 minutes. Shoot! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**1921436** CABARET FAQ. By June Skinner Simmons. This work takes a close look at the innovative show that introduced us to the world of the Kit Kat Club, featuring chapters on Jean Ross and Christopher Isherwood, the real people behind the singing characters of Sally Bowles and Clifford Bradshaw/Brian Roberts. Photos. 144 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**1921797** RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S THE KING AND I: The Complete Book and Lyrics of the Broadway Musical. By Oscar Hammerstein II. Features the score of *The King and I*, a masterpiece of the stage. The musical is based on a 1944 novel by Margaret Landon, *Anna and the King of Siam*, which in turn was adapted from the memoirs of Anna Leonowens, as recounted in her books, *The English Governess at the Siamese Court*, and *The Romance of the Harem*. 16 pages of photos, some color. 149 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.45


**480841X** MUSICALS: The Definitive Illustrated Story. Ed. by J. Hamilton & A. Simpson. Includes all the best-loved musicals from the stage and silver screen, from dance halls and vaudeville shows to the best Broadway productions. Immerse yourself in the world of music theater, and fall in love once again with the songs, stories, characters, and legendary stars from every era. Fully illus., most in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95
468656X HAND LETTERING FOR LAUGHTER: Gorgeous Art with a Hilarious Twist. By Amy Latimer. Set ready to giggle your way through these clever hand lettering designs, whether you’re lettering for the first time or a seasoned enthusiast. Has tons of ideas for special hand lettered projects. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

4825756 BUILD A FLOWER: A Beginner’s Guide to Paper Flowers. By Lucia Balcazar. You can create beautiful flowers in a matter of minutes with easy to follow instructions and step by step photographs. This guide offers a wide variety of flower ideas so you’ll be creating bouquets, wall decor and even a flower crown in no time. 128 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

492718X CRAFT THE RAINBOW. By Brittany Watson Jepsen. Learn how to make a rainbow variety of decorations, luscious flowers, amazing cards, and sophisticated wreaths, garlands, centerpieces, and more than you can imagine, all with the creative power of paper. Color photos. 192 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

1912631 SEW YOUR OWN DOLLS: 25 Stylish Dolls to Make and Personalize. By Louise Kelly. Make a doll for all your friends and get creative with their outfits, hair, and accessories, and step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. O&O Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

1912739 50 BEADED EARRINGS: Step-by-Step Techniques for Beautiful Beadwork Designs. Ed. by Tammy Horasan. Featuring the trends and styles in beaded jewelry, this work introduces beginners to a variety of techniques while offering more advanced projects for experienced beadworkers. Detailed instructions make these beaded earrings projects easily achievable for any skill level. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

1905147 ASSEMBLED: Transform Everyday Objects into Robots. Ed. by Escher Kadye. Rather than throwing away old objects, you can transform a cheese grater, old cutlery, and a handful of nuts and bolts into a household robot! Presented like a recipe book, this full color guide will inspire you to make your own bots from flea market finds and unwanted junk. 144 pages. Jacquel Small. 8¼x10. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

4866959 WOODCARVING MAGIC: How to Transform a Single Block of Wood into Impossible Shapes. By Bjørne Jespersen. With more than 25 designs for carving “tricky objects” with connected parts that are loose, yet cannot be taken apart, you’ll learn to craft astonishing linked cages, knotted rings, and more. Features step by step diagrams and detailed instructions that break down the process into achievable steps. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

190941X THE BIG BOOK OF MOD PODGE: Decoupage Made Easy. By PLAI$. Explore the world of decoupage crafting with the amazing all in one glue, sealer, and finisher. Mod Podge includes 50 fantastic step by step projects from a variety of talented designers like Glittered Keys and Key Holder, a Party Beverage Bucket, or a Gardener’s Doll-Altered Birdhouse. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Lark. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

** 4860535 101 DRAWING SECRETS: Take Your Art to the Next Level with Simple Tips and Techniques. By Catherine V. Holmes. Gathered here are dozens of hints, ideas, and guidelines to help you get the most out of your drawing skills. You will also find some tips you would like to draw, and no matter your level of drawing experience, you can immediately pick up ideas, shortcuts, and other tricks to take your art to the next level. Fully illus. 128 pages. Speedy & Springer. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

** 4958896 DOWNTOWN ABBEY: The Official Film Companion. By Emma Marriott. Bringing the world and the characters of our favorite fictional country house to life. Featuring spectacular photographs and more than 200 hours of interviews with the cast and crew, and a look into the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, this will be a treasured keepsake. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

** 4984188 EASY RIDER: 50 Years Looking for America. By Steven Bingen with A. Dunn. Tells the story of Easy Rider on the anniversary of its explosive release. Published interviews, previously undiscovered archival materials, and new reflections reveal the whole story of Hollywood’s first true counterculture film for the first time ever. 170 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

** 4951115 HOLLYWOOD BABYBOY, Jr. By Michael Todd. Packed completely behind the glittering facade of America’s dream factory, the true stories and darkest secrets behind the lurid headlines that have, for more than seventy years, electrified the nation. Photos. 434 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


4982517 TELEVISION: A Biography. By David Thomson. Thomson surveys a Bosnian landscape, illuminated by that singular glow and peopled by everyone from Donna Reed to Denise Richards. A rip-roaring, unexpected, and deeply thought-provoking history of the medium that has defined us. Well illus., some in color. 412 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

1927043 A YEAR OF MOVIES: 365 Films to Watch on the Date They Happened. By Ivan Walters. Walters provides a selection for each day of the calendar in which at least some of the events related to a film are taking place. Representing a variety of genres, from comedies and dramas to westerns and film noir, these films offer fans a unique viewing opportunity. 441 pages. Rowan & Littlefield. Pub. at $56.00 $4.95

1921878 TV FINALES FAQ: All That’s Left to Know about the Endings of Your Favorite TV Shows. By S. Topiano & H. Van Buren. From Mary Richards’ heartfelt goodbyes to the classic finale of The Mary Tyler Moore Show to the final hours in the life of Breaking Bad’s Walter White, the authors take an insightful and insightful look at the most memorable final episodes from prime time, daytime and late night series. Photos. 409 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

** 4760048 LEONARD MALTON’S MOVIE GUIDE: The Modern Era. Revised in 2017, this edition contains nearly 16,000 capsule reviews, with more than 300 new entries, more than 25,000 DVD and video listings, a list of mail-order and online sources, an index of leading performers, and much, much more. 1,811 pages. Trafalgar. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $17.95

1907700 REAL WAR VS. REEL WAR: Veterans, Hollywood, and WWII. By Suzanne Broderick. This work looks at how on-screen combat is often misunderstood and portrays a variety of experiences of actual combatants, soldiers, sailors, pilots, code takers, and prisoners of war. In addition, two women, real-life “Rosie the Riveters” compare depictions of the homefront with their experiences during the war. Photos. 159 pages. Rowan & Littlefield. Pub. at $47.00 $5.95

Books on Movies & TV

192155X GAME SHOWS FAQ: All That’s Left to Know about the Pioneers, the Scandals, and the Hosts. By Adam Nedeff. Taking an unprecedented look at how the game show genre has evolved in the past hundred years—from the game show's most days as a promotional tool for newspapers to the prime-time extravaganzas of the modern era—this volume offers a richly detailed lineage of an American television institution. Illus. 365 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4914787 FIRENZE: The Gorram Shinest Dictionary and Phrasebook in the 'Verse. By Monica Valentinelli. This work takes in all the history of the language in the 'Verse and modern usage. All the Chinese used in the show is translated and sorted by episode. Get the lowdown on all the terminology used in the show, be it spacefaring speak, medical jargon or phrases from the frontier. Color photos. 208 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4983114 THE SCIENCE OF JAMES BOND: The Super-Villains, Tech, and Spy-Craft Behind the Film and Fiction. By Mark Brake. The author recognizes the Bond movies as a unique genre worthy of serious spy fiction with science fiction. This James Bond companion looks at the film and fiction in such a spy-fi way, taking in weapon wizards, the chemistry of death, threads of espionage, agent profiles and master nuclear paranoia, and Bond baddies' obsession with the master minutes) is part of this wonderful collection. 95 pages. Tassen. 12¾x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

1922699 MIDSONER MURDERS LOCATION GUIDE. By Frank Hopkinson. Midsoner Murders was an immediate success from its very first episode. With this guide, fans of the show can pinpoint the most popular locations used for filming the series, including familiar pubs, churches, inns and other public houses. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Pitkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

1924982 GREAT BRITONS OF STAGE AND SCREEN: In Conversation. By Barbara Frowm. Cooper. Cooper presents interviews she personally conducted with more than twenty stars of film, television, and theater. Held in intimate surroundings, these interviews provide readers with a rounded understanding of the creative process and the dedication required to develop a performance. Photos. 405 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $53.00 $19.95

4888986 HOLLYWOOD HORRORS: Murders, Scandals, and Covers-Ups from Tinseltown. By Andrea Van Landingham. This collection takes you on a journey into the golden age, illuminating the space between the airy fantasy and the gritty reality of life in Hollywood. In a transient city where nothing lasts, thousands of stories have taken place in their time here. Villages of Hollywood's past can still be found all over the city. Photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

488132X THE TOP 100 CLASSIC RADIO SHOWS. By C. Amari & M. Grams Jr. Packed with fascinating information about the shows that shaped the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Written by two of the foremost authorities on nostalgia radio, this comprehensive volume captures the essence of the era, showcasing the entire span of the golden age of radio. Includes six radio shows on 3 CDs. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Portable Press. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

4889754 GODZILLA FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the King of the Monsters. By Barry Carpenter. The biography and varied exploration of the monumental, fire-breathing radioactive lizard that has roared his way into our hearts over a sixty year reign of terror. This accessible rundown of every Godzilla film ever made, in-depth biographies, and lots of raw information that make it a must read. Illus. many, in color. 358 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4933729 THE ULTIMATE SUPERHERO MOVIE GUIDE: The Definitive Handbook for Fans. By Helen O’Hara. Ran, leap and soar through the history of the most popular movie genre on Earth in this thrilling guide to the world of superhero films. From a comic book adaptation to the all-conquering Marvel Cinematic Universe and beyond, this is an all-out celebration of the finest superhero stories of all time. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Carlson. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

1922341 MARVEL STUDIOS: The First Ten Years. By Mark McKenzie-Ray et al. Celebrate the first 10 years of Marvel Studios movies and beyond in this definitive sourcebook. From Iron Man to Captain Marvel, includes stunning photography and in-depth sections on each film, plus a guide to each of the Easter Eggs and end credits scenes. 127 pages. Titan. 8¾x11. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


4794712 CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 1: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! Ed. by Robyn Bougie. A compilation of gonzo writing, illustration, and comics about the most insane, sexy, awkward, hilarious, and exploitative movies in the history of film. Whether you’re just discovering the world of classic porn, horror, and exploitation movies, or if you’ve been a long time fan, this volume spans 12 episodes. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

4806853 BLAPXLOPERATION: CINEMA: The Essential Reference Guide. By Josiah Howard. Contains everything you need to know about the most colorful film movement of the 1970s. Dazzling and highly stylized blaxploitation films enjoyed a brief but memorable period in motion picture history. Includes more than 200 movie listings, and vintage and contemporary film reviews and commentary. Fully illus., many in color. 240 pages. FAB Press. Pub. at $39.95

4875885 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS MONSTERS: A History of Horror. By Michael Mallory. The author charts the horror films from the 1920s through the 1950s and offers behind the scenes insights into how the films were created. This comprehensive volume covers the entire career of the studio, celebrating the golden age of monsters and the gold standard legacy of Universal Studios. Includes episode synopses, anecdotes, commentaries, and a comprehensive list of every episode. Hardcover. Pub. at $69.95 $24.95

4800839 BLAPXLOPERATION: CINEMA: The Essential Reference Guide. By Josiah Howard. Contains everything you need to know about the most colorful film movement of the 1970s. Dazzling and highly stylized blaxploitation films enjoyed a brief but memorable period in motion picture history. Includes more than 200 movie listings, and vintage and contemporary film reviews and commentary. Fully illus., many in color. 240 pages. FAB Press. Pub. at $39.95

1925499 EGYPTIAN FILM: The Culture of Fascination. By Andrew Ray. This is the first thorough and up-to-date account of the Egyptian film industry, which has enjoyed a period of remarkable growth in recent years. Includes detailed discussions of the history, politics, and film policies of each nation, as well as individual case studies of the most important films and filmmakers. 288 pages. University of Texas Press. 9¾x12. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

1902584 MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME THAT: The Book of Wisdom from Hollywood’s Greatest Moms. By Helen O’Hara. A collection of quotes from the mothers of film and television, who have provided us with not only a wealth of advice, but also an understanding of the power of motherhood. Fully illus. in color. 177 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4908376 ANVILS, MALLETS & DYNAMITE: The Unauthorized Biography of Looney Tunes. By Jaime Weinman. With meticulous research, Weinman takes us inside the Wamers’ studio to unlock the mystery of the world’s most popular animators and artists, who were working in the shadow of Walt Disney created a wild, visually stunning and oh so violent brand of comedy that has never been matched for sheer volume of laughs. 20 pages of photos. 270 pages. Suckers. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

3776875 TARZAN ON FILM. By Scott Tracy Griffin. This authoritative volume traces the development of the films, from the motion picture industry’s early silents to the high point of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer era, to modern world-wide hits. Featuring the scenes production secrets, in-depth biographies, quotes, color poster reproductions. SHOPWORN. 224 pages. Titan. 10¾x13. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

4946723 FILM NOIR: The Encyclopedia. Ed. by Alain Silver et al. Distills everything about film noir in one volume—its arts to themes and motifs, and brings one up to date with contemporary contributions to the genre. Meet the cynical and obsessive heroes of film noir portrayed by Marlene Dietrich, Peter Lorre, James Cagney, Joan Crawford, and Bette Davis. Illus. 512 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $65.00 $36.95

4978404 BEYOND TERROR: The Films of Lucio Fulci. By Stephen Thrower. The master of the macabre is celebrated in this in-depth study of his extraordinary films. Features dozens on spectacular full color illustrations, and complete credits for all Fulci’s films and filmography for many of the major stars. 430 pages. Paperbound. FAB Press. 9¾x12. Pub. at $59.95 $47.95

4911740 ANY GUN CAN PLAY: The Essential Guide to Euro-Westerns. By Kevin Grant. This volume puts the genre in perspective, explaining the film’s wider reaches, their recurrent themes, characters, quirks and motifs. It examines Euro-westerns in relation to their American counterparts and the mechanics of the Italian popular film industry, and spotlights the Unsung actors, directors and other artists who dragged westerns into the modern age. Photos, some in color. 480 pages. FAB Press. 8¾x11. Pub. at $59.95 $47.95

1902078 DANGER ON THE SILVER SCREEN: 50 Films Celebrating Cinema’s Greatest Stunts. By Scott McGill. Discover—or revisit—50 influential films that spotlight the under appreciated craft that is an essential part of filmmaking across all genres and eras. Work on the world’s most important achievements and the importance of the professionals as well as the bravery and ingenuity of the people who sometimes risked life and limb for the camera. Fully illus. in color. 177 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95
**Movies**

**DVD 1909650 THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY.** Widescreen. Screen icon Clint Eastwood returns as “The Man with No Name” in what is arguably the most influential western ever made. This time he teams with two gunfighters to pursue a cache of $200,000 and prevent one of the most audacious bank heists in a wild, lawless town. Directed by the legendary Sergio Leone. Also starring Eli Wallach. Rated R. 162 minutes. Kino Lorber. $139.

**DVD 4971392 WIND RIVER.** Widescreen. Elite officer Cory Lambert (Jeremy Renner) discovers the body of a young woman on Wyoming’s Wind River Native American reservation, rookie FBI agent Jane Banner (Elise Olsen) is sent to investigate. After Banner leaves, Lambert, armed with the only thing he needs to survive the winter – his honor – must brave the winter terrain and the local criminal underworld in order to crack the case.

**DVD 1926020 TESLA.** Widescreen. A freewheeling take on visionary inventor Nikola Tesla (Ethan Hawke), his interactions with friends and mentors, and Melinda Dillon. Rated R. 88 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 4906483 BOXCAR BERTHA.** Based on a true story, this is the tale of railroad renegades and runaway romance. Bertha (Barbara Hershey) is a small-time crook with a love ‘em and leave ‘em philosophy. That is until she falls hard for union man–and Robin Hood of the rails–Big Bill Shelly (David Carradine). Bertha and Bill soon become the most notorious train robbers of the south.

**DVD 4960475 BOUND FOR GLORY.** It’s 1936, and the Great Depression is forcing droves of people from the dust bowls of Texas to the alluring green fields of California, among them charismatic, sign-painter Woody Guthrie is among them. Determined to find a better life out west, Guthrie hitchhikes, hops freight trains and sings his way across America. Directed by David Seidler. 148 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 4991708 MARY HIGGINS CLARK: 5 Films.** Five films adapt the heart-pounding novels of Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark, one of the most critically acclaimed mystery writers of our time. Includes Where Are the Children? (Rated R), The Cradle Will Rock; A Kiss Before Dying; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; and A Little Night Music. All 5 films. 713 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $31.98.

**DVD 4960632 HOT WIVES INC.** Widescreen. Wiley’s got a side hustle. Buttoned down literary agent Amanda Keates (Beverly Lynn) likes to watch it, and her best friend Heather (Sharon Acker) doesn’t know if she’s come to see this erotic enterprises launch their own sexy start up. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**DVD 1922883 AUDITIONS.** Fullscreen. The line between reality and fantasy is blurred in Charles Band’s legendary 1978 pseudo-documentary, one of the strangest and most entertaining exploitation films of all time. Stars Cory Brandon, Joey Cameron and Rhonda Jo Petty. 88 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**DVD 4838316 MARY MAGDALENE.** Widescreen. She is one of the most transgressive figures in history, alternately vilified as a sinner and canonized as a saint. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told through the lens of 21st century feminism. Mary plays the free-spirited Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the charismatic Jesus. Rated R. 182 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97.

**DVD 4962680 WHITEOUT.** The wind howls at 100 mph. The temperatures plummet to minus 120 degrees. Makin’ doesn’t intend for people to amuse themselves. The film is a violent, unforgiving landscape of snow, ice, and unrelenting winter. And who will surely kill again. Stars Kate Beckinsale, Gabriel Macht and Columbus Short. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.96.

**DVD 4665888 YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU.** Fullscreen. When Alice Sycamore (Jean Arthur) agrees to marry Tony Kirby (James Stewart), she has no choice but to invite his wealthy parents over for dinner. But when the ultra-demonic eccentric Sycamore clan, it turns into a memorable night. Not Rated.

**DVD 1908731 NIGHT ANGEL.** Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent force which will destroy and dominate all who dare to succumb to her charms. Stars Lisa Andersen. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 1925474 THE WITCHES.** In the mid-sixties, Dino De Laurentis brought together live celebrated Italian directors–Luchino Visconti, Mauro Bolognini, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Franco Rosso, and Vittorio De Sica–for an anthology film centering around a witch played by Silvana Mangano. This Italian-language entry is the result. Not Rated. English subtitles. 121 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95.

**DVD 4961439 WHAT’S NEW PUSSYCAT?** Widescreen. In the swinging 60s, Michael (Peter O’Toole) is a madam’s magnet. His decorated psychiatrist (Peter Sellers) and sex-starved mademoiselle magnet. His demen ted psychiatrist (Peter Sellers) and sex-starved friend (Woody Allen in his acting debut) would kill for this problem, but his wife-fane (Romy Schneider) might just kill him. Undergoing therapy, Michael tries to reform, but it won’t be easy! Not Rated. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 4956052 BLACK CANDLES.** Widescreen. Writer and Director Jose Ramon Larraz explores the bold new realms of erotic horror. When a group of outlaws-in-lawss in the UK countryside, they will instead discover a haven of the occult where lesbianism, incest, sodomy, bestiality and beyond may all be commanded by Lucifer himself. Not Rated. English dubbing. 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $14.93.

**DVD 3954AX WESTERNS: 8-Movie Collection.** Eight action-packed westerns: Canyon Passage; The Man from the Alamo; War Arrow; The Lawless Breed; Gun for a Coward; and Quantez. Stars include Glenn Ford, Dana Andrews, Maureen O’Harra, Rock Hudson, Fred Macmurray, Jeff Chandler, and William Holden. Directed by John Farrow, Robert Aldrich, Sam Peckinpah, and more people. Even worse, he’s starting to enjoy his own nefarious acts. Stars Casey Affleck, Jessica Alba, and Kate Hudson. Rated R. 10 hours. Shout! Factory. $26.95.

**DVD 1910663 D-DAY: Battle of Omaha Beach.** Widescreen. When an elite group of American soldiers are ordered to take out a series of German machine gun nests, they find themselves blindly venturing into hostile territory. Stars Chuck Liddell, Weston Cage Coppola and Randy Couture. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $9.95.

**DVD 4885397 THE FASTEST GUNS OF THE WEST.** The William Castle Western Collection. Eight action-packed westerns: The Redhead from Wyoming; Seminole; the Alamo; War Arrow; The Lawless Breed; Gun for a Coward; and Quantez. Stars include Glenn Ford, Dana Andrews, Maureen O’Harra, Rock Hudson, Fred Macmurray, Jeff Chandler, and William Holden. Both 122 minutes. Two DVDs. Universe. $9.95.

**DVD 1914960 402 MASSACRE.** Widescreen. Over a weekend, a crude, obnoxious, self-centered teenager’s 18th birthday party takes a camping trip to a nearby national park. However, their fun is quickly snubbed out when they stumble upon an illegal marijuana growing operation—protected by a blood thirsty maniac. In search of the ultimate high, will they survive or will they perish? Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 2887819 BERN-HUR: 50th Anniversary Limited Edition.** An amazing limited edition collector’s box set, celebrating the 1959 epic film winner of a record-setting 11 Academy Awards, including Best Actor (Charlton Heston) and Best Picture. This set includes the 1959 movie (over three hours), the 1952 silent version (over five hours), the 46-page hardcover replica of Heston’s personal and insightful journal, and a 64-page hardcover volume of rare photography, character bios and more. Also includes a DVD of vintage special features. Five DVDs. Turner Entertainment. $111.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/344
settles in. Most Rated R. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. MGM.

Collects two different versions of the Beginning/Dominion. DVD with Curly (Jack Palance), a vengeful killer out to rob a silver mine in Texas. No longer filmed.

Seas follows a ragtag group that embarks on a grand adventure on the high seas. Featuring Jeff Goldblum and Richard Attenborough. This seminal collection of films by Stanley Kubrick includes A Clockwork Orange, Rated R, 137 minutes; 2001: A Space Odyssey, 148 minutes; The Shining, Rated R, 144 minutes; and Full Metal Jacket, Rated R, 116 minutes. English SDH. Four DVDs. Warner Home Video.

This World, Then the Fireworks. WideScreen. Griffits Marty (Billy Zane) and Carol (Gina Gershon) are on the hunt for the good times and the good life in this tale of man-eating oil slick; and a woman keeps her feathers and gets down on “the help” with this steamy bit of vintage erotica! Three women of culture embark on a quest to fill their collective voids with as many sexual partners as possible. Things only get hotter when a French housekeeper reveals her lusty desires. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

The Conjuring. A benevolent witch (Isabela Coloma) enchants a magic mirror to protect her adopted daughter Elena (Dina de Marco) from her cruel husband (Armando Calvo). When the incantation fails and the girl is murdered, the witch receives her revenge by the principle that if you can’t have her, no one can. A Spanish subtext. In B&W. 75 minutes. Panik.

A Nightmare in Old Mexico. WideScreen. After being forced to sell his family ranch to developers, a financially strapped, but proud citizen and his estranged grandson, find themselves targeted by drug dealers in search of a missing money bag. Stars Robert Duval and Jeremy Irvine. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Prima & Rana.

Accident Man. WideScreen. Mike Fallon is the Accident Man—a killer and the best at what he does. But when a loved one is dragged into the world of revenge using every unholy principle of the underworld—and murdered, Fallon is forced to come to life after the owner is murdered; and the girl is murdered, the witch vows to help the budding witch lose his virginity, which will lead to the Protestant Reformation. Stars Joseph Fiennes and Bruno Ganz. 124 minutes. MGM.

Somebody Loves Me. WideScreen. When a group of doctors finds themselves downsized from the University’s parapsychology department, they decide to start chasing down ghosts, unappetizing apparitions—and themselves. The second in the Creep himself is back with three new tales of horror: a cigar store wooden Indian comes to life after the owner is murdered; four teenagers become possessed by a man-eating oil slick; and a woman keeps running into, and over, the same mutilated man on a lonely road. Stars Tom Savini. Rated R. 89 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98. $4.95.

Luther. During the early sixteenth century, idealistic German monk Martin Luther, disgusted by the materialism in the Catholic Church, begins the dialogue that will lead to the Protestant Reformation. Stars Joseph Fiennes and Bruno Ganz. 124 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95.

Secrets of a French Maid. Grab your feather duster and get down on “the help” with this steamy bit of vintage erotica! Three women of culture embark on a quest to fill their collective voids with as many sexual partners as possible. Things only get hotter when a French housekeeper reveals her lusty desires. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

Porky’s. In 1954, a high school guys try to help their buddy lose his virginity, which leads them to seek revenge on a sleazy nightclub owner and his redneck sheriff brother for harassing them. Stars Kim Coates and Scott Colby. Rated R, 99 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

Dinner with Friends. WideScreen. Molly (Malin Akerman) and Abby (Kat Dennings), along with their crew of close friends and acquaintances, host a dysfunctional, comical and chaotic Thanksgiving dinner. Not Rated. 95 minutes. WVS Films.

The Busby Berkeley Collection, Volume 2. Collects four classic films featuring dazzling musical numbers by the great director and choreographer, Gold Diggers of 1937 (Dick Powell, 91 minutes); and a Rudy Vallee (97 minutes); Hollywood Hotel (Dick Powell, 109 minutes); and Varsity Show (Ted Healy, 80 minutes). English SDH. In WideScreen. TFK.
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**Movies**

**DVD 3819455 THE BOURNE TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Matt Damon is Jason Bourne, an elite government agent determined to outwit and outmaneuver anyone who stands in the way of his finding out the secrets of his mysterious past. Follow his explosive, action-packed adventures in three blockbuster films: The Bourne Identity; The Bourne Supremacy; and The Bourne Ultimatum. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 4924140 FUTURE WORLD.** Widescreen. In a near future, a dangerous, future-world wasteland for a rumored cure that will save his dying mother. Stars James Franco, Lucy Liu and Milla Jovovich. Rated R. 90 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 4924139 SALT.** Widescreen. Evelyn Salt, a trusted and loyal CIA operative, goes on the run when a Russian defector convinces her superiors that she’s a double agent sent to assassinate the President of the United States. Angelina Jolie stars in this action-packed thriller that will keep you guessing until the end. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 4789605 CASABLANCA.** Fullscreen. The romantic lovers’ triangle between the impossibly heroic, Czech Resistance leader Victor Laszlo (Paul Henreid), his beautiful wife Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) and her ex-lover, cynical American Rick Blaine (Humphrey Bogart), is as vibrant as it ever was. In B&W. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.96 $6.95

**DVD 4961196 HIGHWAY DRAGNET.** Widescreen. In this 1954 classic, an ex-marine Jim Henry (Richard Conte), wrongly accused of killing a barmaid, hitches a ride with a photographer Mrs. Cummings (Joan Bennett) and her model Susan Willis while being pursued by Las Vegas Detective White Eagle (Red Hardin) who’s leading the manhunt in B&W. 70 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

**DVD 4962540 THE GOOD GERMAN.** Who knows what American journalist Jake (George Clooney) expected to find in postwar Berlin? Peace or at least a story. But certainly not Lena (Eva Green) and her mode l Susan Willis while being assigned by her boss to answer J.D. Salinger’s puzzle of her father’s mysterious death on the outskirts of Rotterdam. They couldn’t be more different except for one thing: their shared passion for motorcycle racing, which each sees as his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. Two two-sided DVDs. Screen Media Films. $4.95

**DVD 4788575 BLADE RUNNER 2049.** Widescreen. Thirty years after the events of the first film, a new blade runner, LAPD Officer K (Ryan Gosling) unearths a long-buried secret that has the potential to plunge what’s left of society into chaos. K’s discovery leads him on a quest to find Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford) who’s been missing for a decade. Rated R. English SDH. 164 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 1914588 LILA & EVE.** Widescreen. Lila (Viggo Mortensen), a grieving mother whose son was killed in a shooting, attends a support group where she meets Eve (Jennifer Lopez), who has also lost her daughter. When the police prove incapable of bringing those responsible to justice, Lila seeks to take matters into her own hands. Rated R. 94 minutes. E One. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

**DVD 1925717 21 BRIDGES.** Widescreen. An embattled NYPD detective is thrust in a citywide manhunt after uncovering a massive conspiracy, where all 21 bridges are closed to prevent any entry or exit from the iconic island. Stars Donald Burr, John Cho, J.K. Simmons. Rated R. 100 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 1925911 LAST MOMENT OF CLARITY.** Widescreen. When a young woman (Samara Weaving) is found murdered, her boyfriend (Evan Peters) discovers that she may actually be alive and living a new life. When he sets out to confront her, he finds himself embroiled in a deadly web of deceit. Rated R. 90 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 1925938 LONDON HAS FALLEN.** Widescreen. In London for the Prime Minister’s funeral, special agent Mike Bannerman (Omar Sy) is the last line of defense against an attempt to assassinate all the attending world leaders. This sequel to Olympus Has Fallen also stars Aaron Eckhart, Morgan Freeman, and Angela Bassett. Rated R. 98 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 4907817 DAY OF THE MUMMY.** Widescreen. Jack Wells has arrived in Egypt in search of the Codex Stone—a guest that will lead him to the tomb of King Nefertari. But when his number is disturbed by timeless human greed, the King rises from the dead with a bloodlust that cannot be quenched. Stars Danny Glover, William McMahon, and Andrea Monet. 90 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 4977807 THE EDGE OF LOVE.** Widescreen. The life of legendary poet Dylan Thomas as told through the stories of two free-spirited women who love him. Stars Kevin Spacey, Marissa Miller. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**DVD 4873963 TOM BIRD.** Widescreen. Lara Croft (Alicia Vikander), the fiercely independent daughter of a missing adventurer, is driven to solve the puzzle of her father’s mysterious death on her sixteenth birthday. In B&W. 60 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

**DVD 1914532 I, TONYA.** Widescreen. Competitive ice skater Tonya Harding rises amongst the ranks at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships, but her future in the sport is thrown into doubt when her ex-husband intervenes. Stars Margot Robbie and Sebastian Stan. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 4954069 POPEIIL.** Widescreen. 79 A.D. Milo (Kick Hartington), a slave turned invincible gladiator, finds himself in a race against time to save Cassia (Emily Browning), a wealthy merchant’s daughter who is unwaveringly devoted to her Senator (Kiefer Sutherland). As Mount Vesuvius erupts, Milo must fight to protect his beloved from Pompeii’s destruction. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 497804X IT STAINS THE SANDS RED.** Widescreen. In the throes of a zombie apocalypse, a troubled woman from Las Vegas with a dark past finds herself stranded in the desert with a lone and ravenous zombie on her tail. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

**DVD 1914642 REMAINS/DEAD SOULS/CHILLING VISIONS.** Widescreen. In the aftermath of a zombie apocalypse, where a group of survivors have banded together in a casino. In Dead Souls Johnny learns on his 18th birthday that he was stolen. Then, when the boy turns 18 in Maine. He soon discovers that the farm has a horrifying history. Chilling Visions is an anthology based on human senses. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Scream Factory. $5.95


**DVD 1930222 MY SALINGER YEAR.** Widescreen. New York City in the late ’50s. An ambitious young writer lands a job at a prestigious literary agency and is assigned to be his boss to answer J.D. Salinger’s fan mail. Stars Margaret Qualley and Sigourney Weaver. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**DVD 1925741 BREAKING NEWS IN YUBA COUNTY.** Widescreen. After her husband of 27 years is missing, an under-appreciated suburban wife gets a taste of being a local celebrity as she embarks on a city-wide search in Yuba County for $2,000. Stars Allison Janney, Mila Kunis and Awkwafina. Rated R. 96 minutes. V.S. Films. $5.95

**DVD 4977874 GMO OMG.** Widescreen. Filmmaker Jeremy Seifert searches for answers about genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and how they affect our lives and the health of our planet. Travelling to Haiti, Paris, Norway, and even the front door of a factory that genetically modified provider in the U.S.), Seifert parts a truly challenging question: Is it possible to reject our current food system anywhere? Stars Swank, Smoryn, and John Hex. Stars include Natalie Portman, Hugo Weaving, Josh Brolin, John Malkovich, Billy Crudup, Jeffrey Dean Morgan, and Michael Moore. Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on four dvds. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 4802047 4 FILM FAVORITES COMEDY COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Includes V for Vendetta, Watchman, Watchman, and John Hex. Stars include Natalie Portman, Hugo Weaving, Josh Brolin, John Malkovich, Billy Crudup, Jeffrey Dean Morgan, and Michael Moore. Most Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on four dvds. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

**DVD 4914198 LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL.** Set in the iconic West of 1880, to escape the disapproval of her father, younggewed Grace Farmington (Renee Montgomery) and Clarence (Tim Matheson) elope, pursuing a perilous journey through the rugged frontier. On their travels they fall in with an escaped convict (C.依旧是)，and the shaman of the Paiute tribe (Burgess Meredith) $9.98 90 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $5.95

**DVD 4961064 ABSOLUTION.** Widescreen. In confession, a Catholic schoolgirl physician, Goddard (Richard Burton) who has that accidently murdered his friend and buried him in the forest. Goddard investigates, only to discover the confession was a practical joke bread. As doctors start to come to him again, he brings with him a darker revealing.

This time, he’s really gone and done it, and there is a body to prove it. Rated R. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 1906702 SPETTERS.** Widescreen. Rien, Eel and Frans are three young Dutch men living on the outskirts of Rotterdam. They couldn’t be more different except for one thing: their shared passion for motorcycle racing, which each sees as his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95
Constance Wu and Johnathan Kite. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**DVD 1930265 SIBERIA.** Widescreen. When an American diamond trader's Russian partner goes missing, he journeys to Siberia to find him. Starring Kevin Spacey and Ashley St. John. Rated R. 104 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 4907752 ALL THE CREATURES WERE STIRRING.** Widescreen. The joyful spirit of the holidays is about to take one dark turn after another. From sadistic office parties and last-minute shopping nightmares, to vengeful stalkers and immortal demons, there's plenty to keep you from getting out of bed to see what's under the tree this holiday season. Stars Tony Shalhoub, Helen Hunt, and Meg Ryan. English SDH. Dubbed in English. 96 minutes. Momentum. $3.95

**DVD 1930214 MOB TOWN.** Widescreen. Local Togues Ed Crosswell (David Arquette) touts a mafia summit in rural New York and exposes the mob's brutal tactics to the wider world. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 1908839 THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO/THUNDERBIRD 6.** Widescreen. A double lead for spiriting the Duke and interplanetary adventures! Thunderbirds Are Go follows the International Rescue team as they soar into adventure on their futuristic fleet of rescue ships. The thrills continue with Thunderbirds 6, getting the Tracy family against an international ring of terrorists. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4790170 THAT'S SXPLOITATION!** Widescreen. An eye-popping expedition through the world of pre-code peepshows, stag-hy-glimpses, goona-goona, nude-cuties, roughies, druggies, and more, featuring thousands of spicy, steamy and downright sleazy clips from the Something Weird Video archives. Not Rated. 136 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Pub. at $31.95 $5.95

**DVD 4901554 DARK ENCOUNTER.** Widescreen. A year after the mysterious disappearance of an eight year old girl, her grieving family return home from her memorial service in their small town. Later that evening, strange lights appear in the nearby forest and the family is exposed to a strange, inexplicable phenomenon that upsets the core. Stars Laura Harring, 4DigitalMedia. $5.95


**DVD 4961208 I, JANE DOE.** Fullscreen. A young woman (Asa Butterfield) appears at a nearby fracking site unleashing unspeakable horror. Stars Asa Butterfield, DiCaprio and Jeremy Irons. CC. 132 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 1918446 I CAPTURE THE CASTLE.** Wide screen. When Cauliflower finds VH5 tapes with footage of depravity, torture and rape it triggers the horrific memory of her own rape, several years ago. Unable to hide from her past any longer, she makes contact with other victims of her attacker and together they plan their revenge. Stars Cameron Cuffe and Camilla Carollo. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 479091X LOVE SCENES.** Fullscreen. Sexy '70s drive-in bishop-sex film. Bishop's desire to be a successful lawyer (Hussey). When Rascal accidentally kills him, Hussey offers to defend her in court. In B&W. 85 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4908929 SHAZAM! Widescreen.** Billy Batson (Asher Angel) is a streetwise 14 year old who can magically transform into the adult super hero Shazam (Zachary Levi) simply by shouting his name. Stars Jack Dylan Grazer as his new powers soon get put to the test when he squares off against the evil Dr. Thaddeus Sivana (Mark Strong). English SDH. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 1918446 MOB TOWN.** Widescreen. Local Togues Ed Crosswell (David Arquette) touts a mafia summit in rural New York and exposes the mob's brutal tactics to the wider world. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 1902173 THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK.** Widescreen. The cruel King Louis XIV of France has a secret twin brother whom he keeps imprisoned. Can the twin be substituted for the real king? Stars Leonardo DiCaprio and Christian Slater. CC. 132 minutes. MGM. $7.95

**DVD 4661095 SILVER SCREEN ICONS: JOHN WAYNE ACTION.** Widescreen. Collects six of John Wayne’s greatest Westerns including: The Chisolm; The Train Robbers; Cahill: United States Marshal; and McQ. Co-stars include Ben Johnson, Ann-Margret, Rod Taylor, George Kennedy, Eddie Albert and John Wayne himself. 3 dvds. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 1915061 SLAUGHTERHOUSE RULEZ.** Widescreen. An illusrious British boarding school becomes a bloody battleground when a mysterious sink hole appears at a nearby fracking site unleashing unspeakable horror. Stars Asa Butterfield and Michael Sheen. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 4742621 CHRISTMAS FOR A DOLLAR.** Widescreen. A family struggling to get by during the Great Depression expects another Christmas without presents until the father brings home a dollar for them to spend on presents for each other. The family comes to find that money isn't what Christmas with joy and love is about. Krasna. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

**DVD 4836227 THE APARTMENT.** Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is legendary director Billy Wilder at his most scathing. A story without presents until the father brings home a dollar for them to spend on presents for each other. The family comes to find that money isn't what Christmas with joy and love is about. Krasna. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

**DVD 4977513 AMERICAN.** Widescreen. Following the death of his mother, Martin (Mathieu Demy) travels to California to settle her estate. When the heartfelt recollections of family friend Linda (Gerardine Chaplin) challenge his own negative memories of his mother, Martin finds himself searching for the truth. Stars Ann-Margret, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Walston. Not Rated. In B&W. CC. 125 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 1921908 BLACK BOOTS, LEATHER WHIP.** Black boots and leather whip. Jess Franco resurrected the character of seedy private eye, Al Pereira, in this hard-boiled erotic thriller. Pereira is hired by a sultry client for a fast buck job and he finds himself caught in a web of seduction, murder, blackmail, polyamorous mayhem and sadomasochistic centerpiece in Spanish with English Subtitles. 89 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 4977513 AMERICAN.** Widescreen. Following the death of his mother, Martin (Mathieu Demy) travels to California to settle her estate. When the heartfelt recollections of family friend Linda (Gerardine Chaplin) challenge his own negative memories of his mother, Martin finds himself searching for the truth. Stars Ann-Margret, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Walston. Not Rated. In B&W. CC. 125 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 4900768 MOB TOWN.** Widescreen. Local Togues Ed Crosswell (David Arquette) touts a mafia summit in rural New York and exposes the mob's brutal tactics to the wider world. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 1918446 I CAPTURE THE CASTLE.** Wide screen. When Cauliflower finds VH5 tapes with footage of depravity, torture and rape it triggers the horrific memory of her own rape, several years ago. Unable to hide from her past any longer, she makes contact with other victims of her attacker and together they plan their revenge. Stars Cameron Cuffe and Camilla Carollo. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 4807405 LA BELLE CAPTIVE.** Widescreen. After encountering a mysterious woman (Gabrielle Luzere) at a strip-club, agent Rascal (Daniella Mesquida) finds the woman lying on a country road. He takes her to an isolated mansion, setting in motion this mesmerizing tale of exotic fantasy, film noir, and horror. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Adults only. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**DVD 1908804 THE TAKING OF BEVERLY HILLS.** Widescreen. A group of embittered ex-cops use a chemical spill to raid the banks and homes of Beverly Hills. Stars warming us to our side: BradDaly, Harvey Keitel and Jane Kozak. Rated R. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

---
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### Movies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1910744</td>
<td>RIVER RUNS RED, Widescreen</td>
<td>See more titles at erhbc.com/344</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4901178</td>
<td>BILL &amp; TED'S EXCELLENT DOUBLE FEATURE, Widescreen</td>
<td>Party on, everyone! Keanu Reeves, Alex Winter, and Private Practice is this bodacious pair of side-splitting comedies. In Bill &amp; Ted's Excellent Adventure, two teenage slackers are in danger of flunking high school history. In Bill &amp; Ted's Bogus Journey, the ditz dutes are back in the triumphant Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MGM.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4906643</td>
<td>INNOCENT BYSTANDERS, Widescreen</td>
<td>John Craig (Stanley Baker) is a James Bond-like British secret agent who's given one last chance to redeem himself after a failed mission. When the head of the organization sees two younger and more ruthless agents to finish the job, Craig joins forces with Israeli spy Miriam Lornan (Geraldine Chaplin) to decide if the targetted scientist should be rescued or eliminated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4961447</td>
<td>A WOMAN'S DEVOTION, Widescreen</td>
<td>Trevor Stevenson (Ralph Meeker), a well-known painter and decorated WWII hero, and his new bride (Janice Rule) travel to Acapulco for their honeymoon. Soon young women are turning up dead and Trevor, who suffers from PTSD, is accused of the murders. He believes he may be responsible, since he has long stretches where he can't remember anything. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1915037</td>
<td>IRON MAN: RISE OF TECHNOVORE, Widescreen</td>
<td>The young and insane tech genius Ezekiel Stane has developed a new techno-organic armor that seemingly outclasses Iron Man. When Stane unleashes a terrorist attack during the launch of Tony Stark's newest satellite, Iron Man is blindsided. Now he must evade S.H.I.E.L.D.'s man hunt and find a way to clear his name. Voice talents of Norman Reedus and Matthew Mercer. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4911954</td>
<td>THE MASHES, Widescreen</td>
<td>A group of young microbiologists who disappeared deep into the Australian wilderness to test water samples and they inadvertently enter the domain of a mysterious local. As they travel through the marshes, they stalk their prey, unaware that it is determined to kill anyone who enters his land. Not Rated. 86 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4902114</td>
<td>LA CAGE AUX FOLLES, World Films</td>
<td>The manager of a Saint-Tropez nightclub featuring drag entertainment, and his star attraction are a gay couple. Madness ensues when his straight son brings home his fiancée and her ultra-conservative parents to meet them. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 97 minutes. MGM.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4907914</td>
<td>THE OSPIS CHILD, Widescreen</td>
<td>Set in the future time of intergalactic, an unlikely pair races against an impending global crisis and are confronted by the monsters that live inside all of us. Stars Kellan Lutz and Rachel Grimes. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4973569</td>
<td>A PRIVATE WAR, Widescreen</td>
<td>Marie Colvin is one of the most celebrated war correspondents of our time. Her mission is to show the true cost of war, driving her along with renowned war photographer Paul Conroy, to embark on one of the most dangerous assignments of their lives as they journey to the frontline of conflicts across the globe. Stars Rosamund Pike and Jamie Dornan. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4902211</td>
<td>NED KELLY, Widescreen</td>
<td>In peaceful pursuit of living off the land, but harassed by both the law and his neighbors, bushranger Ned Kelly (Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones) eventually turns to a life of crime when his mother (Claissara Kay), unjustly accused of a murder, is sent to prison. In Color and B&amp;W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4961420</td>
<td>TRIGGER, JR., Fullscreen</td>
<td>Roy Rodgers and his Fabulous Western Show ride between a group of ranchers and an evil Ranger Patrol. When Trigger is blinded by a killer stallion controlled by the Patrol, Roy is forced to ride into battle with only a blind boy terrified of horses and the frisky Trigger. Jr. Also stars Dale Evans and Pat Brady. Not Rated. 66 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4902394</td>
<td>SPECIES, Widescreen</td>
<td>When a beautiful human-alien hybrid (Natasha Henstridge) escapes from observation, scientist Xavier Fitch (Ben Kingsley) dispatches a crew of experts to find her before she is able to fulfill her horrific purpose: to mate with unsuspecting men and produce offspring that could destroy the planet. Rated R. CC. 108 minutes. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4962591</td>
<td>LASSIE, Widescreen</td>
<td>When a family of four moves from Baltimore to a farm in rural Virginia, they adopt an abandoned collie. The dog becomes the sons’ companion and protector, helping him adapt to rural life. Stars Thomas Guiry and Helen Sater. CC. 94 minutes. Paramount.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4942249</td>
<td>KILL OR BE KILLED, Widescreen</td>
<td>Terrors erupt when a group of armed men break into a high school classroom. They target David, a quiet kid who secretly suffers from unexplained migraines. A previously unknown strength, David fight off his attackers and goes on the run. Stars Chris Mark and Jessica Clement. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4962451</td>
<td>THE ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES BY THE COWARD ROBERT FORD, Widescreen</td>
<td>Friendship becomes rivalry and the quest for fame becomes obsession in this virile epic featuring gripping performances by Brad Pitt as Jesse James and Casey Affleck as a young man drawn closer to his goal, and farther from his own humanity. Rated R. English SDH. 160 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4977596</td>
<td>CATFIGHT, Widescreen</td>
<td>Veronica (Sandra Oh) and Ashley (Anne Heche) are co-workers at a college, but now find themselves in very different walks of life. When they bump into each other at a fancy cocktail party, what starts as a friendly reunion quickly erupts into a vicious, bloody fight that will change both of their lives forever. Not Rated. English SDH. Dark Sky.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4937142</td>
<td>FAR WELL, MY LOVE, Widescreen</td>
<td>1789, in the final days before the outbreak of the Revolution. When news about the Bastille reaches the Court, most aristocrats and servants are at a loss. But Sidonie Laborde, a young servant who is the Queen’s reader, refuses to flee. She does not know these are the last three days she will spend by the Queen’s side. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. MPAA.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4962848</td>
<td>TOMORROW YOU’RE GONE, Widescreen</td>
<td>Charlie Rankin (Stephen Dorff) is out of prison, but not out of trouble. Indebted to the man who saved his life (Tommy Flanagan), Daily Joe, he must now carry out a murder to settle the score. Also stars Michelle Monaghan. Not Rated. CC. 92 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4977349</td>
<td>CUT-OFF, Widescreen</td>
<td>Set in the world of forensic pathology, coroner Paul Herzfeld finds a capsule in the head of a heavily mutated corpse, containing a note that is as strong as their desire to win. Stars Sean Astin. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Adults only. RLJ Entertainment.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1910701</td>
<td>HUNTER’S CREED, Widescreen</td>
<td>A recent widower reunites with his old church buddies to film a hunting show in the remote woods, where a supernatural presence forces him to confront his faith. Stars Duane Dog Chapman and Ann Sonneville. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. DVDvision.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1928872</td>
<td>GORE IN VENICE, Widescreen</td>
<td>In Venice a detective is on the trail of a killer who commits a double murder (a married couple) then more grinds to avenge the deaths of his drugs gone wrong and his revisions are ingredients of this sadistic and sly giallo. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4962184</td>
<td>A WOMAN'S DEVOTION, Widescreen</td>
<td>In high school from his own humanity. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4977479</td>
<td>THE TERROR OF TINY TOWN, Widescreen</td>
<td>A street cat teaches a struggling musician the true meaning of Christmas spirit. Stars Luke Treadaway, Kristina Tonteri-Young and Bob. English SDH. 92 minutes. Mongrel Media.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/344
**Movies**

**DVD 4931882 THE ULTIMATE ERNEST COLLECTION.** He’s not the brightest bulb or the sharpest tool, and he won’t stop talking—from one crazy mishap to the next! It’s Ernest P. Worrell (Jim Varney), everybody’s favorite motor-mouth neighbor. $19.95. Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

**DVD 4977696 BENEATH.** Widescreen. A crew of coal miners becomes trapped 600 feet below ground after a disastrous collapse. As the air grows more toxic and time runs out, they slowly descend into madness and the hunt for one another. Stars Jeff Fahey and Kelly Noonan. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. IF. $5.95.

**DVD 4977719 CLOSER TO THE MOON.** Widescreen. In 1959 Bucharest, five high-ranking members of the Communist party staged a bank heist that baffled the repressive regime. Having been captured and sentenced to death, the group was given one final punishment: rendezvous with a heist for a Communist propaganda film. What follows is a darkly comic exploration of this unusual event. Stars Vera Farmiga. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

**DVD 4990015 TRENCH 11.** A highly contagious biological weapon, created by German forces in WW II, is discovered by Allied troops as they explore an abandoned underground bunker. Their mission is to fight for survival when one of their own is infected by the deadly parasite, and keep the outbreak from spreading around the world. Stars Rossif Sutherland and Robert Wisdom. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

**DVD 6646247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE.** Widescreen. A double-feature of ’70s and ’80s erotica by director Shaun Costello and featuring Vanessa Del Rio, Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox, and others. Poker night becomes an evening of delight. Then, a detective searches for a woman forced to become a Slave of Pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only, Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95.

**DVD 4934881 TOKYO DEcadence.** Widescreen. In the most lavish penthouses, visible only through keyholes, there exist a dangerous and high-paid prostitutes who specialize in high-stakes games make the rounds. The richer the client, the wilder the ride. When fantasy gets too tough for one young call-girl, escaping becomes her reality. Widescreen. Adults only. MVN Visual. Pub. at $31.95 $16.95.

**DVD 4941026 THE REBELS OF PT-218.** Widescreen. Follows the intrepid crew of an American torpedo boat, one of the first to encounter action in the Mediterranean Theater of the second World War. Of the coast of Africa, Italy and France, the crew fights against the constant bombardment by German forces as the seas become a deadly battleground. Stars Eric Roberts. Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95.

**DVD 1910736 PAINKILLER.** Widescreen. After a man loses his child, he begins a campaign to destroy the white collar criminals behind the opioid epidemic, and reluctantly embraces being a comet sent out to find and defeat the mysterious creatures. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 105 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

**DVD 4937120 L.A. PLAYS ITSELF.** Fred Halsted was a legend in his own time. His self-created public persona—that of the eccentric, eccentric bachelors living in a small town

**DVD 4937537 BITCH.** Widescreen. A photographer, who specializes in erotic photo shoots, is suspected of murder when one of his models is found dead. Stars Adam Wingard and Jamie King. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. IF. $5.95.

**DVD 3869444 MISTER ROBERTS/NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS.** Silver screen legends unit in a sneak preview of two leading war movies. One of the U.S. Reluctant watch WWII pass them by as they suffer not war’s dangers but its indignities in Mister Roberts, starring a host of Hollywood’s brightest bulbs. If a farm boy Will Stockdale is busting with pride now that he’s been drafted, but is Uncle Sam ready for him in Time for Sergeants, starring Andy Griffith. English SDH. 4 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95.

**DVD 4902023 MY SON JOHN.** Fullscreen. Director Leo McCarey helms this intestinal Academy Award-nominated drama about a compassionate religious couple (Helen Hayes and Dean Jagger) that suspects their oldest son (Robert Mitchum), a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the young man may indeed be a spy. 1952. In B&W. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $5.95 $7.95.

**DVD 1901885 THE FINAL WISH.** Widescreen. After the death of his father, Aaron returns home to help his grief-stricken mother and to confront his past. Going through his dad’s belongings, he come across an urn that is more than it seems. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95.

**DVD 4997733 THE MARINE 5: BATTLEGROUND.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a biker gang bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his instincts to outrun the ramp! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DVD 4977547 24 EXPOSURES.** Widescreen. A photographer, who specializes in erotic photo shoots, is suspected of murder when one of his models is found dead. Stars Adam Wingard and Jamie King. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. IF. $5.95.

**DVD 4908585 THE MARINE 5: BATTLEGROUND.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a biker gang bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his instincts to outrun the ramp! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.


**DVD 4937085 BITEBACKERS.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a biker gang bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his instincts to outrun the ramp! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DVD 4963273 BULLET.** Widescreen. A photographer, who specializes in erotic photo shoots, is suspected of murder when one of his models is found dead. Stars Adam Wingard and Jamie King. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. IF. $5.95.

**DVD 4937537 BITCH.** Widescreen. A photographer, who specializes in erotic photo shoots, is suspected of murder when one of his models is found dead. Stars Adam Wingard and Jamie King. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. IF. $5.95.

**DVD 4908585 THE MARINE 5: BATTLEGROUND.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a biker gang bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his instincts to outrun the ramp! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.


**DVD 4937085 BITEBACKERS.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a biker gang bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his instincts to outrun the ramp! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DVD 4963273 BULLET.** Widescreen. A photographer, who specializes in erotic photo shoots, is suspected of murder when one of his models is found dead. Stars Adam Wingard and Jamie King. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. IF. $5.95.
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 4902319 QUEENIE.** Fullscreen. A major 1987 television event based on Michael Korda’s novel, this fictionalized treatment of the life of late actress Merle Oberon tells the full story of an exotic young girl who rises from the slums of Calcutta to the brink of international stardom—eventually dark past continues to haunt her. Stars Kirk Douglas, Mia Sara, and Joel Grey. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95. $5.95

**DVD 1920324 ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: Season 1.** widescreen. Fresh out of Glasgow Veterinary College, James Herriot (Nicolas Ralph) follows his dream to be a vet in the Yorkshire Dales. He soon discovers that treating the animals is as much about treating their owners and the Dales’ farmers are a tough crowd to please. Also stars Samuel West and Anna Madeley. Collects all six episodes of Season 1. English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $19.98. $9.95

**DVD 4909374 ALIAS GRACE.** widescreen. This six part mini-series tells the story of Grace Marks (Sarah Gadon), a young, poor Irish immigrant and domestic servant in upper Canada who finds herself accused and convicted of the murders of her employer and his housekeeper. Based on the award-winning novel by Margaret Atwood and inspired by the true events. DVDs: E One. $5.95

**DVD 4902513 TOM AND JERRY TALES: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Here's no stopping them! Tom and Jerry return to the TV limelight to continue their wham-bam winning streak of catastrophes and merry mouseadventures. Join the pursuit with this 13 episode collection. Includes complete First Season, with each episode containing three cartoons. English SDH. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 4820436 WATCH AROUND THE CLOCK.** Fullscreen. Relive a full day of gag-quence TV with this incredible collection, including early morning cartoons; daytime programming with classic game shows; prime-time hits during the evening; and late-night movies. It even makes the commercials! Relive episodes of classic programs like Betty Boop; You Bet Your Life; Dragnet; and more. In B&W. Twenty-four hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $5.95

**DVD 4920724 DIAGNOSIS MURDER: The Complete 1st Season.** With a lighthearted bedside manner and a nose for murder; the good-natured, unconventional and sometimes zany Dr. Mark Sloan (Dick Van Dyke) is one of TV’s all-time favorite medical sleuths. Also stars Scott Baio, Victoria Rowell and Barry Van Dyke. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. CBS. $7.95

**DVD 4929713 DAVID SUCHET–BEING POIROT: Season 6.** widescreen. After 25 years of playing the world’s greatest sleuth, David Suchet employs his fans have always gravitated towards the great Hercule Poirot. Hosted by Stanley Johnson, this six-episode special introduces us to London’s greatest detective who set on his final emotional days as the Agatha Christie sleuth, all the while sharing the inimitable actor’s personal story. English SDH. 60 minutes. Acorn Media. Pub. at $34.99. $3.95

**DVD 4901418X KINGDOM: Season One and Two.** Frank Grillo stars in this grit-ting drama as former pro fighter Avelia Kylina, who, along with his girlfriend, Lisa (Kiele Sanchez), runs a mixed martial arts gym in the latest of HBO crime mini-series. And great storyline, this show is rock-solid entertainment! Includes all 30 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Shout Factory. $4.95

**DVD 4906195 THE INVISIBLE MAN: The Complete TV Series.** Fullscreen. Victor弗 Graham’s vision of Wells’ novel, this brilliant 1958 TV sci-fi drama series follows the adventures of Dr. Peter Brady (voiced by Tim Turner), a scientist who was shipwrecked together with his government who is attempting to achieve invisibility with light refraction. The experiment goes wrong turning him permanently invisible. Twenty-six episode collection. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

**DVD 4820215 DOCUMENTARY NOW! Seasons 1 & 2.** widescreen. Created by Fred Armisen, Bill Hader, Seth Meyers and Rhys Thomas, this Emmy-nominated series lovingly recreates some of the world’s best-known documentaries. Dame Helen Mirren hosts each episode and is joined by a variety of guest stars, including Jack Black, Faye Dunaway and Anne Hathaway. Enjoy all 14 episodes from Seasons 1 and 2. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

**DVD 4914147 GREG THE BUNNY: Best of the Film Parodies.** Fullscreen. Off the heels of his Fox sitcom, Greg the Bunny teams up with old pals Warren the Ape, Count Blah and Seth Green to bring us 14 cult film parodies on the Independent Film Channel. Includes parodies of Easy Rider, Natural Born Killers, The Godfather, and more. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

**DVD 4908899 THE GLORY BOYS.** Fullscreen. Two ideologically-different terrorists (one from the PLO, one from the IRA) race against to assassinate a visiting Israeli scientist. An alcoholic ex-government agent is brought out of retirement to track them down. Includes all three episodes of this mini-series. Stars Rod Steiger, Anthony Perkins, and Alfred Burke. C.C. 156 minutes. HBO. $5.95

**DVD 4920193 BREAKING BAD: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. These seven episodes introduce Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a down on his luck chemistry teacher diagnosed with terminal lung cancer. Desperate to see that his family is provided for, he uses his chemistry skills to start a meth lab with one of his former students (Aaron Paul). $5.95

**DVD 4902262 PARADE’S END.** Fullscreen. Jodi Dench stars in one of her widest-screen roles in this 1944 film adaptation of Ford Madox’s classic novel. It follows Christopher Tietjens (Ronald Hines), a wealthy member of Edwardian English society, as he is drawn into the volatile love triangle at the dawn of World War One. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

**DVD 4957148 COPPER: Season One.** widescreen. In 1830s New York City, Detective Kevin Corcoran struggles to tame the wartime metropolis while wrestling with his personal demons, including the betrayal of his wife and best friend. New tensions arise when Coppr Civil War general Brendan Donovan, intent on restoring law and order. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 4957148 COPPER: Season One.** widescreen. In 1830s New York City, Detective Kevin Corcoran struggles to tame the wartime metropolis while wrestling with his personal demons, including the betrayal of his wife and best friend. New tensions arise when Coppr Civil War general Brendan Donovan, intent on restoring law and order. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 4957150 COPPER: Season Two.** widescreen. In 1849, Kevin Corcoran is New York City’s finest. An Irish-American former boxer turned cop, Corcoran has returned from the Civil War to find his wife missing and his daughter in a dangerous situation. In the midst of the explosive period at Five Points, he is thrust into the battlefield of 19th-century America. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 4935272 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1989.** Fullscreen. The legendary Peter Falk is back checking his pockets for clues as everyone’s favorite trench coat-wearing police lieutenant in five immensely popular TV movies: The Movie: The Case of the Elephant Man; Murder, Smoke and Shadows; Sex and the Married Detective; Grand Deceptions; and Murder, a Sk一股 Portrait. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95
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**DVD 493184X MISS FISHER’S MURDER MYSTERIES: Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Acclaimed sleuth Phryne Fisher stars in this iconic series from the 1920s. Over 16 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $119.99 * $39.95

**DVD 4912454 THE ADVENTURES OF GUMBY, VOLUME 2: The ’60s Series.** Here come Gumb and Pokey in this wild, wacky and inventive collection of 40 clay-animated episodes. All the episodes star the dog who only says “no.” Appearances by Prickle, Goo, the Blockheads, Professor Kapp, Dr. Zeegee and more on these fun adventures. Includes two bandleader, blockheads toys. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 4901746 BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A mysterious, Jane Doe with no memories of her past is found naked in Times Square. Her body completely covered in tattoos. Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI Agent Kurt Weller (Sullivan Stapleton), whose name is tattooed on her back? As Weller and his crew uncover her tattoos, they engage in a wild and daring underworld of deadly secrets and conspiracy. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

**DVD 1920367 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS.** Widescreen. Gentleman adventurer Phileas Fogg is inspired by an article about the exciting adventures in travel. He sets out on a quest to travel around the world in 80 days. Over 3 hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.95 $15.95

**DVD 4941756 G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO: The Complete First Series.** Now you can relive the original animated adventures of Duke, Scarlett, Snake Eyes, Flint, Lady Jaye and the rest of the team with this complete series set. Collects all 95 episodes and includes bonus features. Available in English. Over 36 hours on 7 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.98 $44.95

**DVD 4931874 POLDRAK: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. This spellbinding tale tells the story of the gallant Captain Ross Poldark (Robin Ellis) in 18th-century Cornwall. In Series One, a wounded Ross returns from the American revolution to a family who thought he had perished. Series Two follows Ross through further tumultuous times. Collects all 29 episodes. Also stars Angharad Rees and all Townsend, English SDH. Twenty-five hours on 8 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $79.99 $19.95

**DVD 4820142 AIRWOLF: Season One.** Fullscreen. Jan-Michael Vincent stars as Stringfellow Hawke, a reclusive renegade pilot who’s assigned to work for the CIA by the mysterious “Archangel” (Alex Cord). Hawke’s weapon of choice is the high-tech battle helicopter of the future, Armed by weapons sent by an underground network. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, including the original pilot. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95

**Blu-ray 4929756 A PLACE TO CALL HOME: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Set in the 1920s against the social upheaval of the 1930s, it stars Martha Dusseldorp, as nurse Sarah Adams, who has just returned home after 20 years working in London. Includes all 49 episodes through fall seasons 1 through 5 and a feature film titled Miss Fisher and the Crypt of Tears. Fullscreen. English SDH. Thirty-three hours on 10 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $99.99 $44.95

**DVD 4936108 LAND GIRLS: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Follows the lives, loves, highs, and lows of members of the Women’s Land Army working at the Hawkesbury Farm during World War II. Includes 18 episodes. Stars Peter Butterworth, Beverley Reid, English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95

**DVD 5919142 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series.** Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds head a superb cast in this thrilling adventure series set aboard a stern-wheeler plying the Mississippi River in the 1840s. Includes 44 episodes. B&W. Over 35 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

**DVD 4931858 MS. FISHER’S MODERN MURDER MYSTERIES: Series 1.** In this spin-off to the wildly popular Australian mystery, Peregrine Fisher (Geraldine Hakewill) inherits her aunt Phryne’s estate after she goes missing on a case. The plucky Peregrine steps into her aunt’s fabulous lifestyle in 1960s Melbourne. Collects all four episodes. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**DVD 4931886 NAKED CITY: The Complete Series.** One of the most innovative police shows in TV history. Naked City puts a human face on crime, going beyond a simplistic portrayal of good vs. evil to delve into the complex personal dramas of the people involved. Includes all 138 episodes of this Emmy Award-winning classic. Guest stars include Andy Griffith, Robert Duvall, Dustin Hoffman, Christopher Walken, Jean Stapleton, Jon Voight, Alan Alda, Robert Redford, and countless others. B&W. One hundred hours on 29 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $179.98 $139.95

**DVD 6734766 GREEN ACRES: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Revisit your favorite farm family’s frolics with this complete set that includes all 170 episodes from all six seasons. The film begins goodbye to city life the Douglasses (Edith Albert and Eva Gabor) must contend with their rural surroundings and zany neighbors. CC. Over 70 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99 $89.95

**DVD 4881452 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete Series.** This sitcom classic stars the incomparable Bob Newhart as Dr. Robert Hartley, a Chicago psychologist who finds himself surrounded by unusual and neurotic characters of all, as well as home. Includes all 142 episodes, a 40 page collectible booklet, gag reel, PILOT #1 and more. English SDH. 53 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**Blu-ray 4924386 THE GUMBY MOVIE.** This clay-animation masterpiece was written and directed by Gumby creator Art Clokey. Gumby rocks out with the Clayboys for a concert benefiting local farmers but things go awry when Gumby’s arch-enemies, Washu and his pet pooch, Bad turns to whorse when the Blockheads also kidnap the band—and replace them with clones! Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. NCircle Entertainment. Pub. at $4.95 $2.95

**Blu-ray 4914502 DOCTOR ZHIVAGO.** Widescreen. A peerless filmmaker of substance and scale, David Lean directs Boris Pasternak’s tumultuous tale of Russia divided by war and hearts torn by love. Omar Sharif plays the haunted botanist, Yuri Zhivago. English SDH. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95

**Blu-ray 482458X A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE.** Family man and small-town diner owner Tom Stall (Viggo Mortensen) is living his life, until the fateful day he stumbles across a relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady associate, and inside the relic waits a terrifying creature! Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Blu-ray 4837282 FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Greg带你 to the wilds of McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the jocks and the brainy. A must-see. Over 20 hours on four Blu-rays. Blue Ray. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**Blu-ray 4945050 THE NUT JOB.** Widescreen. Surly is a mischievous squirrel with a mission: to find the tastiest nuts for the winter. When he discovers a whole store filled with his favorites, he’s at his nutty best. Stars Will Arnett and Brendan Fraser. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 90 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

**Blu-ray 4962702 ZOOLANDER: Blue Steelbook.** Widescreen. Clear the runway for Derek Zoolander (Ben Stiller), who is VH1’s three-time male model of the year. His face falls when hipster-chic Hansel (Owen Wilson) scooters in to steal this year’s award. The evil fashion guru Mugatu (Will Ferrell) seizes the opportunity to turn Derek into a killing machine. This Steelbook includes a cool headband. English SDH. 89 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $4.95

**Blu-ray 1914561 ITSY BITSY.** Widescreen. A single mother, Kara, moves to the countryside with her two children, who become a private nurse to Walter. As Kara begins her work, Walter’s secret past soon invites doom and terror. Her teenage son discovers a mysterious relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady associate, and inside the relic waits a terrifying creature! Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Blu-ray 4942167 GODZILLA.** Widescreen. Godzilla returns to its roots as one of the most recognized monsters, pitting the beast against malevolent creatures that, bolstered by humanity’s scientific arrogance, threaten our very existence. Stars Ken Watanabe and Elizabeth Olsen. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 123 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**Blu-ray 1916181 ROBOCOP.** Widescreen. In a dystopic and crime-ridden Detroit, a terminally wounded cop returns to the force as a powerful cyborg haunted by submerged memories. Stars Peter Weller and Joel Edgerton. In a steel his case. Includes The theatrical Cut (Rated R) and Directors Cut (Not Rated) on two 4K UHD Blu-rays and a 40-page collector’s booklet. English SDH. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95
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new plan to destroy the family curse and the evil Vladimir. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 1909010**

***BERSENK***. Widescreen. A clumsy church mouse is政策 by the cult of his father, a emperor, a congressman, who’s suing the cult for fraud, and encounters several weird characters during the days leading up to his wedding. Stars John Candy, Joe Flaherty and Eugene Levy. Rated R. 85 minutes. **$14.95**

**Blu-ray 1925695**


**Blu-ray 494172E**

***HAUNTED HILLS***. Widescreen. The tale begins in 1951, when Elvira and her maid DVD. In a reconstructed director’s case. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 299892**


**Blu-ray 1909134**

***THE VAMPIRE LOVERS***. Widescreen. Vampire Camilla Karnstein and her family target the beautiful and the rich in a remote area of late eighteenth-century Germany. A ruthless hunt for the vampires ensues as a group of men follow the bloody trail of feminine祸 from country side. Stars Ingrid Pitt and George Cole. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4941780**


**Blu-ray 4941799**

***HALLOWEEN II***. Widescreen. Poking up exactly where the first film left off, this sequel follows the same ill-fated characters as they encounter the knife-wielding maniac they thought lived behind the scenes. The inhuman Michael Myers is still very much alive and out for more revenge. Stars Jamie Lee Curtis. Rated R. Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $36.99

**Blu-ray 495414X**

***SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN: 60th Anniversary Ultimate Collector’s Edition***. Widescreen. This 60th anniversary collector’s edition includes the restored original film, many additional special features; a 48-page hardcover companion book featuring behind the scenes history of how the classic musical was made; a collectible full-size umbrella with charm; and an original theatrical door panel display reproduction. Also includes DVD version. English SDH. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$43.95**

**Blu-ray 4985639**

***THE BEAST***. Widescreen. Bestial dreams interrupt the verbal plans of a French aristocrat attempting to save a crumbling mansion by marrying off his deformed son, Mathurin, to a horrid American heiress, Lucy. Yet Mathurin seems more interested in his horses than his bride to be. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles, 96 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4956334**

***SNOW WOMAN***. A group of male villagers find a supposedly dead woman on a snowy mountainside, but the woman turns out to be alive, identifying herself as “Yuki”, and she begins a sensual affair with Ludwik von Nöbel, one of the villagers who saves her and hides her in his cabin on the mountainside. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 60 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4911897**

***LEIGHTON***. Widescreen. The great Italian filmmaker Luchino Visconti turned his attention to the life and death of King Ludwig II of Bavaria in 1972, resulting in an epic of 190 minutes. Includes two view options: the full-length theatrical cut or as five individual parts. Starring Helmut Berger and Romy Schneider. Rated R. In Italian with English Subtitles. For 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**Blu-ray 4911994**

***HALLOWEEN***. Widescreen. On Halloween night years ago, little Michael Myers brutally slaughtered his sister in cold blood, locked away in a mental hospital, for the last fifteen years, Michael has escaped and will soon return to the same quiet neighborhood to relive his grisly revenge. Stars Donald Pleasence Lee Curtis. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $36.99

**Blu-ray 4956311**

***NIPPLES: Pink Collection, Vol. 3***. Juri is a popular bikini model. But when a magazine exposes Juri’s topless photos, she’s abandoned by her fans and her own agency. Desperate to save her career, Juri starts to correspond with one of her fans, and an odd and romantic relationship blossoms. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 145 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4956303**

***NIGHT OF THE DEMON***. Widescreen. When a group of anthropologists heads deep into the forest to investigate a series of Sasquatch attacks, they discover an immortal brain-blaster of crazy hermits, mutilated Girl Scouts, inter-species copulation and “one of the gonzies finest scenes in the whole history of splatter movies.” Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4954017**

***DON’T GO IN THE HOUSE***. A shy incoherent writer (Dan Grimaldi) scarred by the memories of his childhood, finds women to child his childhood home for incendiary tort, including “one of the most shocking, notorious scenes in slasher-horror history.” Not Rated. Also includes a second Blu-ray with the male cog, the fan, 83 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4956354**

***YOKAI MONSTERS COLLECTION***. Widescreen. From the makers of Dajidane comes a trilogy of films taken from the pages of various Japanese folklore, with ghosts and monsters from ancient myths and legends brought to life, alongside an epic, separate chase that incorporates a modern-day master of the macabre. The films are 100 Monsters; Spook Warfare; Along with Ghosts; and The Great Yokai War. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Six hours on 3 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

**Blu-ray 191538**

***SISTER, SISTER***. Widescreen. Protective and aloof Charlotte, along with her child-like and innocent sister Lucy operate their secluded country manor. One night, Matt, a mysterious and handsome man from the city unexpectedly arrives to rent a room and takes a fancy to Lucy. Stars Jeremy Irons, John Lone and Barbara Sukowa. Rated R. Includes 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4959272**


**Blu-ray 4959249**

***THE BEAST***. Widescreen. Bestial dreams interrupt the verbal plans of a French aristocrat attempting to save a crumbling mansion by marrying off his deformed son, Mathurin, to a horrid American heiress, Lucy. Yet Mathurin seems more interested in his horses than his bride to be. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles, 96 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 4959410**

***DON’T GO IN THE HOUSE***. A shy incoherent writer (Dan Grimaldi) scarred by the memories of his childhood, finds women to child his childhood home for incendiary tort, including “one of the most shocking, notorious scenes in slasher-horror history.” Not Rated. Also includes a second Blu-ray with the male cog, the fan, 83 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.95
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**CD 4818873**  
* $14.95

**CD 4929563**  
BAROQUE. A comprehensive and concise overview of this innovative and groundbreaking period in musical history. Includes beautiful performances by such artists as Corelli, F. Couperin, Handel, Locatelli, Marcello, Purcell, G. & G.B. Sammartini, A. Scarlatti, Stradella, Telemann and Vivaldi. Twenty-five CDs. Imperitone.  
$24.95

**CD 4923224**  
THE HEROES OF BAYREUTH. This compilation with recordings made at the previous century, features a wide variety of tenors performing selections of operas represented during many Bayreuth Festivals. Includes Der fliegende Holländer; Tannhäuser; Lohengrin; Tristan und Isolde; Die Meistersinger; Das Rheingold; and others. Some of the great 20th century conductors are also featured. Booklet included. Five CDs. Membran.  
$24.95

**CD 4923223**  
The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-1961, the first CD is the stereo version of the album featured. Booklet included. Ten CDs. Membran.  
$24.95

**CD 1905112**  
The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55, a country legend. Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents his outtakes highlights. Collects 26 tracks included on the album featured. Booklet included. Ten CDs. Membran.  
$24.95

**CD 4854144**  
$12.95

**CD 4827155**  
The BEATLES: Abbey Road. Collects 17 tracks from one of the greatest albums ever recorded. Songs include: Come Together; I Want You (She’s So Heavy); Here Comes The Sun; Something; The End; Her Majesty; and many more. Capital Records.  
$12.95

**CD 4827163**  
The BEATLES: Yellow Submarine. One of the most all-time greatest albums from one of music’s all-time greatest bands. Nineteen songs, including Yellow Submarine; All Together Now; All You Need Is Love; Pepperland; Only A Northern Song; Sea Of Monsters, and more. EMI Records Limited.  
$12.95

**CD 4922158**  
THE BEATLES in Concert: Here’s A Taste of Verve. Features ten tracks from the classic album 1905112 released between 1949-61, the date of the concert. Highlights include: Let It Be; I Me Mine; Dig It; Let It Be; Maggie Mae; I’ve Got A Feeling; One After Another; 909; The Long and Winding Road; For You; Get Back; and more. Universal Music.  
$19.95

**CD 1915250**  
PATSY CLINE: Icon. Twelve tracks present the celebrated Patsy Cline and her iconic style with hits such as Walker After Midnight; I Fall To Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be Mine; When I Get Thru With You; You’ll Never Love Again; Wristband; Annie’s Arms; Faded Love; Always, Sweet Dreams (of You). Universal Music.  
$6.95

**CD 4884825**  
EASY LISTENING SOFT ROCK HITS: 20 Songs. A fabulous collection of nostalgic hits arranged on 20 tracks that include: Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head by B.J. Thomas; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again by Diona Warwick; Delta Dawn by Tanya Tucker; and more.  
$5.95

**CD 4988476**  
IRISH FAVORITES: 20 Songs. A collection of Irish songs by four artists are presented on 20 tracks that include: Field Danny Boy; When Irish Eyes Are Smiling by Bing Crosby; The Rising of the Moon; The Irish Rover by The Clancy Brothers with Tommy Makem; Molly Malone: Brendan on the Woody; Humor Seen Through the Moonshine; Kitty Magee by Tommy Makem; and more.  
$5.95

**CD 4970284**  
RICHARD WAGNER: Die Walküre. The second of the four major Ring Cycle: The Ring of the Nibelung is presented in this 1994/95 recording. With Edward Cooper as Siegmund; Frode Olsen as Hunding; John Walker as Nightingale; John Vickers as Fafner; and John Vickers as Fafner.  
$7.95

**CD 4978559**  
SACRED BYRDS: Star Wars, VOLUME TWO. More than a country legend, Porter Wagoner & Skeeter Davis’ A Little Bit Teary Let Me Down; Hank Snow & Anne Carter’s Mockin’ Bird Hill; and many more. This CD features ten tracks delivered from five CDs.  
$11.95

**CD 4913778**  
WOODY HERMAN & HIS BANDS: Their Finest Albums. Features ten albums, released originally between 1952 and 1963 including Al Carnegie Hall; The 3 Herds; Jackpot; Road Band; Herman’s Hermits; Captain daddy Dewey; The Big New Herd at the Monterey Jazz Festival; and Woody Herman. Four CDs. Enigma.  
$17.99

**CD 4884750**  
CLASSIC COUNTRY DUETS: Twenty tracks deliver some of the best duets ever including Porter Wagoner & Skeeter Davis’ A Little Bit Teary Let Me Down; Hank Snow & Anne Carter’s Mockin’ Bird Hill; and many more. This CD features ten tracks from five CDs.  
$5.95

**CD 488451X**  
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend. Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This compilation with recordings made on four CDs includes five blockbuster hits: Wild in the Country, Blue Hawaii (from That Dream), Kud Galahad; and more.  
$19.95

---
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**CD 1915215** *The Best of Hank Williams: 20th Century Masters.* Collects 12 tracks including Hey, Good Lookin’; Jambalaya (On the Bayou); Move It on Over; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Settin’ the Woods on Fire; Honky Tonk Blues; What’s My Name; Honky Tonk Blues; Lost Highway, (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle, I saw the Light; and Lovesick Blues. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 1922199** *Sammy Davis Jr: Seven Classic Albums.* This 81-track, four-CD set collects seven albums by Sammy Davis Jr. These include Starring Sammy Davis Jr: Just for Lovers; Here’s Looking at You; It’s All Over but the Singing; I Got That Right to Swing; All-Star Spectacular; and What Kind of Feeling? Stutter. Reel to Reel. $11.95

**CD 4882820** *Bee Gees: Imagination.* This three-CD set features live and studio recordings made for radio and TV broadcast throughout the 1970s, 80s and 90s. Sixty-six tracks, including My Own Time; One Minute Woman; New York Mining Disaster 1941; Run to Me; Massachussets; Copperhead Castle; and much more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**CD 4873637** *Buddy Holly: All-Time Greatest Hits.* Holly’s contributions to the early days of rock ‘n roll were historic. This collection gathers 30 of his greatest songs, including Peggy Sue; That’ll Be the Day; It’s So Easy; Slippery & Sinful; Rave On; Fool’s Paradise; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; and many more. Two CDs. MCA Records. $17.95

**CD 1911176** *Willie Dixon: Hard Knock Boogie Best.* This CD focuses upon Willie Dixon’s prime period (1947 through 1962), with the Chicago based bassist, singer and composer. Collects 28 tracks including Hard Knock Boogie; I Ain’t Gonna Be Your Monkey Man; Hard Knock Boogie Beat; Big 3 Stomp; Tell That Woman; Rockin’ Daddy; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 1925415** *Johnny Cash: Original Album Classics.* Collects five of Johnny Cash’s original albums, in card LP replica sleeves. Includes The Fabulous Johnny Cash; Hymns By Johnny Cash; Songs Of Our Soil; Hello, I’m Johnny Cash; and Orange Blossom Special. Seventy-two songs. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 4934458** *The Beau Brummels: Cry Just a Little.* The Beau Brummels were formed in San Francisco in 1966, and they were the first American rock band influenced by the Beatles to have a hit. Collects 19 tracks including Cry Just a Little; Laugh Laugh; That’s Alright; You’ll Never Miss Me; Don’t Talk to Strangers; They’re All Wrong; That Loving You Baby; and more. A&M. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 4970725** *Eagles: Freezin’ in New Jersey.* On August 24th, 1974, the Eagles performed at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks on two CDs including Hotel California; Tequila Sunrise; Take It Easy; Life in a House of Love; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4853113** *Buddy Holly & The Crickets: Six Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Session Tracks.* This compilation is a collection of tedious songs from the gifted buddy Holly and his band the Crickets. Some 99 tracks are included and unrushed tracks from the albums. Includes The Flip on Through A Day in the Life of a Tree; Sun’s Up; and more. Capital Records. $19.95.

**CD 1911935** *The Best of Billie Holiday: 20th Century Masters.* Collects 12 songs, including Strange Fruit; Fine and Mellow; Lover Man; Don’t Explain; Good Morning Heartache; God Bless the Child; and many more. This CD box-set is a compilation of some of this Jazz pioneeer’s finest work. Collects 56 tracks including Mud Bug; Sweet and Low; Violets are Blue; My Man’s Gone; Just Blue; Sweet and Slow; Sweebeida in Time; News from Bobbida; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1906901** *The Beach Boys: Feel Flows.* A collection from the Beach Boys based on the landmark albums, Sunflower and Surf’s Up, released in 1969 and 1971 respectively. This two CD set features remastered versions of the original albums, and unreleased tracks from the albums. Includes the flip on Through A Day in a Life of a Tree; Sun’s Up; and more. Capital Records. $19.95

**CD 4970292** *Richard Wagner: Siegfried.* The third in Wagner’s four music dramas, which are based on Nordic and German legends that constitute the Ring Cycle of the Nibelungen. Neuman as Siegfried, John Wagner as Das Wanderer; Carla Pohl as Brunnhilde; and others in this 1994/95 recording. Gunter Neundorfl conducts Badische Staatskapelle. Four CDs. Membran. $7.95

**CD 4970401** *Fleetwood Mac: 1968-1972.* This was recorded from various live FM broadcasts from 1968-1972. Collects 42 tracks on three CDs including Woman; I’m on the Run; Ride On; On With You; Wishing Well; Free Me; Remember Me; Big Breakheartee; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 4972711** *Traffic: San Francisco Singles/Out.* On January 26th, 1973, Traffic performed at Winterland Arena in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Shootout at the Fantasy Factory; Rock ’n Roll Stew; Roll Right Stones; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4747580** *Lynyrd Skynyrd: More for the Fans.* Recorded live at The Fox Theater, Oakland, California on November 12, 2014, two CDs deliver 19 tracks of this historic concert. Includes Whiskey Rock A Roller; You Got That Right; Saturday Night Special; Do A Little; and more. Includes the flip on Through A Day in a Life of a Tree; Life’s Been Good; and more. Uncirc. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4855579** *Aerosmith: Central Park 1975.* Features 12 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Central Park in August 1975. Includes Walking the Dog; Big Ten Inch Record; Sweet Emotions; Round & Round label; Joe a Letter; Walk This Way; No More/Some Old Song and Dance; Train Kept A Rollin’; and Toys in the Attic. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1911637** *The Unique and Rare Mondo Lalo.* This compilation includes never before heard complete versions of four popular arias, a previously unknown extended version of the Riggedo Overture, and a superb outtake of “My Destiny” that few Lanzo aficionados even knew existed. Tracks include: The House on the Hill; The Lord’s Prayer; Maria: Finals; Love Me Tonight; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 4871639** *Mountain: Around the World, 1965 & 1975.* This 2CD set was recorded from live performances in 1965 and 2003. Collects 14 tracks including Nantucket Sleighbell (To Owen Collins); High Country; Tennessee; Crossroads; and many more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4749812** *Cool: 100 Hits.* Collects one hundred hits on 5 CDs by the original artists featuring Music to Watch Girls By Among Them; I’ll Be There; Stand By Me; You Are My Sunshine; and more. Mirror Music. $9.95

**CD 4988358** *Led Zeppelin: The Lost Sessions.* Eighteen tracks include: You Shook Me; Communication Breakdown; I Can’t Quit You Baby; The Girl I Love; What Is and What Should Never Be; Travelling Riverside Blues; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4934806** *Savoy Brown: Blues, Balls & Boogie.* Recorded live in the late 1960s. In Denver, Colorado on June 27, 1961. Collects 11 tracks including Street Corner Talkin’; I’m Tired; Hellbound Train; Train to nowhere; Can’t Get Next to You; All I Can Do Is Cry; Needle and Spoon; Tell Me Louisiana Blues; The Bottle; and Run to Me. Reel to Reel. $19.95

**CD 4840429** *Gale Storm: I Hear You Knockin’.* Comprises just about all the A & B sides of Storm’s solo singles during her career, including her albums “Gale Storm” and “Sentimental Me” and selected titles from the “Softly and Tenderly” album. Sixty tracks, including I Hear You Knockin’; Memories Are Made Of This; Ivory Tower; Dark Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 1923226** *Bob Dylan: The Broadcast Collection 1961-1965.* This 92-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts (live and studio) during the years of 1961 to 1965. Songs include Homemade Sally; Baby Please Don’t Go; Tell Me Baby; Riding in My Car; Fixin’ To Die; I Ain’t Got No Home; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1923281** *The Who: The Broadcast Collection 1965-1981.* This 62-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of The Who from 1965 through 1981. Songs include Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere; Magic Bus; Run; Jack Happy; Heaven and Hell; Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; My Generation; We’re Not Gonna Take It; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 4792694** *Joan Baez: Early Years.* This 9CD set features all Joan Baez's performances for the 1959 album Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, and all the titles from her first two albums released in the mid-1960s: Joan Baez and Joan Baez Volume 2. Songs include Banks of the Ohio; Oh What A Beautiful City; Little Moses; Wagoner's Lad; The Trees They Do Grow High; Engine 143; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4840631** *The Many Sides of Buck Owens: Right After the Dance.* This collection is full of rockabilly sounds of which 18 are from Owens, he is also present on two recordings with Ray Price. Songs include Hands of Lovers; Love Me, Love Me; Love Me; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.95

---
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First Warm Day; When You Wish Upon a Star; Stick With Me; and more. Reel to Reel.

At My Good Time; and more. Universal Music.

About My Good Time; and more. Universal Music.


Julia; Revolution; Sour Milk Sea; Junk; Child of Nature; Circles; Many Hands; Good Day in Hell; Witchy Woman; Rocky Mountain Way; in Detroit.

EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Broadcast Archives. This was recorded from various live FM broadcasts during the years of 1973 to 1993. Songs include Mountain of Love; Salt Doll; Glory; Country Girl; Homegrown; and more. Incl udes multiple versions of some songs.

JEFF BECK: Blowing in Det roit. A live FM broadcast recorded in 1976. Some 18 tracks include Take It Easy; Outlaw Man; Turn to Stone; Lien; Eyes; You Never Cry Like a Lover; Desperado; Midnight Flyer; One of Those Nights; Already Gone; Too Much; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends.


Neil Young: Boston 1976. This 52-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live performances from 1961 to 1975. Songs include Another Brick in the Wall; Hey You; Money; and more. Contains multiple versions of some songs.

This 52-track, five-CD set consists of various live performances from 1961 to 1975. Songs include Another Brick in the Wall; Hey You; Money; and more. Contains multiple versions of some songs.
I’ll Never Be Free; Lonesome and Blue; You Belong to Me; City of Tiny Lites; some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95


Rider by Romeo Nelson; and more. Universal Music.

Logan’s “All American; Dance Hit’s; The Champs Play Joshua CD My life; Inca Roads; Lonesome Cowboy Burt; This performance was recorded. Collects 31 at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. and his group performed their last live show Luxe, Regal, Okeh, Savoy and Ritz labels B sides of her releases on the Cosmo, De


1923161 MIRIAM MAKEBA, 1956-1962. Features the the South African singer who became popular in the United States when she launched an album with Harry Belafonte. This four CD 88 track collection includes Inkomo Zodiwa, Do Unto Others: Orlando; Lovely Lee; The Song; Kālanjano; Laamba; and others. Reel to Reel. $11.95

1923218 AC/DC: The Broadcast Collection 1977-1979. This 36-track, four-CD set collects broadcasts of live AC/DC performances from 1977 to 1979. Songs include Live Wire; Hell Ain’t a Bad Place to Be; Problem Child; High Voltage; Highway to Hell; Baby. Please Don’t Go; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

1927272 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: How High the Moon. Les Paul and Mary Ford were a duet known for their virtuoso guitar playing, angelic vocals, and cutting edge recording and engineering techniques. This 67-track, three-CD set contains their most iconic recordings. Songs include Vaya Con Dios; How High the Moon; Mockin’ Bird Hill; Got to Get Better; My Heart Around; Beauty and the Beast; Dreams; Leather and Lace; Stop Dragging My Heart Around; You; Anniversary Song; and more. Two CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95


1946200 DONALD FAGEN: Feelin’ Groovy. On March 13th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Massey Hall in Toronto, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Green Streets; The Nightly; New Frontier; Brite Nitewound; Snowbound; Hyperman at Last; and more. CDs, including Complete. $14.95

1948647 STEVIE NICKS: The Broadcast Archives. Collects 38 tracks from radio broadcasts from the 1980s and 1990s. Includes: In Your Dreams; Leather and Lace; Stop Dragging My Heart Around; Beauty and the Beast; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Complete. $17.95

1978902 HOUND DOG TAYLOR & THE HOUSEROCKERS: Tearing the Roof Off. Collects thirty-two tracks on two CDs, including Whiskey Headed Woman; Rain; Rock Me Baby; I Need Love Me No More; Rockin’ With the Dog; Everyday I Have the Blues; No Hair; and more. CDs. Pub. at $11.95

1978932 PRINCE: The Purple Rain Performances. A wonderful compilation of songs from several live performances, including the 1984 Grammy Awards and the 1985 American Music Awards. Includes Purple Rain; When Doves Cry; Purple Rain; Little Red Corvette; When You Were Mine; and more. Four CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $29.95

1982631 BING CROSBY: Guest Star Time. This 66-track, two-CD set, highlights Bing Crosby’s career from the late 1920’s through the 1970’s. In this collection, the singer brings his trademark smooth and magnetic voice to a wide variety of songs, including Let’s Go Crazy; When Doves Cry; Purple Rain; Little Red Corvette; When You Were Mine; and more. Four CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $29.95

1990615 KENNETH DORHAM: Eight Classic Albums. Collects eight albums by Kenny Dorham including Kenny Dorham Plays; Cuban; Round About Midnight at the Cafe Bohemia Volume 1; 2 Horns/2 Rhythm; Jazz Contrasts; Blue Spring; Quiet Kenny; and Jazz Contemporary. Four CDs with 84 tracks. Reel to Reel. $19.95

1991187 THE ANNE LAURIE COLLECTION, 1945-62. This 51 track, two CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of her releases on the Cosmo, De Lion, Rider, Okeh, Savoy and Columbia records from this era. Songs include Since I Fell For You; It Hurts To Be In Love; Cutin’ Out; I’ll Never Be Free; Lonesome and Blue; You Belong to Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

1994175 THE SONGS OF BOB DYLAN. 1963-1997. This 3 CD set, highlights Bob Dylan’s career from the late 1960’s through the 1990’s. In this collection, the singer brings his trademark voice to a wide variety of songs, including A Hard Rain’s a-Gonna Fall; Like a Rolling Stone; Forever Young; Like a Rolling Stone; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archives. $21.95

1995123 JIMMY PAGE: Transmission Impossible. Three separate FM broadcast recordings from 1970, 1998, and 1984 presents some 46 tracks including We’re Gonna Groove; I Can’t Quit You Baby; Heartbreaker; White Summer/Black Mountainside; Wonton Soup; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

1997613 THE ULTIMATE ROCK BALLADS COLLECTION. Includes 150 classics that will bring countless memories back to life! Artists include Lynyrd Skynyrd, Cheryl Crowe, Rod Stewart, Sly, Meal Loaf, Poison Ivy, Sheryl Crow, Styx, Meat Loaf, and more. Two CDs. $24.95

2000752 GEORGE JONES: Birth of a Legend. This set represents the beginning of George Jones’ career. Here he’s young and brilliant–with everything to prove and nothing to lose. Over the course of seven years, we hear him become the hit-making icon we know so well. Includes a wealth of researched biography features from his family’s personal scrapbook. Collects 200 tracks on six CDs, including more than 20 previously unissued takes and songs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $169.95

2000768 CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue. Nine full albums are collected on 4 CDs, including Connie Smith’s Sings Hank Williams, Good to Me, I Fell in Love to, Joy To the World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks. The accompanying LP-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels, rare notes and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99

2000788 NEXT STOP IS VIETNAM: The War on Record, 1961-2008. A stunning, years in the making anthology of the Vietnam War’s musical legacy. Presented on 13 CDs with a 300-page book illustrated with numerous archival photographs, this collection examines the war in a powerful and unprecedented way. Over 300 musical performances will take the listener on a guided tour of this epochal period of modern history. Tour guides include Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bruce Springsteen, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $299.99
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